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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis, is to investigate the reasons for the growth of large scale 

labour migration from Ratnagiri district during the nineteenth century. It is argued 

firstly that for an understanding of the origins of migration from Ratnagiri it is 

necessary to investigate the socio-economic structure of the district, since exogenous 

demand for labour cannot explain many aspects of the pattern of migration from 

Ratnagiri, nor can it explain the high rate of migration compared to other areas 

with similar access to labour markets. It is argued that regional and gender 

patterns of migration from Ratnagiri can be partly explained by the structure of 

demand for labour within the district; but that the scale of migration can most 

convincingly be explained in terms of the acute poverty of sections of the rural 

population. It is argued that this poverty cannot be ascribed to demographic 

pressure in the early nineteenth century, since population in the district did not 

rise rapidly until migration was already underway. It is instead suggested that the 

poverty of many cultivators in the earlier nineteenth century was an outcome of 

the spread of a village zamindari system in Ratnagiri during the late eighteenth 

century, the impact of which was intensified by legal changes introduced under 

British rule; the consequent concentration of landholding in the hands of the village 

zamindars led to higher exactions on the lower caste cultivators, which stimulated 

emigration in the mid nineteenth century. Furthermore, it is suggested that the 

land tenure system was at the root of the problems of agricultural development 

which the district faced later in the nineteenth century. When population rose In 

the mid nineteenth century, the extension of cultivation put pressure on the fragile 

ecology of the district, which led to rapid deforestation and falling yields per acre. 

it is argued that though cultivation intensified In Ratnagiri during the later 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the output per head nonetheless probably 

fell, and the system of land tenure discouraged the adoption of many strategies 

which raight have raised output per head, thus perpetuating the poverty which, it is 

argued, lay at the root of out-migration from Ratnagiri. 
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Map 2: Part of Ratnagiri and Sangameshwar talukas 
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I Tntroductinn 

Rural-urban migration in nineteenth and early twentieth century 

India presents an interesting case study for economic historians as an 

example of migration in the early stages of industrialisation. Xany 

historical studies of European migration have investigated the causes 

of migration from the different regions of Europe, ' but research on 

the origins of labour migration in historical studies of India has 

tended to concentrate on the processes of recruitment of migrants, or 

of their role in particular industries. 2 Those studies which have 

dealt with the composition of the migrant stream or the causes of 

migration, have mainly concentrated on the areas of North East India 

which were the catchment areas for the coal mines and ten 

plantations, * and little work has been done on the origins of the 

factory labour force. 4 There are of course nany. studies by development 

economists on migration In modern India. The problem with studies of 

migration in the late twentieth century, however, is that the 

researcher is often investigating the end of a long process or 
tradition of migration going back to the nineteenth century, and it is 

therefore difficult to disentangle cause and effect. 16 

There have been some attempts by historians to investigate the 

origins of labour migration on an all-India basis by isolating the 

characteristics of the labour catchment areas throughout the sub- 

continent. 's However, there are many difficulties with comparability of 
data in very broad statistical analyses of this kind. For this reason 
I have chosen to study one such labour catchment area in depth, 

looking at social and economic change during and preceding the period 

wi, en migration developed, in order to understand, why migration became 
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. so Important to the area, and why it took the form it did. Through an 

examination of the social and economic history of Ratnagiri district 

from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth century, it is my 
intention to investigate the complex interrelationship between social, 

economic and political change which lay behind the growing labour 

emigration fron Ratuagiri to Bombay city in the nineteenth century. 
Approaches to the study of labour migration in the Third Vorld have 

produced a wide variety of explanations for its development, and have 

Identified migration as playing many widely differing roles' in 

processes of economic and social change. For economists the, Lewis 

approach, and its development by Todaro and others, have provided a 

model of economic dualism, with rural-urban migration as one of the 

mechanisms whereby the dichotomy -between the low (or zero) marginal 

productivity of the rural areas and the high marginal productivity of 

the urban capitalist sector is modified as the flow of labour into the 

city raises wages in the, rural areas, by removing disguised 

unemployment, at the same time as the return on capital in the urban 

industries slows down. The refinement of the Todaro model explains, 

through the Expected Income hypothesis, why rural population 

apparently behaves illogically by migrating to urban areas with high 

unemployment, and further sophistication is provided by 0. Stark's 

analysis of migration in terms of the opportunity cent to migrants. 7 

However, all these studies work within the framework of supply and 

demand for labour in a free market, with migration seen as a link 

between the developed and underdeveloped sectors of the economy. 
On the other hand, the study of the causes and significance of 

migration in the Third Varld has attracted much attention from 

Xarxist-orientated social scientists. In particular, the Xarxist 

analysis of labour migration in Southern Africa has pin-pointed the 

role of circular migration in providing a cheap labour force for 

capitalist enterprises, by pushing the cost of the reproduction of 
labour onto the rural peasantry; and has also emphasized the 

complicity of the colonial and post-colonial state in the development 

of this system. 10 In this analysis, rural-urban migration in the Third 

Vorld is not a process which could stimulate rural development, as in 

the neo-classical analysis, but one which perpetuates the division 
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between capitalist and pre-capitalist modes of production, through the 

exploitation of the short-term migrants and the rural communities 
from which they come for the profit of the (often foreign) capitalist 

sector. This model can also be applied to* India, allowing for 

differences in the role of the state, and in the nature of capitalism 

and of rural society in India. "' This nodel has has been challenged, 
however, by those Indian Xarxists who do not accept any 'dualism' in 

the colonial and neo-colonial economy, and explain the patterns of 

circular migration so prevalent in India in terms of the circulation 

of a desperate and dispossessed rural proletariats between the cities, 

where capitalist development is" stifled by neo-colonialism, and the 

rural areas where the land has been taken from them by capitalist 
landlords'but where debt bondage still ties them to the village. 10 

Analyses of the significance and causes of rural-urban migration and 

of the conposition of the migrant stream are therefore fundamentally 

based on an Identification of the nature of the society within which 

the migration occurs. If a dynamic capitalist sector can be identified 

in some urban areas -in late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
India, then the demand for skilled and unskilled labour, in these 

cities, and the greater opportunities for social nobility in the 

Inodern' urban environment, might be expected to attract workers from 

the countryside even if conditions 'there were far from Intolerable. 

Such migrants would often be skilled and ambitious, and would be 

expected to cut their ties with the"-rural areas rapidly as they 

connitted themselves - willingly to urban life. On the other hand, if 

the capitalist industrial sector In India was weak, and the 

opportunities In the city less attractive, one night expect that 'push' 

factors would have played a greater role in rural-urban migration. In 

this case, the nature of the migrant stream would depend more on the 

structure of the rural society from which it cones. If rural society 

was still pre-capitalist, the nigrants would still be peasants at 
heartj driven out reluctantly by the poverty caused by landlord 

exactions and government taxation, to supplement the, neagre output 
fron their holdings by short-term and seasonal labour in the city. If 

encroaching capitalism was transforning agrarian relations, however, 

landless agricultural labourers might be - expected to form a larger 
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part of the migrant stream; though deprived of 'their title to the soil 
and eager to settle in the city these migrants, like the peasants, 

might still be forced to return frequently to theirý rural roots by 

chronic urban unemployment and by the burden of debt on their 

families still in their home villages. 
In this thesis it is argued that migration from Ratnagiri toýBombay 

cannot be explained simply by relative demand for labour in the city 

as compared to the rural areas but must be seen to ref loot the acute 

poverty of a large section of the rural population, which pushed them 

into emigration. It is argued that in the first half of the nineteenth 

century this; poverty was caused to a significant extent by the 

village zamindari system of land tenure, especially as adapted to fit 

British ideology during the early years of the nineteenth century; and 

that this tenurial 'system was attractive to bath British and pre- 

British administrations because it enabled a higher tax revenue to be 

raised in agriculturally undeveloped areas. It is also argued that the 

lack of agricultural development in the district exacerbated the 

problem of poverty, especially as the population rose in the mid and 

late nineteenth century; but that this lack of development, can also be 

explained to a considerable extent by the operation of the land tenure 

system, within the constraints of the agricultural and ecological 

systems of the district. It is suggested, therefore, that while in 

colonial Africa deliberate policies of government forced changes in 

the agrarian System in order to push labour intorthe cities, in India 

the impact of government policies waszless direct. In the case of 
Ratnagiri district, the crisis in western India in the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries, itself in a large part a product of the 

impact of British expansion in the area, " encouraged the spread of a 

zaivindari system of land tenure in Ratuagiri. This, combined with the 

ideology and fiscal demands of British colonial rule, created a new 

agrarian system under the colonial regime, which combined the rentier 

elementz of the zawindazi tenure with the legal structure , of 

nineteenth century Britain. Such rural regimes, which can be identified 

in other parts of India in the early colonial period, 12were recognised 
by the British colonial government as an 'obstacle to economic 
development, but their political usefulness was such that though they' 
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could be modified, they could not be removed. It is argued, therefore, 

that the conditions which fostered emigration from, the rural areas in 

colonial India were an outcome of the nature of colonialism, which had 

its greatest Impact through the land tenure, system, and that the 

nature of the land tenure system has a fundamental impact on the 

reaction of the rural community to agrarian change and agrarian 

criEds. 

II Ratnactiri district at the becrinnincr of the nlnataantbL_rgntUr3E 

Ratnagiri district comprises the south part of the Konkan, the 

coastal strip stretching from Bombay to Goa. - When Ratnagiri was 
formed into a collectorate by the British administration in 1819, it 

also included talukas which were transferred to the Northern Konkan in 

18301: 9 and eventually included in the separate district of Kolaba. 

Ratnagiri stretches across from the coast up into the Western Ghats, 

and is intersected by numerous creeks, navigable for small craft right 

up into the Interior of the district in the nineteenth century. The 

rugged countryside, the many rivers, the steep crags and narrow passes 

of the Ghats and the Jungle which covered much of the area until the 

nineteenth century, appears to have discouraged settlement inland. As 

a result, until the eighteenth century, most population seems to have 

been concentrated on the coast, especially round the major trading 

cities such as Chaul, Dabhol and Rajapur, which handled trade between 

the Deccan and the Xiddle East, and along the routes from the coast to 
the main Ghat passes*, 14 the hinterland seems to have been much less 
developed. 

The agricultural system of the Konkan differs considerably from that 

of the neighbouring Deccan. The Deccan is a relatively level plateau 
with a semi-arid climate, but Ratnagirl. has a very high rainfall, 
which makes it easy to grow wet rice in the valley bottoms, and the 

steep hillsides if they are terraced. Outside the pockets of highly 

productive rice land, however, most of the district in the early 
nineteenth century was barren hill land, much of it too steep to 

plough, where semi-permanent and shifting cultivation of hill grains 
was practised, allowing very long fallows'8. The crops grown on these 
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hills were a variety of pulses and oil seeds and most importantly 

dwarf millets, the staple of the poor, which -though nutritionally 

better than rice had a much lower yield per acre. Xoreover, though 

rainfall in Ratnagiri is very heavy, it is concentrated In a short 

period in the monsoon months, and as the soil does not retain the 

water well, only a very small amount of double cropping can take place 

without irrigation. 11- In the nineteenth century, some 'cold weather' 

crops of rice, vegetables, pulses and hemp were grown with irrigation 

in rice fields, and perennial crops such as sugar cane and'tree crops 

(bananas, mangoes, coconuts and betelnuts) were grown in gardens 

irrigated from wells, tanks and rivers, but irrigation was expensive, 

and cultivation was overwhelmingly in the monsoon season (see below 

Chapter 2.31). 

Before the sixteenth century the Southern Konkan was divided into 

small principalities ruled by chiefs such as the Raja of Sangameshwar 

and the Raja of Vishalgad. At the end of the fifteenth century most of 

modern Ratuagiri district came under the control of the Sultan of 

Bijapur in the Deccan, who initiated the first land revenue settlement 

and attempted to open up the district by granting village revenues to 

village zamindars known locally as kboft. However, two factors 

militated against the regular settlement and development of the 

district at this period. Firstly, the economic importance of the major 

trading parts made then targets for European attack. The Portuguese, 

who had a factory at Chaul from the early sixteenth century, attacked 

many of the Konkan ports in the raid sixteenth century, especially 
Dabhol, and in the seventeenth century the English and 'the Dutch 

attacked ports and shipping in the area, and established factories at 
Vengurla (Dutch) and Rajapur (Engliah). 17 Secondly, as the region was 

not easily accessible from the Deccan, on account of the steep narrow 

passes through the mountains at this point and' the Jungle and many 

creeks in the Konkan itself, control by the Sultans of Bijapur was 

weak. For this reason Ratnagiri and Kolaba were ideally suited as a 
theatre of operations for opponents of Bijapur, most notably Shivaji. 

Between 1655 and 1660 Shivaji extended his operations against the 

Xuslim powers from his Poona Jagiz' into the Northern and Southern 

Konkan, rapidly gaining control of the area and establishing or 
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strengthening a number of forts at key points on the coast and in the 

Ghats, such as Vijayadurg, Suvernadurg and Sundhudurg U[alvan) on the 

coast, and, Raigad and Pratapgad in the Ghats. 10 Though under Shivaji 

the Southern Koukan appears to have experienced a period of settled 

government, after his death in 1680 and with the collapse of his 

kingdom, the Konkan became a battleground for competing powers - the 

Xughals, the Sidi of Jinjira, the Angrias of Kolaba, the Sawants of 
Vari, and for the factions within the Naratha kingdom. Vith the 

revival of Zaratha power in the early eighteenth century under Shahu 

and the Pe&hwas, and the establishment of pence with the Nughals in 

1718, the Naz-atbas gradually regained control of the Krmlrnn, 

culminating in the defeat of the Angrias In 1755. 

In the second half of the eighteenth century, the Southern Konkan 

was therefore relatively at pence, under a regular Jlrarntha 

administration which lasted until the British conquest. In the late 

eighteenth century this administration made considerable efforts to 

develop the district, giving many khati grants tA3 open up cultivation. 

As a result the district experienced a revival of prosperity, 

stimulated especially by the wealth flowing to the Chitpavan 

Brnhmans in the district, many of whom had relatives working in 

Poona. "9 However, from the last decade of the eighteenth century the 

district suffered a series of famines, and also suffered from the 

operations of revenue farmers put into the district as the Naratha 

administration . 
began to decline under internal and external 

pressures. 20 Nonetheless, the district suffered less than the Deccan 

and Northern Konkan from the wars with the British from the late 

eighteenth century, which were mainly fought in the Deccan, and was 
f inally taken over by British troops from Xalvan and Bankot in 1819, 

with little organised opposition. 

III XlZratinn frtm I? atnmlgirl district jim UP late P-ilthteentlh and e=]jL 

in i -neteenth cent= 

In most peasant Societies, past and present, there appeam to be 

a considerable degree of localised migration2l and the Konkan in the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century was no exception. In tines of 
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famine there appear to have been temporary and permanent movements of 

population 22 and there may have been some seasonal migration for 

agricultural work. There was also, as in the rest of India, marriage 

migration by women who after marriage went to live in their husband's 

village.; 23 Nainly, though, there appears to have been a movement of 

individual peasant families between villages in search of better 

conditions. An example of one such migrant in Ratnagiri district can 

be found in the mid nineteenth century example of 'Gangajee bin 

Dhondjee Ghanekurl, a Kunbi cultivator from Tide village in tarf Natu 

Palwan of Taluka Dapoli, whose father had first lived at Shrivtur 

village in Natu Palwan; he then moved to cultivate in Nigudshet 

village, but after four years moved to Tide, where the family finally 

settled and apparently prospered, until they fell foul of the khot. 2,1 

It is very difficult to obtain systematic data on this type of 

migration, but the extent of inter-village migration which occurred in 

Ratnagiri in the eighteenth century can be indicated by some of'the 

house tax records, which give details of the reasons for the increase 

or decrease in households since the previous survey. The rate of 

turnover of village population indicated by these records varies 

enormously from village to village. As can be seen from Table'l. 1, in 

Ragaon, In taluka Sangameshwar, nearly 50% of households emigrated 

between 1780 and 1790, while no households left Dingani at all in the 

S- ame period, and only 13% of households left Vandri. 

It seems clear that the peasantry in Ratuagiri were prepared to 

move between villages, and even across district boundaries, in search 

of a better life, though those who moved appear, from the sketchy 

evidence in the records, to have been mainly lower caste and probably 

poor. 28 There was also, however, in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

century, longer distance migration of higher castes from Ratuagiri 

district. Firstly, there was migration of Braluvans, especially 
Mitpavan Braltmans, to serve In the administration of the Naratha 

Empire in Poona and elsewhere in the Deccan, after a Chitpavan 

Brab. man from Ratnagirl district, Balaji Vishvanath, was - appointed 
Pesbwa, (chief minister, and later in the century effective ruler) by 

the Raja, Shahu, in 1713. Balaji Vishvanath founded a dynasty, and his 

heirs controlled the Peshwaship until the British conquest of the 
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Naratha Empire in 1818. As a result his caste fellows, the Cbitpavan 

By-abzans, along, with other Brahzans from Ratnagiri, were able to 

secure many posts in the service of the Maratba government in Poona; 

however, they retained their family lands and interests in Ratuagiri 

district, where many returned after the defeat of the Pesbwa by the 

British. " Secondly, there was the migration of members of the Nsz-atha 

caste to serve in the armies of the Pesbwa and other Naratha chiefs, 

especially during the expansion of the Maratba empire in the mid 

eighteenth century. And lastly, the British army recruited from the 

district, for service at the British settlements in Bombay and later 

also in Xalvan. Before the fall of the Xaratha Empire recruits appear 
to have been mainly Xualims, but after the British conquest of the 

ilraratha empire recruitment became much more extensive, mainly among 
the Naratbas and related castes who had formed the backbone of the 

pesbwals armies (though there may also have been Increased recruitment 

of untouchable Nabars). 27 The popularity of service In the army can be 

assessed by the number of military pensioners in the district. In 

18520 Rs. 535,000, out of the annual tax revenue of Re. 910,800 raised 

from Ratnagiri district was being paid back in the form of military 

pensions. -20 By 1881 the census showed that there were 1,718 military 

pensioners in the district, the greatest number for any, area, of the 

Bombay Presidency. " Though there were a few troops stationed in 

Ratnagirl, most recruits from the Konkan would have been stationed at 
Bombay or Poona, and returned after their period of service to their 

native district, where their knowledge of the cities may have been 

useful in encouraging -others 
to migrate. 

IV Patterns of migrati d ninsteanth cantury 

In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, emigration for 

work from Ratnagiri district was a relatively small scale migration of 

professionals, and largely confined to the higher castes. From the mid 

nineteenth century, however, the character of the migration changed, to 

a mass labour migration which affected nearly every family in the 

district. By the late nineteenth century, Ratnagiri district had one of 
the highest rates of outzigration in Bombay Presidency, and indeed for 
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India as a whole (see Table 1.2), and these figures do not include 

migration overseas or outside the Presidency, for which there is no 

data on district origins in the censuses. Already in 1881 18% of those 

born in the district were living outside it, and this rate of out- 

migration rose steadily, until after World War I when it reached 21%. 

Though the general rate of emigration from Ratuagiii was 

considerable, it was the scale of migration to Bombay city which was 

particularly remarkable. In 1881,72% of emigrants from Ratuagiri 

into Bombay Presidency went to Bombay city, and by 1911 this had 

risen to 87%, representing 14% of all those born in Ratuagiri. Other 

destinations absorbed far fewer migrants: in 1911,1.2% went to Thana 

district (adjacent to Bombay and containing a number of sizeable 

Industrial centres), and less than 1% to each- of the other main 

destinations - Poona district, Kolaba district, Sawantwadi state, 

Kolhapur state and Karachi city. The impact of migrants from Ratnagiri 

on Bombay city was considerable. Xigrants from Ratnagiri comprised 

19% of the population of Bombay city in 1901, rising to 22% in 1911, 

the highest of any district in Western India; 27% of all immigrants to 

Bombay city in 1011 came from Ratnagiri, and they still accounted for 

20% of immigrants to the city in 1951.311 This is more remarkable in 

that Ratuagiri district was not contiguous to Bombay, but stretched 

along the coast from between 60 to 120 miles south of the city - 

though it was one of the larger districts of the Presidency in terns 

of population. 
The first mention of unskilled labour migration from Ratuagiri 

district was in the 18409.: 31 There are no statistics on migration for 

this period, but Collectors' reports noted the presence of fishermen 

from Ratuagiri manning the boats in Bombay harbour in 1838: 22 and by 

the 1850s seasonal migration of cultivators to Bombay in the slack 

agricultural season was a common phenomenon. Captain Wingate noted 

during a tour of the district in 1852 that cultivators from every 

village in LarLje talu*a (an inland taluka later divided between 

Sangameshwar and Rajapur) went to Bombay every October and returned 

to till the land at the beginning of the monsoont leaving their wives 

and other relatives to look after their holdings. 33 Employment 

opportunities in Bombay city in the first half of the nineteenth 
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century must have reflected the growth of the city, from an East India 

Company factory and military base at the turn of the century, to the 

administrative centre of the Bombay Presidency and one of the busiest 

ports in the roub-continent. Bombay's population appears to have. grown 

only slowly in the first decades of the nineteenth century, estimates 

of 235,000 in 1812 (possibly swollen with famine refugees from the 

Deccan)34 and 221,550 in an 1814/15 census36, rising to only an 

estimated 236,000 in 1836. In the 1840s, the population appears to 

have expanded, however, with a census in 1848 giving the population as 
566,119, though some of this increase probably reflects the improved 

enumeration of Captain Bayne's census over previous estinates. 36 Much 

of the expansion appears to have been connected with increasing trade 

with the hinterland in the 1830s, especially in exports of cotton from 

the Deccan, facilitated by the building of a cart road over the Ghats 

In 1830 . 37 As the population of the city expanded, major public works 

were necessary to enable then to be accoýodated on the marshy island 

and peninsular, leading to the construction of the Colaba Causeway in 

1838 and the Xabin Causeway In 1845, and a major drainage and 

waterworks scheme In 1850. -: 20 Many early employment opportunities for 

migrants from RatnagIrl were probably as labourers on public works 

schemes or in the docks, which were developing with the increase in 

trade. 
The most rapid expansion of the city, however, came in the late 

1850s and early 1860s, and by 1864 the population had reached 
816,562.39 The growth of the city at this period wasl related in part 
to improvements in transport which facilitated trade with the 

hinterland. In 1853 the first stretch of railway was built, between 

Bombay and Thana; in 1860 the line was completed to Broach and 
Baroda; and in 1863 the railway over the Ghats to the Deccan was 

opened. Sea communications also improved rapidly, with 
' 

steamship 

companies beginning regular ferries along the coast from 1866, while 
the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 greatly increased the importance 

of the port of Bombay. At tjxe same time Bombay was developing 

Industrially, with the first cotton mill-starting operation in 1856 

and six more working by 1860. These developments naturally stimulated 
the programme of building and land reclamation in the city, with the 
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Back Bay reclamation, the expansion of the docks, road building, gas 
lighting, and improvements in the sewage and drainage systems and theý 

water supply. Xoney for these developments was provided in 1881-5 by 

the sudden increase in cotton exports from the Deccan, made easier by 

the development of the railways, but stimulated particularly by the 

events of the American Civil War which cut off supplies of raw cotton 

from America to British mills. 411 With the rising demand for labour in 

the city in the late 1850s and early 1860s, workers flooded in, 

particularly, it appears, from Ratnagiri. In 1864, when the first 

statistics are available, a census of Bombay city showed that there 

were 111,478 people born in Ratuagiri living in the city, the largest 

group of those born outside Bombay Island (followed by 67,646 born in 

Poona district, and 60,123 born in Thana district, which was adjacent 

to Bonbay. ). 41 This was at the height of the 'cotton boom', and many 

of the migrants must have been employed as general labourers on the 

building and land reclamation schemes, though some may already have 

been working in the cotton mills. The harbour and dockyards also 

provided considerable employment; in 1864 (and in 1872) one of the 

largest concentrations of migrants from Ratuagiri lived in the Harbour 

district of the city. " 

From 1861-5 the sudden increase in prosperity in Bombay ! led to a 

mania of speculation in shares and property in the city. In 1865 the 

share mania ended in a crash, when all the Bombay batiks failed, which 

brought the building boom to an end, though employment in the mills 

may not have been affected., 13 As a result, many workers from Ratuagiri 

left the city, with only 56,879 remaining in 1872 (see Table 1.3). 

Emigration revived, however, in the 1870s and 1880s, as business 

recovered and reorganised; the Bombay Fort Trust, founded in 1873, 

launched a big expansion of the Bombay Docks in the 1880s; while many 

more cotton mills began to open in Bombay, with daily employment in 

the mills rising from 8,130 workers in 1870 to 59,139 by 1890, and 
Bombay's role as the leading industrial and commercial centre in 

Western India was secure. 44 The Census of 1881, the first to show 

migration from Ratnagiri to all districts of Bombay Presidency, shows 
that 173,943 people born in Ratnagiri were living outside the district, 

15% of those born in Ratnagirl. Emigration continued to rise until 
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1901, when a drop in emigration, particularly to Bombay, probably 
reflects the impact of the plague epidemic in 1897/8, which led to a 

mass exodus from the city., 41- Emigration recovered in 1911, and 
continued at a high rate into the mid twentieth century. 

Though migration existed in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, the massive increase in its scale in the mid nineteenth 

century marks a change in its character from the labour nobility of 

specialists and professionals, to a mass labour migration which 

affected nearly every family in the district. A closer analysis of the 

destination, composition and character of the migrant stream is 

necessary in order to understand the nature of this migration. 

r1anaral Characterlati of n1gration froin Ratnmalrl d1strict 

i DestinatInn. 

Xigration from Ratnagiri was overwhelmingly rural-urban in 

character, with the great majority of emigrants from the mid 

nineteenth century onwards going to Bombay city, while Ratuagiri 

itself remained predominently rural. 46 Even within Ratnagiri, there 

appears to have been an element of rural-urban migration in the 

nineteenth century, since sex ratios for the few towns in the district 

were higher than those f or the district as a whole; 47 and it is 

possible that this was part of a process of 'step-wise' migration, 

with migrants moving first into the towns in the district, bef ore 
deciding to move on to Bombay. This pattern of rural-urban migration 
from Ratnagiri contrasts with patterns of migration from many other 
districts in Western India, where destinations of migrants were more 
diverse, and not so obviously urban (sim Table 1.2). 

There is also a very distinctive pattern in the occupations which 
migrants from Ratuagiri adopted in Bombay city. Though there is no 
data on the occupations of migrants from Ratnagiri before 1900, by 
1911 36% of migrants to the city were working in the mills, 
comprising betweeen 49% and 56% of the total mill labour force. 40 The 

first cotton mill opened in Bombay in 1858, and by 1870 the mills 
were employing M, 130 workers daily, rising to 59,139 by 1890, and 
apart from a drop during the plague years of 1897/8 employment in the 
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mills continued to rise steadily until'the late 1920s., "3 Not all those 

listed in the censuses as 'mill workers', however, were employed 

regularly in the mills, since besides the regular employees there was 

a large pool of casual labour, known as badlis, estimated at one third 

of average full tine employment In the U111B in 18ID2. r-O Therse were 

recruited on a daily basis to cover absenteeism through the agency of 

the 'Jobbers' who controlled recuritment Into the nills. r" Of those 

migrants who did not enter the mills, the 1911 Census shows that 15% 

became general labourers working in the docks and the building sites, 

so that altogether at least 51% of migrants in 1911 had become a part 

of a predominently unskilled working class in the formal sector in 

Bombay, while 21% entered the informal sector as artisans, shopkeepers 

and domestic servants. This pattern of migration into unskilled work 

in the formal sector in Bombay can also be found from other districts 

of Bombay Presidency by 1911, notably from the north and west Deccan 

(Satara, Kolhapur, Poona, Sholapur, Ahmednagar and Xasik), and from the 

Konkan (Thana and Kolaba), but in contrast migration from the Guje: rat 

(Cutch, Katthiawar, Surat, and Ahmedabad) was mainly Into the Informal 

sector, or into the professions, and no other district provided as 

many mill workers as Ratnag1ri. S2 

ii Agp nnd sex conpasitian. 

Ratnagiri was also distinctive In the sex composition of the migrant 

stream. There are many wealmesses and gaps in the census data an the 

age and sex distribution of migrants. Though the censuses from 1881 

give details of the number and sex of those barn in Ratuagiri living 

in other districts of Bombay Presidency, only for Bombay city In 1911 

and 1921 is the age distribution of migrants from each'district given. 

Any further investigation of the age distribution of migrants has to 

rely on inferences to be drawn from the census data 'on the age and 

sex structure of Ratnagiri district Itself. 

The data shows, firstly, that the majority of migrants from 

Ratuagiri were male. Vhile the censuses of 1846 and 1851 showed a 

predominence of males in Ratuagiri district (a sex ratio as high as 

ill in 1851), all later censuses showed a surplus of femaleg In the 

district, both among the population as a whole, and among those born 
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in Ratnagiri. In contrast, the sex ratio of migrants from Ratnagiri 

was high, with men outnumbering women by nearly two to one among 

migrants from Ratnagiri to Bombay city in the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries (see Table 1.3). This pattern of 

predozinently male migration was not the most common pattern of 

emigration in Bombay Presidency, since from most districts the 

majority of emigrants were female (Ree Table 1.2), who, since they 

moved to neighbouring districts, probably migrated to marry, since 

marriage residence in India was mainly patrilocal. I 
Secondly, though data on the age structure of migrants from 

Ratuagiri living in Bombay provides little detail, an examination of 

the age structure of Ratuagiri district itself shows that it differs 

from that of the Presidency as a whole, and it seems likely that this 

difference can be attributed to migration. Already in 1891 40% of the 

population of Ratuagiri district were under 14,46.2% aged 15-49 and 

13.8% over 50, as compared to the Presidency as a whole, where 39% 

were under 14,50% aged 15-49, and 11% aged over 50.63 A =are 

detailed examination of Ratuagiri's age structure across the censuses 

from 1881-1901 shows that the cohorts of sales aged 15-25 and 

females aged 15-20 are' smaller than expected, and this cannot be 

accounted for by variations in the death rates. A comparison of Fig. lA 

and 1B, for example, shows that the cohort barn in 1861-6 (aged 15-20 

in 1881 and aged 25-30 in 1891) was actually smaller in 1881 for both 

males and females than in 1891; and similarly, the cohort born in 

1856-61 (aged 20-25 in 1881 and aged 30-35 in 1891) was smaller in 

1881 than in 1891. This suggests out-migration of males and females 

aged 15-20, and return migration after that age. The larger size of 
the 25-35 age group cannot be explained by immigration Into Ratuagiri 

of men and women born outside the district, since immigration to the 

district was small (2% of the population in 1901 were born outside 
the district). 6' 

This pattern of out-migration of predominantly young men, and 

return migration after about 10 years in the city, is given support by 

the data on marriage from the censuses. The censuses of Ratuagiri 

reveal that there were more married women in the district than 

married men, a surplus which given the social characteristics of 
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Vestern India, cannot be explained in terms of polygamy. From this 

surplus of married women (see Table 1.4), it can be deduced that by 

1891 43% of men born in Ratnagiri district but living outside the 

district at the time of the census were married men who had left 

their wives behind, while in 1901 this had risen to 44%. The data on 

age, sex and civil condition of the population of Ratuagirl, and of 

Bombay city, suggest, therefore, that a pattern of circular migration 

had been established from the district to Bombay,. city by the last 

decade of the nineteenth century. 

iii aMr-rmality nf migMtirm 

Vhile the census data suggests a pattern of circular migration, 

there is considerable evidence from other sources to suggest that 

seasonal migration from Ratnagiri. to Bombay city was also a common 

practice, with migrants travelling to work in Bombay between October 

and December, and returning to Ratnagiri between Xarch and Xay for 

the cultivating and marriage season (a practice which continues to the 

present day). 15r, Several of the British administrators of Ratnagiri 

commented on the phenamenon, ral- and though there is little statistical 

data to confirm it since such a movement of labour is not picked up 

by decennial censuses, the passenger records of the steamships which 

plied along the coast do suggest seasonal fluctuations in traffic. The 

steamship company records for 1911-1357 suggest that there were in 

fact two patterns of movement: those who returned to the district from 

Bombay for one or two months in the marriage season (February to 

Xarch), who appear to have been the better-off, probably circular, 

migrants, since this pattern shows up clearly in second class 

accomondation on the steamers; and those seasonal migrants who went 

home in April or Xay until October or November,, presumably to help 

with cultivation during the monsoon and harvest period, who mainly 

travelled third class. The importance of this seasonal influx of labour 

into Bombay in the mid nineteenth century is indicated by the monthly 

statistics on deaths in the city between 1848 and 1872, which show 

that deaths reached a peak during February-July and were lowest 

during August-October,, (when one would have expected the peak t-) occur 
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from Xay to October during the hot weather and subsequent monsoon 

season and the lowest rates to be in the cooler dry season from 

November to Xarch). The highest ratio of sale to female deaths and 

the highest ratio of deaths aged 15-55 to total deaths also occxýed 

during the months of Irovember-January. 1519 There seems clear evidence, 

then, that a pattern of seasonal rural-urban migration to Bombay, 

along with longer term migration, was established from the mid 

nineteenth century. Such seasonal migration was, and still is. - a 

common feature of rural-urban migration in India, and is still a 

feature of migration from Ratuagiri district to Bcnbay. r*s 

iv Caste and religious ccopositirm of the migrant strem 

Though the age and sex composition of the migrant stream can be 

determined in a fairly straightforward fashion from the census 

statistics, Its caste and religious composition is less easy to 

determine. Though there is ample data in the censuses on the caste 

composition of each district, and of Bombay city, this is. nat usually 

broken down into a division between immigrants and native born 

residents. There are, however, detailed tables In the 1911 and 1921 

censuses, which break down 3migrantA3 from Ratnagiri (and other 

districts) living in Bombay city Into caste and religious groups, 

giving also their occupation*; in the city and the ratio of dependents 

to workers, and their ages in three broad groups (see Table 1.5). To 

determine the migration rates of the various castes in Ratuagirt 

before this date, an Indirect method of measurement had to be used, by 

examining the growth rates and sex ratios of. castes in the district . 

ilowever, this has to be employed with the greatest caution. In view of 

the fact that the majority of emigrants were male, a sex ratio below 

that for the district as a whole might Indicate a high rate of 

jaigration; on the other hand, if a particular caste tended to migrate 

as a whole family, this would not be picked up by a study of the sex 

ratios. Similarly, little work had been done an the impact of 

migration on birth and death rates, and overall rates of growth In the 

sending community. Permanent whole family migration might be expected 

to lower the rate of growth of the sending community bath because the 

emigrants are removed from the community, and because, as mainly 
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young men and women of childbearing age, their absence will have the 

effect of lowering the birth rate. Significantly, the data on birth 

and death rates for RatuagIri, though very inadequate, do suggest that 

both were below average for Bombay Presidency. r, 10 On the other hand, 

seasonal and circular migration might have the opposite effect an the 

sending community; firstly because it raises the income for the family 

as a whole (whether or not any remittances are sent back), which will 

raise consumption per head and so reduce mortality (and possibly 

increase fertility); secondly because with regular visits home by 

migrant men, marital fertility may not be reduced by this pattern of 

migration; and thirdly, work on population patterns in Europe suggests 

that with a rising demand far labour marital fertility may even 

increase, though it is not clear whether the mechanisms to make such 

adjustments operated in India at this period (see Chapter 3). 

Given these problems, it is difficult to draw nany., firm conclusions 

from the data on caste in Ratnagiri itself. The data from the censuses 

presented In Table 1.6, however, do suggest that there was a rise in 

Out-migration of Bz7Lhzans and Rbandaris between 1851 and 1872, and a 

steadily increasing out-migration of Ambis over the, century; the 

data from the censuses on sex ratios also suggest that male 

seasonal/circular migration from Ratnagiri was concentrated in the 

1870s in the Anmtha Mimbi caste, and was also high -among Xuslims, 

and among the Abandaz1, ffbavi and Parit castes, all of, whom had a sex 

ratio -below 95. In 1881, the Jftharý SUtar and Kimbbar cas had 

joined then in sending out a noticable proportion of males, and by 

1901 also the GAvM and Lrduur castes. By 1911 only a handful of major 

castes (Mambbar, Dbangar, Kashti and KdZD had sex ratios over 95 In 

Ratnagiri. However, though a low sex ratio certainly Indicates higher 

rates of male emigration, a high sex ratio can also be compatible with 

emigration, where females also migrate in considerable numbers: the 

Cb"bhnr caste had the highest emigration rate in the district in 

1911 and also a sex ratio of 102 in Ratuagiri In 1911. 

A more reliable guide to the caste composition of the migrant 

stream is the data from the 1911 and 1921 census of Bombay city (see 

Table 1.5), though clearly the caste composition of migrants from 

Ratnagiri to other destinations may have been different. This data 
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shows that the caste most prone to migrate to Bombay from Ratnagirl 

at this period was the Chambbar or leather worker caste. This caste 

exhibits a high propensity to migrate to urban areas in the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries, not just in Ratuagiri but all over India, 

which may be connectad with the demand for their skills in repairing 

the leather belts used in textile machinery, and in the in ss 

production of leather goods, leather seats in railway carriages etc. 

This work would not usually be done by caste Hindus, since the work 

war, polluting because it involved handling dead animals. 01 This caste 

however, only represented 2% Of the population of Bombay born in 

Ratnagiri. Similarly, a number of other small castes with traditional 

skills of use in the city - the Kali fishermen, the Vashermen (Phrit), 

the Tailors (. %Izpi) and the Goldsmiths (Sonar) - also show a high 

propensity to migrate there, but altogether these only comprise 2.1% 

of those barn in Ratnag1ri in the city. Of the larger castes, those 

with the highest propensity to migrate were the Rbandhari, Vani, and 

jfamthalKunbi castes. The Bbandarl caste were cultivators who 

specialised in coconut growing and toddy tapping; they lived mainly an 

the coast# and were also boatmen, apparently owning many of the snall 

boats which plied up and down the cDaBt. 02 The Vani caste were 

merchants and traders, though many also owned sine land. But the 

largest group with a high propensity to migrate were the 

j[az-athaMunbi Caste. Xaz-atha and KLmbi were the main agricultural 

castes in Ratnagiri. Though they are listed separately in the census 

caste statistics, they were not in fact separate castes, but status 

groups within the NarathalMmbi caste. Narathas were mainly wealthier 

cultivators, in some cases related to important families in the 

administration or army of the Narntha empire. Some held official 

positions in their villager., such as headman or "at, and as tenants 

they usually paid lower rents than Kimbis. Kunbis were the poorer 

cultivators, predominently tenants, and rarely holding any offices in 

the village. They, unlike the MArathas, had to perform labour services 

for the village landlord-03 Naratha and Kunbi were not separate 

castes, however, for it was possible to move between one and the 

other. r-" Novement between the two groups almost certainly accounts 

for some of the oddities in the census statistics. Far example, in 
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1911 the census shows 114,159 Narathas born in - Ratuagirl living in 

Bombay, but only 7,867 Kimbis; yet the groups were similar in size in 

Ratnagiri in 1911, and the Kunbis had an even lower sex ratio than*the 

Ifarathas (82 as opposed to 85). Since there were 30,447 more KLmbi 

females th" males in Ratnagiri in 1911, one would expect to find more 

than 5,888 Kunbi male migrants from Ratuagiri in Bombay In that year. 

Similarly, as there were 36,515 more Naratha male thanfenale migrants 

from Ratnagiri in Bombay in 1911, but only 23,927 more Namtha 

females than males in Ratnagiri district in that year, there is clearly 

some discrepancy. This could be explained if Kunbi migrants to Bombay 

called themselves Naratha in the census. 66 

on the other hand, there are some castes represented In Ratnagiri 

whose numbers In Bombay in 1911 were so insignificant that they did 

not appear in the Bombay census statistics at all. Though many of 

these were castes with few members In Ratnag1ri, some were important 

castes, whose migration rates to Bombay were therefore probably low. 

Xast notable of these were the GLaav and Kumbhar castes. The Gurav 

caste were temple servants who attended the village shrines, and in 

return were usually provided with a payment in kind from the 

villagers (punjP, or sometimes a small piece of rent free land 

instead. 66 The Kumbbar caste were potters (also responsible for 

performing some rituals for the dead). Few of then were 'village 

servants, and they made a living by selling their wares. 67 

Finally there are those castes and religious groups whose migration 

rates to Bombay, while high enough to be recorded in the Bombay 

census, were significantly below, that for the district as a whole 

(17.9%). Some of the most significant of, these were the Brahman 

castes, who in Ratuagirl were mainly landowners and landlords, though 

some were priests. Another important group were the Xuslins, who 

followed varying occupations, mainly cultivators, traders and 

fishermen, and lived an the'coast and at the inland trading centres. 

Another major group with apparently lower than average rates of 

emigration was the Nabar caste, the untouchable scavenger caste, who 

were provided with small pieces of land or regular payments by the 

village in return for their services. " These were the largest groups 
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with this lower rate of emigration, the others being smaller 

specialist castes. 

The most noticeable feature of the caste and occupational 

composition of the migrant stream to Bombay, is the predaminence of 

the agricultural castes. Castes with connections with trade or sea- 

faring also show a high propensity to migrate, except the Xuslims, 

though there is some evidence to suggest that they had a high rate of 

overseas migration, which is not recorded in the , censuses. 00 Castes 

with traditional skills in demand in the city, such as the Cbambhar 

caste, also have high rates of migration, but, these castes are lbss 

dominant in the migrant stream than the agriculturalists. This 

contrasts with migration from the Gujerat into Bombay where traders 

predominated over agriculturalists. Also noticeable is the low 

proportion of the untouchable ca in the migrant strean. caused by 

the low rate of migration of the major untouchable caste, the Aahar. 

This again contrasts with the -pattern of migration to the city from 

some other districts of the Presidency, notably Ahmednagar, and lasik, 

where Nahars constituted a much larger proportion of the migrant 

stream, 70 and & similar pattern of significant untouchable migration 

can be found In other parts of Indiaý71 

A more detailed analysis of the sex ratios, dependency ratios, 

female work participation ratios and occupations of migrants from 

Ratnagiri to Bombay in 1911, shows that not only did different castes 

have different rates of migration, but also different migration 

patterns (see Table 1.5). Firstly, the proportion of women migrating 

varies greatly between castes and religious groups. Very few women 
from the fishing castes, or from the various Xuslin groups, migrated 
to Bombay, while the highest rates of female migration are to be found 

among the untouchable and low castes - Nahars, Chambbars and Phrits - 

and among some of the high status Hindu artisan castes - the ShImpis, 

Smirs and &itars. It seems reasonable to e that the castes 

with a high female participation in the migrant stream were more 

likely to be settling permanently in the city, while those with a low 

female participation were more likely to be seasonal or circular 

migrants, since many of then would be married men who had left their 

wives behind in the rural areas. 
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Secondly, there are differences in the work participation ratio of 

women of different castes in the city. Female work participation rates 

are lowest among the Brahmans and the Xuslims, and also among the 

higher status Hindu craft castes, notably the Sutar, Sanar, and Miimpi 

castes. They are highest among the outcaste and low castes - Nabar, 

Cbambhar- and Parit castes- and also quite high among the Gavli, Teli 

and NarathalKimbi castes. Clearly, female work participation is closely 

linked to patterns of migration. Only those In the higher earning 

occupations, such as the Rwar-Moldsmith caste, 72 could afford to 

support a dependent wife in the city, and these groups had a high 

female migration rate. For the rest, the choice for women rested 

between working In the city with their husbands, If they could find 

suitable employment, or staying In the rural area while their husbands 

travelled to work seasonally or for a period of years in the city. 

v Relgimml vnriatirmn in mjgjMtirm from Rjt,, Jrjrj 

Xigration from Ratuagiri can be seen, therefore, to have some 
distinctive features not found in other areas, most notably the 

dominance of caste Hindu agriculturalists in the migrant stream, and 
its high sex ratio. It Is also clear that migration did not affect the 

district evenly, and that patterns varied not only between castes and 

communities but also across sub-regions within the district. Ratuagirl 

was divided Into eleven administrative sub-divisions, or talukas. Since 

their boundaries were often rL--arranged In the course of the 

nineteenth century, it is difficult to analyse differences in their 

population size over time before 1901 and, as with the growth'rates of 

castes, it is difficult to interpret variations in taluka growth rates 
In terms of migration. As can be seen from Table 1.7, over the period 
1891-1921 the highest rates of population growth were in the southern 
talukas of Vengurla, Xalvan, Deogad and Rajapur (an Increase of 
between 8% and 23% between 1891 and 1921), and the lowest in the 

northern tolukas of Dapoll, Khed, Chiplun and Xandangad (a drop of 
between 1% and 11% between 1891 and 1021). This could Indicate higher 

rates of all types of migration from the northern talukas than those 

in the south, especially since the censuses appear to have been taken 

in eebruary, when seasonal workers were In Bombay, though some longer 
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term migrants nay have arrived home by this time for -the marriage 

r . eaBon. 73 However, population growth rates must be used with caution 

as indicators of migration: the data could indicate instead higher 

rates of permanent migration from the north of the district, and 

higher rates of seasonal migration from the Bouth; or the differences 

could be explained by higher death rates/lower birth rates in the 

north than the south, indicative of greater poverty in the north. 

Though the data on population growth may be unsatisfactory, the 

data on the population structure of the talukas makes it possible to 

draw same conclusions about variations in migration rates through the 

district. The fullest data are for 1901 (see Table 1.4) and this shows 

that the three talukas In the south of the district, furthest from 

Bombay - Vengurla, Xalvan and Deogad- had a higher than average 

ratio and household size, and a lower than average surplus of married 

women over married nen: this does suggest that' there was less 

migration from these taluJum than from elsewhere. It could also 

indicate migration was predominantly -of whole families, but high 

population growth rates in these talukas between 1891 and 1901 make 

it unlikely that whole family migration occurred on a large scale. A 

report by the Settlement Officer suggested that migration from this 

area was mainly of higher castes with professional and administrative 

jobs in Bombay, which accords well with this interpretation of the 

d'ata. 7A 

on the other hand, the most northerly talukas- Xandangad, ChIplun, 

Khed and Dapoli- present a different pattern, with lower sex raticm3 

than the south. lower average household size, and a larger surplus of 

married women over married nen; they also have negative population 

growth rates from 1891-1921. This evidence does seen to indicate that 

migration was higher from the northern talukas, with considerable 

permanent emigration from the far north of the district. Finally, the 

combination of a low sex ratio, a large -surplus of married women and 

moderate rates of population growth in the central tolukas of Guhagar. 

Sangameshwar and Ratuagiri suggests that from this region seasonal 

and circular migration was most important. 

Though this pattern is clear in 1001, however, it becomes less so In 

succeeding censuses - Though average household, size remains lower in 
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the north of the district sex ratios become more uniform, with only 

Guhagar (very low) and Vengurla (very high) standing out. There is no 

data on civil cmditim by talukas for any year except 1901. 

Populatim growth rates, - however, seen to even out between the 

districts after 1901. This does suggest that in the nineteenth century 

there were distinct regicmal variations within the district in the 

rates and character of migration, but that after 1901 the local 

differences began to disappear. This could be explained partly by the 

development of more permanent migration replacing some seasonal and 

circular movement, and partly by eemomic change In the district- 

perhaps caused by emigration- and certainly by the wider spread of 

information networks through the district. 

vi inter-village varlatigm in m1simt1rin rates. 

An -AIM11118 iCM of the growth rates of individual villages in 

Ratnagiri and Sangameshwar talukas between 1830 and 1911, and between 

1911 and 1961 (see Table 1.8A and B) shows that there were very 

substantial variations In rates of population growth between villages. 

This could be partly a result of the chance impact of disease or crop 

failure, or of the longer term Impact of endemic poverty on the birth 

and death rates. Alternatively, these differences could be explained by 

331gration, either internal migration to other villages In the district, 

or external migration to Bombay and other destinations outside 

Ratnagiri. 

Though some variations between villages may be a result of chance 

factors, an examination of the data shows clear patterns of growth in 

different parts of the talukas, and between villages with different 

tenurial systems, suggesting that either endemic poverty or migration 

are mainly responsible for the varying rates of growth. Firstly, 

between 1830 and 1911, the highest rates of growth In the two talukas 

are found in khati villages an the coast of Ratuagirt taluka and along 

Jaigad creek (242% over 81 years), and in the Inland hill villages. of 

tniuka Sanganeshwar, which were also all khati; while the lowest rates 

of growth were to be found in the dhar-ekard villager. on the coast of 

Ratuagiri taluka, and similar growth rates in the mainly khati 

villages of Uff Sangameshwar In taluka Sanganeshwar, which were 
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situated near navigable creeks, and an a fertile plateau. In general, 

the villages with high growth rates were the smaller villages, which 

appear to have grown at a more rapid rate than the larger ones. 

Between 1911 and 1961, overall population growth was much slower, but 

now the fastest growth rates are to be found in the Inland villages, 

while the coastal dharekari villages still have the slowest rates of 

increase, and the population of a number of villages an the coast and 

jaigad creek, both Jrhoti and dharekari, actually drop over this period. 

There are a number of inferences which can be drawn from this data. 

Firstly, it seems possible that Internal migration was occuring during 

the nineteenth century, as cultivators moved from the more highly 

populated villages in tarf Ratnagiri and tax-f Sangameshwar into the 

less populous parts of the talukas. There is no direct data an 

migration within the district for the nineteenth century, and though 

the Naratha house tax records for the late eighteenth century show 

some details of population movement, they are too few to establish any 

trend, (see above Section III). Data on cultivators living in one 

village and cultivating in another, which are available for the 1820s, 

do suggest that there was some short-distance movement from the 

larger to the smaller villages In the locality, but this does not 

provide evidence of longer distance movements of internal migration. 70 

The evidence does, however, appear to be rather contradictory. If the 

rapid rates of population growth in the inland villages, In 

sangameshwar taluka are taken to indicate a lower rate of emigration 

than from villages on the coast. then this is apparently Inconsistent 

with the evidence of the population structure of the taluka in 1901. 

This shows Sangameshwar as having the highest surplus of married 

women over married men in the district in 1901, and an average 
household size and sex ratio below the average for the district as a 

whole. which suggests a high rate of sale emigration. However, a rapid 

rate of population growth combined with a surplus of females over 

males could be consistent with a pattern of seasonal, or short tern 

circular, migration. The data suggests, therefore, the possibility that 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, seasonal migration occurred 

mainly from the smaller, mainly hill, villages. while that the more 

permanent emigration to Bombay and elsewhere was from the largest 
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villages and small towns. The data on the northern part of Ratuagiri 

taluka also suggests that in the coastal areas, even where a pattern 

of seasonal migration was common in the nineteenth century, a pattern 

of long term and permanent migration had also been established during 

the twentieth century. 

VI Tbf. % calises nf ulgmtlon frro Ratml%giri, 

By the beginning of * the twentieth century, the character of 

migration from Ratnagiri was clearly defined. It was targeted mainly 

on Bombay, on jobs in the mills and other unskilled labour; young 

males, predominated in the migrant stream; and a complex pattern of 

seasonal, circular and long tens migration had been established. It is 

the ails of this thesis to explain why this pattern of migration 

developed and why emigration became such an important feature of 

Ratuagirils economy. 

It would be possible to argue that the -growth of migration from 

Ratuagiri district to Bombay from the mid nineteenth century was not 

related to any fundamental changes in the economy and society of 

either Ratuagiri or Bombay, but simply reflected the growth of 

networks of transport and information within Ratuagirl, and between 

fttnagiri and Bombay. Overland transport within Ratnagiri was 

difficult throughout the nineteenth century and early twentieth 

century. The country is rugged, and intersected by many creeks running 

from the coast to the Ghats which had to be crossed by ferry, while 

the Ghats themselves could only be crossed by steep, often dangerous, 

passes. Given the topographical problems, and as the district had 

little strategic or economic importance, no railway was ever built 

along the Konkan. 70 Noreover, in the nineteenth century little was 

invested by the colonial government in improving roads in the area. 

Before 1865, when the District Local Fund began to be used for road 

building. there were very few major roads suitable for carts in the 

districts most produce still being carried an head loads. Although the 

road building programme increased considerably after 1865 because of 

the investment fa the District Fund, still, by the 1880s, land 

transport in Ratnagiri. was very poor compared with neighbouring 
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districts, imost of which by this tine had a rail network. There was, 

for exanple, only one inade road in Rajapur taluka and in Ratnagiri 

taluka by the end of the 1880S, 77 and the situation had inproved 

little before 1914.70 

However, since most travellers by road would have had to walk, the 

most convenient mode of travel out of the district before the 

development of the bus network in the mid twentieth century was by 

SM. Ratnagiri has a long sea coast, and as the district was only 

approximately 30 miles wide, and intersected by many navigable rivers, 

a large proportion of the district was within easy reach of, water 

transport. It is not clear exactly how travellers from RatnagIri by 

sm reached Bombay in the mid nineteenth century. However, fishermen 

sometimes travelled up the coast, and there was a long standing 

country trade an the Vest Coast involving boatmen fran villages in 

Ratnagiri. 79 Some of thprp boats, which were built in villages along 

the ccast, eo took passengers, and It was certainly possible to work a 

passage as a seamaný01 In the 1820s Captain Dowell noted that 

peasants from Kondivre village (inland in Sangameshwar taluka but on 

a navigable river), and fishermen from Varavda village (on a creek 

near the coast) were employed on boats travelling to Bonbayýe2 

Employment on the boats provided extra income for cultivators In the 

Black agricultural season, and no doubt provided an introduction to 

Bombay; some of these boatmen, when they reached Bombay, appear to 

have stayed to work in the harbour during the dry searon. e3 Vhile 

already in the mid nineteenth century water txanBport between 

Ratuagiri and Bombay was better t1han land transport, by the late 

nineteenth century sea transport had developed substantially. The 

first steamship service down the coast from Bombay opened in 18C)ra, to 

jrolaba. very soon there was a regular steamship service all along the 

coast of Ratnagiri, stopping at the main parts, and there were also 

small local passenger boats and steam launches running up the main 

creeks to bring passengers to the coastal steaners-04 The records of 

the steamship companies, the Indian Co-operative Navigation and 

Trading Co. Ltd., and the Bombay Steam Navigation Co. Ltd.. show that 

in 1911/12 no, 754 passengers travelled to Bombay from ports in 
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Ratnagiri and Xalvan talukns alone, and 114,717 frou Boubay into these 

In view of the importance of sea transport one night expect that, if 

transport is the major factor in determining migration, most 

emigration would have oocured from the coastal areas of Ratnagiri. It 

is difficult to obtain clear data on this, and the evidence is rather 

contradictory. The best support for this hypothesis comes from the 

data on villages in tazT Sangameshwar and tarT Devrukh, sub-divisions 

of Sangameshwar taluka, showing that villages an the creeks and 

rivers of this inland taluka had an average growth rate half that for 

each taff as a whole, between 1830 and 1911. Also, in Ratnagiri and 

sangameshwar talukas as a whole, the growth rate of the mountainous, 

landlocked, tarf Devle between 1830 and 1911 was one of the two 

highest (out of 8 toz-fs) in the talukas. 0r. On the other hand, there is 

evidence to suggest that village location was less important in 

determining migration patterns than this data might suggest. The other 

tarf with a high growth rate between 1830 and 1911 (see Table 1.8A) 

was taff Sytowde, located on the coast and the creek, surrounded an 

three sides by water, and containing a part, Jaygad. which was a 

stopping place for the coastal steamers and a centre for boatbuilding 

and fishing. Though the rate of growth for Sytowde dropped between 

1911 and 1961, this evidence still suggests that other factors than 

availability of transport may be at work. Noreover, growth rates of 

population do not in themselves provide conclusive evidence as to 

rates of migration, since high rates of population growth can be 

consistent with high rater. of seasonal or short term circular 

migration, and the low sex ratio in Sangameshwar taluka at the and of 
the, nineteenth century suggests that there may have been a high rate 

of seasonal migration from the inland villages of the'district. . 
The data on village growth rates, therefore, is rather inconclusive. 

However, it does seen unlikely that transport was the major factor 

stimulating migration into Bombay in the nineteenth century, though 

undoubtedly it helped. Transport improvements in Ratuagiri did not 

arrive until the 1860s; by that time, there was already a substantial 

pattern of seasonal and circular migration established from Ratuagiri 

to Bombay. Although transport improvements made the Journey quicker 
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and easier, and facilitated the habit of frequent visits home, the 

determination of the Inhabitants of Ratuagirl to work in Bombay in 

the isid nineteenth century established the system of migration in 

spite of the transport difficulties they encountered. 

Along with transport, another factor facilitating migration is 

information. It can be argued that the timing of the development of 

migration from Ratnag1ri, and the predominance of Ratnagiri In 

migration to Bombay, is a result primarily of the development of 

networks of Information and advice from Bombay to Ratnagiri, thus 

creating a process of 'chain' migration, in which family and village 

members followed each other in the same migration route. 

It is certainly likely that early links between Ratnaglri and Bombay 

helped to establish a pattern of migration to the city. Recruitment 

into the British navy in the early nineteenth century, for exaunple, 

included members of the Bbandari caste, who had a high rate of 

emigration In the later nineteenth century, 07 and of the NarathalKunbi 

caste, which accounted for over half the migrants from Ratuagiri to 

the city by the early twentieth century (see Table 1.5). Fishermen, who 

established early contacts with the city, also had a high -rate of 

migration to the city by the early twentieth century, as did the 

merchant or Vani caste, who would have had early trading contacts 

with the city. And there is some evidence that a process of 'chain 

jBigration' was developing in the district in the nineteenth century. 

Studies of Ratnagiri in the 1950s and 1960s eO have pointed to 

traditions of migration In particular families and villages, which 

were also noted in the Settlement records for the 1920s. The Revision 

Settlement of Sangameshwar taluka noted Xualim migration to South 

Africa in the 1020s from sane villages in the north of the talukas, 

which was still continuing In the 1970s. 09 Xuslim migration to South 

Africa was also found in Khed taluka, and the Second Revision 

Settlement report in 1929 also noted that different villages In the 

taluka provided sailors for particular shipping services - sane for 

the Royal Indian Xarine, some for the coastal steam companies, while 

others mainly owned their own trading boats. 9,11 In Nalvan, the 

Revision Settlement report of 1915 noted that most migrants from that 

taluka went into the police and government service. so, Vhile in Irevre 
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in Ratuagiri taluka in 1870, some families clearly had - greater 

migration participation rates than others of the same caste: of 14 

Naratha landholders who were reported as being absent in Bombay at 

the time of a survey enquiry, 10 were related (with the sane 

surname) ý9-2 
In facilitating the process of migration, family and caste, members 

could provide not only information about work opportunities and 
M 

accclodation available in the city, but also material help. Family 

members who had already migrated could help relatives to get work in 

their own workplace, or could provide family members with 
M acca#idation if they had a place of their own, and support then while 

they looked for work. 9-: 3 They could also help to finance the migration 

of family members to the city with their remittances. The role of the 

family does seen to have been important in the migration process in 

Ratnagirl, but In wilay areas of India this finance and information was 

provided by an outsider - the labour contractor. Labour contractors 

were involved in arranging much of the overseas migration from India 

in the mid nineteenth century, and also in recruitment for the tea 

gardens in Assam and South India, and for the mines in Bihar. Nuch of 

the labour employed in Bombay city was also recruited and organised 

through labour contractors. Nost notable were the Jobbers in the 

cotton mills, but contractors were also used in the docks and in 

street cleaning, and probably in many other industries also. 94 

However, I have not yet found much evidence to suggest that labour 

contractors went out to recruit an a large scale in Ratnagirl, or in 

the other neighbouring districts. Same Jobbers working on the coal 

ships in Bombay part appear to have gone to recruit in their home 

villages (mainly in Satara) In the 1920s, providing marriage loans and 

travelling expenses as an inducement (deducted from the labourer's 

wages until the loans were paid ofM96 But research on Jobbers in the 

cotton mills has uncovered no evidence of recruiting by Jobbers In 

Ratnagiri, except possibly In the early years of the industry. 116 In 

fact, the only systematic recruiting In RatnagIri during the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries appears to have been by the army. 

Though evidence Is difficult to obtain, it seems clear that a 

process of chain migration, involving family and community networks, 
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was important in facilitating migration from Ratnagirl, and can 

account for sane of the variation in the migration rates of castes and 

communities, and for the concentration of migrants from Ratnagiri in 

particular occupations in Bombay. However, it is difficult to argue 

that it could be a sufficient explanation of the rates and pattern of 

migration from Ratnagiri. Though regular contacts between the people 

of Ratnagiri and Bombay were established at the, beginning of the 

nineteenth century, the pattern of migration to Bombay did not develop 

until the 1840s, and the volume of migration to the city fluctuated 

significantly until the 1880s, when a steadier pattern was established. 

Furthermore, though high rates of migration among some smaller castes 

can clearly ý)e- linked to chain migration, established through early 

links with the city, the largest community of migrants from Ratuagiri 

in Bombay by the early twentieth century were from the Nar-athalKimbi 

caste, who comprised 56% of all migrants (see Table 1.5). Though the 

jiraz-atha caste had contacts with Bombay in the early nineteenth 

century through recruitment to the army. the number of army recruits 

was very small compared to the size of the XamthalKimbi caste as a 

whole, 07 and yet 17% of the caste were living in Bombay in 1911. It 

seems unlikely that processes of chain migration from those army 

recruits alone could have accounted for this. Similarly, regional 

variations in migration rates cannot be explained by chain migration 

alone: though migration may have begun in the coastal areas, 

stimulated by contacts with Bombay, by the later nineteenth century it 

is clear that there were higher rates of migration from many inland 

areas. Though processes of chain migration, whereby the family or 

caste provide Information and assistance which leads to a tradition of 

migration developing from that family or caste group, clearly occurred 

in Ratnagiri, and helps to explain variations in migration rates 

between castes and communities, it is not convincing to explain 

migration from Ratuagiri as a near inevitable development of chance 

encounters with the city In the early nineteenth century. Though some 
families and communities clearly acted as pioneers, information about 

Bombay appears to have been widely disseminated through the district 

by the mid nineteenth century. 00 Though networks of transport and 
family contacts may help to explain some aspects of migration from 
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Ratnagiri, they cannot fully explain the pattern of zilgration, nor can 
they explain why the need to emigrate was so powerful in Ratuagiri 

district. 

Any explanation of the development of migration from Ratnagiri 

needs, therefore, to take into account the social and economic changes 

which occurred In the nineteenth and early twentieth century, both 

within the district, and in Bombay city. Changes in the demand for 

labour in the city and the district, demographic change, changes in 

the structure of landholding, and developments in agriculture could all 

contribute to creating the preconditions for migration; in subsequent 

chapters, each of these factors will be examined in turn, In order to 

explore their interrelationship, and their influence on the development 

of the pattern of migration from Ratnagiri district. 
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I Intrnductlan 

As has been shown in Chapter 1. there were considerable 

variations in the pattern of labour migration from Ratnagirl, over 

tine, between regions and between communities. It has been argued that 

although transport and infornation were clearly preconditions for 

emigration, and although their availibility could account for some 

variation in the pattern of migration, such factors cannot by 

themselves provide the fundamental explanation of the growth of 

emigration from Ratnagiri. A similar argument can be advanced when 

considering the role of exogenous demand for labour In explaining 

emigration. Clearly, without such demand, in a location accessible to 

Ratnagiri's workers, no long term pattern of labour emigration would 

have developed. Variations in the demand for labour in Bombay. the 

main destination of Ratnagiri migrants, night, therefore, ýbe able to 

explain variations in the rates of emigration from Ratuagirl over the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Demand for particular skills in 

Bombay night also be able to explain differential rates of migration 

between castes and communities, such as the high rate of Chambbar 

emigration from the late nineteenth century. It is also possible that 

the pattern of seasonal migration from the district could be related 

to seasonal demands for labour in Bombay and Ratuagirl. Moreover, 

rates of female emigration could also be partly explained by the 

demand for women's labour in Bombay city. 

However, exogenous demand for labour cannot in itself explain the 

high rates of emigration from Ratuagiri district, as compared to other 

areas of Vestern India with equal access to the labour markets ( 

Table 1.2), nor can it provide a convincing explanation of the 

distinctive patterns of migration from the district. In this chapter I 
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examine in turn the impact of demand for labour in Bombay on the 

rates of 'emigration from Ratnagiri, on the seasonal pattern of 

emigration, on the sex ratio of the migrant stream and on the 

differing patterns of emigration from the northern and southern 

talukas of Ratnaglrl. In conclusion, it is argued that the flow of 

labour from Rat-nagiri was created not so much by the greater demand 

for labour in Bombay, as by Institutional constraints on the market 

for labour in agriculture In Ratnagiri, which kept wages artificially 

low; it is further argued that the limited demand for labour in the 

non-agricultural sector within the district -ensured that labour from 

the agricultural sector looked to Bombay for employment. It is 

therefore suggested that for a more fundamental explanation of 

emigration from the district, it is necessary to examine closely the 

structure of the agrarian economy and society in Ratuagiri. 

Ii Rates nf inigratlcm and demand for labour in Bcmbay. 

Though migrants from Ratnagirl went to a number of destinations, 

there is little direct statistical data on demand for labour in any 

destination except Bombay. However, since migration was predominently 

to Bombay (see Table 1.3), it is possible, to examine the extent of 

demand for labour outside the district by looking at Bombay city 

alone. 
Demand for labour in Bombay city cannot be properly quantified in 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries -since there is little 

employment data available except for the cotton mills during this 

period. The Revenue Commissioner in 1838 suggested that there was 

funix7unded labour dezrand" in Bombay, but by 1850 Col. Vingate noted 

that the Bombay market was 'over-sttmked with labourrxe and many had 

had to return home to Ratuagiri empty handed. 2 However, many accounts 

of the development of the city indicate that there was a rapid rise in 

employment in the city in the 1850s and 60s, associated particularly 

with the construction boom. 3 Employment dropped with the crash, in 

1865, but this was only a temporary depression, affecting mainly -the 

construction industry., ' Data on employment in the cotton mills shows 
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a steady rise in average daily employment from 6,557 In 1865 to 

29,417 in 1880, reaching 72,914 by 1900 and 140,208 by 1920.6 

Since employment in the mills was the largest single occupation of 

workers from Ratnagiri (see Table 1.5), one might expect to find a 

close relationship between the growth of employment in the mills and 

rates of migration from the district. This does not appear to be the 

case, however (see Table 2.1). The greatest increase in the' rates of 

migration from Ratnagiri to Bombay occurred from 1872-1881 and from 

1901-1911; the most rapid increase in mill employment also occurred 

between 1872 and 1881, when zany new mills were opening up, but after 

the first decade of the twentieth century the increase in mill 

employment was relatively slow, and mill employment increased most 

rapidly from 1911-21, especially during and just after Vorld Var 1, at 

a time when migration from Ratuagiri was less rapid. Data on mill 

employment for this period are rather suspect. 6 and of Course 'the 

migration data could be misleading, being only available at ten year 

intervals. However, the data do suggest that broader patterns of 

demand for labour in the city, along with factors affecting the supply 

of labour in Ratuagiri, had a greater influence on rates of'growth of 

jaigration than the mill Industry alone. 

Data an movements of wages in Bombay could also give some 
indication of demand for labour in the city, since rising real wages 

could indicate a rising demand for labour which might not be easily 

discerned in the employment statistics. Nast of the data an wages in 

Bombay before 1921 Is for the cotton mills. There are very substantial 
flaws, however. in the wage data available for this period, and there 

are serious doubts as to whether they provide an accurate picture of 

short term movements in nominal wages, as opposed to long tern 

trends. 7 Nominal wages in the cotton mills apparently remained very 

steady over the period 1882-1906, rising rapidly from 1907 until the 

early 1920s, when they again stabilized, and then began to fall. O. 

There is some indication that wages in Bombay generally may also have 

risen rapidly during the 1860s and 1870s. f-l There movements in wages, 
however, appear to be related closely to movements In prices, and were 

not necessarily accompanied by changes in real wages. It is difficult 

to construct a satisfactory Index of real wages during this period, as 
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wage data before -the 1920s are of a very generalised nature, and 

rarely broken down into either sex or detailed occupational categories. 

On the other hand, the limited data on consumption makes it clear 

that, not surprisingly, there were very varied patterns of consumption 

between classes and castes. Vhile estimates of grain consumption are 

similar for all groups (1%-2lbs per adult male per day). 10 wealthier 

families consumed more rice relative to other grains, and the poorest 

quality millets were consumed by the poor. "' Consumption of pulses 

probably varied less, but other protein consumption varied greatly 

according to caste, class and region. The source of protein for the 

poor was mainly pulses. Vealthier non-Hindus and lower caste Hindus 

would eat some meat, and perhaps more importantly in the coastal 

areas, fish. Higher Hindu castes had a high consumption of milk and 

gbee. 12 The lack of uniformity in diet makes it difficult to construct 

a valid Obasket of goods$ far any Cost of living index, especially as 

food was by far the largest item in family budgets: clothing appears 

to have accounted for 14-20% of family budgets, depending on wealth 

(the wealthier paying more), and house rents considerably less. 12. For 

this reason, it has seemed advisable to Construct an index of wages 

related to me of the main grains consumed, rather than attempt a 

proper real wage index, and in Table 2.2, therefore, an Index has been 

constructed relating wages to rice, the best documented food grain 

Commonly consumed In Ratuagiri and Bombay. 

Data on prices and wages for any period before the 1880s are very 

patchy, but Table 2.2 suggests that real wages were rising in Bombay 

in the 1850s, but fell in the 1860s during a period of rapid Inflation; 

real wages for skilled and unskilled labour indeed appear likely to 

have remained fairly static between the 1870s and 1916. Table 2.2 

suggests that real wages for weavers in the mills probably fell 

slightly in the 1880s, and rose from 1894-1901, falling to closer to 

the 1880s level after 1901. From these data, it would appear that real 

wages were not very sensitive to changes in demand. The rice/wage 

index falls in the 1880s when many new mills were opening and demand 

for labour presumably Increasing, and though the index falls in 1900 

(a year of problems and lay-offs in the industry), it also falls In 

1897, the year of the plague in Bombay and acute labour shortages. 
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Indeed, trends in wages during the period 1901-1907 give no indication 

of the fluctuating fortunes of the cotton Industry at this period. '-, 

This may indicate, as X. D. Xorris suggests, that labour shortages 

were not as acute as the mill-owners suggested; they nay, however, 

merely reflect the inadequacy of the data. "- Xoreover, given the 

multitude of jobs in the mills, all at different rates of pay, and the 

many different rates of pay within a single occupation within the 

mills, as for example for weavers, only a carefully constructed 

weighted average could accurately indicate changes in real wages over 

time. 

Xore significant for migration than the actual level of real wages 

in Bombay, Is the relative level of real wages in Ratnagiri compared 

with those in Bombay. Here the inadequacies of the wage data may 

present less of a problem, especially if one accepts the Todaro 

hypothesis that migrants nay be attracted more by the higher rates of 

pay achievable than by the average and lower rates of pay which they 

might more realistically expect. 'r, The relative levels of nominal 

wages between Bombay and Ratnagiri remained very similar throughout 

the period. In the 1830s wages In Bombay were approximately double 

those in Ratuagirl and elsewhere for comparable Jobs, and over 1900- 

1930 wage rates in Bombay were between 2 and 2% times the rate In the 

][Onlran, while in 1863 nominal wages In Bombay were between 2 and 3 

times greater than In the KDnkan. 17 Vhere real wages are concerned, 

Table 2.2 suggests that, while real wages for unskilled labour were 

probably higher in Bombay than Ratnagirl from the 1830s, wages for 

skilled labour were very similar until the 1860s. In the 1860s the 

rice/wage index suggests that real wages dropped In both Ratnagirl 

and Bombay during a period of rapid inflation, but dropped more in 

Ratuagiri for both skilled and unskilled workers than in Bombay. This 

was during the cotton boom, when employment was expanding rapidly in 

the city, and nigration rater. from Ratnagirl were high. In the 1870s 

demand for labour in the city dropped, but unfortunately there is 

little wage data for the city at this period; In Ratnagirl, however, 

real wages do appear to have dropped in the 1870s. In the 1880s, the 

rice/wage index suggests that real wages in Ratnagirl may have been 

at a peak, and equal to real wages in Bombay city for both skilled and 
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unskilled. In the 1890s. however, the index suggests that real wages 

in Ratnagiri had dropped while they remained steady in Bombay'through 

the first decade of the twentieth century. By 1912 the relationship 

between rice/wage indices for Ratuagiri and Bombay city was 

apparently similar to that in 1863: in 1912 the Index for unskilled 

field labour in Bombay was 50% higher than that for Ratuag1ri, while 

in 1863 the difference war. 20-30%; the index for skilled labour was 

22-71% higher In Bombay than Ratuagiri in 1863, and 62-78% higher in 

1912. The rice/wage Index for weavers In the NaUDkjee Petit mill (a 

skill which could be acquired easily and to which many unskilled 

]migrants aspired) was 25-66% higher than the index for an unskilled 

worker in Ratnagiri in 1882, when wages In Ratnagiri appear to have 

been at a peak, while by 1912 the index for average mill wages was 

97-107% higher than the index for field labourers; in Ratnag1ri. 

One conclusion which could be drawn from this data Is that demand 

for unskilled labour was hijf! ier in Bombay throughout the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries than It was in RatnagIri. However, real 

wages can only reflect demand for labour if there Is a free market in 

labour. it is possible to argue that the low wages in Ratuagiri 

district relative to Bombay reflect institutional constraints In the 

area, which prevented labour fetching its market price. This appears 

to have been the case in nineteenth and early twentieth century 

Ratuagiri. Reports fron Ratnagiri during the nineteenth century make 

it clear that the rights of the khati landlords to labour service from 

the cultivators, and the practice of slavery and debt bondage, severely 

restricted the operation of a free labour market during this period. 

Labour service was confined to the lower castes and customarily was 

supposed tm consist of two to four days a mouth, per household, for 

field labour, and one day's ploughing when required. 18 The peasants 

were also required to carry the khot and his family in a litter when 
they wished to travel to other villages (between one and twelve times 

a year). and to carry the grain to be paid in tax to the government 

depot after the harvest (though In some cases they paid an extra cash 

tax for this instead). "" However, it was possible for the khot to 

exceed this rate of forced labDur, and in same cases kbots levied a 

great deal more. For example, In Sirgaon village, in Anjanvel taluka In 
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1845, the cultivators complained that the khot levied between six and 

fifteen days a mouth in labour service. The kht7t himself admitted to 

five, and agreed that he often called the peasants to work for him for 

odd extra ýhours without pay or food and took two days ploughing a 

month instead of the customary me. This case nay have been 

exceptional, but complaints were difficult to make. The khot in this 

case attempted to stop the peasants petitioning the authorities by 

locking them all in a house and bribing or threatening then to drop 

their complaint. ýO Even at the customary rate of labour service the 

levy, though probably not so unpopular in the winter months, was a 

serious burden during the busy ploughing, transplanting and harvesting 

sea on. Labour service was not usually paid, but sometimes some pay 

was given at lower than the ordinary rates for an agricultural 

labourer, 21 and food was often given to the workers. 22 

Besides labour service there were other forms of unfree labour. Xany 

agricultural Jabourers on long contracts were in fact debt bonded 

labourers, - working off a loan usually contxacted for marriage 

expenses. 23 There were also slaves, who worked without pay for their 

masters, who in turn fed and housed then and their families. 2-1 

However, though these forms of unfree labour were common in the 

earlier nineteenth century, they were becoming less Important in the 

last decades of the nineteenth century. Slavery did not officially 

exist, and it seems likely that many of the slaves were later 

classified as debt bonded servants. Forced labour was also abolished 

for many cultivators in 1880, when the Khoti Settlement Act stipulated 

that only tenants at will were obliged to perform labour service for 

the kbat&2S Until this point, however, it is clear that labour service 

played a major part in supplying the khots with labour. 

In terms of the gains to the cultivators, working as a day labourer 

was not much better remunerated than labour service, since day 

labourers also got food, but pay was extremely low (one to two annas 

a day for most of the nineteenth century). 21- From the point of view of 

the landlord, employing debt bonded labourers and slaves who had to 

be supported for the entire year must have been more expensive than 

simply hiring day labourers when required, especially as coerced 
labour is generally less efficient. 27 The prevalence of the use of 
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forced and debt bonded labour. therefore, suggests that the problem in 

the early nineteenth century was labour shortage, particularly at peak 

transplanting and harvesting seasons, and that the khats attempted to 

overcome this with the use of unfree labour . 20 The practice of labour 

exchange and communal agricultural activities point to the same 

problem. It was the practice among some cultivators in the 1820s to 

arganise a sapud, where fellow peasants cane to help with the weeding 

in return for food and drink . 213' Practices such as these in peasant 

agriculture generally die out when a plentiful Supply of cheap labour 

becomes available. " 

it is argued that the widespread use of unfree labour by the kbots 

was designed to provide cheap labour at times of labour shortage in 

Ratnagiri. If this were the case, one would expect real wages in 

agriculture to rise in the 1880s, after the abolition of labour service 

for the majority of tenants in the Khoti Settlement Act. The r1ce/wage 

indices in Table 2.2 suggest that real wages for unskilled labour In 

Ratnagiri in the 1880s were substantially higher' than In the 1860s 

and before, and perhaps more significantly, approached real wages in 

Bombay more closely than in earlier periods. This would seem to 

provide support for the hypothesis that labour service kept down real 

wages in Ratuagiri in the earlier nineteenth century. However, there 

are many other factors influencing wage levels at this time which 

make it difficult to isolate the impact of the abolition of labour 

service. Labour demand in Bombay was particularly high in the 1880s, 

and the population of Ratnagirl actually dropped between 1872 and 

1881 as a result of emigration (see Table 1.3). In the 1890s as 

population in Ratnag1ri rose again, Table 2.2 suggests that real wages 

had already started to decline, both absolutely and* relative to wages 

in Bombay. On the other hand, there is evidence to suggest that some 

cultivators were refusing to do labour service, particularly in the 

northern talukas from as early as 1850, *" and the Impact of the 

abolition in 1880 might therefore not have been as great as one would 

expect. 
Though it Is not possible to provide conclusive evidence of the 

Impact of labour service on agricultural wages in the nineteenth 

century, it is clear that there was widespread use of unfree labour in 
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Ratnagiri district during the nineteenth century, and that both debt 

bonded labcmr, and the labour service for the poorer tenants, continued 

into the twentieth century. In these circumstances, it is not possible 

to argue that the higher real wages in Bombay necessarily reflect 

higher demand for labour In Bombay than In Ratnagiri. Rather, they 

reflect the political and economic power of the khats. who were able 

to compel ýthe cultivators in their villages to perform unpaid labour 

service, thus keeping wages low and restricting the cultivators' 

ability to work in Bombay, since most cultivators were reluctant to 

abandon the village completely. British officers believed that Xbots 

would try to prevent cultivators working in Bombay since they would 

then be unable to fulfill their labour obligations. 0-- Though some 

cultivators from the mid nineteenth century seen to have defied the 

kbats and refused to perform labour services, the khats were still 

able to compel them through the courts to pay a -cash commutation, 3_31 

and the evidence suggests that until the 1880s most cultivators still 

performed labour services - in the traditional way. In these 

circumstances, a comparison of real wages in Ratnagiri and Bombay 

cannot be used effectively as a reliable indication of labour demand, 

and though the higher level of real wages in Bombay was probably a 

imajor cause of migration from Ratuagiri, it is not necessarily the 

case that there was also any significant difference in demand for 

labour in Bombay and Ratuagiri. 

III Saarannality of demaind for liabcoir. 

The seasonal migration of labour from Ratnagiri to Bombay during 

the slack agricultural season was an important part of the overall 

pattern of migration from Ratnagiri to Bombay in the nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries (see Chapter 1). The purpose of this section 

is to examine the extent to which seasonal variations in demand for 

labour, both in Ratuagiri and In Bombay, determined this seasonal 

pattern of migration. 
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I) Saasnnalltv of labour demand in Bombay. 

For most industries in Bombay there are no regular statistics on 

employment. However, in some industries there was clearly a drop in 

demand for labour in the monsoon months. 3,19 There were few all-weather 

ports on the west coast of India before the mid twentieth century, and 

consequently the coastal shipping lines, and smaller locally owned 

passenger and cargo boats, stopped during the monsoon months. There 

would have been little work available, therefore, on the boats or in 

the docks. It is significant that in the 1920s many dock workers in 

Bombay still returned home regularly to cultivateý315 Shipbuilding may 

also have been affected by the monsoon conditions. The construction 

industry was also seasonal, the heavy rain during the monsoon making 

work often impossible. 3r, Service Industries were likely to have been 

less affected, since domestic servants, street-cleaners, rickshaw- 

wallahs, and shop-keepers were still needed by the resident population 

of the city. though business may have been less brisk than in the dry 

season. The statistics on seasonal variations in deaths in Bombay In 

1849-64 (see Table 2.3) do indeed suggest that there was more 

seasonal absence from the city during the monsoon among labourers; and 

boatmen than among craftsmen and professionals, since there was a 

lower than average percentage of deaths recorded in August-October for 

labourers and boatmen as compared other DGCUp&tjonSý37 - 

In the case of the cotton-mills however, the situation is less clear. 

Contemporary observers believed that large numbers of mill workers 

returned to the rural area in the monsoon period. 30 N. D. Norris has 

attacked this view by arguing that there is little evidence of 

seasonality in production or employment In the cotton mills, and that 

evidence that employees returned home to the rural areas on a regular 

basis Is insubstantial. -3'3' He argues for example, that monthly 

production data and absenteeism figures show no seasonal variations, 

and the Factory Enquiry Reports show that while many mill workers had 

laud and houses in the rural areas and visited regularly, few went 

home annually to cultivate. However, the evidence on these points is in 

many respects ambiguous. For example, though the mill workers 

interviewed in the Factory Enquiry Reports appear to have returned 

home only for a holiday, there is likely to have been some bias in the 
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selection of workers in these reports in favour of the more permanent 

workers in the mills. Nonetheless, of the Bombay mill workers 

interviewed for the 1890 Factory Report, 28% had land in their 

villages and went home for more than just a short holiday. -40 It is 

also possible that there was in fact some seasonal variation in 

demand for labour in the mills. There appears to have been a peak of 

demand in the spring and October-Decemberý41 However, there appears 

to be no regular pattern of seasonal fluctuation In the 'production' 

data, but these may be flawe&42 It Is difficult to argue a case an the 

employment statistics. since employment figures for the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century were provided only on an annual 

basis, and were also probably compiled from -the muster roll, which 

indicated the number of workers needed for full production, not the 

numbers actually employed at any given moment, and was therefore 

unlikely to reflect seasonal changes in production and enploymentý43 

Xonthly data an absenteeism doý-_s not begin until 1922. N. D. Xorris 

has been unable to find any seasonal increases in absenteeism in this 

data, but since absenteeism from sickness was not distinguished from 

absenteeism for other reasons, and since short term, absences were not 

recorded if a worker sent his own substitute, while lay-offs and 

possibly strikes were included as absenteeism, few conclusions can be 

drawn from this data., 44 It is therefore difficult to argue conclusively 

that there was no seasonality of demand or production in the mills, 

but also difficult to prove that there was. 

If there was a seasonal peak of demand for labour in Bombay in the 

winter months, this would dove-tail neatly with the peak period of 

labour demand in Ratnagiri, which was In the monsoon and the harvest 

period immediately following. Data from the shipping firms suggests 

that large numbers of passengers travelled out from Bombay to 

Ratuagiri in Kay, and returned to Bombay in Novenber/December. 

X. D. Xorris argues that these data do not prove a substantial 

seasonal movement of labour, since many passengers, were clearly 

returning to Bombay in April as well as going out to Ratuagirl, and 

suggests that regular annual visits to Ratnagirl from Bombay were 

largely a middle class phenomenoný415 However, a breakdown of the data 

according to the classes an the boats (see Table 2.4) shows that while 
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the second class passengers (with presumably the better paid Jobs in 

Bombay) did Indeed travel mainly to Ratnag1ri In February/March and 
back to Bombay In April/Xay, in 1913 and 1914 they represented only 
25% of passengers travelling from Ratnagiri'taluka to Bombay and 31% 

of passengers travelling from Bombay to RatnagIri, and the majority of 

passengers (74% travelling from Ratnagiri to Bombay and 68% 

returning) were travelling third class; these were presumably the 

working class migrants, who were more likely to be seasonal workers, 

and were apparently travelling to Bombay in lovemberA3ecenber and 
back to Ratnagiri in April/Nay. However, the figures must be treated 

with some caution. Evidence from the 1920s suggests that some 

passengers may have been making several Journeys a year. In Kolaba 

(bordering Ratnagiri district to the north) in the 1920s workers 

returned from Bombay to their villages In mid June for one or two 

weeks for ploughing, again at transplanting in July, for the Ganpatti 

holiday to supervise the crop, and In October/Novenber for threshing 

and DiwalL46 The Settlement Officer In Rajapur (in the south of 

Ratnagiri district) also believed that the passengers on the steamers 

made several Journeys a year between Rajapur taluAa and Bombayý47 

ii) Sear-anality of labour deimAnd in RAtnalciri 

Though the data on seasonality of demand for labour in Bombay are 

ambiguous, as far as agriculture is concerned there Is'considerable 

evidence of seasonality of demand. The character of the monsoon In the 

Konkan meant that the agricultural season was shorter in Ratuagiri 

than in parts of the neighbouring Southern Deccan such as Dharwar and 
the eastern parts of Poona district, which received rain from both the 

South Vest monsoon (June-October) and from the North East monsoon 
March to Kay). while Ratnagiri only received rain from the South 

Vest, and rarely got the late rain in October and November which 

occurred in parts of the Deccan. Noreover, the poorer quality of the 

soil In Ratuagiri, which did not retain water well, discouraged the 

planting of rabi crops, which were sown in August/September and 
harvested January/Narch in many parts of the Deccan, using Irrigation 

for watering. " Furthermore, irrigation was not much developed in 

Ratnagiri (see Chapter 5). The division of the harvest between kbarif 
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(sown In June, harvested in OctDber/]Fovember) and rabi In the 

collectorates of Bombay Presidency In 1889/go shows clearly the 

different lengths of the agricultural seasons. As can be seen from 

Table 2.5, Ratuagiri had the lowest proportion of rabi cultivation in 

Bombay Presidency, and the highest concentration of cultivation in one 

season (the kha-rif)- 

Cultivation was thus confined to a short season in Ratnagiri, 

extended only a little by double cropping in the nineteenth century 

and by garden crops such as coconuts and mangoes" and there were 

few agricultural operations which could be performed outside the main 

cultivating season. "Garden' cultivation of fruits and nut tr 

required irrigation in the dry season; for example, coconuts on poor 

sandy soil would need one man for every 50 -trees, employed constantly 

watering them by hand until they began bearing fruit, about 12 years 

after planting, though coconuts in better soil and in irrigated 

gardens would need less. rO Other garden crops also needed constant, 

though less intensive, attention to their irrigation, and there was 

also the work involved In harvesting the crop. In the case of mangoes, 

one of the main exports of Ratnagiri by the twentieth century, the 

harvesting season was in April and the double cropped rice and pulses 

were also harvested In the spring. Coconuts had a long bearing season 

and it was also possible to tap the trees for nine months of the year 

for the sap used for making toddy. rl Outside the small areas of 

double cropped and garden land, however, there was little demand for 

labour between the harvest and the monsoon. Cattle needed tending and 

there was general labouring work such as repairing the embankments 

round the rice fields, and also grass could be cut and sold for 

fodder. r, 2 The only major work which could be done in the fields, 

however, before the monsoon softened up the ground, was cutting 

branches of trees and brushwood (z-ab) and burning then on the fields 

to fertilise them. This was done in the dry season and used relatively 

little labour. In contrast there was a high demand for labour in the 

monsoon season. Labour was particularly in demand at transplanting 

time,. since the whole operation had to be carried out within a week. 

This affected not only the rice growing areas of Ratuagiri, but also 

the hill areas, since transplanting was not only used for rice but for 
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December Dry 

January Dry 

February Dry 

larch Dry 

Embankments repaired 

Grass cut and sold 
Rab manure cut and 
burnt an fields. 

April Dry 

Kay Dry 

Oocaslonal rain 

June xmeA3cm 

suly N(3nrA: )On 

August Nonsoon 

Irrigation of ' 

garden and double 

cropped land. ' 

Hai-vest sugar cane 

Plant sugar cane 

Harvest double 

cropped rice, pulses 

hemp and chillies 

Nango harvest. 

Seed beds prepared. 
Seed beds sown 
Fields ploughed. 
Hill crops sown in fields. 

Transplanting of rice and 

nagli. Saw pulses and he3sp. 

Finishing transplanting 

early August. 

September Nmr: Axm Harvest early crops 
end of Septeimber Saw double cropped 

October Xonsoon Harvest: reaping, rice and nagli In 

threshing, stacking, seed beds. Plough 

Winnowing, gleaning. double crop land 

November Dry Harvest late crops. Sow double crop 

occasional rain pulses, chillies and 
hemp. Transplant rice 

and magli. 

Firmirce Gazetteer (1880) pp. 22 and 147-9. 
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other popular grain crops, notably nagli and varl; r, 3 and labour was 

also needed on a large scale for all grain crops at the harvest in 

October/November. 

The fluctuating labour requirements in agriculture through the 

different seasons is demonstrated by estimates made in Ratnagirt In 

1839 and 1873. In 1839 a maxIntdar in Anjanvel taluka estimated that 

for cultivatiang a bigba of warkas (dry crop hill) land, the total 

wage bill would be 2 annas for hiring labourers to burn brushwood an 

the fields, 9 animas for hiring labourers to clear the land for 

cultivation, but 34 annas to hire labour for transplanting, weeding, 

reaping and threshing and 1 rupee 8 annas for hiring ploughmen. 

Similarly in 1873, the mamlatdar of Chiplun -estimated -that a bighn of 

Warkas crop In level hill land needed ten men to burn the manure on 

the Boil, at a cost of I rupee 9 annas, while the cost of hiring 

labour for the main agricultural season would be I rupee 7 annas 8 

palse for ploughing, 5 rupees 9 anina for weeding and transplanting, 

and 4 rupees 8 anna for reaping, stacking and threshing. r, 4 

The evidence does suggest, therefore that there was some reduction 

in demand in Bombay in the monsoon, and a considerable increase in 

demand in agriculture in Ratuagiri, and that this was a contributory 

factor in establishing the pattern of seasonal migration between 

Ratuagirl and Bombay. It is not possible to say yet whether the 

demand for labour in RatnagIri in the monsoon actually took away 

people whose labour was needed In Bombay In those same months, and 

led to labour shortages in the city, though the author of the Bombay 

City Gazetteer believed that it dI&616 On the other hand, the evidence 

from Ratuagiri suggests that while demand for labour In Bombay may 

have raised wages in the district in general, it did not have a 

seasonal impact an wages by raising wages in Ratnagiri in the dry 

season when the largest outflow of male laboiur occurred. Though such 

of the work available in the winter months was done by women, work 

done in the winter months by men (cutting and spreading ra b manure) 

appears, from the sketchy evidence available, to have been paid at 

either slightly less, or equal to, the rate for field labour in the 

summer nonths. ror, 
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IV T)Pinand fnr wrmAn's labour 

Though the pattern of seasonal migration partly reflects the 

seasonality of demand for labour in Bombay and Ratuagiri, the 
development of a pattern of predozinently male seasonal and circular 

migration such as is found in Ratnagirl must also reflect the work 
opportunities for women (and older children) in the city and the rural 
area. Vhere well paid work was available for women in the city the 

whole family was likely to migrate, and were thus more likely to sever 
their ties with the rural areas. Vhere work was only available for 

women in the rural areas, the men were likely to migrate only 

seasonally, or for a period of years, and leave their family behind in 

the village. 
The particular pattern of migration which developed in Ratuagiri was 

of male migration with some young female migration. possibly before 

marriage or children. As has been pointed out in Chapter 1, there were 
three patterns of family migration discernable. Firstly, In higher 

castes and better paid occupations the women migrated with the men 
but did not work outside the home. Secondly, in the lowest castes 

women were most prone to migrate for paid employment; while thirdly, 

in the middle ranking agricultural castes few women migrated though 

those that did often sought paid work In the city. This suggests 

several possible explanations. Either employers were not willing to 

eomploy women in Bombay; or women could earn more in Ratuagiri than In 

Bombay; or thirdly, religious and cultural sanctions operated against 
women working outside the home. 

It has been suggested that employers were reluctant to employ women 
in the mills in Bombay because of the restrictions *placed on women's 
work by the Factory Acts fron 1891, In particular restrictions on 
women working at night. &7 This seems unlikely however, since the rate 
of women's employment was little changed by the passing of the Act; 
the proportion of women employed In the Bombay mills actually 
increased in the 1890s, with women rising to 26% of the work force, 

and the numbers did not drop until after 1900. rO It could also be said 
that the Naternity Benefit Act discouraged employers from taking an 

women, though the numbers of women receiving benefits were snall, 
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especially after the revision of the Act in 1933ý69 'It seems more 

likely, however, as R. Kumar has suggested, that the drop In the 

employment of women in the 1930s was related to the changing 

technology introduced in the winding departments in the late 11920s, 

particularly after the 1928 strike, since the winding departments were 

staffed by women, and many reeling departments were shut down as a 

result of the new technology. Other women's jobs also disappeared 

through nechanisation: waste pickers, doffers, cheese winders, creelers 

and washers, hand-folders, and machine tenters and lap carriers In the 

carding room. " 

This does not explain, however, why more women were nut working in 

the mills in the earlier period. E. Boserup has suggested that the 

explanation lies with cultural and religious prejudices in India 

against women performing any work other than domestic work within 

the home-ýO' However, an P-ma-ination of women's work in Ratnagiri 

suggests that this may not be a valid argument. 

Firstly, it is clear that In nineteenth century Ratuagiri, women do 

perform agricultural work on the family farm. Data on occupations in 

the censuses are generally felt to-be unreliable, particularly where 

categorization of work is concerned, and in the censuses before 1901 

there is some confusion as to the extent to which dependents were 

entered under the occupation of the main wage earner In the family. In 

1891, this was definitely the case, " which makes it impossible to use 

the data to assess female employment, and this was -probably the 

system used also in 1872. In 1881, however, there- was an attempt to 

distinguish between actual workers and dependLpýitst which apparently eL 

showed that 57% of the female population was Ounoocupied'. Of those 

who were 'occupied', 36,013 were classified as Icultivating tenants', 

and 101,681 as 'cultivating landlords'. It Is difficult to tell from 

this how far these women were participating in agricultural 

operations, and to what extent this indicates female household heads. 

However, the numbers of female cultivators here relative to males is 

much higher than in the neighbouring Deccan, since 45% of cultivating 

landholders in Ratnagiri were female in 1881 as opposed to 33% in 

Satara, and 46% of tenants were female in Ratnagiri as opposed to 

27% in Satara). 1,1 This does suggest that women were working in 
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agriculture within the family in Ratnagiri. Though the division of 

cultivators into landlords, tenants, rent receivers and payers changed 
from one census to another, the proportion of female cultivators 

remained fairly similar though showing a tendancy to Increase, as 

would be expected with growing male migration, from 44% of cultivators 
in 1881 to 49% In 1921.04 

If women were working within the family in agriculture, to what 

extent were they working at home in other occupations? Data from the 
1881,1901,1911 and 1921 censuses suggest that women did 

participate- but to a lesser extent than in agriculture-- in other 

occupations which were probably carried out within the home or within 
the family group (see Table 2.6). In 1921 women were most likely, 

after farming, to be working In the home as cotton spinners and to a 
lesser extent weavers, or as potters, an occupation- carried out by the 

Kumbbar caste in their own homes or their quarter of their village. 
Though their numbers were small, nearly half the 'washermen' in the 

district were women, and this work was carried out from home. 

Vhile women participated in agriculture an the family farm, and in 

domestically based crafts and trades, there Is also evidence that they 

were substantially involved in work outside the home. From 1881 to 

1921 the majority of casual agricultural labourers In Ratnagiri were 

women, though the farm servants hired on a yearly basis were mainly 

men. This was also the case in neighbouring districts (e. g. Satarn 

and Kolaba). but the percentage of women field labourers was lower 

there than in Ratuagiri. r1r, They would have been used mainly in 

transplanting, weeding, reaping and threshing, and also In winter 
tasks such as cutting grass and carrying it to market. Probably, 
however, much women's agricultural labour was In their own village,, in 

the company of other family members. Xany women also worked outside 
the home as domestic servants for higher caste families, probably also 

within the village; and a large number of women were involved in 

trade. Though some would have been helping out in the family shop, the 

1881 census suggests that many of the women engaged in trade were 
fish sellers, who would be travelling round to village markets selling 
dried fish. 
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This does suggest, therefore, that there was little prejudice against 

women working outside their homes in agriculture, or domestic service, 

within Ratnagiri district. It also appears to have been acceptable for 

women to take part in trade, and some craft occupations. However, in 

other noný-agricultural occupations there was a notably low proportion 

of women. Relatively few women worked as goldsmiths, boatmen, bullock 

cart drivers, tanners, carpenters, metal workers, toddy drawers - or 
barbers, even though some of these occupations must have been carried 

out in the home, or within a family group. It appears that women did 

not take part in very heavy work, (e. g. metal work or tanning or 

working as a cart-driver or boatman), or highly skilled work (e. g. 

goldsmith). 
This sexual division of labour in the rural area (which of course 

cannot be described as 'traditional' iný that- It already reflects 

society's adaptation to emigration), raises a number of questions as 

to the causes of the sexual division of labour in Bombay city, and 

rater. of female work participation. In the city In 1911 the highest 

proportion of female to male workers was among sweepers, where 

numbers were nearly equal. After this, the highest proportion of women 

to men was found in the mills, and then among labourers. There were 

surprisingly few women involved in trade, or in domestic service in 

the city. 00 In the =Ills women were also concentrated in particular 
departments. It is significant that while In domestic cloth production, 

women were the spinners and men the weavers (see Table 2.6), in the 

factory context women were largely excluded from spinning as well as 

weaving, a pattern which could also be observed in early British 

industrialisation. 157. Instead they were mainly to be found in the least 

skilled and lowest paid Jobs. in the minding and reeling departments 

which were exclusively staffed by women. 68 Indeed, in general women In 

the city were far less likely to be working In skilled jobs than women 
in the rural areas, and also less likely to be working in domestic 

service and trades which involved working away from home. 

Since there appears to have been little prejudice against women 

working outside the home in the rural area, the pattern of women's 

work in the city was probably determined by other considerations. than 

there cultural and religious sanctions. Firstly It is possible that$ as 
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was the case in Britain, male workers attempted to exclude women from 

the higher paid Jobs, such as nule spinning In the mills. In Britain 

in the aid nineteenth century this pressure was arganised through the 

trade unions, but In nineteenth century Bombay. in the absence of 

effectively organtsed trade unions the Jobbers, who organised the 

supply of labour in the mills and some other areas, could have played 

a similar role. By the 1920s there was a clear segregation of gangs, 

with female gangs in the mills headed by female Jobbers (nalkins) and 

engaged In the less skilled and lower paid Jobs, but whether this 

existed from the beginning of the industry, and whether it was a 

result of male pressure, It Is difficult to deteraine. 109 Secondly, 

however. it is possible that women were discouraged from continuing In 

certain occupations which they might have followed in the rural areas 

because the urban situation made it less practical for then to combine 

work with their donestic tasks and care of -the children. The lower 

participation of women In trade and craft occupations for example, 

could reflect the separation of home and workplace in the city. In the 

mills, similar problems of the distance of the mills from home, 

combined with the long hours, made working there difficult for many 

women. Xost of the wonen in the mills were probably married: in 1921 

75% of women In Bombay aged 15-20 were 3suurried7O and their domestic 

duties included not only caring for their young children, (female 

migrants from Ratuagiri had 0.7 children per woman In 191D71 and 

sometimes for aged parents, but also looking after male members of 
the extended family in the City. 72. Vomen In many cases appear to have 

worked shorter hours than the men, arriving late and leaving early 
because they had to cook for the men in the cbawls72 
The Factory Report of 1890 provides a number of individual examples 

of the arduous lives of female mill workers. Doorpathi, for example. a 
35 year old widowed Marnthn from Ratuagiri, who had worked for 13 

years in the mill, lived with her mother, father and widowed sister in 

Bombay, though only she and her sister worked. She got up to cook at 
3 am. each day, walked me and a half miles to the factory to start 

work at 8 a. m., and finished work In the mill at 5.30 in the evening. 
Vonen with young children faced even greater difficulties. They did 

not bring their children into the mill In most cases, but left them 
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with relatives, and had to leave the mill at the aid morning break to 

feed them. The women complained frequently about the long hours, and 

working on Sundays, and sane would have been prepared to accept lower 

wages in return for a reduction in hours worked. 74 

It has therefore been suggested that factory managers in the Bills 

in Bombay were reluctant to employ women because they were unreliable 

workers. and there was too much absenteeism; X. D. Xorris sees this as 

an explanation for the concentration of women in the - reeling and 

roving departments, where their irregular hours did not affect 

production at the mill, 7S though there Is little clear evidence of 

mill owners or other employers deliberately excluding women from 

employment in nineteenth century Bonbay. 74& 

To sum up, the relegation of women to a limited range of the lower 

paid and less skilled jobs in the city Bay be partly caused by 

prejudice against women workers by male workers or management; 

however, it also appears to be related to a large extent to the 

unsuitable hours and working conditions of employment in the city, 

given that the traditional sexual division of labour relegated cooking, 

cleaning and child-care to the women of the household. For some women, 

particularly widows and deserted wives, there was no choice; but for 

many married women whose husbands migrated to the city, It was 

possible to earn as much in real terms (allowing for the high cost of 

keeping a family In the city) in the village as In Bombay. Though the 

demand for agricultural labour was largely seasonal, and women's 

participation in most craft production was limited, the family would 

at least have free housing, and the use of the small garden plat round 
the house. Besides this, the village operated an linformal security 

ReChaMi8B6,77 which mabled village members to obtain freely items 

which would have to be bought in the city: the waste land in 

particular could be used to obtain fuel and fertillser (from cow-dung 

and brushwood), and in the more wooded areas a wide variety of tree 

products cauld either be sold or Used in the hone. 70 Vosen from 

peasant families with land either owned or held on secure tenure were 

also able to provide sane income in the dry season by cutting grass 

and selling it in the market; they were also able to contribute to the 

family's year-round income by repairing the embankments of rice 
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fields, which would increase production in the monsoon, and If their 

husband was away all year, could orgaulse the cultivation of the 

family plot in the monsoon. '" 

In conclusion, it appears that the demand for women's labour In the 

city in the nineteenth and early twentieth century was not great 

enough to cause employers to alter working hours and conditions to 

attract more women into employment. Given the higher cost of living 

and the unpleasant living and working conditions in the city, many 

migrant families from Ratnagiri. particularly those with young 

children, appear to have been forced to divide the family and send 

only the husband to work in the city, leaving the wife to supplement 

the family income 
- 

by working in agriculture In the village, which 

could be more easily combined with child-care. It is probably 

significant that mill centres which employed a higher proportion of 

women, such as Ahmedabad and the South Indian mills, were situated in 

highly populated rural areas and drew their labour force largely from 

the villages around, whose workers commuted into the mills an a daily 

basis. If young married women from these villages decided to work in 

the mills this did not Involve an expensive move to the city for the 

whole family, and child-care was mare readily available through the 

extended family net-work within the village. 

Reginnal varlatims in-Ue demand labcour ml-Ebilm Ratiftaglici 

I gatri- 

As has been seen in Chapter 1, there was a distinct regional 

pattern in migration from Ratuagiri in the nineteenth century, and it 

is possible that this was caused by regional variations within the 

district in the demand for labour. One explanation of regional 

variatirm in labour demand within Ratuagirl would lie in the 

differing cultivation patterns in the district, some systems of 

cultivation being more labour intensive than others, or having a 

different seasonal distribution of labour demand. 
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J) T)P-mmind fMr labcninr in agriculture. 6 -1 

Irrigated rice or 'paddy', war. one of the 3most labour intensive 

crops cultivated in Ratnagiri and occupied 28% of the Gross Cultivated 

Area by 1888.00 Rice land was located nainly on the alluvial land on 

the creeks and on land reclained from the sm. and therefore the most 

rice land was found near the coast and on the lower reaches of the 

rivers, though rice cultivation was also found inland on terraced 

hillsides and in natural dips in the rocky uplands. Vet rice in 

Ratnagiri was mainly naturally Irrigated, as the fields were flooded 

by the heavy monsoon rainfall'or by natural run-off from surrounding 

ground and the over-flow of rivers. However, some of the rice land 

under, cultivation was artificially irrigated by Persian wheels, lifts 

or tanks, or by streams diverted auto the terraced rice fields through 

stone channels (pats). Artificial irrigation was the most labour 

Intensive form of rice cultivation, and also employed labour outside 

the monsoon season since it was possible to double crop with 

artificial irrigation, growing a second rice crop, pulses, or 

vegetables. However, artificial irrigation was found on only 5% of the 

net area under cultivation in 1893/4, and 6.5% by 192LO' Xost paddy 

cultivation had a high labour input bemuse the crop was usually sown 

first in a seed bed, after brushwood had been burnt on it to fertilise 

the soil, and then transplanted to freshly ploughed, flooded fields 

once the monsoon had started, usually in mid June. Transplantation had 

to be done rapidly but carefully, and was usually carried out by 

women; after transplantation. labour was only needed for weeding until 

the harvest, which took place from Septenber (for the inferior quality 

early ripening rices grown mainly by the poorer peasants) to November 

(for the high quality late ripening rices which could only be grown on 

the best soiD. G2 

By 1914 39% of the Gross Cropped Area in Ratnagiri district was 

under wet rice cultivation, but 52% was cultivated with 1dry grains', 

grown without irrigation an the hill land (see Table 2.7). Crops grown 

on the hill land In this fashion were nainly dwarf millets - nagli 

(eleusine cm-mcann, known in the Deccan as z-agi), ' varl (Pannicum 

miliare), and'barlic (papsahm scrobiculatum, known in'the Deccan as 
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irodrn)- which were the staple food of the poor; pulses were, also 

grown, and oil seeds, particularly niger seed and sesame seed. Labour 

requirements for these crops were in general lower than those for 

paddy, but varied according to the type of fields on which they were 

grown. On level hill land, which by the mid nineteenth century was all 

cultivated In semi-pernanent fields, the ground was ploughed and often 

manured, and in the case of nagli, the most valuable of the 
1, 
hill 

grains, the crop was often transplanted from seed beds In the e 

way as paddy. 8'3 On the steeper hill land, however, this was not 

possible, and the poor quality of the sail made it necessary to 

cultivate on very long fallows. In this type of cultivation, therefore, 

the main labour input was in the period before the-monsoon when the 

brushwood was cut and burnt on the fields, and in the early days of 

the monsoon when the ground was roughly dug over, ready to receive 

the broadcast seed. 
Besides hill and paddy cultivation, there was a small percentage of 

the Gross Cropped Area of the district devoted to other, mainly 

commercial, crops which were usually grown in irrigated gardens, 

though some were grown in the more fertile unirrigated land. It is 

difficult to estimate the labour requirements of all this very varied 

group of crops, but they all required all-round labour input rather 
tban a merely seasonal one. Estimates prepared in 1844 for -the 
Collector of Ratnagiri showed that the costs of cultivation (which 

included manure, and assumed that all labour was hired) were highest 

far sugar (especially with irrigation), henp and garden crops such as 
turmeric; while of the main food crops, the expenses of cultivating 

were highest for rice and nagli grown on level hill land, and the 

cheapest crops to cultivate were oil seeds. 13-4 The Season and Crop 

Report for 1882/3 estimated the cost of labour for one acre of rice 
land at 11 rupees 10 annas, and far one acre of nagli, In most labour 

intensive of the hill crops, at 10 rupees and 1) paise. Or- 

Given the varying labour demands of different crops, it should be 

possible to see sane pattern of regional variation In labour demand 

within Ratuagirit depending on the mix of crops grown in each area. As 

can be seen from Table 2.7, the areas with the highest concentration 

of labour Intensive crops were the southern talukas: Vengurla, followed 
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by Nalvan. Deogad, and Rajapur, all of which had 50% or more of the 

Gross Cultivated Area under rice, garden or other cash crops such as 

sugar and hemp; 30% of the rice grown in the district, and 70% of the 

sugar, were grown in Xalvan taluka, while 61% of all the hemp was 

grown in Deogad. Or- It would, therefore, be reasonable to assume that 

demand for labour was higher within these talukas than In the 

northern areas of the district. There was also probably a variation 
in labmw demand within talukas, since these administrative divisions 

often contained areas with greatly differing agricultural systems. 
It should be possible to determine whether labour demand as a whole 

was higher in some parts of the district than others, by examining 

wage levels. The rice/wage index in Table 2.2 suggests that in the 

early twentieth century, when migration was well established, real 

wages were higher in the coastal areas than Inland; for Ratuagiri 

taluka, which had a long coastline, the average index for 1900-16 was 

167 for field labour, 216 for ordinary labour and 384 for skilled 

labour while for Khed taluka, which was landlocked, the index was 150 

for field labour, 170 for ordinary labour and 381 for skilled labour. 

This could either be caused by the Impact of demand for labour in 

Bombay on labour demand in the coastal towns of Ratnagiri; or it could 

be caused by the higher demand for labour in agriculture In the rice- 

growing areas of the coast as compared to the dry-grain cultivation 

inland. A wage differential between the different areas of 

Sangameshwar taluka was already observed In the 1820s ' 07 and still 

existed in the early twentieth century. 08 In the 1820s, the variations 
in the prevalence of unfree labour also points to variations in labour 

demand in different agricultural regions. Vithin Ratuagiri and 
Sangameshwar talukas slavery was most prevalent in the market 
towns, " and debt bondage was most common In the prosperous villages 
in Sytowde and the north west of Sangameshwar taluka, 510 along the 

Shastri and Sad rivers, where level hill cultivation predominated and 

rice cultivation expanded most rapidly in the early nineteenth century. 
Aks has already been argued, the existance of unfree labour suggests 
that demand for labour may be higher than supply. 

Data on wages also gives tentative support to the hypothesis that 

regional variations in real wages caused by external labour demand 
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were superimposed on, variations created by Internal labour demand, as 

the century progressed. In the 1840s, when migration was only Just 

beginning, evidence, though not very reliable, suggests that wages were 

higher in Vijayadurg (later Deogad and Rajapur talukas) in the south 

of Ratuagiri district than in the north, but from 1914 wages for field 

labourers were lower in the far south, (three annas a day in Nalvan 

taluka) than in areas closer to Bombay (five annas a day in 

Ratuagiri), and by the 1950s this difference had become quite 

distinct. "' This evidence suggests that the more intensive cultivation 

of the southern Wukas and the rice growing areas of Ratnagiri taluka 

did indeed create a higher labour demand in these areas, but that over 

the nineteenth century the external labour demand from Bombay raised 

wages overall in the talukas closer to Bombay, and thus reversed the 

north-south wage differential, while possibly reinforcing the ýwage 

differential between the coastal/creek-side and inland districts. 

ii) Dgmand fnr labour in non-agr1cultural =qla3ment 

Regional variations In labour- demand could also reflect the 

distribution of nan-agricultural employment in the district. The 

Census of 1911 shows that there was little industry In the district 

by the early twentieth century: in 1911, there was me manganese mine, 

three fish curing yards, three distillers, and one oil mill. 02 There is 

no evidence of there having ever been any large scale proto--industrial 

production in Ratnagiri such as was found in the textile producing 

areas of Gujerat, South, India or Bengal in the eighteenth century, 

possibly because the district was remote from the Naz-atha courts in 

Foona and Satara in the seventeenth and eighteenth centurier.; 0: 3 in the 

1881 census only 421 men and 223 women in Ratnagiri recorded their 

occupations as "cotton hand-loan weaver'. 04 By the early twentieth 

century, long-distance trade largely by-passed the area also, since the 

building of the Southern Naratha Railway in the 1880s diverted 

Deccan-Bombay trade away from the Konkan. However, this had not 

always been the case. In the sixteenth century Ratnagiri district had 

been an important link in the trade routes between Africa, the Niddle 

East and India; Dabhol, north of Ratnagiri town, was a major entrepot 

part and a bustling and impressive city, and Rajapur, in the south of 
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the district, also traded with the Xiddle East. 9r, Dabhol was destroyed 

by the Portuguese in the late sixteenth century, and the wars which 

ravaged the Konkan in the seventeenth and early eighteenth century 

seriously discouraged trade. 1r, However, by the mid. nineteenth century, 

there were still important trading links with, the Xiddle East, 

particularly in Rajapur, which still had a large permanent cloth 

bazaar as well as a temporary grain bazaar for the dry season, and 

received about 20 Arab boats a year. 07 In the mid nineteenth century, 

also, new trading centres developed, handling cotton from the Deccan 

on its way to Bombay and overseas, notably Chiplun which, from a 

village, had become a sizeable town by the 1880s, though its 

development was checked by the opening of the Southern Naratha 

Railway. 90 Compared to neighbouring areas of the Gujerat and Deccan, 

however, Ratnag1ri offered little'enplayment in long-distance trade or 

in industry the nineteenth century. The Industrial enterprises recorded 

in Ratnagiri in the 1911 Census employed, only 286 workers (192 male 

and 93 fenale); 911 in 1863 a saw mill was set up in Ratnagiri town by 

the Collector, A. Crawfurd, linked to the wood trade from the district, 

which was farmed out to local merchants and was experiencing a boon 

at the time in exports to Bombay. However the enterprise collapsed 

after a few years, and became eventually a government training 

school. 100 There was also relatively little long distance trade, 

because of the absence of important cash crops In the district and its 

situation in the transport networks of Vestern India. Even by 1921 the 

occupational statistics show that few were engaged In long distance 

trading - probably mainly the 276 men and 34 women engaged 'in the 

textile trade, and possibly some of the 288 men and 122 women listed 

as brokers and commercial travellers. 101 Among general traders, sane 

would also have been involved in the salt trade-between the northern 

Konkau and the Deccan which passed through Ratnagiri, mainly through 

the northern ports such as 13iarepattan. 102 A much more significant 

source of employment was in government service. Nost of the higher 

castes employed outside agriculture appear to have been working in 

government service by 1921 - 1,395 in the police, 2,763 In public 

administration, and 5,229 in the professions- predominantly men. 111`2 In 

1881, public servants already formed a large group - 4,458 men -and 
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In the professions there were 2,759 nen and 17 women. ' 0,4 Though there 

Is no detail on their taluJbr-wlse distribution within Ratnag1ri, it 

seems likely that they were concentrated In main towns ', in the 

district, particularly Ratnagiri town. 

As Ratnagiri district was not an Important industrial or commercial 

centre, most non-agricultural employment, outside government service, 

appears to have been in snall-scale handicraft production, petty 

trading and village level services, along with work in other areas of 

the primary sector, notably fishing. As the census data do not give 

details of the distribution of these occupations between the different 

regions of Ratnagiri, indirect methods have to be used to estimate 

regional variations in the demand for non-agricultural labour. The 

irahotaffa records for 1840/1 provide ý one source of statistical 

information. "'r, These are the records of those paying the imahatarfa 

tax, which was imposed by the Naratha government in the eighteenth 

century on shopkeepers, merclants and craftsmen, and raised also by 

the British government until 1844. ""s They are inadequate in many 

ways, since under the British they were not kept up to date, and many 

of the wealthier merchants were exempt. 107 However, they do give some 

indication of the location of conizercial activity, as do the records 

of the bullattee taxes, which - were raised an village servants and 

craftsmen who received a regular payment from their village community, 

though these again were only paid by a limited proportion of 

craftsmen. 100 Same information on the distribution of non-agricultural 

occupations can also be gleaned from descriptions of the district by 

British officials, even though these do not often provide statistics. 

it is also possible, given that the majority of members of specialist 

craft and service castes still probably followed their traditional 

occupations in the mid nineteenth century, to use'the caste data fram 

the Censuses to plot the regional distribution of commercial 

activity. 100 

Cotton spinning, for example, was limited to a few areas. There was 

some spinning an Jaigad creek in Ratuagiri taluka by the Rbus&H 

Nuslims (in Jaigad, Sytowde, Burbad and Tural villages), 110 and the 

other main centres for thread production were probably in Vengurla 

and Rajapiur talukas. 111 However, thread production was hampered 
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because cotton was not grown in RatnagIri district and had -to be 

imported, with the result that ý yarn tended to be imported from the 

Deccan rather than locally produced. ' 12 Veavers (mainly -Salv1s) were 

more numerous, making gunny bags, fishing nets, coarse white cloth for 

dhotis and blankets, though not enough to supply the districts needs 

which were partly net by imports. ' 13 It was estimated in 1830 that'a 

family of Salvis, making dhatis, would earn approximately 1,000 rupees 

a year, and Ebusaris making gunny bags, approximately 316 aunas a day 

profit. ' 14 In 1846/7 there were 188 weavers paying mohatnzT& tax in 

the southern talukas of Ratnagirl, Saugameshwar, Rajapur, Deogad and 

Nalvan: 3 in Ratnagiri taluka, 79 in Sangameshwar taluka, 30 in Xalvan 

(but some of the largest towns here did not pay the tax) and 71 in 

Rajapur and Deogad together. 1116 In 1872 also there appear to have been 

relatively fewer weavers In Ratuagirl district, since , weavers 

represented 0.2% of the population of Ratuagiri taluka, and 0.4% of the 

population of Sangameshwar taluka. 1116 By the end of the nineteenth 

century, the distribution appears to have ý changed, since in Ratnagiri 

taluka there were 58 cotton looms; in 1898 and in 1920 there were 70, 

while in Sanganeshwar there were only 26 loons by 1915, a clear 
decline from 1846/71 17, suggesting that the development of sea 
transport in the late nineteenth century may have shifted -the 

cammercial centre of the district back towards the coast (where It 

had been In the sixteenth century). 
Fishing was another non-agricultural occupation which was clearly 

not distributed evenly through the district. VhIle the greatest 

concentration of weavers appears to have been inland for much of the 

nineteenth century, the fishermen were obviously to be found mainly on 
the coast, though also an the banks of the rivers which crossed the 

district. Fishing castes formed less than 1% of the-population in the 

land-locked talukas of Chiplun and Sangameshwar In 1872, and-were 

particularly concentrated in the southern talukas of Deagad and 
lalvan, where they forned 7% of the population. "10 In Xalvan in 1915, 

6,593 people out of a total population of 111,258 gave fishing as 
their occupation (out of a population of 76,176 'agriculturalists' and 
35,081 Inon-agriculturalists According to a report in 1838, there 

were 69 fishing villages In the district, nearly all of theJA on the 
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coast or the mouth of a creek. These villages all had communities of 
fishermen who lived exclusively from fishing. 120 These fishermen did 

not merely catch the fish, but salted most of. their catch and then 

sold it in the bazaars at the head of the creeks to traders from the 

Deccan. A considerable amount of the fish trading appears to have been 

done by the women of the caste, since in the 1881 census there were 
7,584 female fish sellers listed in the Occupation Tables for Ratnagiri 

district, and 7,979 males, while in contrast there were 4,848 male 

grain dealers but only 276 females. 

Fishing was the main now-agricultural occupation in Ratnagiri 

district - the Settlement Officer described it In 1911 as the only 

industry in Ratuagiri taluka. 1-21 In 1881,5,829 men and 68 women were 

employed as boat owners or sailors, and 7,979 men and 7.584 women as 

fish sellers and fishermen, while 9,742 men and 2,080 - women were 

involved in other petty trading, 1,223 men and 98 women In money 

lending, and 13,576 men and 5,174 women In other crafts and 

manufactures. 122 The distribution of occupations other than fishing 

within the district suggests that merchants, shopkeepers and 

craftsmen, including weavers, tended to congregate, even In the later 

nineteenth century, at the long-standing centres of cazimunications 

between the coast and the Ghats, where the ships sailing up the creeks 

unloaded their goods for sale to the merchants travelling from the 

hilly interior, and even from across the Ghats. The mahaftwTa returns 

for 1840/1122 show that within Ratuagirl taluka the greatest 

commercial activity was not on the coast, but in the towns'sItuated 

inland, an or near navigable rivers, such as SangameBhwar, Devle, 

Nakhajan, Lanje, Devrukh, and Peth Ibrahampur, where most of the 

periodic markets were also situated. The distribution of shopkeepers 

and craftsmen between talukas both in 1840/1 and in 1872 (as 

indicated by the caste returns), shows that Deogad and Rajapur talukas 

were the greatest centres for trade, with Rajapur town having the 

largest concentration of shopkeepers in the district, followed by 

Sanganeshwar town. 

The Implications of the data on non-agricultural occupation in 

Ratnagiri district is that the greatest demand for labour in the non- 

adricultural sector was in the south of the district, where the 
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greatest demand far labour in the agricultural sector was also to be 
found. The data also show that fishing provided a substitute for, and 
supplement to, subsistence agriculture In many of the coastal villages 
in the district, and that outside the main ý parts, the greatest craft 
and trading activity was to be found on the central plateau, at the 

point where the rivers which crossed from Ghats to the sea were still 
navigable, but could be more easily crossed. It is therefore not 
surprising to find less seasonal migration of subsistence peasants 
from the southern Wukns, migration from these areas being dominated 

by recruits to the civil service and the army in Bombay. It is also 

not surprising to find that demand for labour was higher in the 

central plateau areas of the district than In the foothills of the 

Ghats, since Ahere were more non-agricultural Jobs available, and 
demand for labotir in agriculture was greater. The importance of 
fishing as the main non-agricultural- occupation in the area also helps 

to explain the development of the connection with Bombay, and the 

readiness with which the population turned to non-agricultural 

employment. 

VI rnne-ltmlryn 

The investigation of demand for labour in Ratnagiri district and 

Bombay city In the nineteenth and early. twentieth centuries has shown 

that the structure of demand for labour within Ratnagiri district 

played an important part in shaping the pattern of emigration from 

the district. Regional variations in demand far labour within 

Ratnagiri district, both in the agricultural and non-agricultural 

sectors, seems to explain differences In rates and patterns of 

migration from the different talukas in the nineteenth century. Demand 

for women's labour in agriculture in the district, along with seasonal 

variatim in de3mud for labour in agriculture, also help to explain 

the development of a pattern of male seasonal and circular migration 

from the district. On the other hand, the role of demand for labour in 

Bombay in explaining patterns of migration fir Ratnagiri Is less 

clear. Seasonal reductions In demand for labour in the monsoon months 

in sane key induArIes may have made it easier to release labour in 
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these months, and explain some of the movement back to the district 

during this period. A lower demand for women's labour in the mills in 

the twentieth century may also explain to some extent the low rate of 

female emigration at that period. But while the emergence of a 

tradition of emigration from Ratuagiri to Bombay coincides with the 

period of growth and expansion in the city from the 1840s, it is not 

easy to find a close correspondence between the fluctuations in 

employment in the city and the fluctuations in rater. of emigration. 

Nor is it possible to argue that the higher real wages in Bombay 

reflect higher labour demand in the city than in Ratnagiri, and that 

relatively higher demand for labour in Bombay can therefore provide 

the explanation for emigration from Ratnagiri; for though real wages 

were higher in Bombay than Ratnagiri for comparable work for most of 

the period under consideration, the widespread use of labour service 

and debt banded labour in agriculture in the district before 1880 

probably kept wages artificially low, so that they, do not necessarily 

reflect the actual demand for labour In the district. 

It has already been argued in Chapter 1 that since Ratnagiri had a 

higher rate of emigration than other districts in Vestern India with 

similar access to labour markets, it Is necessary to investigate 

supply side factors In order to explain the rates of emigration from 

the district. The conclusions of this chapter, that demand within the 

district was more important than demand outside in shaping the 

pattern of migration from Ratuagiri, reinforce the argument that the 

social and economic structure of Ratuagirl district itself must be the 

target of investigation. For example, if variations In rates of 

inigration over time cannot be fully explained by changes In demand 

for labour in Bombay, some investigation is needed into the role of 

demographic and climatic change In Ratuagiri, and also the role of 

changing government policies, in creating new social and economic 

conditions favouring the development of migration from the district. 

Similarly, if regional variations in demand for labour within the 

district can explain regional variations in rates of emigration, it is 

nonetheless necessary to understand the-reason for these regional 

variations in labmw demand, such as differences in the ecology of 

the regions, or differences in their political history or their social 
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structure, in order to provide a convincing and integrated explanation 

of emigration. In the next four chapters, I shall consider the impact 

of demographic and political change, and the significance of ecology 

and social structure, in determining the patterns of emigration from 

Ratnagiri during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
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I Introduction 

Demographic factors, in the form of population pressure on land 

and other resources, are implicit in many explanations of rural-urban 

migration in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For example 
, surplus labourl or 'disguised unemployment' in agriculture is seen by 

many economists as related to loverpopulation' In a subsistence 

agrarian economy, since pressure of population could lead to a decline 

in the marginal product of agriculture, and subsequent pressure on the 

real wage rate. This, in turn could be expected to encourage migration 
into the higher wage employment in the cities or other areas of the 

capitalist sector where there is a similar demand for labour. 1 

Similarly migration Is often explained by historians as a response to 

acute agrarian crisis, exemplified most dramatically by famines, for 

which population pressure on land may provide an explanation. Vhile 

necr-Xalthusians may give primacy to demographic explanations of 

agrarian crisiS, 2 even those, who see the inadequacies of the market, 

and failures of exchange entitlements as the root cause, 3 would still 

generally accord seine role to demographic change. 
Can population priv--sure therefore be seen as an explanation for 

migration from Ratnagiri? At first sight it appears that this might be 

the case. The census data show an apparently rapid rise of population 
in Ratnagiri In the nineteenth century, averaging approx. 1% p. a. from 
1820-1901, with most of this growth in the first 70 years of the 

century, and by the mid nineteenth century the district was displaying 

many of the classic. symptoms of 'over-population', such as 
fragmentation of holdings and soil erosion (see Chapter 5). The most 
rapid period of population growth In Ratnagiri occurred betwt: zn 1845 
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(when a census of most districts of the Presidency was taken), and 
1872 (the date of the first all-ludia Census), and coincides with the 

beginning of migration to Bombay from the district. Ratuagiri's 

population between those years rose by 63%. an annual rate of growth 

of over 2%, compared with an annual rate of 1.3% during the previous 

26 years, and an annual rate of 0.5% during the next 39 years, up to 

1911 (see Table 3.1). Some other districts in the Presidency also show 

rapid increases in population in the mid nineteenth century, such as 

Dharwar (53% from 1845-72), Poona - (50%) and Surat (41%). However, In 

others the population only rose slowly (e. g. Sholapur M), Belgaum 

M) and Thana (M) and the population of Ahmednagar. actually 

declined (- 17%). 4 These great variations In growth rates for 

neighbouring districts over the same period could be explicable in 

terms of the different sub-economies and climates of the regions of 

Vestern, India, but they also suggest, the possibility that the early 

censuses, before 1872, may have been inaccurate. It is possible, 

therefore, that the high rates of population growth recorded for 

Ratuagiri, which appear to coincide significantly with the first wave 

of emigration -to Bombay, may to same degree be caused by under- 

enumeration in the early censuses. It Is certainly most unusual to 

find growth rates like those of Ratuagiri between 1845 and 1872, at 

over 2% a, year sustained over 25 years, except in some developing 

countries in the mid twentieth centuryi6 

II The accur=y of the cen - in Rp%tnmzirt 

In order to assess the signIf icance of the census data, it is 

first necessary to consider the accuracy of the censuses. RatuagIrl 

was not an easy district in which to conduct a census. The countryside 

is rugged and intersected by many creeks and rivers; there were few 

made roads even by the end of the nineteenth century, and there were 

many remote, Isolated villages up in the Ghats. Furthermore, there were 
few village officers, such as the accountant or kulkazmi of the Deccan 

villages, to keep accurate records and assist in census taking. 

The first census data available for Ratnag1ri is contained In the 

htjur-e tax and karmi tax records from the Pmbvals, administration in 
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the late eighteenth century (see Appendix 1). These list the number of 
houses in each village, and sometimes, provide more detail on the 

caste, composition and origins of each household. Th are not 
available for all talukas of the district, and I have used only those 

which have survived from Ratuagiri and Sanganeshwar talukas, as they 

can be compared with population estimates for villages In these 
tolukas in the 1820s. The house tax and karsai records are in some 
cases extremely detailed. However, there was clearly always a danger 

of under-enuneratiou, since the information on households In each' 
village appears to have been supplied to the government clerks by the 
kbuts, who were themselves responsible for paying the housk--tax: of 
their village to government. - The house tax and Jrarsal records also 

rarely give infarmatiou on the number of persons in each household. 

Since it cannot be assumed that average household size will remain 

static over time, any conclusions drawn from the use of these sources 

must clearly be very tentative (see Appendix IM 

House tax surveys were supposedly made every ten years. The British 

government suspended the collection of the' house tax in 1837, "; and 
their house tax records do not appear to have survived, though a 

rather unconvincing set of annual' population estimates for the 
district for 1827/8 to 1841/2 may have been based on these records. 7 
It also seems possible that the first census of the district under the 
British, taken under the supervision of the Collector, Pelly, In 1820. 
based on information supplied by heads of households, was connected 
with the house tax survey probably made in that year. 0 These censuses 
are likely, therefore, to suffer from the same defects as the 

eighteenth century house tax records. 
A rather different set of population data, however, Is availableý'for 

villages in Ratnagiri and Sangameshwar talukas in 1827/30. Lists of 
the houses and population of most villages in these talukas was made 
in those years by Captain Dowell, a Survey Officer, in the course of 
an experimental survey of ý the talukas made with a view to re- 
assessing the land revenue payments. 0 Dowell visited most of the 

villages in person, consulting village records and Interviewing both 
the khoft and their tenants - separately wherever possible, since he 

suspected the J[hats of having told their tenants In advance how to 
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answer questions. 10 Though he clearly still had to rely substantially 

on the information supplied by khats and other village officers, he 

was able to check this to some extent by his own observation: by his 

own estimate, the population figures which he obtained were an under- 

estimate by about 20Z. 11 
The first attempt at a- proper, simultaneous -enumeration of the 

population of the whole of the Br-abay Presidency was made on January 

1st 1846. "ý However the basic method of'relying on the district and 

village officers to make the returns remained the same. Forms printed 

in the vernacular were sent to these officers to complete and return 

to the Collector's Office, where they were compiled into the English 

language returns for each taluka. 12 Since in sonii'villages near the 

Ghats all the Inhabitants were illiterate, the existence of 

standardised printed forms was not always indicative of improved 

enuneration. 14 Noreover no special forms were used to fill in details 

of household returns, and collectors were left to'devise their own 

household forms, (if indeed they used any at all, as information was 

simply required for the village as a whole, in the traditional 

manner). Ir- The information required by the census was detailed, but 

not more so than that of Pelly in 1820; numbers of males and females 

of each caste were given, but no information on ages, or even simple 

division into children and adults; houses were given, but not for each 

caste; births and deaths, and also immigration and emigration in the 

previous year were recorded, but the Collector of Ratnagiri did not 

have much confidence In these statistlcs. 'r- -The census was repeated 

using the same methods In 1851,17 (and in Ratuagiri district a census 

was apparently also taken in 1855,11 but there is no information an 

the methods used). Viewed as an accurate simultaneous census of the 

Presidency, this census had many faults, 19 and as a census of 

Ratnagiri district it does not appear to have greatly improved on 

earlier attempts. There were no proper forms for household returns, 
there was COUNSiOU" over caste divisions, 20 and the problem of 

counting th temporarily absent from home on' the night of 'the 

census was not considered. 21 It seems likely, therefore, that In this 

census there was underenumeration, with sane of the remoter hamlets 

being completely amitted, and the lack of proper household returns 
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leading to under-enumeratlan, of children and women. The high sex 

ratios in these censuses (as high as 111.1 in 1851) - suggests that 

women were indeed under-enumerated, though the modern censuses of 
India also show high sex ratios (106,. for India in 1961) which 

suggests that under-enumeration of women was not the only cause. 22 

The lack of proper household return forms was clearly the most 

glaring inadequacy of the 1846/51 census. and this appears to have 

been recognised by survey officers who conducted a small census of 30 

villages in Ratnagiri taluka in 1855, in connection with an 

experimental survey. 23 This census is an the same pattern as returns 

submitted from all the surveyed districts of the Presidency at this 

period, and can be seen in the context of the growing demand for, a 

more methodical census. - It suffers from, being taken over a period of 

time, but its significant innovation is that returns appear to have 

been, made by households, which means that it is probably more 

accurate than earlier censuses, and material is included which was not 

available in any previous survey. though the izethod of compiling the 

returns is rather confused which detracts from their usefulness. 

Clearly by 1855 the need for a more methodical survey was being 

felt by the British authorities in India. In 1856 it was proposed that 

at the next census each small village, or section of a larger town or 

village, should have its own enumerator who, an the day of the census, 

would visit each house and record an proper household farms the 

occupants, -their sex and their relationship to the household head. 24 

These plans were delayed, and it was not until 1872 that the first 

census based an household returns was made for the whole Presidency, 

though a census of Bombay city was made in 1864. 

The Census of 1872. and the subsequent decennial Indian censuses 
from 1881, were based an the systen tentatively sketched out In 

1856.215 Enumeration was still done in many villages by headmen or 

accountants. Vhere these were lacking, especially in the towns, and in 

districts like Ratnagiri where village mmindars were reluctant to 

take on the task, other government employees or paid enumerators were 

used. Enumeration was done by 'enclosures' in -1872 (which could 

contain one or more houses) which caused such confusion, but, from 

1881 enumeration was done simply by houses, (though the definition of 
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a "house* also caused difficulties, 
. -which make the data on household 

size for this period unreliable: see Appendix ID. All details of age, 

and relationship to household head of ý the occupants were recorded 

on standardised forms, me for each house. The details of the number 

of houses and enclosures to be enumerated, were filled In beforehand, - 

and from 1881 the census forms were in fact completed, with all the 

details on houses and occupants, by junior grade revenue officials or 

by the census supervisors some weeks before the census day; on the 

census day the enumerators simply checked these figures. The author, of 

the 1891 Census General Report felt that this system of double 

checking made the Indian census as accurate, If not more so, than the 

British censuses of the period, which relied = householders 

themselves to fill in the returns. 26 Great care was taken from the 

beginning to avoid double enumeration or oxission of travellers and 

people temporarily absent from home on the night-of the census. 27 

The census taking methods and the accuracy of the results of the 

decennial censuses were submitted to critical discussion in the Census 

General Reports. The 1881 Census General Report cast doubts on the 

efficiency of the census in Ratuagirl because of the lack of resident 

village officers, which meant that most of the work was done by paid 

enuneratmrs who were felt to be less efficient, andýalso because of 

the rough country, which made the work of the enumerators lengthier 

and more arduous. -211 The 1891 General Repart29, however, felt that the 

enumeration had greatly improved in 1891, because nore people from 

departments outside the revenue department had been employed to help 

with the preliminary work, and this work was begun much earlier, so 

the enumeration was much more careful. 

In spite of these general improvements in the quality of 

enumeration, there are areas where the decennial censuses-, of the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are still particularly weak. 
Firstly, data on caste was sometimes inaccurate. The main confusion 

arose where an occupational name was also the name of the imain caste 

practising the trade, in which case minor castes in the sane trade 

might get enumerated in-the larger caste. For example Laharý meaning 
blacksmith, is the caste name of the largest caste of blacksmiths in 

Ratnagiri, but Dhawad and Ghisadi castes are also blacksmiths, and 
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could have been enumerated as Labar Instead. Another source of 

confusion was the existence of subcastes; in sone. cases they might,. be 

enumerated as a separate caste; In others, they might be enumerated 

with a larger caste bearing the same name. This is particularly likely 

to have happened In Ratnagiri In the case of the sub-castes called 
Narntha (e. g. Naratha Sbimpl) who could easily be included as 
Narathns)ý00 A third difficulty was in the classification of religious 

groups; far example, the Lli; gayat Vani could be classified under the 

Vaal -caste, or the Lizigayat religion. ý Similar difficulties occurred 

with the many Nuslin sub-castes of predominantly Hindu castes., In 

Xaharashtra, there was the additional problem of defining Alaratha and 
Kimbl, since these were strictly speaking not separate castes, but 

status groups, NaTathas being of higher status than Kimbi, and it was 

possible to move from one to the other. 31 Another problem with caste 

data is the inconsistencies in the listing of castes across censuses. 
The 1846 and 1851 census only list major castes separately, the rest 
being labelled 'other Hindual. The 1872 caste data published In the 

Ratnagiri Gazetteer32 and the 1891 Census give full information on 

castes, but the 1881 census only lists 28 castes separately, and the 

1901 census lists 43. 

Secondly, the data an age present problems. Like the data an caste, 
they are not presented consistently -across censuses. Before 1855 the 

only information an age in censuses consists of the division of the 

population into 'children* ýand "adults', with the age of maturity not 

usually specified. The. 1855 census of, 30 villages in Ratuagiri taluka 

divides the population into groups aged 0-5,5-10,10-15 and over 15. 

However, the 1872 census groups them In ages 0-1,1-6,7-12,13-20 

and then in ten-year age groups. The age grouping becomes more 

consistent from 1881, with division of the population into five-, ten- 

or twe"tY-Year age groups, but there are considerable variations 
within this pattern. The 1881 and 1891 censuses list all ages frail 0 

to 5, then f Ive-year age groups from 5 to 40, and mainly ten-year age 
groups after that. The 1901 and subsequent censuses, however, give no 
details an individual year groups, and give five-year groupings only 

up to age 20, after that grouping the population in twenty-year, age 

groups. Besides this, the data on ages are not very reliable: the 1931 
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Census General Report - estimated that 20% of entries on age were 

inaccurate. -3-: 2 Age specific entries fluctuate very widely, because many 

people were uncertain of their exact age, and in th circumstances 

tended to give a round number, with the result that age groups such as 

40,50,45 and 55 are always over-represented. This does not present a 

great problem, as age data in the censuses was presented in five- and 

ten-year age groups (and the Life Tables constructed for the 

Presidency as a whole from the censuses used smoothing techniques to 

give a more accurate age distribution)04. A more serlous'problem was 

the under- or over-representation of whole age groups. This applies 

particularly to girls between the ages of 5 and 15, who were often put 

in a higher age group if they were married, which makes it'difficult 

to use this data for analysis of the structure of the population. It 

also Bemis likely, that If under-enumeration of women occurred in the 

decennial censuses, it was in this age group that the -weakness 

occurred. However, it Is difficult to prove that under-enumeration of 

women occurred in Ratnagiri after the-1850s, because of the distortion 

to the sex ratio caused by izale emigration. 

In conclusion, it appears that there were no major Improvements in 

the methods of census taking between the late eighteenth century and 

1851, though the greater interest shown by the British government in 

the collection of statistics In the 1840s may have led to'some slight 

improvements in the quality of the data during that period. However, 

it is clear that there was a major improvement in' the method of 

census taking introduced In 1872, notably the - collection of 'proper 

household returns, and the attempt to conduct a proper simultaneous 

census- of the whole Presidency. There was also a further Improvement 

in the methods of census taking between 1881'and 1891, "after which 

procedure became more standardised. It is generally considered that an 

inaccurate census is more likely to lead to under-enuneratlon rather 

than over-enuneration. Vhole villages can easily be overlooked in 

remote areas; outlying houses are easily mlssed in villages like those 

in Ratuagiri, where houses are widely scattered, rather than contained 

within village walls; and householders may onit to mention all the 

women and young children in the family unless closely questioned. 
Noreaver in India, where censuses were traditionally associated with 
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the imposition of taxes, there was always ýa danger of deliberate 

understatement of population. 3r, Over-enumeration is only likely to 

occur when population estimates are based purely on guess work, or 

where a large proportion of the population have occupations which 

involve long absences from home, such as fishermen, sailors or 

seasonal migrants, since there is always a possibility, that these 

people could be counted twice. 

On balance, it seems that under-enuneration Is the greater danger. 

This has led to the suggestion that the apparently high growth rates 

in some areas of India in the nineteenth century are due to gradually 

improving quality of enumeration. " If this -argument were to be 

applied to Ratnagiri, it seems that the only period when a high growth 

rate could be attributed to an improvement in the census taking 

methods is between 1855 and 1872, and between 1881 and 1891. However, 

It is also possible that government interest in the collection of 

statistics may have influenced officials' enthusiasm for the task, and 

the consequent quality of the statistics. As long as household or 

population data was connected with the raising of tax, government was 

likely to pressure officials to obtain full returns. Therefore up to 

1833, when the last British house tax survey was undertaken, the 

quality of data is likely to have remained the same, especially as 

there were apparently no changes in the methods of obtaining 

information. After the end of the house tax collection, however, in the 

series of population statistics which exist for the period 1833 and 

1842, it seems likely that the quality of the data declined, as there 

was little apparent point In collecting them, and one might expect to 

find an increase in- inaccuracy, and poor enumeration during this 

period. It could be argued, therefore, that high growth rates for the 

period 1842-1846 could reflect a decline in enthusiasm for the 

collection of data in the period 1833-42. ý This argument cannot be 

used, however, to explain any rises in population between 1833 and 
1846, since both the method of census taking, and the official 

motivation to provide good statistics appear to have been similar at 
both periods. 
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III Tk-Alm=aplhin clhA-ngM In Ratuagirie the evldence 

A detailed examination of the censuses and other data on 

population in Ratnagiri district from the late eighteenth century 

indicates, firstly, that there was a rapid growth in the population of 

the district in the mid eighteenth century. This conclusion is very 

tentative, as it is based on the house tax records of only 12 villages 

in Sangameshwar taluka (see Appendix 1). The house tax records show 

an average annual growth rate of households of 2% p. a. between 1780 

and 1790 (see Table 3.2), some of which may have been caused by 

immigration but which nonetheless suggests rising birth rates or 

lower death rates in the preceding period resulting In a more rapid 

rate of household formation. 

This period of growth was followed by a period of crisis In the 

1790s of unquantifiable duration. Evidence from the Pe&hva's records 

indicates that there were famines in the district In 1792 and 1802, 

and during the f irBt years of British rule there was also a near 

famine in 1824j37 The evidence from the 12 villages in Saugameshwar 

shows that growth rates were apparently much lower during the period 

1790-1830 than previously. with an average annual growth rate In the 

number of households of 0.04% p. a. The impact of the famine of 1792 

can be detected from the records of two other villager., Ujgaon and 

Vandri, which unlike the others have house tax records dated 1796 (see 

Table 1.1). Vhereas the 12 villages documented in Table 3.2 which have 

house tax records dated 1790 all show an increasing, or stable, 

population from the previous house tax survey (made in approx. 1780). 

Ujgaou and Vandri, with house tax records dated after the famine, bath 

show a drop in the number of households from the previous survey. 
Further evidence is provided by examining the reasons given In the 

house tax records for the increase and decrease of households. Only 

four of the house tax records for Sangazeshwar taluka give detailed 

information of this kind. As can be seen from Table 1.1, in Ragam and 
Dingni, which were surveyed in 1790, households only disappeared 

because of emigration while in Ujgacm and Vandri, which were surveyed 
In 1796,18 households which had been counted in the previous survey 
hL-d disappeared through death. These instances of death eliminating 
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whole households, moreover, appear to have occurred mainly in the 

lower castes. 

After this period of crisis in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, the rate of population growth in Ratuagirt 

appears to have increased between 1820 and 1842. There are particular 

problems with this data; the 1820 census covered Kolaba as well as 

Ratnagiri, and therefore any figure for Ratnagiri must be an estimate, 

and it has already been explained that the statistics far the late 

1830s and early 1840s may, have suffered after the suspension of the 

House Tax survey. The data appear, however, to suggest average annual 

growth rates of between 0.4% and 0.7%, which is a feasible growth rate 

for a prL-industrial society, being within the range of average annual 

rates of population growth found in Vestern Europe in the sixteenth 

century. 20 From 1842, however, the growth rate appears to be much 

more rapid. The rapid rise in the growth rate between 1841/2 and 1845 

can probably be partly accounted for by the decline in the quality of 

the statistics after the, ending of the house tax survey in 1837, - 

causing a severe underestimation in 1841/2. The average annual-growth 

rate of 1.23% between 1846 and 1851, however, cannot be explained by 

improved enumeration, as bath surveys appear to have been taken In 

the same manner. 
Some confirmation of the validity of the growth rates indicated by 

these censuses is-provided by an analysis of the age structure of the 

child population, and the relative sizes of the child and adult 

population, over four censuses in the nineteenth century for which 

such data are available: the 1855 census of just 30 villages In 

Ratnagiri taluka, and the decennial censuses of Ratuagiri district for 

1881,1891 and 1901 (see Table 3.3A and 3B). These data highlight 

clearly the periods of distress in Ratuagiri in the poor harvests of 
the late 1870s and late 1890s, by showing that there was a drop In 

numbers of the vulnerable under-five age group at these tines. The 

effect of, the poor harvests of the late 1870s an the cohort barn in 

1876-81, and also on that barn 1881-6, can be seen in the numbers of 

children aged 5-10 and 10-15 in 1801. A comparison can be made 
between the data from these decennial censuses and that from the 1855 

census of 30 villages in Ratuagiri taluka; data on children under 15 
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are provided 'in these censuses in five-year age groups, and this can 
give some indication of the trends in population in the 15 years 
before the censuses. From the 1855 census, it can be deduced that 

population growth rates in Ratnagirl during the period - 1840-55 were 
likely to have been at their lowest in the earlier years, in 1840-45. 
Because the ratio of male children aged 10-15 to women in the 1855 

census approximates to that in the 1891 census, this suggests that 
demographic conditions may have been similar in 1840-45, when those 

children were born, to those in 1876-81, and average annual population 

growth rates during the period 1840-45 were probably therefore 

similar to those In 1876-81. The decennial census does not provide 
information on- population in between censuses, but the overall growth 

rate of population between 1872 to 1881 in Ratnagiri (including 

emigrants to Bombay In the total) was an average of 0.48Z pa.; the 

growth rate of population for 1876-81 is unlikely to have exceeded 
this, as it was a period of bad harvests and agrarian distress. 

If average population growth between 1840 and 1845 Is unlikely to 

have exceeded 0.48% pa. then the census of 1841/2 must therefore have 

underestimated population seriously, and so exaggerated the growth 
rate between 1841/2 and 1845 (see Table 3.1). On the, other hand. the 

data -in Tables 3.3A and B suggest that in the period 1845-55 the 

censuses of the district may have been more accurate in recording 
high rates of population growth. In 1855, the number of male children 
aged 5-10 and aged 0-5 per 100 married women was higher than in any 

of the later censuses, and though the proportion of children aged 5-10 
in 1855 was similar to later censuses, the proportion of under-fives 
was much higher in 1855. This suggests that birth rates were higher, 

or child and infant death rates were lower, in the period 1845-55 than 

at any time between 1871-1901. There is also another indicator that 
death -rates were lower in 1845-55, if a comparison is made of the 

proportion of widows in the population. In 1855 the number of widows 
per house was similar to that In 1891, and lower than the number in 
1881 and 1901. This suggests that growth rates during the period 
1845-55 were at least as -high as those during the 1880s, when 
population grew at an average rate, of 1.6% pa (if emigrants are 
included). The growth rates shown between the censuses of 1846 and 
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1851 may well therefore be correct, though the 1855 figures, which are 

of dubious origin and not apparently based on 'a'census such; as that 

of 1846 and 1851, imay well be an'underestimate. 

The period between 1855 and 1872, a vitally important time In 

Ratuagirl's population history, is unfortunately lacking in census 

data. A'comparison of the censuses In 1855 and 1872 suggest that the 

average annual rate of population growth was 2.4%. It Is not 

inpoBsible for a country to sustain such a rate of growth before the 

advent of 3modern medicine (the British 'colmy . of Xalaya sustained a 

similar rate of growth from 1900-1950)3s', but it Is certainly unusual. 

As this period of rapid growth: coincides with the Introduction of the 

all-India decennial census in 1872, with a significant inprovenent in 

the isethod of census taking, it seenB probable that scme of this 

increase can be attributed to under-enumeration in the earlier 

censuses. 
Though there are no censuses of Ratuag1ri between 1855 and 1872, 

some estimate of the population of the district may be obtained by 

using the 1864 census of Bombay city., "' This census shows that there 

were 111,478 people barn in Ratnagiri living in Bombay In that year, 

so if some indication can * be obtained of the percentage of the 

population of Ratnagirl living in Bombay at the time, the population 

of Ratuagiri district itself can be estimated. Data from the later 

nineteenth century censuses show that 5.3% of the popýlation of 
Ratnagiri (including emigrants to Bombay), ' I were -living In Bombay in 

1872,11.2% In 1881,12.8% In 1891 and 11.1% in 1001. It seems 

unlikely, In view of these figures, that the percentage of the 

population of Ratuagiri district living In Bombay In 1864 would have 

exceeded 13%, which would make the population of Ratnagiri in 1864, 

746,045 at the very least. On the other hand, as Bombay was in 1864 
in the middle of the cotton boon, with a high demand for labour, it is 

unlikely that the percentage of the population of Ratuagiri in Bombay 

would have been less than that in 1881 or 1901, I. e. 11 %, which would 
give Ratuagiri a maximum population in 1864 of 901,958. This would 
apparently show that Ratnagiri's population was growing ' rapidly 
between 1864 and 1872. However, growth rates were inflated, because 

the slump in Bombay in 1865 caused a large number of migrants to 
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return home to Ratnagiri. If the number of migrants from Ratuagiri in 

Bombay is added to the population of Ratnagiri, the growth rate 

between 1864 and 1872 was between 0.8% and 3.2% p. a. which even at 

the lowest estimate of 0.8% is a higher rate of . growth than that of 

the 1820s and 1830s, and indeed for most decades from 1872 up to 

Vorld Var 11. This evidence of rapid population growth from 1864-72 

is reinforced by the data on children's ages (see Table MA and B), 

which shows the relatively high percentage of children aged 10-15 in 

1881 (born in 1866-71), and the very high numbers of children under I 

in 1872 (see Table 3.3D). 

For the period 1872-1921, the more detailed information from; the 

decennial censuses presents a clear pattern of population growth, 

which Is reinforced by the census data on- population structure. 

Firstly, during the period 1872-1881, the average annual rate of 

population growth (including emigrants to Bombay) was 0.48%, but the 

evidence on age structure of the population suggests that most of this 

growth occurred between 1872 and 1876. Fran the data in Table MA 

and B it can be seen that the ratio of children aged 5-10 to women in 

1881 (ie. children born in 1871-76) was average, while the ratio of 

children aged 10-15 to women in 1891 (i. e. children- born in 1876-81) 

and of children aged 0-5 in 1881, was below the average for the late 

nineteenth century. Similarly the number of children under 1 in 1881 

was low compared to other censuses where this information was 

available. This accords well with other sources which show that there 

was a period of poor harvests and high prices in the late 1870s, 

though Ratnagiri escaped the worst of the famine which hit the Deccan 

In these years. 42 The impact of this crisis on the birth rate/infant 

mortality rate is illustrated dramatically in Fig 1A, where it can be 

seen that the 0-5 age group in 1881 is actually smaller than the 5-10 

age group. The data on widows (see Table 3.30 also -highlights the 

rise in the adult death rate in 1881. 

Between 1881 and 1891, the average annual rate of population growth 
(including emigrants to Bombay), was 1.56%, and the lower death rate 
(or possible higher birth rate) can be seen in the high proportion of 

children under 5 in 1891 and the low proportion of widows per 

household. Between 1891 and 1901 the rate of growth dropped to 0.2% 
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per year (including emigrants to Bombay); the data in Table 3.3A shows 
that this reflects a demographic crisis in the late 1890s, which was a 

period of poor harvests, and plague. From 1001 to 1911 population 

growth rates revived, with average -increases of 0.8% pa., while from 

1911 to 1921 the population of Ratnagiri with emigrants to Bombay 

dropped by an average of 0.2% a year, which is perhaps not surprising 

in a decade which Included the great Influenza epidemic, as well as 

soaring food prices. 
In conclusion, it appears from an examination of -the census data, 

that there is no evidence to suggest that demographic change per se 

led to the onset of emigration from Ratnagiri. Population grew at a 

slow rate In the first decades of the nineteenth century, and only 

began its very rapid rise In the late 1840s, shortly after seasonal 

emigration began, while one would have expected rising, population to 

precede emigration by at least a decade. Indeed, if there is any causal 

connection between emigration and population growth In Ratnagiri, the 

evidence would suggest that emigration stimulated population growth 

rather than the opposite. 
i 

IV Factors affecting fertility anti nodallty In Ratnagiri 

To further clarify the relationship between demographic change and 

emigration from Ratuagiri It seems desirable to examine the reasons 

far the demographic changes. There are a number of possible 

explanatory models of population change, which night be relevant to 

conditions in Ratuagiri district in-the nineteenth century. Firstly, if 

Ratnagiri is assumed to have been a pre-modern, agrarian society, 

climatic conditions could be seen as a major determinant of population 

change, since periods of good harvests and periods of famine can be 

seen to be closely connected to climatic conditions. Some historians 

have also seen long-term cycles in the spread of epidemic diseases In 

pre-modern populations, (the impact of Bubonic plague on Europe In the 

fourteenth-seventeenth centuries being the most dramatic eYazple)#4-'ýO 

as being a major factor. Or alternatively, cycles of growth and decline 

in pre-modern rural populations can be seen as part of a Nalthuslan 
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cycle in which population grCVWB rapidly 'up to the point where 

pressure on land becomes too great and 'over-population' leads to 

famine and attendant epidemics, which reduces the population. Once the 

pressure on land is reduced, incomes again rise and population is able 
to repeat the cycle of growth and declineý44 If me of these models, 

or a combination of them, is assumed to apply to Ratnagiri in the 

nineteenth century, then the slow growth of population in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the rapid rise in populaticm 

during the mid nineteenth century, and the rather slower growth rates 

in ýthe last decades of the century, must be seen as a continuation of 

a pattern of population change basically similar to that ýof the 

previous century, and largely unaffected by the political and economic 

changes which occurred in India in the nineteenth century. 

On the other hand, a second possible model of population change 

could see the rise in population during the nineteenth century as 

caused by fundamental changes linked to the impact of the colonial and 

world economy on the district and surrounding areas. The most 
Important of these changes would be the reduction of crisis mortality 

as a result of the improved availibility of food caused by 

improvements in transport by road, rail and sea, and by the extension 

of the market economy, leading to more stable prices and Rare rapid 

movement of food into famine districtBý415 Another possibility, -less 

discussed than the first, could see medical improvements introduced by' 

the colonial government, most notably smallpox vaccination and the 

practice of quarantine, as having a major impact on death rates. ", ' 

,A further alternative model of population growth in Ratuagirl could 

see this as stemming, not from a reduction in the death rate, but from 

an Increase in the birth rate. On the one hand, Improvements in 

agriculture such as the spread of rice cultivation In the district' 

could, as in the Xalthusian model, lead to increases In population as 
the possibility of producing more food from a smaller plot encourages 

earlier marriage and larger familipSý47 On the other hand, the rising 
demand for MbOur In the colonial economy and particularly, In the 

case of Ratuagiri, in Bombay, could encourage couples to have larger 
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families, secure in the knowledge that, even If they could not be 

supported in the village, they could find paid employment in the 

cityý40 A third possiblility, discussed in the debates on proto-- 
industrialisation. in Europe and on the demographic transition in the 

Third Vorld, is that a large family is seen as a strategy for Ahe 

peasant and artisan family, which can only survive by developing a 
large family labour force. 4111 

Clearly then, some understanding of the reasons for the changing 

rates of population growth in Ratnagiri in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries can elucidate the relationship between demographic 

change and emigration. In a wider sense, they provide an insight into 

the nature of social and economic change in Ratnagirl; more 

specifically, they provide evidence as to the importance of 

demographic change in explaining emigration. Vas the increase in 

population in the mid nineteenth century related to a marked reduction 

in epidemic disease or crop failure?. If so, it Is likely that chance 

factors initiated a train of events leading to rising population, 

rising pressure on land, and so emigration. If not, then the rise in 

population must be attributable to some other factors causing rising 
living standards and thus reducing death rates and raising birth 

rates, or else It must result from the demand for labour stimulating 
birth rates. In the rest of this chapter these possibilities will 

explored by looking first at the impact of disease, and then of 
famine, on mortality rates in the district, and lastly at fact 

influencing the birth rate. There are difficulties, though, in isolating 

the effect of thpr-P different factors on demographic trends, since the 

level of nutrition can affect the death rate not only from starvation 

and diseases obviously linked to nutrition, but also from diseases 

such as malaria and T. B., '-O while the birth rate is affected not only 
by the age at marriage and family limitation within marriage, but also 
by the health of mothers, and the impact of particular diseases such 

as malaria on fertility. 61 
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V Disease and inmtality rates In Ratnaglrl 

In view of the inadequacy of the data available it is not possible 

to say for certain whether mortality from disease increased or 

declined over the century. Data for examining causes of death are very 

Inadequate. Registration of births and deaths, Including cause of 

death. was introduced in India In the mid nineteenth century, but 

registration was very patchy. For example, registration of deaths was 
Introduced in Bombay city in 1848 S2 under the supervision of the 

Public Health Officer, and the statistics were published In the annual 

Nortuary Reports. Statistics on births and deaths were also published 

in the first census of the Presidency in 1846 and 1851, and in the 

General Reports on the Administration of the Presidency from 1875 53 

and on a divisional basis in the Censuses from 1901.11 In the cities, 

registration of deaths war. probably more reliable than registration of 

births, since bodies had to be cremated in a cenetary, and a policeman 

was stationed at the gates to record the names and ager. of the dead 

and cause of death. 16r- In the rural areas, registration depended an the 

co-operation of the village authorities. In Ratnagiri this was unlikely 

to have been forthcoming, since there were few paid village officers, 

and the khots who were'expected to do 'such work were naturally 

unenthusiastic. As a result It was generally believed that births and 
deaths in Ratuagiri were under-registered to' a greater extent than 

elsewhem" It is possible to estimate death'rater. from the census 
data if there Is a stable population, but in Ratnagiri the high rate of 

emigration makes this difficult to do. EBtimating the birth rate from 

the censuses also faces problems In that the birth rate has to be 

calculated from the data on the number of children aged 1 and under 
in the censuses, and the accuracy of this calculation depends on the 

accuracy of data on infant mortality. Unfortunately, infant deaths were 

even less well recorded by the registration system than adult 
deaths, 67 and So many calculations rely on modern Infant mortality 
data and model life tables, or use small, unrepresentative samples as 
the basis for their calculations. se 

Even though the data on the birth rate is so poor, the data on the 

death rate and causes of death is clearly rather better, and the 
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evidence available suggests that mortality from certain diseases, 

notably cholera, plague, malaria and T. B., increased over the century in 

Ratnagiri district. But whether these diseases were simply replacing 

other ones as major causes of death, or actually led to an increase in 

the death rate from disease it is difficult to determine. The most 

that can be said is that mortality from disease is unlikely to have 

been declining over the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and 

therefore any rise in population must be related in some way to 

improved standards of nutrition. 

It is difficult to be precise about the spread of malaria in the 

nineteenth century because it was not separately listed as a cause of 

death but included under 'fever% which included typhoid and some T. B. 

and probably many other diseases difficult to diagnose. Deaths from 

'fever" represented 54% of the deaths in Ratnagiri district from 1874- 

9, and 52% of deaths from 1889-94,169 but only a comparatively small 

ion probably were deaths from malaria, since Ratnagiri was nut 

regarded as a particularly malarlaus areaý011 However, there is evidence 

that malaria was spreading in Ratnagirl district from about 1840, 

when reports begin to comment on the fact that the silting up of 

rivers (caused by intensification of cultivation) was leading to an 

increase in 'fever" an parts of the coast near the river estuaries. The 

coast line of Deogad and Rajapur talukas, and of Xandangad taluka, 

particularly round Bankot, were especially affected; and so bad was 

the 'fever' at Bankort, that it led to the virtual depopulation of the 

town in ten years. 0 I 

ii) PJA83M 

Though there were some minor outbreaks earlier in the century, major 

plague epidemics did nut occur in India until the last years of the 

nineteenth century, and first appeared in Bombay Presidency in 1896, 

causing serious mortality for three years. 02 The plague was clearly 
brought to Ratnagiri from Bombay, since most of the outbreaks were an 
the coast, near the parts connected by steamer to Bombay. 163 However, 

Ratnagiri. was not seriously affected by the plague epidemic, plague 
deaths only accounting for 1.7% of all deaths in Ratnagiri In 1898 and 

2.6% In 1899, and only 0.8% of all deaths between 1904 and 1914. "' 
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III) Tuberculos1ra 

T. B. was probably also spreading from Bombay into country areas 

such as Ratnagiri in the nineteenth century, though the evidence is 

slight. In the early nineteenth century T. B. was probably not known In 

the rural areas, " but by the mid twentieth century it was well 

entrenched in the district, brought in by the nill workers returning 

from Bombay. " 

IV) chal= - 
Large scale cholera epidemics were also new to India In the 

nineteenth century, the first being in 1817/18.67 The first recorded 

outbreak in Ratnagiri was In 18201-0, but In the next ten years all the 

recorded outbreaks were in the northern talukas which became part of 

Tbann , after 1830. This suggests that this disease also cane to 

Ratuagiri from Bombay, since the northern areas had closer contacts 

with the city, especially through the fishing community, among whom 

cholera had become endemic by the 1850s. 1-0 In the 1830s the disease 

appears to have established a hold in Ratnagiri district, however, and 

there are regular reports of outbreaks between 1833 and 1856 and 

again, after a gap in the records, between 1866 and 1878.70 XoSt of 

these outbreaks, however, seem to have been localised, and to have 

affected only a few villages at a time, and it seems likely -that the 

poor land communications in the district helped to reduce the 

incidence of serious epidemics In the earlier part of the century. 

However, the disease obviously brought a significant new health risk 

to the district as the century progressed; in 1874-9 for instance, 

several epidemics raised cholera mortality to 4.9% of the total deaths 

registered in Ratuagirl, 71 and though the death rate from cholera 

dropped in the late 1880s (0.7% of all deaths from 1888-93 were from 

cholera), it rose during the epidemic of 1894, when it accounted for 

8% of all deaths in Ratnagiri in that year; though by 1904-14 cholera 

deaths had dropped again to 0.5% of total deaths In the distxict . 71 

V) RMA11ROX 

The spread of cholera, T. B., malaria and plague in nineteenth century 
Ratnagiri must have raised the death rate from epidemic diseases 

especially as no preventative measures and few curative ones were 

available In the nineteenth century. However, there was one major 
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epidemic disease, already well established- In India before the British 

came, for which effective preventative treatment was available in the 

nineteenth century and before: smallpox. ' The incidence of the disease 

in nineteenth and early twentieth century Ratnagiri depends largely, 

therefore, an the success or failure of these measures, inoculation and 

vaccination. 

ý The practice of inoculation against smallpox probably originated in 
China. It was introduced to Britain from Turkey in 1721, but initial 

enthusiasm waned because the methods used by English inoculators 

resulted in a high mortality rate from the inoculation. However In the 

1760s some doctors returned to the safer Turkish practice, and as the 

mortality rate from inoculation dropped, it became Increasingly 

popular, and there were mass inoculations. especially in country 

districts, often performed by amateurs. Jenner's paper In 1798 an the 

effectiveness of cowpox inoculation (vaccination) as a protection 

against smallpox, led to a swing in favour of vaccination by the 

British medical establishment, and a growing hostility to inoculation. 

Inoculation was said to be less safe than vaccination, and to spread 

smallpox, (though this latter is debateable). and inoculation was 

therefore made illegal in Britain in 1840.7-3 

Vaccination was introduced to India soon after its adoption in 

Britain, but the number of vaccinations was Initially small - in 1820 

in all Bombay Presidency only 23,494 people were vaccinated, rising to 

only 59,393 by 1840.74 The establishments were small as well - in the 

Konkan there were only seven vaccinators. at the beginning of 1845 . 7S 

However, from 1851 the government began to take a more active 
interest in the subject, and doubled the establishments (which in 

Ratnagiri by 1854/5 consisted of 18 VaccinatorS)76, published regular 

vaccination reports from 1854/5, and made a strenuous effort to 

increase the rate of vaccination. 77 As a result, vaccinations In the 

Presidency increased rapidly. In the Konkan division, vaccinations 
increased from 13,279 in 1849/50, to 33,454 in 1854.70 By 1889/90, the 

number of vaccinations in Ratnzkglri district alone was 34,063, and 

about 4/5 of the children under one in the district were said to have 

been vaccinatAd. 79 
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From this evidence, one might assume that death rates from smallpox 

would have shown a steady decline from the mid nineteenth century in 

Ratnagiri. However, this does not seen to have been the case. Though 

the records may simply be Inadequate, - there is no report of an 

epidemic in Ratnagiri before 1844/5, when the Collector commented that 

the disýase had got worse of recent years. 00 After this, there are 

regular mentions outbreaks, the next epidemic being 4n 1854/5, then 

1858,1869/70,1873,1876/7 and 1883/4.01 If these records present a 

true picture of the situation, then smallpox deaths can certainly not 

be said to have decreased during the years of rapid population rise in 

Ratnagiri from the 1840s-1860s, when the vaccination programme was 

undergoing its major expansion. This may -seen surprising, but one 

possible explanation is that there was already In Ratnagiri a well 

established system of inoculation against smallpox before the arrival 

of the British, which was prematurely stamped out by the British 

before they were able to replace it effectively with vaccination. 

Inoculation against smallpox was well known in India by the 

eighteenth century, but appears to have been extensively adopted only 

in a few arms, most notably in Bengal, the Konkau coast, and parts of 

the Himalayas and Rajputanaý82 By the mid nineteenth century the 

Konkan districts of Ratnag1ri and Than& were the only areas of 

Bombay Presidency where inoculation was extensively practised. 02 The 

evidence suggests that a large proportion of the population of 

Ratnagiri was protected by traditional Inoculation in the first half 

of the nineteenth century. Inoculators, known as tikedars inoculated 

patients with human smallpox lymph by Inserting the lymph into a cut 
in the forearný04 Inoculatars usually cane from the Hajam (barber), 

Kunhhar (potter) or Dbangar (herdsman) caste Or-, and it zany have been 

an hereditary occupation in certain families 86. The practice of 

having children inoculated appears to have been firmly established, 

especially among the higher castes, since they seen to have offered 

mare strenuous resistence to the introduction of vaccination than any 

other groupý07 Statistics On vaccination tend to support the view that 

inoculation was widespread in Ratnagiri in the earlier nineteenth 

century. The census of 30 villages in Ratnagiri conducted In 1855 

showed that 54.7% of the population had been 'vaccinated', 30.5% had 
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had smallpox, and 14.5% were unprotecte&08 It seems most unlikely 
that 54.7% of the population had actually been vaccinated, since the 

vaccination programme had only recently expanded, and vaccination 

reached about 3% of the population of Ratnagiri in 1850-55 and under 
1% in preceding years. -Gý so in all probability many of those protected 
had been inoculated. The prevalence of inoculation in the district was 

also noted by Col. Vingate when he toured the area in 1849. His 

informants told him that nearly all the children in the Konkan were 
inoculated, and that vaccination was considered ineffective. He himself 

noted that the population appeared to be less pock-marked than that 

of the Deccan. 90 

The British authorities were determined to stamp out native 

inoculation, however, being convinced that it spread smallpox, and that 

the people clung to it from religious superstition and Ignorance. 91 

The Collector attempted to ban inoculation in 1837, and the government 

ordered suppression of inoculation in 1854/5.9: 2 In 1858/9 the 

Vaccination Superintendant claimed that Inoculation had., been 

eliminated in the Konkan. 93 However, the British faith In the 

superiority of their own vaccination programme in the mid nineteenth 

century was misplaced. Though vaccination was probably safer than 

inoculation, it was not as effective, as it Only lasted for a short 

period, making revaccination after five to ten years essential, in 

contrast to inoculation which was generally effective far much 
longer. 94 Though by the 1880s the British vaccination programme was 

probably providing a fairly effective protection for young children, 

who were the most vulnerable to the disease, their revaccination 

me did not keep pace, and many older children and adults must 
have been left unprotected even in the late years of the centurysr- 

The existence of an - effective programme of vaccination or 
inoculation against smallpox is bound to have a considerable impact on 
the death rate In any society where smallpox is prevalent. 0,6 It Is 
likely that, as in eighteenth century Britain, anyone in nineteenth 
century Ratuagiri who was not protected by inoculation or vaccination 
would have suffered from smallpox at some tine in their lives. The 

census of 1855 in Ratuagiri showed that of the 45% of the population 
which had not been inoculated, only 15% had escaped the diBmse. 97 It 
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seems probable, therefore, that the indigenous system of Inoculation in 

the earlier nineteenth century, and the British system of vaccination 

as established by the late nineteenth century, had a considerable 

effect in keeping down the death rate from smallpox in Ratuagiri 

during the nineteenth and early twentieth, centuries. In Bombay city, 

between 1857 and 1866 deaths from smallpox fluctuated between 2% and 

11% of recorded deaths, which can be compared with the percentage of 

smallpox deaths to total deaths in early eighteenth century London 

before the introduction of inoculation, which was 7.6%. 90 Though the 

registration of deaths in Ratnagiri was less reliable than In Bombay, 

smallpox is likely to have been relatively well reported; the 

percentage of deaths from swillpox in Ratuagirl from 1874-9 was 2.7% 

of recorded deaths, and, fron 1888-92 1%, while from 1904-14 it was 

0.9%-, "0 this does suggest that inoculation and vaccination were having 

some affect in reducing deaths from smallpax. 100 However, it also 

seems likely that in the mid nineteenth century the'death rate from 

smallpox may have risen, as the British attempted to stamp. out 

inoculation before their own system was ready to replace it, 

especially as- at this time the population was becoming Increasingly 

vulnerable to epidemic disease brought In by migrants to Bombay. 

vi r-cli-irm The evidence suggests that mortalityý from epidemic 
diseases was increasing in nineteenth century Ratuagiri. with the 

exception of smallpox, where the vaccination programme In the late 

nineteenth century brought down death rates from the disease, though 

Vestern medical intervention had actually led to an' increase In the 
disease earlier in the century. Therefore it cannot be argued that the 

rising population in Ratnagirl during the nineteenth century was 
related to reduction in epidemic disease, either by chance or by the' 
introduction of Vestern nedecine. Rather, contacts with the Vest 
through migration to Bombay city seem to have Increased mortality 
from disease, as epidemics spread from the city to the rural areas. 

It is therefore likely that any increase in the rate of population 
growth in Ratnagiri in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
was caused by inprovements in the levels of nutrition of the 

population, reducing death rates from famine and malnutrition and 
increasing birth r-ites as the health of mothers improved. Of course 
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higher levels of nutrition also reduce mortality from epidemic disease, 

so the two cannot be completely separated. If rising nutritional levels 

in nineteenth century Ratnagiri can account for the rising population 

during that time, it is necessary to determine the reasons for the 

improving nutritional status of the population in order to explain the 

population rise and its relationship to the process of migration. If 

the improved nutrition of the population resulted from a long term 

reduction in crisis mortality, it should be possible to see this as 

linked to improvements in transport and the development of a market 

economy in Ratuagiri under the impact of colonialism. Nigration can 

then be seen as in part as an outcome of this prticess. If , on the 

other hand, improved nutrition In the district was a consequence of 

rising real incomes, then the Initial wave of migration from the 

district might itself have set in motion a chain reaction of rising 

incomes, improved nutrition ý and consequent rising population, leading 

to a need to carry on the pattern of migration in subsequent 

generations In order to maintain standards of nutrition., 

VI Faimilne and food rahartaltes in Rvitmagiri 

In any pre-nodern agrarian society food supply to -the population is 
determined prina ily by the state of the harvest, which will fluctuate 

considerably from year to year even in narnal conditions, and will 

periodically fail for a period of years, bringing a risk of famine. The 

frequency of such famines, though determined partly by climatic 
fluctuations, can also be related to war and political upheaval which 
disrupts normal agricultural acitivities. Famine', can also be 

exacerbated by a failure of the market, when food available in one 
area, - is nut moved to an area of need because of transport problems, 
tariffs, or other distortions in the market. 101 Famine deaths can also 
be seen primarily as a failure of exchange entitlements'02, that is, of 
the ability of the population, or sections' of the population, to 

purchase grain if they are not able to produce sufficient for their 

own consumption during a period of crisis. This ability to purchase 
grain in turn depends not only on the price of grain relative to wages 
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and to the prices of other alllcultural products, but also on the 

distribution of land and wealth in the community. 

Ratnagiri district was unusual In Western India, in that it was not 

apparently very vulnerable to famine, having a high and reliable 

rainfall. 10-3 This made possible the ralnfed cultivation of -rice, and 

the district was in consequence able toýsustain a high population per 

cultivable acre, especially on the coast which was more suitable for 

rice cultivation. ' 04 Nonetheless, there do appear to have been two 

serious famines in the area in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. There were severe famines In 1790-92, when the 

Pesbwa's government remitted 32% of the revenue in Ratuagiri taluka In 

1791 and 12% in 1792, and 64% of the revenue in the-nelghbouring 

talukas to the north in 1790, while some Wukas In what later became 

Kalaba district, particularly Sanksi and Underl, were also very badly 

affected. 10r, The effects of this famine are also clearly visible in the 

house tax records for fALrf Sangameshwar in Sangameshwar taluka. In 

1802/3 the famine again badly affected Ratuagiri, where me third of 

the revenue was remitted and many deaths and desertions of villages 

were said to have occurred. 10r, Kolaba, the Gujerat and the Deccan were 

also affected. and there was another famine in 1812 in the Deccan and 

Gujerat, which does not, however, appear to have affected Ratnagiri 

SerjOUSly. 107 

In contrast to this, British officials believed that no famines had 

occurred in Ratnagiri district under British rule In the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. The Collector of Ratnagirl, in a report 

in 1862 100 noted only two years of 'shortage' from the 1820s to the 

1860s, and no famine. In the reports on famines in the Presidency in 

1876-9, Ratnagiri is not included as a 'famine district' 100, nor was 

it regarded as having suffered from the famine which affected most of 

the Presidency in 1899-1900. It could be argued, therefore, that the 

absence of famine in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries can 

explain the rapidly rising population in-the district and be seen as a 

cause of migration. If so, the question arises whether this absence of 

famine was caused by unusually favourable climatic conditions, or 

whether Ratnagirl was entering early on the transition from 'famine' 

to 'food crisis', which occurred In Western Europe in the eighteenth 
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century, and which X. XcAlpin sees as ocvjring In Western India, In the 

early twentieth century. I 10 

The distinction between a 'famine' and a 'food crisis' turns - an the 

deaths caused - in a food crisis, the harvests fail and prices soar, 

but it is only in a famine that there is any obvious mortality from 

starvation. In Ratnagiri in the nineteenth century there were certainly 

a number of 'food crises', with crop losses on a similar scale to 

those which caused the famines In the late eighteenth century. Though 

the extent of the crop losses in famines under the Perahwas is not 

certain, the scale of the remissions given suggests that crop losses 

must have reached 75% of the crop in same areas in 1792 and, 1802.111 

Crop losses of this magnitude did occur also under the British. In 

1823/4 remissions of 75% and more of the crop on hill land, and 

between 33% and 50% on rice land were given for crop failures which 

were almost total on hill land, though not so bad on rice land; the 

scale of the disaster is indicated by the factýthat the government was 

prepared to give remissions to the kbats, and to set up relief 

works. ' 12 In 1838,25% of the rice and 75% of the hill crop was lost, 

after a series of poor harvests, 113 and in 1875-7, several bad 

harvests were followed by losses of between 25% and 38% of the rice 

crop, and from 12% to 75% of the hill crop'". In 2896/7 serious crop 

losses also occurred, and in 1899/1900 there was a poor harvest, with 

the rainfall in the Konkan well below average, though the Konkan was 

not considered to have suffered from the famine which affected the 

Deccan in those years. "r* 

The data on crop losses under British rule in the nineteenth century 

do suggest, therefore, that the freedomý from 'famine' in Ratuagiri 

during that time was not caused by any improvements in the weather 

from the late eighteenth century. It may be that the famine deaths in 

the late eighteenth century were greater than would normally have been 

expected for the scale of crop failure which occurred, perhaps as, a 

result of unusual circumstances such as war disrupting normal 

cultivation and transport. Alternatively, it could be argued that 

improvements in transport and markets under the British, or the 

increased incomes brought in by emigration, had mitigated the effects 

of harvest failure in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
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It is difficult to argue that there were any dramatic improvements 

in trade and transport in nineteenth century Ratnagiri which, might 
have made it easier to inpart grain in times of famine. Vith no 

railway and few made roads, transport was mainly by boat throughout 

the century. However, as Ratnagiri was well supplied with water 
transport, both by sea and river, it was easier to move grain in and 

out of the district than would have been the case in the Deccan, and 

water transport did Improve over the century with the development of 

steamship services. Ratuagiri nay have exported grain In the early 

nineteenth century"r-, but for most of the nineteenth century the 

district was an Importer of food grains. Detailed data an grain 
imports are not available, though grain was being imported regularly 
intA3 Ratnagiri from the early 1830s. 117 Noveneut of grain was 

probably facilitated by the removal of transit duties between 

districts in 1837110and there is some evidence that imports increased 

in the late 1840s and early 1850s, since from 1840 there Is a sudden 
increase in references to grain imports into Ratnagiri in the 

Collectors' reports. 119 It is impossible to give an accurate estimate 

on a regular basis of the amount of grain imparted into the district 

and consumed there rather than re-exported, since accurate records 

were only kept of imports and exports by sea for the Sea Customs 

Department, and Collectors could only estimate imports and exports 

with the Deccan from information provided by local nerchants. 120 Such 

an estimate far Deogad taluka, 121 compiled from information given by 

the manlatdar from records kept at the Phond Ghat by merchants, along 

with Information from Sea Customs, shows that by 1887/8 net imports 

of grain for a population of 121,886, were 1,376,088 sers of, rice In 
the husk and 1,482,352 sers of cleaned rice, enough to feed 10% of the 

population for a year. 122 In the 1920s it was estimated that 25% of 
the grain requirements of Khed taluka were inported. 122. In the early 

nineteenth century, imports of grain to Ratnagiri would almost 
certainly have been higher than imports to the Deccan districts 
because of the difficulties of bulk transport overland. The development 

of the rail network transformed transport in the Deccan in the second 
half of the nineteenth century. But even after the completion of the 

rail network, the rather optimistic calculations of X. XcAlpin show 
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that grain imports by rail to the'Deccan -in the f Irst decades of the 

twentieth century were not much higher per head of population than 

grain imports to Ratuagiri In the 1880S. 124 Grain imports on this 

scale clearly had an Impact on prices, and the comparative trends of 

gTain prices in the Deccan and the Konkan in the nineteenth century 

tends to support this view, showing that grain prices were lower in 

the Konkan by the, mid nineteenth century, and rose less rapidly than 

those inland in the second half of the nineteenth ceutury. 12r. Fig. 2 

shows that from the early 1880s there was less annual variation in 

the prices of rice in Ratnagiri' than In the earlier period. a trend 

which X. KcAlpin has detected in prices of basic foods in the Deccan 

and which she attributes to the advent of the railways, clearly not'a 

factor influencing rice prices in Ratnagiri. 125 However, the 

development of steamship services down -the coast in the 1870s nay 

have performed a similar function in Ratnagiri. 

It does seen plausible to argue that imports of grain, facilitated 

by the network of water transport and the removal of transit duties, 

helped to reduce the impact of harvest failure in Ratuagiri during the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, thus facilitating the rise In 

population. The evidence of the birth and death rates and the censuses 

dam indeed suggest that in Ratuagirl the impact'of food crises was 

less severeAhan in other areas. Birth and death rates were lower for 

the Konkan districts than for other areas of the Bombay Presidency 

from the late nineteenth century, 127 and 'the annual variations in 

birth and death rates were significantly less In the Konkan, than in 

other areas of Vestern India. 120 However, this then raises the issue 

of exchange entitlements. It is not easy to determine who in Ratuagirl 

would have been in a position to buy grain In a district lacking in 

major exports or industries. Vhile the kbats and wealthier dharr-karls 

would presumably have been able to purchase grain, (in average years 

they were selling or lending grain of'their own), 129 the mass of the 

subsistence peasantry would have been unable to do so an a regular 

basis, without sane source of cash income. It appears that most 

peasants would not in fact have had a cash income from working within 

the district, since by the end of the nineteenth century agricultural 

labourers were still only a small percentage of the populationt and 
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most of then were paid partly - in kind until the twentieth century. ' 30 

This suggests the possibility that It was the earnings of migrants, 

and their remittances home to the district, which made it possible for 

the district to import grain on an increasing scale-Ahrough the 

century. This was indeed-the view of one British official in the early 

twentieth century. '-31 It is perhaps not a coincidence that references 

to grain imports to the district begin in the 1840s, at the same time 

as seasonal migration to Bombay became an established practice. 

VII Birth rates and dgmagraphic r-bange In Ratinagiri 

Though the evidence appears to suggest that the increase in 

population in Ratnagiri ý during the nineteenth century nay have 

resulted from rising food consumption, made possible by emigration, It 

is 
-also conceivable that the demographic regime which developed in 

Ratnagiri over the nineteenth century mitigated the impact of harvest 

failure. It has already been noted that birth and death rates were low 

in Ratuagiri in the late -nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as 

compared to other areas of Vestern India, In spite of the absence of a 

sizeable proportion of the young male population In Bombay. This could 

simply be a result of poor registration. It has also been suggested, 

however, that a different demographic regime nay-have operated In the 

Konkan from the rest of Vestern India. 132 This would suggest that 

along with lower rates of death from disease and famine, the Konkan 

must have had lower birth rates, which may in these circumstances 

have been caused by some strategy of fertility control. 
In nineteenth century-India, as in other societies at that time, 

the means to control fertility were limited (traditional methods of 

contraception, though -they undoubtedly existed, were not very 

effective), but nonetheless it would have been possible to control 

fertility quite considerably by raising the age at marriage, as can be 

seen from the European experience of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centurieB-'ý33 Other ways of restricting fertility include the practice 

of banning widow remarriage (only a high caste practice In the early 

nineteenth century, but becoming increasingly widespread with 

'sauskritisatiml), and raising the age at which children were weaned 
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(since women are generally unable to conceive while breast feeding). 

It does seem probable that some effective method of limiting fertility 

did operate in nineteenth century India. 134 Xethods used in'India in 

the 1960s included the practice of delaying the consumunation of the 

marriage for some yearsl3r,, periods of abstinance connected with 

religious festivals or family illness, and also following the birth of 

a child, sometimes for up to two years, and abortion often by 

traditional means. As a result, the average birth interval for women 

married after 1941 was 33.47 months, and for women born before 1941 

even higher, at 40-80 months. 13r- However, data 'such as this are 

difficult to find for nineteenth century India. There is some evidence 

that children were weaned at about one year old in the mid nineteenth 

century, since the Vaccination Reports comment that parents were 

unwilling to bring their children to be vaccinated until they were 

weaned at the age of CMe. 1 37 

Apart from this, the only data available on limitation of fertility 

relates to the age at marriage, and the proportion of the population 

ever married (see Table 3.4). It appears that in the late nineteenth 

century, the age at marriage of women in Ratuagiri may have been 

affected by periods of shortage and agrarian distress, since the 

percentage of women unmarried is lower in the age groups 10-20 in 

1891 during a period of relative prosperity, than in 1881, or 1901, 

after periods of harvest failure. This relationship between marriage 

and food crisis appears to have come Into operation almost 

automatically because in most cases the woman's family had to provide 

a dowry at marriage, which in times of crisis they would have been 

unable to do. 1ý1'0 Though there was a slight drop in the percentage of 

unmarried women in all the quinquennial age groups from 10 to 40 in 

1891 in Ratnagirl, there was a fairly steady increase In the 

percentage of women remaining unmarried from 1901 to 1931, 

particularly in the 10-14 age group, suggesting a rise in the age at 

marriage for women over that period. The pattern of marriage for men 
in Ratnagiri over this period is rather different, showing a steady 

rise in the age at marriage between 1881 and 1921, with the 

Percentage Of those under 30 remaining unmarried increasing, apart 
from a fall in 1931. A rise in the age at marriage of women would 
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probably have had the effect of lowering the birth rate, though as 

most of the change in Ratuagiri between 1901 and 1931 appears to have 

occurred in the under 20 age group, particularly In the 10-14 age 

group, whose marital fertility Is likely to have been very low, the 

impact of the rising age at marriage of women In this case may not 
have been great; the effect of the rising age at marriage of men is 

more complex. It seems likely that tlýese older men were now marrying 

relatively younger women, and as the age gap between husband and wife 
increased, so did the chance that the wife would be widowed long 

before her child bearing days were over, which would, of course, reduce 
her fertility. 139 

Different criteria influenced the age at marriage of men from that 

of women. since there were no cultural or religious sanctions on men 

to marry at puberty as there were on women, and since women had to 

provide a dowry at marriage. It seems likely that the pattern of 

women's marriage between 1881 and 1901 in Ratnagiri would have been 

typical of the pattern for much of the nineteenth century, ' with 

marriage rates rising and falling in response to agrarian crises', 

influenced to a large extent by the ability of the wife's parents to 

provide a dowry. A different pattern appears to have been emerging in 

the early twentieth century, with the reduction In marriages In the 

14-19 age group suggesting that changing cultural attitudes were 

affecting marriage customs (or at least making families reluctant to 

report marriages of young girls to the census authorities). The age at 

marriage of men nay also reflect short term economic crises In 

Ratnagiri, since the husband or his family were expected to pay the 

not inconsiderable expenses of the wedding. but the changing age of 

male marriage is also likely to reflect more readily long term 

economic change, and not just short tern crises. It seems probable 
that the high age at marriage for men was connected with patterns of 

circular migration, and the absence of many men age 15-25 In the city. 
Cmtiuuing patterns of circular migration of males may also have 

lowered the fertility rate through the absence of the husband. An 

apparently close relationship between rises and falls in the birth 

rate and rises and falls in the price of rice in Ratuagiri between 

1872 and 1911, (closer than the relationship between the death rates 
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and the price of rice), could well be explained by the effects of 

migration; 140 during years of high food prices, husbands working in 

Bombay would be less able to afford visits home to Ratnagiri, and 

would be therefore less likely to conceive a child during that year. 
The effect of migration an fertility rates Is a very complex issue. "' 

However, the fact that the highest number of children under me-, per 

woman In Ratuagiri in the nineteenth century is recorded for 1872, 

when many migrants had returned home after the slump In Bombay and 

migration rates were at their lowest for the later n, ineteenth century 

does suggest that large scale migration led to a drop in the birth 

rate, while at the sane time raising consumption per head, which nay 

have reduced mortality, particularly in the late nineteenth century 

agrarian crises. 

VIII Crmnltmirm. 

The evidence presented in this chapter suggests that the 

relationship between demographic change and migration in nineteenth 

and early twentieth century Ratnagiri was a complex one. There is 

certainly no evidence of a straightforward link between food crises 

and migration, since migration rates rose steadily between 1872 and 

1921 regardless of agrarian crises (and actually dropped between 1891 

and 1901, a decade which included harvest failures In 1896/7 and 

1899/1900). There also seems little evidence to suggest that rising 

population led directly to the onset of emigration in the aid 

nineteenth century, since the rapid rise in population in Ratuagiri 

only began In the late 1840s, when a pattern of seasonal labour 

migration to Bombay was already established. 
An understanding of the causer. of the rise in population In 

Ratnagiri can help to provide some explanation of the connection 

between migration and demographic change In the district. It seems 

clear from the evidence presented in this chapter that declining death 

rates from epidemic disease were nut a contributory factor in the 

nineteenth century population rise in Ratuagirl, until the impact of 

the smallpox vaccination programme in the last decade of the 

nineteenth Century, inul that the rising population must therefore be 
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attributed in some way to improved levels of nutrition. Rising levels 

of nutrition in Ratnagiri in the nineteenth century could not, it 

seems, be attributed simply to temporary improvements In weather 

conditions, since harvest failures continued to occur in Ratnagiri in 

the nineteenth and early twentieth century, apparently on the scale of 
the late eighteenth century, in 1824/5,1876/9 and 1896/7. The evidence 

of the price statistics suggests, however, that by the 1880s the 

impact of harvest failure was less severe; instead the levels of grain 
imports Into the district from the 1840s reduced price fluctuations in 

tines of poor harvests, thus enabling nutritional levels in the 

district to rise. However, since Ratnagiri had no lucrative cash crop 

to export (see below Chapter 6), the income to purchase grain must 

have been provided by labour migration. Rising levels of food 

consumption, as a result of seasonal and circular migration, may then 

explain the rapidly rising population of the nid nineteenth century, 

though by the later nineteenth century the rising rate of longer term 

migration may have had the effect of lowering the birth rate and 

reducing the rate of population growth. There certainly seems' little 

evidence to suggest that population was pushed into migration from 

the 1840s by a rapid increase in the population. 
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I Introduction 

It has been argued in Chapter 3 that there does 'not appear to be 

a clear link between population pressure on land and emigration from 

Ratnagiri. The fluctuations in the rates of migration do not appear to 

coincide with the variations in the rates of population growth. 

Xoreover, the rapid increase In population In Ratnagiri in the 1850s 

and 1860s appears to have occurred when the pattern of migration from 

the district had already become well established; it seems possible 

that rising incomes from migration nay have actually helped to 

increase population growth rates in the mid nineteenth century and 

mitigate the impact of food crises in the late nineteenth century. 

Taking a broader perpective, high rates of outmigration are' not 

obviously and directly linked with high population pressure on laud 

either within India as a whole or in respect to Vestern India, ' and 

within Ratuagiri itself the lowest rates of outmigration seen to have 

occurred from the southern talukas of the district, where' population 

per acre was highest. 

It could still be argued, of course, that population growth in 

eighteenth century Ratuagirl had been so high that the district was 

already at the demographic crisis point 'in the early n1neteenh 

century. The' evidence of the eighteenth century house tax records, 

however, suggests that this Is unlikely to have been the case, and 

that famine cut back the population in the late eighteenth century, 

while population growth rates still remained very slow in the first 

two decades of the nineteenth century. 3(oreover, estimates of the 

cultivated acreage per head in one part of the district, Ratuagiri and 

Sangameshwar talukas, using data on population and area cultivated 

provided by Captrin Dowell from his survey of 1827-30, suggests that 
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there was in fact still sufficient acreage cultivated per head to feed 

the population adequately in the late 1820s. 2. 

However, some observers of Ratnagiri in the 1820s felt that it was 

not a prosperous district, and there are reports of extreme poverty in 

some sections of the population; Jhmbi cultivators, for example, were 

said to have been unable to afford adequate meals of grain for most of 

the year and to have had to live for part of the year on roots and 
berries. 3 This is not, perhaps, a surprising finding. Attention has 

been focused by recent studies an the endemic poverty in rural Vestern 

Europe between the fourteenth to eighteenth centuries, even at times 

when the population was relatively low compared to the amount of land 

availableý4 In Ratnagiri in the eighteenth century, the house tax 

records point to a small but persistent group of exceedingly poor 

households: slaves, debt-bonded farm -servants - and the totally 

destitute who paid no tax, and *widows and the chronically sick who 

paid at a reduced rate. In Kalambaste, for example. a village In 

Sangameshwar tnluka4 the House Tax records for 1758 show that out of 

51 households, 7 paid no tax because they were slaves or destitute, 

and 10 paid tax at half the normal rate because they were widowed or 

simply very poor. In Kuchambe, a village also in Sangameshwar taluka, 

out of 32 households in 1790,8 paid no tax because they were slaves, 
debt-bonded labourers or destitute, and'2 paid half tax. 6 

In an agrarian society poverty is almost Inevitable in households 

not headed by an able-bodied male; however, the fact that at least 5% 

of the population of Ratnagiri district in the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries were slaves or debt-bonded labourers, 

though not a large proportion in comparison with some areas of India 

at this timeO points to a problem of poverty inherent in the system 

of land tenure which existed even before capitalism and Imperial rule 
disrupted the land tenure systems, and before population growth put 

pressure on landed resources. It is argued In this chapter that the 

kbati system of land tenure, as It developed in Ratnagiri in the late 

eighteenth century, intensified the concentration of land control in 

the hands of one or two families in each village, which, combined with 

the operation of caste ideology, led to a high bur-den of tax and rent 

on the lower castes, and a subsequent process of Impoverishment and 
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indebtedness of the poor and low caste cultivators. It Is further 

argued that while this process began in the -eighteenth century, it 

was substantially intensified by the introduction of British rule into 

the district. particularly the British legal- system, and that the 

problems of poverty this created were exacerbated by the very high 

rates of taxation by the state in the late eighteenth century and for 

most of the nineteenth century. 

II The TAind timilre r2yeten in Ratmagiri at the b=1nning nf British 

rule 

I. The Qhangkari Vj11W. DiwWrari, or peasant held, villages were 

concentrated mainly in Xalvan taluka in the south of Ratnagirl 

district, and in the coastal areas, and by the early nineteenth 

century represented only some 20% of the villages in the dIstricC7 It 

was generally believedd that the dharrJzri tenure was the oldest 

tenure in the district, and that many khati villages had originally 

been dharekari. O The dharekari tenure had many similarities with 

jr1rasi tenure In the Deccan, and the dharekards, like the zirnsdars, 

were probably descendents of the original fcxmders of their villages, ' 

and were regarded as watandars, with'secure rights of inheritance of 

their holdings, and the right to mortgage and probably sell their 

dharns or holdings (though this rarely appears to have happened). 9 The 

holdings themselves consisted In some cases of consolidated blocks of 

land, and in others of scattered fields, but they were all rice and 

garden or good hill land, which was cultivated in fields with fixed 

boundaries - the pourer hill land in the village was probably 

cultivated by all the dhazr-kaz-is in agreed shares. 10 Though most 

dharekarls cultivated some land themselves, by the late nineteenth 

century considerable variations had developed In the size of holdings, 

and the larger dharekarls let out land to the smaller dharekaris, or 

to badhekaris who had no land at all in the village; these tenants of 

the dharr&nris paid a crop share rent to their dhare-kari landlord, and 

sometimes also had to do labour service for him. ' I 

Before the late eighteenth century, It seems that the revenue 

Payment : for dhazlekBrl villages was assessed by the government as a 
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lump sum for the village (the tanka, criginally assessed in the 

seventeenth century) and the assessment was then divided among the 

dbaz-ekarls in customary shares. In the 1780s. however, the mamlatdars 

of the Konkan, in line with developments in the Deccan, instituted a 

new revenue survey, the Banal, which measured and fixed the payment 

on each dhazrakari holding, though the payment to government was still 

usually made through one village representative, and it seems very 

possible that the new assessment was still divided up In traditional 

shareB. 12 The village representative in dharekztr-i villager. was called 
the garmkar. or often the khat, and played a role similar to the patil 
in the Deccan - collecting revenue and managing the cultivation of 

waste land and land abandoned by the dharekaz-1s, for which he was 

paid a small remuneration, called musabira. Though in many cases the 

office does not appear to have been very profitable, it provided 

opportunities for exercising patronage and gaining control of land, 

which might in some circumstances enable the khot to take over the 

village an khati tenure. 12 

ii 33ke 
_Khati 

Vi I Inge 
The majority of villages in Ratnagiri district were held an khati 

tenure by the early nineteenth century, a type of village zzLmindari 
tenure, which , though common in parts of North India, (most obviously 
Bengal), was not widespread in Vestern India. In Vestern India It was 

confined to the areas of Gujerat which never came under close Narntha 

control (the Rajput talukdars and the Kali Nahrasis in Ahmedabad, 

Broach and the Panch Nahals), where it was rather different in 

character and origin, being the product of the clan and tribal systems 

of there areas. 1-4 

The origins of the khati tenure are obscure, though the f Irst 

recorded instances of the tenure, in khcrti sanads by the Adilshahl 

kings of Bijapur, are in the sixteenth century. 16 Though there are a 

number of khatl sanads from the seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries, the majority appear to have dated from the mid eighteenth 

century, granted by the Pe&hwas or by the Pant Pratinidbi who had 

territory in the Konkan round his fort at Vishalgad. 11, Kbats with 

r-anads of this type, from the higher. authorities, were known as 
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watandar sanadi khotsi and claimed that they could not be- ousted from 

their watans by government, in contrast to khots with sanads from the 

district authorities, who were less secure. 17 

The watandar kbaft appear to have been established to assist in the 

miltary and political control of the district and to'extend and open 

up cultivation in the forest and hill areas. , In the 'seventeenth 

century, the Konkan was the scene of conflict between Nusli3a and 
Raratha powers, and the focus of some of Shivaji's earlier campaigns. 
Later. it was also one of the areas where the conflict between the 

Poona and Satara branches of the Nar-atha rajas was fought out, and 
became subjected to a number of different authorities- the Pb&hwas, 

the Satara rajas, the Pant Pritinidbi, and the Sidis of Jinjira, the 

Angriar. of Kolaba, and the Sawants of Wari. 10 Granting khotisbipG to 

local allies was a means of ensuring political support and rewarding 

services. 's Noreaver, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, much 

of the Konkan was covered in forest, and the grant of khatfthips for 

new villages encouraged the opening up of cultivation, especially as 
these were often accompanied by istawn leases, which allowed a number 

of revenue free years, and then a slow increase of payments up to the 

full revenue payment, in order to encourage Improvements . 20 

Though many khoti sanads, were probably granted for these purposes, 

a large number of khats probably acquired their villages in a less 

straightforward fashion by ousting - or in other ways replacing the 

original dharekariS. 21 The system war. nonetheless useful to government 
in the eighteenth century, because the khats' main function was as a 
farmer of the revenue of their village - in the seventeenth and early 

eighteenth centuries, this was based roughly an the tanka assessment 
of the village, but after 1780, the payments were based on the new 

survey, the Ara 1, which measured all the land In' the villages and 
fixed the payments on each. Villages were supposed to be resurveyed 

every seven Years by the maxiatdars. but in fact this was never done. 

and 'cesseB1 were simply added to the revenue when the government 

required more money, a process which was accelerated by the practice 

of farming out whole districts -in the last decades of Naratha rule . 22 

Farming of village revenues was a common practice under the' Pesbwas, 

in many parts of their empire, being a convenient way of collecting 
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revenue in areas where output fluctuates considerably from year to 

year and government would otherwise be impelled to conduct annual 

surveys of cultivation, and being also an easy way to extract revenue 
from remoter villages. ý10 

The actual role and activities of the khat within the village were 

nowhere clearly defined in the eighteenth century, and so much 

controversy surrounded the subject in the nineteenth century that it 

is difficult to determine exactly how they operated before British 

rule. Unlike zanindars In Bengal, the khots do not appear, to have had 

any powers to dispense Justice, nor did they keep large bodies of 

armed retainers, though some may have employed small groups of 

theis.. 24 they seen to have relied an the hereditary district officials 

and other higher authorities for support, rather than enforcing 

control directly. However, it is clear that the Jrhats did control most 

of the land in their villages, and a significant proportion of the 

labour. The land most closely under the kb" control was the khots' 

personal holding, 215 which comprised much of the best land in the 

village, and was usually cultivated by the khat using a combination of 

forced labour, debt bonded labour and hired labourers, though it was 

sometimes let out to tenants at will (usually when the kbut was an 

absentee). The kbat also controlled the gnwik land, unoccupied by 

permanent cultivators, - and the gnyali land, which was land abandoned 

permanently or temporarily by' watandar or permanent CUltiVatorS. 216 In 

the early nineteenth century a clear distinction was kept between 

these two, as watandars had a right to return to abandoned holdings, 

but by the mid nineteenth century this distinction had disappeared, 

and with it presumably the rights of the watand&M. 27 This land was 
not cultivated directly by the Jrbatý but instead the khat organised 
its cultivation by sharecroppers known as badhekaris. Badhekaz-1s 

were, technically speaking, newcomers to the village; acme were indeed 

new settlers, but the term was also used to describe inhabitants of 

other villages who just cultivated a little land In the neighbouring 

village, and the term also often applied broadly to any family who had 

settled in the village after the khat Nuch of the badhekaris land was 
hill land, and they had no permanent rights to the holding they 

cultivated. 
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The only land in the village which was not under the control of the 

khat (unless the village was Imixed' or kir-hedi and had some dhaz-ekari 

holdings in it) was the z2Lkhmi land of the watandar kardes or 

permanent cultivators, who held land with clearly fixed boundaries 

probably dating back to the founding of the village. By custom, they 

had certain 'rights' against the khat they could not be ejected from 

their holdings if they made their customary cropshare payments, and 
they could mortgage their holdings. The rak- zi land was mainly rice 

and garden land, with sane good hill land, and the proportion of 

village land which it occupied varied greatly from me khati village 

to another. 20 

Besides controlling the land, the khats exercised control over the 

cultivators themselves, particularly through the levy of labour 

service. which was imposed on the lower casts cultivators (such as 

Kimbi, Nahar, and Gurav). The rate of labcxw service was usually four 

days per house per mouth, for general farming work, and me day of 

ploughing, and in addition a variable number of days carrying the kbat 

and his family in a litter an trips to other villages . 29 Labour was 

also required from low caste cultivators to carry the grain payment 

for the village to the government depot. Vhen this ceased to be 

required because the khots began to pay the revenue In cash, a cash 

payment was taken from the cultivators instead.: 30 Besides controlling 
the labour of the cultivators through forced labourthe khat could also 

requisition the free services of the village craftsmen to provide him 

with baskets, shoes etc. -21 The khats also attempted, not very 

succesfully, to restrict the movement of labour from the Village. 32 
ý 

III Rent- to-ir and peasaint Ingnmes in the early nlzw-teenth century 

, Central to the operation of the khati systen was the means whereby 
the khats extracted produce from the peasantry, since this formed the 

basis of their own profits and their tax payments to government. It 

will be argued that under the khaU system a higher proportion of the 

peasants' output was extracted from them thmn under the dharekari 

system, and that most of the burden fell an the poorer, lower ca te, 

cultivators. The basic method of extracting Income from the pear-ants 
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was through the sharecropping system. The share of the crop to be 

paid by each cultivator to the khot was determined largely by 

customary criteria - cultivators of high caste paid'lower rates than 

those of low caste; Kunbi cultivators and untouchable or low castes 

such as the Naharý Kumbbar (potter), Chamhhar (leather worker) or Rhoi 

(fisherman), paid half the crop usually, while Narnthas and other 

middle ranking Hindus such as Bbandar-i, &warý and Vani castes, along 

with Muslim cultivators, paid mainly one'third of the crop, and 1 

often one half. Brahmans, on the other hand, never paid half the crop, 

paying usually one third, but often only one quarter of the crop. 33 

However, there shares were only theoretical, and in practice the 

share of the crop paid by the cultivatiw appears to have differed 

considerably from this, and it was possible for the khat to raise and 
lower the actual payments, even though the customary rates appearently 

remained -the sane. For example, lower payments were made to khats- in 

some cases in those villager. where cultivators were in short supply" 

and khats sometimes penalised individual cultivators by raising their 

crop share payments if they were lumccr-operativel"D, though the 

cAmtomary rates remained the sameý*`O This was made possible by the 

system of determining the crop sha e which was most commonly used in 

Ratnagiri. The crop was not divided on the threshing floor, as 
happened in some areas, but instead the shm were determined while 
the crop war still standing in the field. The khot made an estimate of 
the likely harvest by an inspection of the area of the growing crops 

using 'customary' estimates of yield per bigba, and deductions were 
then made to allow for the actual quality of the crop in a given year, 

and sometimes also far the expenses of manure and seed. The 'half' and 
'third' shares were then calculated on the remainder. For example, iný 

Bondye village in taff Phungus, Saugauneshwar taluka. the khat put down 

24 maunds as the crop for a bigba, deducted 4 maunds for 'excess', and 
2 because the cultivators had to make payments to the Rahar and the 

Guravs and for seed; ' he then took 9 matinds from 'half share' 

cultivators, and 6 from 'third Bharel cultivatorBi37 This system 

obviously offered considerable 'scope for local variation, to suit the 

interests of the khot. The only khati cultivators who were able to 

avoid the uncertainties of the crop share system were those who 
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cultivated an makta or 'fixed' agreements, paid In kind, usually for 

periods of three to five years, but very few cultivators had these 

types of agreements (only 23 villager. out of 149 surveyed by Dowell 

in 1829/30). -ýO 

Besides these crop share payments, there were other payments which 
-any cultivators had to make to the khat. Some of these appear to 
have been devised by individual kbots; one kbat in Sangameshwar 
taluka raised a tax on the use of water In his village, another on 
KEmbi cultivators' weddings. " There were -any taxes which were 
common throughout the district, however, such as karsal pursumpurde, 
patti badbe and map war-talaý40 Village craftsmen and shopkeepers 

also had to mike various payments to the kbats, -41, and as already 
explained, the lower caste cultivators were required to supply the 

. kbat with labour for which they received no payment, though a meal 

was usually provided. 
It is extremely difficult to compare the rates of tax and rent paid 

by peasants in different- disL-icts In India, because of the enormous 
variations in revenue and rental systems between different localities 

within India. It is therefore not easy to assess whether peasants in 
Bengal, or even in Poona district of Bombay Presidency, paid more or 
less tb-%ln peasants in Ratnagiri. However, it is possible to make some 
comparison between. the rates of rent and tax raised from the 

peasantry in dbarekari villages in Ratuagirl, both from the dharn 
holders and from their crop shm Ing tenants, with the situation of the 

crop share cultivators In kboti villages. This comparison can be made 
using data from Dowell's Alates on the talukas of Ratnagirl and 
Sangameshwar, which describe the situation In the 1820s. when the 
British were still operating the system which they had inherited from 
the Pashwas-, this data can be supplemented by the village survey 
records (pabani kbarda) of the Pe&hwn's survey of 1789. which were 
still in force in the mid nineteenth century, and show the acreage'of 
each crop cultivated by each dharekar-i, and the payment in kind to be 

made on it in tax to the government. 42 This gives no indication of the 

actual out-turn of the holdings, but in rice land - the only type of 
land where a serious estimate can be made - it was generally assumed 
in the early nineteenth century that the average out-turn of rice land 
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was 20-25 maunds per bigba (approx. 25-30 maLmds per acre), though 

the best rice land was expected to produce considerably more than 

this. 4-ý On this basis, it appears that dhaz-ekaris were expected to pay 

about half the crop in rice land in tax to the government. In 

Piradavue village in Sangameshwar taluka, for example, payments on 
holdings of slightly above one bigha of rice, vary from 9% zaLmds- (an 

rice land of mixed quality) to 10 maunds (m second class rice), to 6 

zaLmds (an fourth cla- rice); 44 half of this was commuted 

compulsorily at a rate said to have represented the market price in 

the late eighteenth century, but which by the 1830s was considerably 

higher t1han that as a result of a fall in grain prices in the 1820s 

and 30s. 41- Dbarekaris also had to pay some cash taxes to government - 
house tax, and kw-sai and buffaloe taxý40 Those dhar-ekaris who did not 

cultivate their holdings themselves, let then out to crop share 

tenants; in Firdavne the crop share tenants paid half the crop in rice 

land and hill land, except for the M70zans who paid one third. 47 

Though no details are given far Pirdavue, in some other dhar-ekari 

villages, mainly in Ratnagiri taluka, dharekaris' half share tenants 

were estimated to pay 7-9 rupees in rent on every khandi 'of rice 

grown or approx. 9 maunds In kin&40 On top of this, in Pirdavne, as 
it was in Sanganeshwar taluka, tenants paid an extra 12% m their 

grain payments as map wartala, and'had to perform some labour service 
for their dharakaz-1 landlord, including one' day's ploughing, *while 

those who were not also dhavekar-Is might have to pay house tax. 

It appears that there was not a great difference, in fact, between 

the payments of dharekar-i holders to government, and those of the 

dharekarls' tenants to their landlords,, apart from the labour service 

required; dharekariý were likely to gain relative to tenants only if 

they were able to expand their holdings in the period between surveys, 
thus holding sane land tax free until the' next survey was made. 
However, in contrast, the crop share cultivators in khoti villager. do 

appear to have paid significantly more of their crop In rent and'tax 
than either the dharnkaz-is or their tenants. If one assumes that 

annual Crop assessments by the khats were accurate"', ' then the 

payments of half share tenants In khati villages varied in a small 

sample between 6 and 9 itaunds, a khandj. zo cultivators in kbati 
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villages also had to pay map wartala in many areas; villages in taff 

Sangameshwar paid between 8% and 25% above their crop share paynent, 

and in Devrukh and DevIe up to 30%. while In areas near the coast 

payments were lower. In contrast, in taz-f Kuriat Nevre, near Ratnagiri 

town, where most villages were dharrJýarl, the tax was never levied., -' 
Lower caste cultivators In khoti villages in tarT Devrukh and Devle of 
Sangameshwar taluka also paid patti badhen of between 4 and 5 rupees 

a khm di on rice, (less on other grains), though in khati villages in 

other areas these cultivators were required to - carry the revenue grain 
to the nearest depot Instead. Ir"I Lower caste cultivators in most khati 

villages also paid karsal or pbazmasa to the khati while it was much 
less common for tenants to pay it to their landlords in dharv*a-ff 

villager.. 'r, O Vhen other dues levied by kbats in particular villages are 
included, as well as the cash taxes to government - house tax, 

governuent'B karsal and buffaloe tax - this added up to a considerable 
increase over the crop share rent, and a higher payment than was 

apparently due from dbarekaris and their tenants. In the khati village 

of Kirduve, in t&zT Sangameshwar of Smuganeshwar taluka In 1835/6, 

one ardhe-Zi (half crap share) cultivator paid grain worth 9 rupees 3 

annas on his holding (including map war-tala), but as W811 as this, 

paid 2 rupees 11 aninas in cash for house tax, paynents on garden 
land, commutation for labour service (this was nut cmaimon at this 

period), government's karsai, khat's knz-Bal (this was usually paid in 

kind) And grzLz kumh (for village expenses). Another tirdheli or third 

share cultivator paid grain worth I rupee 5 annas on his land 

(including map wnz-taln), but also paid 2 rupees 2 annas in cash for 

house tax, buffaloe tax, mahcrULffn (on trade), patti badhen and gram 
kurchýý 

To sum up, though precise figures cannot be given, it does appear 
that cultivators in kbati villages paid a higher proportion of their 

produce In rent and tax than tenants In dhazrkaz-i villages, and than 

dhar-ekarls themselves in normal circuRBtances, and that the greatest 
burden fell on the lower castes, who had to pay higher rates of 

cropshare and more corvee labour. Since there is no evidence that the 

governiment exacted tax at a higher rate per acre on khoti thom on 
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dharekari land, it must be assumed that this surplus was for the 

profit of the khat. 

IV nd contral and the State 

If the khats made a greater profit out of the cultivators in their 

villages than the dhar-ekaris did out of the tenants in theirs, it imust 

be assumed that this in sone way arises from the nature of the khati 

system. It is suggested that the concentration of land control In the 

hands of the khats made possible the exercise of arbitrary power by 

the khorts in their villages, in contrast to the dharekari villager. 

where these tendancies were nodified by the division of land control. 

It is also argued that the ideology of caste helped to encourage 

greater of exploitation of the, lower caste members of the village, 

which increased inequality and poverty within the rural conmunity. 

Furthernare, it is argued that the concentration of land control in 

the bands of the khats, a process which accelerated greatly under, the 

British, was a consequence of the needs of the Xaratha and British 

states for patronage, political control and revenue extraction. 

ind the state In the eighteenth centiu: y 

From the seventeenth century, It appears that the kbats controlled 
the land as a vital part of the military/political system of the 
Narathas, which could in some ways be described as a fox of 
feudalism. r-'s Ratnagiri was an area of great strategic Importance to 
the Aamthas, being easily defensible against the Xughal armies, and 
contained many of their most impregnable fox tresses. strung along the 
Ghats - Pratapgad, Vishalgad. Rygad, Prachitgad, along with lesser 
forts such as Xaimatgad - and also a very Important series of forts 

along the coast - Vijaydurg, Ratnagiri, Suvernadurg, and Jalgad. 11 
There is no doubt that there were sane very close connections between 
the kbots and the forts, In some cases going back to the seventeenth 
century. In Sangameshwar taluka, for instance, khats of four villages 
in the foothills of the Ghatr. were the serving officers at the fort of 
Vishalgad (Xeghl, Kolwan, Tivre and Vighravli)07 and In another 
village the khots were ex-officers from the Deccan. 160 But In a more 
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general sense, the khats were part of the system by which the district 

arganised through the forts. Every fart In the Konkan was assigned 
the services of a group of surrounding villages. In Ratnaglri taluka, 

for --ple, villages were assigned to the forts at Ratnagiri, Jaigad 

or Purangad, and in Sangameshwar taluka to Prachitgad, Xainatgad or 
Vishalgad (though the latter's villages were not under the direct 

control of the Pe&hwa but belonged to the Pant Rmtinldhl, who owed 

allegiance to the Pb&hwa). Villages appear to have 'belonged I to the 

fort; control of the fart brought control of the villages assigned to 

it, and villages could be fined for siding with a rival fort in a 
dispute. 60 

The function of the villages was to supply the farts an a regular 
basis, which was clearly vital to their military effectiveness. Through 

the Anz-sai tax, the villages supplied to the farts to which they were 

assigned materials for repairing the forts (rafters, ropes, thatch), 

and for provisioning the troops (vegetables, chickens, umbrellas, 
baskets. )611 A section of the grain revenue of the villages was also 

payable directly to the forts, and only if the farts were already well 

supplied would the khats be allowed to sell the grain and pay this 

part of the revenue in cash instead, or pay the grain at the 

government depot. 151 Villages armmd Jaigad fart, where grass needed 
for thatching and animal feed was In short supply, were required to 

set aside same grass land In every village to grow grass for the 

fort. 52 Furthermore, village craftsmen could be required to work at 
the fortý63 Closer links were also forged in some villages near the 
forts, by the practice of allowing soldiers at the fort to settle and 
cultivate land in the villages, and serve the fort on a rota basis. 6-4 
This system of Drganising the supply of the farts was not, of course, 
unique to Ratuagiri, but was practised throughout the Narntha 
Empire. " In other areas it does not appear to be linked to a 
zamindari or khoti system. However, the location of the Konkan farts 
in the remote, rocky. Jungle-covered regions of the Ghats, which had a 
low population in the eighteenth century, presented particular 
problems for the Narntha government over supplying the forts, which 
may have encouraged the development of a khati system. It is 

significant that the only other areas where khats were found, apart 
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from Ratnagiri, was in similar country in Kolaba, and In the hill 

areas just ab ove the Ghats in Kolhapur and Satara. Khats were 

particularly useful in these areas because of their control of village 

labour, which was needed to transport revenue grain which had to be 

carried to the forts on headloads through treacherous passes and 

ravines. 6's But, most importantly, they were useful to government 

because of their willingness to open up cultivation in their areas, 

bearing low returns in the early years in anticipation of higher gains 

later on. The khats themselves justified their position in their 

villages by pointing out their role in agricultural colonisation; and 

though they were often helped by tax concessions in the early years 

of cultivation, they must also have used their own capital in the 

processý07 By Introducing settled cultivation into the Jungles of the 

Ghats the khats enabled the Nazwthas to keep substantial garrisons in 

the hill forts, which could be supplied with the produce of the 

surrounding khotl villages. 

Though in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries this close 

connection existed between the military authorities and the 

landholders in Ratuagiri, by the late eighteenth century the needs of 

the state had changed, and this required some adjustments In, the 

nature of the khati system. Vith the conquest of the Konkan by the 

Narathas in 1756, the military importance of the Ghat forts appears to 

have been somewhat reduced. 1-0 At the muse time, from the last decade 

of the eighteenth century, the growing financial problems of the 

Naratha Empire led to the farming of district revenues an an extensive 

scale, including that of RatnagIri. Under Pe&hwa Baji-Rao H. regular 

financial administration almost disappeared, and all district revenues 

were farmed to the highest bidder, while at the same tine no controls 

were kept on the activities of the farmers by requiring accounts, and 

all complaints of local cultivators were, ignored ý611 The revenue survey 

of 1788/9 In Ratnagirl was probably, not properly implemented, and no 

regular revisions were undertaken; Icesses' were simply added to the 

basic revenue when the government needed more money. The high rates 

of revenue extraction which this system produced must have placed 

great pressure on the villages of the district, bearing in mind that 

the revenue survey of 1788/9 itself appears to have imposed taxes on 
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landholders of approximately half the produce In rice land, even 
before extra cesses were added. 

Of course, some villages were more vulnerable than others. Because 

the Perahwas were Cb1tpavan Bzahmans from Ratnagirl district, many 

Chitpavan and other Brahman families In the dharekaz-i villages on the 

coast had profited considerably from the connectIon; as a result, the 

flow of income from the court into these villages, much 
' 

of which was 

invested in agriculture in the eighteenth century, along with their 

court connections, probably helped to protect these villages from the 

revenue farmers. 70 Similarly, those khorts who had connections with the 

district or central administration appear also to have been less 

vulnerable. 71 On the other hand, those who had no such protection 

found themselves subject to increasing revenue demands, at a time when 

cultivation was not greatly increasing and there were a number of 

famines. Some dbarekar-1 villages appear to have come under the 

control of the khats at this period in an attempt to protect 

themselves from the revenue farmers . 72 On the other hand, a, number of 

khats appear to have found themselves in difficulties, and turned to 

money-lenders to mortgage their holdingS. 7: 3 As a result, there is some 

evidence that a considerable number of khatlahips changed hands at 

this period, mainly from Xaratha to Brahman khats. 74 The khats who 

gained khatiahips at this period were either noney-lenders or distri9t 

officers and their relatives, who. through wealth or political 

connections, were able to survive or resist the demands of the 

farmers. 76 At the same time their wealth and political, connections 

also put then In a position to exercise greater power over the 

cultivators in their villager.. These wealthy, powerful, Brahman khats 

usually owned a number of villages, and therefore were absentee In 

most of then, the villages being run by a nanager. 715 The manager was 

unlikely to have been concerned about maintaining good relations with 
the inhabitants, as he held the post only for a short tine. These 

khats were also less likely to have relatives or caste fellows In the 

Village, 77 and complaints of oppression were much more likely to 

originate from such villages. 70 

It appears that the desire of the Narathn rulers and their 

feudatories, for military and political reasons, to extend cultivation 
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in the Ghat foothills where poor sail, rock and jungle made cultivation 

difficult, led to the initial transfer of land control into the hands 

of the khats. However, the process of opening up cultivation does not 

in itself lead necessarily to landlord control. In European history It 

has often been associated with the growth of'a free peasautry. 79 In 

Ratnagiri, it seems likely that the khati system emerged from a 

combination of alllcultural colonisatiou with a high revenue demand by 

the state. The very high rates of taxation by the state In India' 

(traditionally 50% of the produce, as compared with approximately 13% 

in late seventeenth century Franoe)00 meant that governments could 

most readily extend cultivation by putting the land in the control of 

a wealthy individual who was prepared to share the costs of opening 

up cultivation with the government In return for future status and 

profit to be gained from the village. It is also clear that the higher 

the government revenue demand became, the imam deeply entrenched 

became the khati system, since in an area of fluctuating productivity, 

as in the hill lands of Ratuagiri, It was not possible to pay a high 

and regular revenue demand without same intermediary. The alternative 

was for the government Itself to conduct annual crop assessments of, 

villages and assess the share to be paid accordingly, a system known 

as batai, which was used in parts of Than& and at various times In 

the Deccan. However, this was clearly much more trouble than the 

khati system since it required government to send its mm officials, 

such as maulatdars, into every village at least twice In a year. 01 

As the revenue demand increased in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century, the khats' control over how' the revenue demands 

were distributed through the village became Increasingly impm-tant, 

and gave the khats an added power. This enabled the more powerful and 

well-connected to profit from the change-over to British rule, and to 

turn their de facto control over their villages Into legal rights. 

1i aindlrwd and State und= JUe 
British 1818-1914 

Until 1880, when the British Introduced the Khoti Settlement Act. 

there were no major changes in the system of collecting revenue 

through the khots and dharekaris, and though the British government 

d4d abolish sane of the Naratha taxes such as karsal, house tax and 
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buffaloe tax, 02 the revenue assessment on villages and cffimra holdings 

remained the same until the settlement operations between 1865 and 
1890. At the same time, it Is clear that the khots did not lose their 

power to control the extraction of produce from the villagers, even 
though they had lost the backing of the Naratha government. Crop- 

share payments continued to be highe2, and the khats continued to 

exact labDur service, though as the century progressed this was more 
often commuted for cash than before. 04 They also continued to raise 
the many extra taxes which they had exacted in the eighteenth 
century. 0r, This was possible because of the backing which the khots 

received from the British regime, particularly through the law courts, 

which significantly Increased the powers of the kbats over the 

cultivators in their villages. 
From the outset there were a number of contradictions between the 

attitudes of different branches of the British colonial system towards 

the khati tenure, though their fundamental purpose was the same. Like 

the Xiarathas, they wanted to put the land in the control of the class 

who would invest In it, In order to increase government revenue and 

provide political support; though, within the Ideology of capitalism, 
they envisaged that this would be achieved by creating landed 

proprietorsýOr, The problem in Ratuagiri, as In other areas of India, 

was to determine which of the groups with an interest in the land 

should be considered the 'proprietars', especially since tenurial 

relations were probably in a state of flux at the time when the 

British took over the district. Increasing numbers of villages in 
Ratnagiri were coming under the control of khorts in the last decades 

of Xaratha rule, and they had begun to exercise more arbitrary powers 
over the cultivators as previous mechanisms for protecting them broke 
down. In the first decade of British rule, clear differences emerged 
between the legal and administrative branches of 

' 
the British 

government as to which group might properly be considered as 
'proprietors I of the land in khorti villages in Ratuaglri, a difference 

which sprung mainly from their respective spheres of activity and the 

competing concepts with which they worked, but which was to have 

RaJor policy implications during the nineteenth century. 
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It was in the law courts, introduced Into the district in 1818/19, 

that the British were first faced with categorising the 
-khoti 

tenure, 

and this had a very significant effect on developments later in the 

century. In court cases which were brought in the early 1820s, mainly 

concerning disputes over the ownership of khotiships, the courts 

quickly defined the khots as landlords, the labsolute proprietors' of 

their villages. 07 There were several reasons behind this important 

decision. Firstly, most of the information made available to the 

British an khoti tenure when they first seized the district suggested 

that there were only two types of secure tenure, dharrJrari and khati, 

and that all other cultivators were crop sharing tenants at will, 

ignoring the very substantial class of watandar kardes cultivators who 

had rights under the khat not dissimilar to those of the dharekaris. 

This information probably came from Indian officials In the district 

who themselves owned khotiships or were related to khats, and 

therefore presented a view of the tenure advantageous to themselves. 00 

Secondly, records from the'tine of the'Peahva's government appeared to 

support their claims; in some, mainly late, khati sanads and in 

mortgage bonds, the wording gave the kbat the land, trees, water 

ccmses and tenants of the village, which suggested to British lawyers 

that they were the owners of all the land in their villages-, Osl and in 

the land revenue records of the eighteenth century survey, land in 

khati villages is all simply described as khati. 00 In' these 

circumstances, it is not surprising that the courts saw the khaft as 

proprietors of theirý villages. The British law of property as it had 

evolved by the nineteenth century, was a clear-cut system designed to 

protect the rights of capitalists to complete control of their land 

and mineral assets, and conveyed complete control to the owner of the 

land. In Hindu law, in contrast, it Is possible for several rights to 

exist in the sane piece of land concurrently - the king's (as ultimate 

proprietor and receiver of land revenue), the revenue paying land- 

holder's, the mortgagee's and the cultivator Is. "' I Once the khats had 

been identified as landed proprietors, however, they were then under 

British law entitled to behave as British landlords, to evict their 

tenants regardlesýi of customary rights, to raise rents, and to dispose 
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raise rents, and to dispose of their assets as they chose. Though the 

-khats had exercised an Increasingly arbitrary control over their 

cultivators in the later eighteenth century, most of the evidence 

suggests that they were not in any sense the owners of the land of 

their villages, or the landlords of the watandar cultivators, and it 

seems probable that they were regarded by the Naratha authorities as 

holding their villages an service tenure. '92 Such was the power, 

however, of the concept of property introduced by the British courts, 

that even when contradictory evidence came to light the 'khats 

continued to enjoy the status of landlord of their villages-, 03 and even 

when the kbats' proprietary rights cut across the rights of the 

British government, the courts were often forced by the logic of their 

own arguments to find In favour of the khats. "'4 

Though the law courts endorsed the kb" position, however, the 

district and Presidency administration operated- from different 

perspectives. Vhile the courts were concerned to Introduce the 

ideological framework of British law which (as the Utilitarians held) 

would in itself be a prime mover in destroying Ifeudalisml and opening 

India to capitalist development, the administrators, who saw the 

situation on the ground in the district, believed that the kbaft were 

a feudal class, and that progress would only occur If the land was In 

the control of the actual cultivator. " These views an zamindari 
landlords in general were cC=mCM throughout the British 

administration by the 1820s, for the debate an the rival merits of 

zanindar-i and ryatwoz-1 tenure, which had raged since the late 

eighteenth century. had finally reached-a consensus in support of sane 
form of z7otvari, or at least a *village* settlement. " In spite of 
this general hostility to the khats, however, the Presidency 

administration felt it necessary to endorse the khats In the mild 
1820s, apparently because they felt that removing them ý would be too 

difficult as they had already been recognised by the courts, and also 
because they were a powerful and potentially disaffected group, many 
being ex-officers of the Phahva's government and Mitpavan Rrnbmans. 

Furthermore, they were very useful for call 
- 
eating revenue and keeping 

law and order, In the short term at least, until a full settlement 

could be introduced. 1117 
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Unease developed, however, among Collectors and their staff in the 

late 1820s and 1830s, as increasing evidence came to light, showing 

the existance of the watandar- cultivators in kbati villages whose 

rights had been ignored by the courts. " As growing numbers of 

complaints, reached the Collectors from the cultivators about the 

exactions of the khots, there was much indignation expressed over the 

kbati system. For example, the assistant collector In Thana, Davies, 

described the situation of the khats' tenants in Kolaba in 
. 
1836 as 

follows: (the Jihot takes from the tenants) The whole fruit of their 

industry, and in returm, doles out to them carn and oil tw the same 

principal that be would feed his awn bullocks, to make them work'. P"', 

The need to make some decision on the Aboti tenure also became more 

urgent in. the 1840s with the success of the revenue survey and 

settlement In the Deccan, as the administration began to contemplate 

the necessity of a similar settlement In the Konkan. Captain Vingate 

was dispatched, therefore, to make general proposals for a survey and 

settlement of Ratnagiri, and to Introduce-an experimental survey and 

settlement of a small group of villages in the district , which was 

carried out in 1852-5.11010 Vingate"s settlement, in line with current 

opinion on the Aborts, effectively deprived the Abots of most of the 

control of their villages, but ran into many practical difficulties and 

fierce opposition from the khots. As a result, the survey was supended 

by the government in 1857, since it was becoming clear that it could 

not be introduced without legislation to remove the powers of the 

Abots, which were now enshrined in legal precedent. 1101 

In 1859, the khati question was again raised, as the survey,, aud 

settlement of the northern districts of the Konkan under , 
the 

supervision of Colonel Francis had reached Sanksi, taluka of Kolaba 

district, where there were a considerable number of khoti villages 

held an a similar tenure to those in Ratuagiri. 104 In the wake of the 

Xutiny, the government's approach to the khats was more 

conciliatory. ' 0-ý' The new proposals recoguised the khats' right to hold 

their villages as the superior holders under the settlement, but still 

all 'feudal' levies were abolished. Furthermore, all the khots, tenants 

were given security of tenure with limited rights of Bale and fixed 

rents based on the assessment with an element of khati profit (if up 
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to 50%. 104 This settlement, then, still deprived the khats of much of 

the control of and profit from their villages, and was accepted 

reluctantly by the kbots in the northern talukas of Kolaba. 101- Vhen 

the survey reached Mahad and Xangaon talukas of Kolaba, in 1866, 

however, there was greater opposition, and when in 1867 the survey 

started in Ratnagiri district, in taluka Dapoli, (Peth Xandangad) khats 

from both areas combined in opposition and formed the Khotl 

Association, which planned to fight the survey through the courts, and 

levied a percentage of the revenue of members' villages to pay for the 

expenses. ' 06 

The strength of the kbats in Ratnagiri rested partly on the number 

of sanadl kbats with a clearly documented claim to their villages 

(there were no watandar sanadi kbats In Kolaba), and partly on the 

considerable numbers of influential Brahzans, particularly Chitparans, 

holding khotiships in Ratuagiri district. Some of these Brabman4bati 

families had members who had obtained an English education and 

entered the professions - the most notable in this connection being 

V. IF. Nandlik, a barrister in Bombay at the time (and later a member 

of the Bombay Legislative Council), who was also the kbat of a village 

in Guhagur. 107 Nandlik took up the khati cause and helped to arganise 

a series of court cases in which the Khoti Association contested the 

legality of various aspects of the survey, focusing particularly on the 

way In which the survey impinged an the proprietary rights of khats 

as already established in the courts. 100 These cases finally forced 

the government to reconsider their position, and the debate an the 

nature of the kbati tenure, and the type of settlement which should be 

introduced, came to a head. An influential report by E. T. Candy in 

1873 on the khati tenure 11"9, compiled from government records. 

concluded that the Survey Officers were wrong to give occupancy 

rights to the majority of cultivators in khati villages, since only 

watandar kardes, who had been in the village as long as the'. khats, 

were entitled to such privileges. ' 10 Candy saw the kbats as similar to 

lards of the manor in medieval England, ' II and dismissed evidence 
from the eighteenth century that the government could remove khats, 

sell their khotiships, and intefere in relations between khat and 

cultivator, an the grounds that these cases only applied to n=- 
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watandari khatS. 1 12 A commission was then set up to enquire Into the 

khati tenure, under the Presidency of the Survey and Settlement 

Commissioner for the Northern Division, Colonel J. T. Francis. At the 

enquiry, the survey came under attack' not only from the supporters of 
the khats, but from the Collector of Ratnagiri, J. Elphinstone, who 
believed that the settlement was unworkable because the rates had been 

set too high for the poorest cultivators, who were accustomed to the 

flexibility of crop sharing. 11-3 In the final report in 1873, therefore, 

the Revenue Commissioner for the Southern Division recommended 'that 

the survey should be stopped. "' 

Before a new survey could begin, In order to avoid further conflict 

and court cases, a Khoti Settlement'Act was drafted which became law 

In 1880. This Act in effect represented a retreat for the government. 

The Act retained for the khats nearly all their existing powers, since 

they were registered as the survey occupants of theirvillages, and 

allowed to retain the management of their villages In the customary 

way. Some cultivators did see an improvement in their status, however, 

in that tenants who had cultivated their holdings since 1845 were 

given secure, heritable tenure, and recorded in the survey records as 

subordinate holders, with the protection of a rent ceiling, and freedom 

from the obligation to perform labour service; all tenants, moreover, 

were freed from Ofeudall dues. 111r, The act did, in fact, extend security 

of tenure to a larger group than had enjoyed it in the early 

nineteenth century, in spite of the khoW objections. 1116 The data an 
the area held by watandar kaz-des in the early nineteenth century, and 
the proportion of occupancy tenants to tenants at will after the 

Survey Settlement, is very inadequate, and it is therefore difficult to 
be certain as to how the proportions changed over the century. 
However. data from Dowell's Alates and the settlement records suggests 
that, at least in Sangameshwar taluka, the proportion of Altati tenants 

with security of tenure increased over this period, in relation to 
khrrti tenants at will. For five villages in Sangameshwar taluka, there 

are data from Dowell's JrateG and also from the Settlement Records an 
the proportion of households In the village with security of tenure, 

and the proportion of village land they cultivated. Table CIA shows 
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that the proportion of such households to total ývillage households 

increased between 1827/30 and 1886/7. 

Unfortunately, this sample is not a representative one, as the 

villages are mainly small hill villages which had an above average 

proportion of land farmed on a shifting cultivation system in the 

early nineteenth century. However, a detailed examination of household 

data for some larger and wealthier khati villages shows that'a number 

of families which had no security of tenure in the early nineteenth 

century had become occupancy tenants at the Settlenent. 117 Noreover, 

data on 45 villages In Sanganeshwar taluka, (see Table 4.1. B), shows 

that 50% of households were watandar or landowners in 1830, and 79% 

by the time of the Survey Settlement. However, here again the areas 

where secure tenures had increased were mainly in taz-f Devrukh and 

Devle, where there were more hill villages, while in taff Sangameshwar 

and Kondivre the proportion of cultivators with secure tenure dropped 

significantly. Clearly, this fell far short of the original intention of 

the survey under Col. Francis, which would have given security to all 
khati tenants; and it also seems probable that a significant minority 

of tenants who should in fact have been registered as occupancy 
tenants in the settlement were in fact deprived of that right by the 

machinations of the khots. 110 Noreover, in succeeding decades, since 
tenants' status was permanently fixed and could only be improved by 

buying or inheriting a more secure tenancy (and sales of occupancy 
tenures were made illegal in 1912, Act V11D, there was no opportunity 
for the percentage of occupancy tenants to Increase, while on the 

other hand, the khat was able to increase his personal holding when 

occupancy tenancies without heirs lapsed to him. "" As a result, a 
sample survey In Chiplun and Lanje talukas in the mid twentieth 

century still showed only 57% of the land cultivated by permanent 
tenants. 120 

In other ways as well the Khoti Act of 1880 fell far short of the 

intentirm of government, as a result of the khoW organised 

opposition. British officials wanted to introduce long term fixed rent 

agreements for khati tenants, preferably In cash-, however, Colcmel 

Francis' attempt to do this In the survey settlement In the northern 
talukas of Ratuagiri foundered on the opposition of the khatG, and the 
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apparent lack of enthusiasm from most tenants, who found it difficult 

to make a fixed cash payment at the rate required by the survey, while 
Francis was unwilling to reduce the revenue assessuent. 121 In the 1880 

Khati Settlement Act, therefore. fixed rents were entered in the Survey 

records only far those occupancy tenants who had customarily made a 
fixed payment to the kbat, or who cane to an agreement with the kbclt 

to pay in this way. Unlike previous fixed payment agreements these 

fixed rents could not be raised between surveys except in unusual 

circumstances, and so constituted approximately thirty year 

agreements. 122 The survey records show a clear Increase in the number 

of villages where sane cultivators made fixed payments to the khart in 

the survey settlements of the 1880s, as compared with the situation in 

the 1820s; however, well under half the villages, at least in Ratnagiri 

and Sanganeshwar talukas, had fixed rent agreements for any of their 

tenants by the 1880s. 12-3 It was not until 1904, when the Khoti 

Settlement Act was amended to give occupancy tenants the right to 

apply to government officers for a commutation of the crop share rent 

to a cash rent fixed until the next survey, without needing the 

consent of the khat, that fixed rent agreements became widespread. 124 

Nonetheless, a survey in 1949 shows'that nearly half the khatl tenants 

were still paying crop share rents. 126 

To conclude, it is clear that during the first fifty years of British 

rule in Ratnagiri district the khats consolidated their control over 
land and significantly increased their power over the cultivators in 

their villages. Noreover, the control over all village land conferred 
by the law courts, and the failure of the courts to protect the 

customary rights of the watandar- cultivators. changed the fundamental 

basis of agrarian relations within the khati villages. Vhile under the 

Zmz-athas the khots' authority rested an a network of patronage which 
included many of the higher caste cultivators within the kbati 

villages, under British rule the khats' authority was divorced 

increasingly from rural society, and came to depend primarily on the 

British. 126 especially the British courts, access to which was gained 
largely through wealth. This regulation of agrarian relations through 

the expensive and alien medium of the law courts effectively deprived 

the X&JOrItY of cultivators, both wntandar and dharekari, of any 
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redress for their grievances, and put a powerful weapon in the hands 

of the khati class; this was comipounded by the changes In the law on 
the repayinent of debts, which gave increased power to inoney lenders, 

who in Ratnagiri were nainly khats. 

The immediate and dranatic, impact of the introduction of British 

courts can be gauged by the protests which followed their Introduction 

in 1819.127 Though it Is Inpossible to deterinine the precise results 

of their intervention in agrarian relations, particular Instances show 
that the courts were used by the khaft to intimidate tenants, and to 

gain control of land not previously theirs. For Instance, It appears to 

have been not unconinon for khaft and other landholders to file suits 
in the courts for the recovery of small amounts of rent frcm tenants, 

and then not bother to attend courts, so that the suits were struck 

off; same British officials believed that- these kbats were using the 

courts sinply to harrass their tenants . 128 Direct attenpts were also 

made by the kbats in the 1860s and 1870s to get -full control of their 

land, by using the courts to evict long standing tenants who malght be 

entitled to security of tenure under the impending Settlenent. 12'3 The 

easier access to the courts for the landowning classes as comipared to 

the poorer cultivators nade it possible for the "ats to extract a 
high level of rent fron the cultivators even ý in the face of 

alternative employnent opportunities which becane available In the 

later nineteenth century. From the 1870s,, atteompts by the British 

authorities to linit the powers of the khats led to restrictions an 
the power of the khots in the later nineteenth century, particularly 
after the introduction In 1904 of fixed cash rents deterizined by the 

survey officers, for occupancy tenants who requested then. However, 
the fact that 50% of tenants still paid a crop share rent to the khat 
in 1950. and that khats still controlled nearly 60% of the land, 
deisonstrateB that the khats were still able to exercise considerable 
power. Vhere the khats had comiplete control over their tenants in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, there seens little doubt that the 

rate of rent was higher than that regarded by the government as the 

maxiinuin fair rent: In the 1920s, for Instance, tenants at will In Khed 

paid higher rents than occupancy tenants, even though they were likely 
to have been Occupying inferior land, 120 and it therefore seemis 
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suppose that the land control which the British handed to the khots 

in the course of the nineteenth century naIntained, even if it did not 
increase, the high rates of surplus extraction which occurred at the 

end of NaTatha rule. 

III Caste mind tenurial relatinur, 

Vhile the role of the state was of crucial importance in the 

development of the land tenure system in Ratuagiri In the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, the operation of the caste system reinforced 

the trend towards the polarisation of society in Ratuagiri; It did 

this by strengthening the authority of the (mainly) high caste kbatsj 

and shifting the burden of high revenue demand increasingly onto the 

poorer and lowest caste. Vh1le the majority of cultivators were from 

the lower castes, most khats were Brahman or Naratha: out of 205 

khotiships in Ratmagirl and Shugameshwar talukas for which details 

are available for 1830,129 were held by Mahmams, 64 by Naratbas and 

only 20 by other castes. 121 Nost of the plough cattle, essential for 

effective cultivation of rice land and the best hill land, were owned 

by the higher castes, 132, who also cultivated larger holdings as khati 

tenants, while in dhar-e-karl villages, high castes also had the largest 

dhar-as. Out of 12 villages in Ratnagiri and Sanganeshwar talukas at 

the tine of the British Survey Settlement (6 khati and 6 dharrjýari) 

excluding the khats' holdings, 83 out of the 91 most valuable holdings 

(paying over 30 rupees in tax) were held by Bradmans. 133 The 

settlement records also show that the average holdings of high castes 

were larger than for lower castes, and high castes predominated in the 

larger holdings and lower castes In the smaller holdings (see Table 

4.2). 

The economic advantages enjoyed by the higher castes were 
reinforced by the system of tax and rent, which took more from the 
lower than from the upper castes. The Braltmans did not pay the Amr-al 
tax, either the government levy or the kbats', 124, nor did they and the 
Ilaratbas perform labour service for the khat, nor carry their own 
grain to the depot (and they thus also escaped pattl badhen where 
this was imposed as commutation). 1-313 Above all, they paid lower rents, 
as can be seen fr-m Table 4.3. Lower rents for BraAmans were supposed 
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to be a concession to compensate for the fact that religious 

prohibitions prevented then putting their hand to the plough: but It 

is clear that rent discrimination on grounds of caste was more 

pervasive than this, and that the lower a caste, the higher the rates 

of rent they had to pay. This discrimination against the lower castes 

was reinforced by the leading role played by the khot in the religious 

affairs of the village. Khats appear to have often played an important 

part in village religious ceremonies. In ChIplun Kasba the khat was 
the first to worship at Hali and performed a number of other 

traditional ceremonies, Including taking the village god round the 

boundary of the village once a year, as well as administering a 

village charitable fund based on the villagers' donations to the 

gods. 'as Khats also frequently contributed to the building or upkeep 

of temples, or to the cost of religious ceremonies. 137 In many 

villages the khat gave some revenue free land to the temple servant, 

the Gurav, for the upkeep of the grnodev. and in some villages gave 

revenue free land to particular castes, especially the Nabars, for the 

upkeep of their temple, which was also considered important for the 

well-being of the village. 'ýO As such, they became the focus of 

authority in the village and could also count an the weight of high 

caste support behind them. There was, moreover, no alternative focus 

of power within the kbatl village than the khat lorutwari villages in 

the Deccan had a kulkarni to act as a check on the patil, but there 

were no *mUormis in khtiti villages. In Ratnagiri, besides, there 

appears to have been very little sense of community. There was no 
balutedar system as In the Deccan to bind the community together; 
Instead. various service castes had a watan giving then a right to 

operate In a particular area, often several villages together, and were 
paid not by the community as a whole, but by the Job done. ' 110 The 

only true village servants in Ratnagiri were the Rahar and the Curay, 

and these appear to have been paid often by revenue free land f om 
the khat, rather than directly by the village connunity. "c' As a 

result. the importance of caste as an organising principle In rural 

society seems likely to have been enhancedi- a situation reinforced by 

the physical lay-out of Konlrani villages, which had no village walls, 
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and were divided into hamlets (wadas) 'all of me caste, often 

scattered over a wide area. 141 

One might expect that the impact of British law and the decline of 

patronage as a source of authority for the Jrhats might have reduced 

the importance of caste in agrarian relations during the nineteenth 

century and to some extent this was the case. The position of the 

lower caste tenants improved after the Khoti Settlement Act, since the 

extra cesses; Imposed by the khats, which, fell mainly an the lower 

castes, were abolished, as also was labour service for occupancy 

tenants. At first sight, It also appears : from the settlement records 

that caste had ceased to be such an important factor In determining 

rent after 1880. In the settlement records, details are given of theý 

crop share rents payable to the khats, and the rates of rent vary 

largely according to the quality of land rented. 1142 For example, in 

Irara-bele village in tazT Devle, Sangameshwar taluka, the occupancy 

tenants paid half the crop In rice land, one third of the crop In hill 

land, one third of crops of peppers and hemp, and a cash payment for 

each bearing Jack-fruit tree. Less commonly, occupancy tenants paid, 

according to their caste, as In Tike village in tarf Hatkhambe of 

Ratnagiri, where Kimbi, Rabar and Shinde paid half the crop in rice, 

hill and garden land, while Teli, Skmar and Guynv paid me third. ' 43 In 

the 80 villages In - Ratuagiri and Sangameshwar talukas for which 

details on rent are available, caste is mentioned as a factor 

determining rent in only 25 villager in the settlement records, while 

In Dowell% ffates for the 1820s, caste was mentioned as determining 

rent in those same 80 villages in all cases. and land quality was 

mentioned as a factor in only 3. This may of course. be a misleading 
Impression. As the Khoti Settlement Act of 1880 laid down a maxInum 

rate of rent for crop share occupancy tenants of me half In rice land 

and one third in hill land, it Is not surprising that all survey 

settlement entries mention quality of laud as a factor determining 

rent. It is surprising that 55 of the 88 villages examined colt all 

mention of caste as a factor determinIng rates of rent for occupancy 
tenants, but even in the 1820s in many villager. the great majorityýof 
tenants paid the same rates of crop share rent, with only a few 

families of higher or lower caste paying at a different rate. By the 
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1880s many high caste tenants had ceased to, pay crop share rents and 

were paying fixed rents instead; while many of the lowest caste 
tenants could not have qualified as occupancy tenants at all. If all 
th who qualified as crop share occupancy tenants had customarily 

paid the sane rates of rent. it is likely that their rents would be 

described only in terms of the land quality criteria demanded by the 

1880 Act. At most there are 9 villages out of the 80 where caste 
distinctions in determining rent do appear to have been completely 

abandoned between 1830 and 1880. 

If occupancy tenants still suffered disadvantageous rates of rent 

because of their caste, this was nonetheless much less apparent than 

before the 1880s, and after 1904, when occupancy tenants were allowed 

to pay cash rents determined as a multiple of the assessment and 

unrelated to traditional payments, this link between caste and rent 

was largely broken. However tenants at will, who did not have 

occupancy status, and those occupancy tenants whose holdings were too 

small and were forced to rent land from the khat as tenants at will, 

were not protected by the act, had no rent ceilings, and were still 

liable to perform labour service for the khat-, it seems likely that 

these tenants. who were predominently low caste, were still vulnerable. 
During the nineteenth century, moreover, economic and social 

differentiation between castes was reinforced by the spread of 

education. Education had traditionally been the 'prerogative of the 

Brahmans, and In Ratnagiri in particular the Chitpavan Bnthmans, the 

caste of the Perahwas, who were highly educated and supplied -any of 
the administrators for the Naratha government. Vhen English language 

schools were opened in Ratnagirl from 1845. 'BzzLhmans in particular 
took advantage of this opportunity to set their children an the path 
to a career connected with the colonial administration, such as local 

officials or court clerks. Other high ca also sent their children 
to there schools, and later to the Institutions of higher education 

which opened In Bombay and Poona, and led to careers In the law and 
later the higher ranks of the colonial administration. In the English 

language RatnagIrl High School in 1880, of 166 boys# 138 were Brahmang 

mainly Chitpavan, 20 other Hindus, 7 Nuslins and I Christian: and in 

1879,13 boys from this school, the largest English language school in 
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the district, passed the entrance ' examination for Bcabay 

University. '" Of course, most of the education in the district frO3M 

the 1820s, in both govermient and private schools and iný missionary 

schools, was in Xarathi, but even in these schools the higher castes 

were likely, to predominate. Though figures for education by caste in 

Ratnagiri district are not available, statistics on education by caste 

for the Presidency as a whole in 1891 show that, while 84% of male 

Chitpavan BrnAmans and 74% of male Devrukh Brnbzans (both 

concentrated heavily in Ratnagiri district) were literate, only 1.9% of 

Konkani Kunbis were literate. 146 Access to education, like access to 

the law courts, depended on wealth, 'not only the ability to pay for 

schooling, but the ability to forgo the economic contribution of 

children to the family; and so under the British, although schooling 

was theoretically ýopen to all, and in the inission schools children of 

low caste were positively encouraged to attend, in practice the 

existing economic and social status of castes was actually reinforced 

by the new education, and the traditionally uneducated castes were 

denied the opportunity of challenging their situation through literacy. 

In the case of the khatsi mareover, ' access to education had the 

particular practical value of enabling imenbers of- Jrhoti fanilles to 

obtain posts In the taluka and district administration, thus 

exercising a useful Influence in the kbota. 1 'favour. 1,46 For the 

Brabmans as a whole. the employment opportunities opened up 'by 

education gave then a chance to regain the financial rewards which 

they had lost when their connection with, the Fe&hwas was severed In 

1818. 

It appears probable that during the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries the caste system reinforced the structure of class relations 

which was developing In Ratnagiri district. Vhile the khats, and the 

bigger landlords in dharekari villages, were predoninently Brabnan, 

and were able to use their caste status to increase their authority in 

the village, the badhekari tenants cultivating the hill land were 

predominently low caste, and after the 1880 'Act became in many cases 
tenants at will, cultivating with no security of tenure or protection 
from rising rents; even those who held occupancy tenures often had 

Plots so small that they were forced to rent as tenants at will. Thus, 
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while in the eighteenth century the predominant Influence of caste 

ideology on government and society enabled the higher castes to throw 

the greater burden of taxation auto the lower, by the end of the 

nineteenth century caste and class status had become closely entwined, 

so that the one reinforced the other. 

V Conclusion 

Although a degree of extreme poverty is endemic in most pre-- 

capitalist rural societies, there is considerable evidence to suggest 

that the khati systeza which emerged In Ratnag1ri In the eighteenth 

century exacerbated the unequal distribution of wealth, by imposing 

particularly heavy burdens of tax and rent on the lower castes in the 

khati villages. The khots were able to do this because of their 

control of most of the land in the villages, with the backing of the 

Naratha and the British states, who found then Invaluable for 

facilitating the extraction of a high revenue from remote and 

underdeveloped areas, to supply first the forts under the Narnthas, 

and then the colonial state under the British; and who also saw them 

as a convenient way of maintaining political and social control. The 

high revenue demanded in the later years of the Xaz-atha state, and 

maintained by the British until the Survey Settlements (which were 

themselves less generous than those in the Deccan in the 1840s), only 

entrenched the khats In their position. The khats were also able to 

by-pass dissent within the village by generous treatment far the high 

caste cultivators, while putting the real burden of rent and tax onto 
the lowest castes. In spite of the optimism of the British that the 

kbuts' exactions could be checked by cultivators moving to aller 

villages, there is little evidence to suggest that, though there was 
indeed much movement of population, cultivators greatly improved their 

conditions by doing 60,147 and ather avenues of protest were 
Increasingly closed to the low caste, poor and uneducated. 140 After 

1880, the clas division of the village had become complete, with the 

kbots legally established In control of the land, and the larger 

Occupancy ten&Utst who were mainly higher caste, secure In their 

holdings, and after 1904 free from the obligation to pay crop s1ha e 
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rents, while the lower caste and poorer cultivators became a landless 

or semi-landless class, with tiny or, no occupancy holdings, condemned 

to continue to bear the brunt of the kh" exactions unchecked by any 

regulation of rent or tenancy. 

It has sometimes been argued'40 that the maintenance of feudal 

relations in Indian agriculture In the nineteenth century,. the result 

of an alliance between the landlords and the state, and of the state's 

high demand for revenue, made it possible to provide a cheap labour 

force far capitalist enterprise In India, and ultimately greater profit 

for metropolitan capitalism; peasants tied to the land by feudal 

obligations, could migrate only in a pattern of seasonal and circular 

migration to the cities; In consequence, capitalists were able to 

command their labour at low wages, since the costs of reproduction of 

labour were born by the rural areas. At first sight, Ratuagiri seems 

to be a clear example of this process. However, it is also clear from 

a detailed examination of developments in the district in the 

nineteenth century, that the khati system had changed significantly 

over the century, from the eighteenth century system which could in 

some senses be defined as 'feudal', to a system which displayed some 

of the features of nineteenth century Vestern European land tenure. 

Furthermore, in the process, the position of the poorer and lower 

caste tenants in relation to the khats deteriorated significantly. It 

is a moot point. therefore, whether it was the maintenance of the pre- 

British system land tenure, or the changes to that system during early 

British rule, which precipitated migration. But In either case, it is 

clear that the poverty of many cultivators In Ratuagiri district in 

the first half of the nineteenth century can be related directly to the 

land tenure system. 
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Vol. 44 no. 7297 dated 15.2.1844 enclosure 7. 

44. Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar, Kankan Janno, Pabani Bz'ayet for 
Firdavue, tztz-f Sanganeshwar, Sanganeshwar taluka, 1789 Rumal 497. 
Further north. however, the rates appear to have been lower: see Pune 
Archive, Khoti Letters, Runal 11/1, extract from para. 12-17. letter 
from Captain Adams to Captain Grant dated 30.3.1820 para. 15; in 
Raigad taluka, just north of Ratuagiri district, the dhaLra was 7 
maunds a bigba for first class rice, 6 maLmds for second, and 4 
zaunds for third class rice, but it was said that rates further south 
In the Konkan were higher. 

45. Between one half and three quarters of the assessment, depending 
on the district, was compulsorily commuted to cash at fixed rates. For 
details, see BRP 1829 Range 370 Vol. 22 no. 232 dated 1.11.1829 
Appendix B. Vith the fall in prices, therse fixed rates became much 
higher than the bazaar prices: see BRP 1843 Range 374 Vol. 20 no. 4768 
dated 28.2.1843 para. 21-3, which shows that landholders in the 
district paid approximately 29% above bazaar rates In fixed 
commutation rates. 

46. Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar, Konlran Jamao, Runal 496 and 497, 
contains many examples of house, buffaloe, karsal and pharmasa tax 
records for villages In Ratuagirl and Sanganeshwar talukas. 

47. Dowellis ZbteG p. 282. 

48. Dovell%- Alates pp. 366,373 and 382. 

49. Vhich of course may well not have been the case. See 
V. X. Dandekar and G. J. Khundanpur, The Varking of the Bombay Tenancy 
Ict 1948 CFune, 1957) p. 157 on khots' crop share tenants: 

'ftvsumably the appraisal of the cxvp by the JMot was the ir 
impartant factor in deter3wining the rent, so much so that in these 
cases the fired shares were mat found usually recorded. 1 

The khots would have been in a better position to manipulate the 
rents to suit themselves that the landlords in dhar-ekarl villages. 

50. Dowe-M3 Zates pp. 21 and 160 (6 zaunds), pp. 147 and 54 (7 mans), 
pp. 42 and 269 (8 maunds), pp. 56 and 299 (9 maunds). An Informant In 
Gothane (p. 25) told Dowell that In the Ghats payments were in fact 
lower than on the coast, because though the cultivators In Kuriat 
Nevre on the coast paid no jvap war-tala and no pattis, they paid 
higher rates of crop share rent, but the examples given by Dowell from 
particular villages do not seen to bear this out. 

51. Dowell's Zates p. 99. The rate of wartala in XaInatgad Ghera (the 
area round the fort of Xatuatgad in Sanganeshwar taluka), was 4 or 5 
pallis on. the maund (of 16 paills). This was typical of villages in 
tarf Devrukh and Devle of Sangameshwar taluka (e. g. Dowell%- Notes 
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pp. 19,25 and 123). In tarf Sangueshwar the rate tended to be, lower 
(2 pallis per maEmd, for example, see Dowell Is Kates pp. 230 and 236) 
but was sometimes as high as Devrukh (e. g. Dowell Is Kates p. 260). 

52. Pune Archive, Khoti Letters, Runal 11/1, letter no. 204 of 1851 
dated 10.2.1851 para. 21 p. 561. 

53. Pune Archive, Xhoti Letters, Runal 11/1 no. 1362 of 1848 dated 
22.4.1848. Orate that there was also karsal tax to government, usually 
paid in cash under the British (Dowell Is Notes p. 320), but abolished 
in dharr*arl villager. in 1823 and in khati villages in 1840). PUne 
Archive, Khati Letters, Rumal 11/1 letter no. 90 of 1850 dated 
17.6.1850, and letter no. 204 of 1851 dated 10.2.1851. See also 
Dowell's Alates, passix (where it Is referred to as lpharnasal). 

54. Pune Archive, Khoti Letters, Runal 11/1, letter no. 204 of 1851 
dated 10.2.1851 pp. 546-7. 

55. For the debate an Indian feudalism see H. Nukhia, 'Vas there 
Feudalism in Indian History*, Journal of Peasant Studies 8,3,1981. For 
discussion of the nature of state systems In various regions of India, 
see B. Stein, Peasant, State and Society In Nedieval South India (Delhi, 
1980), and 17he Character of Old Regime Societies: State Fox-Ration and 
Economy Reconsidered* unpublished paper, Conference an the Cambridge 
Economic History of India, (Cambridge, 1984); see also A. Vink, cp. cit. 
(1986). 

56. S. Sen, The X111tary System of the Narathas (Calcutta, 1928) 
P. 106. 

57. Dowellis Notes pp. 40,106, and 114. 

58. DoweIlls Notes p. 238. 

59. Dowell's Notes p. 164. Karbhatle village was fined by the Killedar 
of Prachitgad for siding with Ratnagiri fort. 

60. A. R. Kulkarni, Nabarn&htrn In the Age af Sbivaji (Pune, 1969). Also 
DowellIs Fates p. 320 and Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar, Konkan Jamao, 
. Akar Pbaz-Basa for villages in Ratuagirl, Runals 496 and 497. 

61. BRP 1829 Range 370 Val. 22 no. 232 dated 1.11.1829 Appendix B. 

62. Dowell's Notes p. 259. 

63. Dowell's Notes pp. 49,50 and 118. See also S. Sen, up. cit. (1928) 
P. 107. 

64. S. Sen, Dp. cit. (1928) p. 108. Dowe-Zl%- Notes pp. 25,160,200 
and 202. 

65. S. Sen, op. cit. (1928) p. 107. 
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66. The Tz-avels of the Abbe Carr e in the Indies and the ffezLr East 
1672-1674 (London, 1947) p. 192 describes grain being transported In 
headloads to Shivaji's forts in Anjanvel. 

67. See V. 1. Xandlik, 'A Brief - History of the Vatandar Khotes of the 
Ratnagiri district, with observations for a compromise of the 
disputes$ (dated Feb. 1874) In ed. K. V. Nandlik, Vritings and Speeches 
af Vishvanath Narayan Nandlik (Bombay, 1896). V. 1. Xandlik was 
himself a khat- For a government view of kbcrW investment in the land 
see BRP 1821 Range 368 Vol. 8, letter dated 18.1.1821. p. 613 para. 14. 

68. BJP 1824 Range 399 Vol. 34 no. 3303 enclosed with no. 3302 dated 
1.1.1824 para. 9: In 1808/9 the garrisons of farts in the Kanlran were 
disbanded by the Fe&hwa, making it difficult far the Namlatdar to 
control crime. 

69. A. Vink, op. cit. (1983) pp. 619-625. G. S. Sardesai, t7p. cit. 
(1968) Val. II p. 447. 

70. BRP 1823 Range 368 Vol. 37 p. 4338 Ninute by Governor dated 
26.3.1823. Also, T. B. Jervis, op. cit. (1840) p. 126. 

71. BRP 1831 Range 370 Val. 63 no. 2041 accompanying no. 2035 dated 
3.9.1831 Part 3 shows how the khati villages belonging to hereditary 
district officials, the DOE. -ai and Deshpande, were underassessed by the 
last Xaratha survey in comparison with other khati villages. 

72. Gazetteer (1880) p. 209. A considerable number of dharekaris in 
villages in Dapoli and Khed under the Peshwas made agreements with 
their kbots to pay above the normal revenue, in kind, if the khat 
undertook to pay the government assessment for then. This 
arrangement benefitted them at the time but brought then close to 
losing their dhare]mz-i status under the British. See also XSA RD 1878 
Vol. 71A letter no. 701 of 1878 dated 15.2.1878, 'Xeno on the Settlement 
of Kolbandre'; this was originally a dharekmrl village, became Imixed' 
khati and dharekaz-1 in an agreement of 1805, and finally the khot took 
over all the dharekari holdings c. 1820. 

73. In Dawe-Zl%- NoteG details are given of the mortgages of 50 
villages in Ratuagirl and Sangameshwar talukas. Of these, 7 dated back 
before 1790,21 dated from 1790-1819, and 22 from 1820-30. 

74. There are a number of examples of this, but no district Statistics. 
In the early 1820s, a Aaratba khat and a tenant complained that 
formerly there were XAZ-atha patils In all villages, who were the 
kbots, but as they became impoverished and resigned their khotiships, 
the RralLmans got in by mortgage or government appointment: IOL 
Elphinstone Papers XSS Eur. Box 15 (23) (K) 17 (G) Notes on the S. 
Cancan 1823. In Dowell1s irates pp. 72 and 210, a case Is described of 
Bralh an khats trying to take over a village same 30 years previously. 
by claiming it had been abandoned by the Xarntha khats, an attempt 
which war, failed by the ]FAz-athas who appealed suocesfully to the Pant 
fk7itiDidbl, who part owned the village. A case IS also described of 
Xuslim khats planning to murder a Brahman who had gained control of 
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their khotiship after a dispute: BSP 1820 Range 398 Vol. 75 no. 3593 
dated 15.8.1820, and no. 4428 dated 18.10.1820. 

75. Dowedi's lates, passiz reveal that the Pandit family, a family of 
Ira ads BhibBans with seven branches, most living in Sangameshwar 
taluka and Ratuagiri taluka held a considerable number of hereditary 
district offices by the 1820s. Between them. they were, De&hkulkar-nis 
of tarT Devle, and Sirdesbkulkarnls of 316 aller tarfs in Ratnagiri. 
They were also Deshpandes, and held khotiships; of all or part of 5 
villages in Sangameshwar taluka and Ratanagirl taluka. Another 
powerful family were the laik Desai family, also Narbade Brahman, who 
were is of taff Devrukh and tarT Sangameshwar, Sardesais in 
Vishalgad and tarf Devle, and controlled khotiships of all or part of 
24 villages in the area. The 11anwilkur family, Saz-mo*ndUX6 of 
Vishalgad, had 8 villages in inam in Ratuagirl and were also khats of 
5. and had at least one other on mortgage. 

76. Dowell1s Rates p. 143. raslhi Abaji Nule, Khat of Ozare-Khola, 
managed eight villages for the Desai. 

77. In 204 villages in SangaReshwar and Ratuagiri taluka described in 
Dawell%- Zates, BraAman khats came from the majority caste in the 
village in 21% of cases, came from a minority caste in the village in 
52% of cases, and had no caste fellows in the village In 27Z-of cases. 
Naratha khats came from the majority caste in the village in 62% of 
cases, a minority caste In the village In 33% of cases, and had no 
caste fellows in the village in only 5Z of cases. 

78. e. g. 'Petition, of Bhicknac Govinduac, Haviladar of 2nd Co. of Native 
Battalion, Dapoli, Narch 27th 1838 against various Brahmin khots in 
Taluka Dapoli': BRP 1838 Range 372 Vol. 32 no. 2685 dated 27.3.1838. 
IOL Elphinstone Papers Xss. Eur. F88 Box 15 (23) M 17 (G) Kates an 
S. Cancan, Sheikh Nuhomed Chogula's evidence. XSA RD 1878 Vol 71A 
letter no. 701 of 1878 dated 9.3.1878 Xemo on the Settlement of 
11olbandre; BRP 1845 Range 375 Vol. 8 no. 8040 dated 5.6.1845, 
extract from letter dated 23.10.1843 para. 14 and 15. 

79. For example, the colonization of Siberia In the seventeenth 
century: J. Blum, Lard and Peasant in Russia (Princeton, 1971) 
pp. 163-44. 

80. C. Lis and H. Soly up. cit. (1983) p. 100. 

81. A. Wink, op. cit. (1986)p. 265. Puna Archive, Khoti Letters, - Rumal 
11/1, Tarticulars relating to the Revenue of the Rajpooree Talukal 
1820 p. 2- under the Pmhwas all hill cultivation was estimated from 
Inspection of the crop, at between one sixth to one eighth of the 
crop. 

82. BRP 1837 Range 372 Vol. 23 no. 6785 dated 26.10.1837 and BRP 1838 
Range 372 Vol. 38 no. 5427 dated 13.9.1838 - suspension in 1837 and 
abolition in 1838 of house, plough and buffalos taxes. Karrai was 
abolished in 1839: Gazetteer (Bombay 1880) p. 213. 
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83. Though there is no direct evidence as to whether crop share 
payments changed over the century, there was considerable conflict 
between khats and cultivators over crop share payments in the mid 
nineteenth century, with -any cases brought to court, (BRP 1851 Range 
377 Vol. 51 no. 18506 dated 26.2.1851 para. 54. ) and many petitions 
from cultivators complaining of khats raising their payments in 
various ways: BRP 1832 Range 370 Vol. 67 no. 3500 dated 1.4.1832 and 
no. 3501, Collector's reply concerning a petition of peasants from 
Unare in Sangameshwar taluka against the khaVs rates of crop share. 
Khats also tried to increase payments from crop share cultivators by 
refusing to receive then at the proper tine, and then charging a high 
commutation rate on the grounds that they were overdue (NSA RD 1851 
Vol. 25/2481 letter no. 301 enclosing letter no. 7 dated 25.1.1850 
para. 22-240). This evidence suggest that payments were at least not 
being lowered. 

84. Pune Archive, Khoti Letters, Rumal 11/1, letter no. 90 dated 
17.6.1850 Appendix A p. 681. Surveys showed that in Vijaydurg (Deogad 
and Rajapur), rates of labour service had varied between 1834 and 
1850, but most villages still paid it, and in sone other talukas, 
especially in the north, a cash comumutation was sonetines taken for 
labour service. 

85. For example, the khats continued to levy their own ka i even 
though the ka i to the government waB aboliBhed: BRP 1840 Range 373 
Vol. 9 no. 354, dated 10.1.1839; and XSA RD 1871 Vol. 61 letter 
no. 4063 dated 23.8.1871. 

86. For the general debate see E. Stakes, The English Utilitarians and 
India (Oxford, 1959). 

87. BJP 1820 Range 398 Vol. 75 dated 25.8.1820 p. 37,789 para. 4 and 5. 
The Civil Judge of the Konkan, Xr. Hale, describes the khat as the 
principal or sole landholder or proprietor of a village, and as such 
entitled to disniss tenants at will, and fix rents on his land. The 
Governor complained in 1823 CBRF 1823 Range 368 Vol. 37 pp. 4,341-2, 
Ninute dated 26.3.1823) that decisions in the courts had imade the 
khats and others into hereditary proprietors. The Collector pointed 
out in 1828 (BRP 1828 Range 370 Vol. 1 no. 10 dated 26.8.1828 
para. 75) that recognition by the courts of full proprietorship of the 
khots had helped to reduce the condition of the watandar cultivators 
close to that of tenants at will. 

88. IOL Elphinstone Papers, Xss European F88 Box 6F 47 Tistory of the 
Talooka Ryeghur (drawn from the old natives of the district)% states 
that: 'with the exception of Dbaraykur, and the grounds Synnted tO 
aaer person all field belonging to the khatil. 
A history of Ryghur (Raigad) taluka, very probably the same one, was 

also given to Xajor Jervis, author of Xemair of the Xbnkmt by 
Xahommed lbrahim Purkur, described as $a respectable public servant, 
who had risen fast In British service fro: m 1830 and acquired several 
khotishIps an the way: see T. B. Jervis, Dp. cit. (1840) p. 89, and BRP 
1833 Range 371 Vol. 9 no. 1875 dated 30.11.1833. 
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It is also notable that a list of 'natives' employed in the 
administration of civil justice in the Southern Concan in 1822 - (WP 
1822 Range 399 Vol. 13 letter from Hale dated 25.4.1822) shows that 
the Sadr Amin at the Sadr- Adalut, the Amsif in 'Nalvan, and the 
Ccummissioners for Vijaydurg, Ratuagiri, Anjanvel, Suverudurg, Raigad, 
Auchitgad, Fewadunda, Sanksi and Underi were all khats. 

89. Salections IS no. 446 CBcmbay, 1907) p. 2. 

90. Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar, Kankan Janaa, Runals 496 and 497. ' 

91. J. X. Derrett, 1rhe Developnent of the Concept of Property in India' 
in Zeltschrift fur Verleir-hende Rechtswlssen&haft (Stuttgart, 1962) 
pp. 15-130. 

92. Selectlans IS no. 446 (Bombay, 1907) reviews the evidence of 
eighteenth century documents, and concludes that the khats did not 
have a proprietary right in the sail (thus contradicting E. T. Candy, 
Selections IS no. 134 (Bombay, 1873), which concluded that the 
watandar khats, with proper government sanads, did have proprietary 
rights). The arguments turn mainly on the extent to which khati 
sanads giving land, water, trees etc. to the khats could be considered 
as giving a proprietary right in the sail -in the sense of British law, 
and the extent to which the Fbshwas treated khats as landowners as 
opposed to holders of service tenures. 

93. Pune Archive, Khoti Letters, Rumal 11/1 letter no. 204 dated 10-2. 
1851 p. 561; the assistant collector considered that a case in the 
Shdr Adalut showed that the law courts still supported the khats' 
proprietory rights. Also, XSA RD Vol. 50 of 1872 C. 269 p. 188, notice 
of appeal no. 128 of 1871 by long-standing khots' ar-dbe-Zi or 'half- 
share' cultivators who had been ejected by the kbat; the sub-judge in 
Ratuagiri had found for the khat and the cultivators were appealing to 
the District Court. 

94. The most significant example was the Kolbandre case, where the 
khat, in a test case, conterted the government's right to interfere in 
relations with his cultivators. The kbot in his original petition. (see 
XSA RD 1872 Vol. 50 C. 269) states: 

'rhis village is my Fatani village by Inheritance and all the lands 
thereof belcmg to me'. 

The court decided that government could introduce a survey in khati 
villager., but could not interfere with relations between khats and 
tenants in a watan sanadi khati village, so the khat had won a 
significant victory: see XSA RD 1876 Vol. 75 no. 1071 Report of 
Committee an Khoti tenure, Xeno by A Crawfurd dated 28.12.1873 

The courts also found far the kbots in cases against the 
Conservator of Forests, where kbots appealed against his decision that 
teak on khati land belonged to the government e. g. Bmbay High Court 
Repcrts Vol. B. 1871 UWkot, 1901). Appeal no. 9 of 1870 p. 4. 

95. BRP 1821 Range 368 Vol. 15 p. 5,716 letter dated 21.11.1821 
para. 18, Deccan Commissioner to government: the khati system keePS 
the z-aynts in a state of villainage, and the peasants in the Concan 
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are inferior to those of the Gujerat and Deccan' as a result. BRP 1823 
Range 368 Vol. 37,26th Xarch 1823 p. 4,337 Xinute by Governor on 
Collector of Southern Concan's Report: 

'The revenue Is In the bands of hereditary farmers by whom the 

village establishments have been neglected, and the might tif the Ryats 
destroyed, and the result is an oppzessive ta tion, a weak police and 
an Imipoverished, dispir-Ited and degroded population. ' 
See also BRP 1829 Range 370 Vol. 22 no. 232 dated 1.11.1829 para. 19., 

96. For general debate on revenue systems see Selections of Papers 
frum the recards of East India Bbuse relating to Revenue, Police and 
Civil and Criminal Justice (London, 1820), and C. P. Brown ed., Three 
treatises cm Nizasi Right Madras, 1852). For a modern over-view, see 
E. Stokes, op. cit. (1959). For the debate in Bombay Presidency, see 
discussions an the possibility of introducing 'village leases' to 
Icapitalists' in the Northern Konkan and Gujerat: IOL Board's 
Collections Bombay RD no. 8 Vol. 1,166 Register no. 30,520. 

97. BRP 1825 Range 368 Vol. 63 no. 47, Government reply to Collector's 
Report of 15.8.1824 para 2: Watever may bave been the origin of 
their' (khots') 'title, they appear now to bave acquired a r-ight with 
which it would be neither just nor politic to Interfere. ' 

In BRP 1828 Range 370 Vol. I no. 10 dated 26.8.1828 para. 85, the 
Collector pointed out that the advantage of the kboti system to 

government war. the ease and punctuality of raising the revenue. The 

value of the Abots to the British in these early -years can be 
highlighted by examining the problems encountered in the Northern 
Konkan, where the British abolished revenue farming and raised the 

revenue direct from the peasants: BRP 1831 Range 370 Vol. 44 no. 1308 
dated 12.8.1830 para. 30. 

98. Sedections IS no. 134 (Bombay, 1873) pp. 1-32 

99. BRP 1837 Range 372 Vol. 14 no. 3346 dated 30.9.1836 para. 14. 

100. Selections no. 11 (Bonbay, 1852). 

101. Selections IS no. 134 (Bombay. 1873) pp. 51-6. 

102. Selectirms'IS no. 96 (Bombay, 1866) especially para. 16-19, 
pp. 229-30. Selections IS no. 134 (Bombay, 1873) pp. 69-79. 

103. Selections IS no. 96 (Bombay, 1866) p. 241, Government Resolution 
on Col. Francis' proposals for khati tenure in Sanksi Wuka, dated 
18.5.1860 para. 3, states that the government wishes to maintain 
existing rights as far as compatible with justice and sound revenue 
management, and: 'ta adopt z-ather than averthrow institutions which, 
wbatever their origins, bave become so firmly rvated in these 
districts that their sudden eradication, supposing it to be pmsible, 
would airatint to a social revolution'. 

For a discussion of the contradictory-attitudeB of the British 
administration see P. Robb, 'Land and Society: the British 
'Transformation' in India* in'P. Robb ed., op. cit. (1983). 
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104. Selections IS no. 96 (Bombay, 1866). Selections IS no. 134 
(Bombay, 1873) pp. 69-79. - 

105. NSA RD 1861 Vol. 61/1078 letter no. 119 dated 20.3.1860, Colonel 
Francis' report on the introduction of the survey into Wagotna -taluka. 
To secure their legal position when introducing changes In kbati 
tenure in the survey, the government added clauses to Bombay Act I of 
1865, but they were very ambiguous, and not adequate to deal with the 

problems raised by the tenure. 

106. XSA RD 1867 Vol. 19/290 letter no. 80 dated 23.1.1867. para. 5-11. 

107. If. V. Xandlik ed., up. cit. (Bombay, 1896). 

108. The most significant of these cases was probably the Kolbandre 

case: Wasudeo Danodhew Juwekar, Khat of Kolbundrey, taluka 
Soverndroog, v. the Collector of Ratuagiri and the Survey 
Commissioner, District Judge of Ratnagirl's Court, no. 19 of 18711: 
XSA RD Vol. 50/269 pp. 283-5. The khort contested the right of the 

survey officers to limit his demands on his tenants. The decision of 
Justice Birdwood went in favour of the plaintiff: see XSA RD 1876 
Vol. 75/1071, 'Report of the Committee on khoti tenure', Nemo by 
A. Crawfurd, dated 28.12.1873 p. 203, which points out that this 

prevented the government introducing any measures which interfered in 

relations between khots and the cultivators in their villages. 
See also XSA RD 1875 Vol. 61 Report of the Khati Cmunission., report 

of Xr. laro Goley, Vakil at Dapoll, para. 6, which cmusents on a 
similar case. See further, XSA RD 1875 Vol. 61, letter no. A/421 dated 
9.1.1873 para. 11; H. T. Candy notes that 66 suits about the survey 
settlement were filed by khats in 1869 against the Collector. 

109. Selections IS no. 134 (Bombay, 1873). 

110.1 NSA RD Vol. 61 of 1875. Report of the Commission appointed to 
Inquire into the Khoti Tenure Questim no. A/421 of 1873: Candy to 
Elphinstone 9.1.1873 forwarding his 'Notes' pp. 330-331 para. 3 and 4. 

111. SWections IS no. 134 (Bombay, 1873) pp. 39-40. 

112. Selections IS no. 134 (Bombay, 1873) pp. 2-4. 

113. XSA RD Vol. 61 of 1875 no. 526, letter no. A/421 of 1873 from 
J. Elphlnstone to Revenue Commissioner Southern Division, dated 
10.3.1873, p. 310. 

114. XSA RD Vol. 61 of 1875 no. 526, letter dated 24.3.1873. 

115. See Gazetteer (1880) pp. 203-4 and A. G. Desal, The Khoti Act of 
1913 (Bombay, 1913). The government, though, left the kh" 
proprietary rights to their villages deliberately vague in the Act: NSA 
RD 1876 Vol. 75/1,071 Government Xemo dated 18.12.1875 p. 343 Draft 
Resolution. As the government pointed out, though the kbort as 'superior 
holder' might be considered as proprietor of his village under the 
draft Khorti Settlement Act, it was not a good idea to actually state 
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in the Act that the khat was a proprietor. As a result the controversy 
over the kbats' proprietary rights continued In the courts and in 

government circles for many years: see Selectirms IFS no. 446 (Bombay, 
1907). 

116. Naro Babji Goley, a member of the Khoti Commission and a 
spokesman for the kh" interest, 'made clear the objections of the 
khats to the registration of now-watandari tenants as occupancy 
tenants in the Commission report: 

Kulas do not earn the title of Watandar by residing'. for any long 
time In the village, but are called lbadhekaris'.... it is the custom of 
the country and the understanding of the people that 
lbadhekaris ' ....... bave no rights of any description 'aver the land they 
cultivate. 

NSA RD 1875 Val. 61 Khoti Commission Report, Report of Xr. laro 
Goley, Vakil at Dapoli, p. 14 para. 12. 

117. For example, Xuchari In Sangameshwar taluka, 'where in the 1820s 
all the Guravs, Gosavis, Sbtam and Gaviis were badhekarls, and yet 
members of these castes all appear as occupancy tenants In the batkut 
of 1895: see DoiraWs Notes p. 236, and batkut for Nuchari village, 
Settlement Records, Tabasbil Office, Deorukh. 

118. Examples can be foutud in Ratnagiri Record Office, 'Speclal Papers, 
papers for Norde village In taz-f Devle, Sangameshwar taluka, which 
contain the Survey Officer's notes on the status of the khats tenants. 
In me example, Atma Krishna Ghutkar, who had gone to work in Bombay 
five years before, telling a relative to cultivate his field for him 
till he returned, found that the kbot had seized it In his absence and 
claimed it as his own. In another case, the khot admitted that he had 
gat the clerk making the survey to transfer sane hill land from 
Taxnan Babu Kotkur's name to his own, an the grounds that Kotkur had 
not cultivated the land for the last ten years. In this case the 
Survey Officers decided in favour of the tenants, but clearly in some 
cases the khots must have been succesful, and some kbats had in any 
case ousted tenants before the survey by the threat of legal action. 

119. A. G. Desai, op. cit. (Bombay, 1913), sections 9,10 and 11. 

120. V. N. Dandekar and G. J. Khundanpur op. cit. (Pune, 1957) p. 155. 

121. NSA RD 1875 Val. 61 Report of the Khati Commissioner letter 
no. 186 of 1875 dated 8.2.1875 by J. T. Francis and A. K. Mairne 
para. 13: tenants like the new system but complain strongly that the 
assessment Is too heavy; similarly Xeno by 1wayan Ganesh, District 
Deputy Collector, an Dapoli taluka, pp. 7 and 9. thinks that the 
peasants' preference for the Survey Settlement is conditional on the 
survey assessment being reduced, otherwise they would prefer the old 
method. 

122. A. G. Desai, cp. cit. (Banbay, 1913) p. 227 'Proceedings In Council, 
Stateoment of Objects and Reasons, Bill no. IV of 1898, see. 2; and 
'Proceedings in Council, Statenent of Objects and Reasons, Bill no. V 
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of 1898 1. Even at a survey, fixed rents entered in the survey records 
could only be altered by a Survey Officer. 

123. Of the 81 villages for which data is available an rents for 1830 
and for the Survey Settlement, 14 had some tenants with fixed rent 
agreements in 1829 (4 of these of little significance), and B-of these 
same villages had no fixed rent agreements recorded in the village 
survey settlement. In 1885,32 villages out of the 81 had tenants with 
fixed rent agreements (including 5 with so few as to be insignificant) 
(Data from Dowell Is Zotes and the therno at the end of the Botkut in 
the Settlement Records of each village. 

124. A. G. Desai, tip. cit. (Bombay, 1913) pp. x and xi and pp. 12 
and 227-48. 

125. V. X. Dandekar and G. J. Kundanpur, up. cit. U'une, 1957) Table 9.2 
p. 157: from a sample of villages in Lanje and Chiplun talukas in 
1948/9, in the area cultivated by permanent (occupancy) tenants, which 
constituted 94% of the area sampled, 42% paid crop share rents, and 
63% paid a fixed rent in kind. In the kbot nisbat land. 77% of the 
tenants at will paid a crop share rent, 21% a rent fixed in cash and 
1% a rent fixed in kind. 

126. See J. C. Scott, The Acr-al B6onany of the Beasant (Yale, 1976), 
p. 66, far a similar process in Vietnam. where the divorce of 
landlord's authority from the process of patronage leads to a 
deterioration of relations between landlord and peasant. 

127. BRP 1823 Range 368 Val. 37 Xinute by Governor, dated 26.3.1823 
pp. 4,354-5, commenting on the many complaints from Ratnagiri about 
the introduction of the law courts: 

'Ferhaps the best part ixf the Adawlut system is the regularity with 
wbicb it enArxms the payment of debts,... Yet this is the part of the 
wbole system wbich when suddenly intruduced excites the grwatest 
distrust. It is chiefly felt In the power wbich It gives to the Kbots 
and other moneyed people over the Ryats whom they can by this means 
reduce at once to total ruin- and this extends to the Dharakurrees or 
Neernsdars wbo would allerwise be secure frx= their oppression'. 

For some of the complaints heard by Elphinstone which gave rise to 
these comments, see Elphinstone Papers, IOL Nss Eur. F88 Box 15 (23) 
W 17, Notes on the S Concan including opinions of Hale, Dunlop and 
Lewis, 1823. Jan 21st, 'Information from 2 Xuslim Deshnukhs of Goudwa 
and one Chitpavan khot of Khairl; and 'Information from Xualin 
Sirkomavisdar of Soverndroog and Patel of Tukooial. 

128. BRP 1828 Range 369 Vol. 61 no. 42, dated Feb 1828, for examples 
of suits stuck off by non-attendance of the plaintiff; see Idem no. 45 
for the comment that there small suits were used to harrass the 
pom-er cultivators. For a similar opinion, see BRP 1824 Range 368 
Val. 54 no. 3714 dated 1.5.1824 para. 32, where the Collector, Dunlop, 
remarks: 'I an not -prepared with proof, but have strong reason to 
suspect, that prusecutions bave been used as a means of annoying 
Ryats wbo bad made themselveG obnoxious to their khates.. # 
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129. For attempts of *bats to gain greater control of the cultivators' 
land by evicting cultivators of long standing in the village, (mainly 
on hill land) through the courts, and declaring their land to be khat 

. 
khasgl, or "personal holding of the khot', see XSA RD 1874 Vol. 102 
C. 1856, letter from A. K. Wairne to E. T. Candy dated 6.6.1874 
pp. 530-531. lairne comments that there P were many of these cbalu 
vabiwat cases, and in the 1860s it was notorious that the *bats were 
doing all they could, to get the hill land entered In their name in 
anticipation of the survey; one khot In Chiplun was sentanced to three 
years in prison for falsifying evidence in order to get- all the hill 
land in his village declared khat khasgi. 

For a specific example of the kbats. ' use of the law courts, see BRP 
1827 Range 369 Vol. 35 no. 23 dated 7.2.1827, petition from Abdul 
Rozad Putkur, who had a dispute with the khat over the ownership of 
some rice land. The khDt seized part of the rice land by force from 
Putkur, who complained to the Collector. In revenge, the khaft nephew 
brought an action in court against Putkur and his brother, and his 
brother was put in jail in Ratnagirl. 

130. Selections IFS no. 627 (Bombay, 1929) p. 59 - rents were much 
higher on khat khasgi land, where all the tenants were tenants at 
will, than for occupancy tenants paying fixed rents as multiples of 
the assessment. Tenants at will, in the Settlement Officer's opinion, 
were poorly clothed and nourished and paid oppressive rents - 10 
maunds of grain an land yielding 17, for example. 

131. Dowall's Xotes, passim. 

132. Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar, Konlran Janno, Runal 496 and 497, 
ffakt Bab and Van Alaisi for villages in Ratnagiri and Sangameshwar 
talukas ; for example, In the records of bullock tax for Sonavde in 
Sangameshwar taluka for 1790, of the 31 bullocks recorded, 16 were 
owned by Brahmans, 3 by Xarathas, 3 by Scmars, 3 by Telis, 2 by 
Guravs and In 4 cases the caste of the owner was not clear. 

133. A dividing line of 30 Rupees p. a. tax an a holding seems, from my 
observation of the Settlement records, to represent a holding mare 
than sufficient to support even a good sized, extended family. Such 
holdings usually contain between two and six acres of rice land and a 
quantity of hill land which varies greatly depending on the quality of 
the land. The land tax an a holding is a mare reliable indicator of 
the value of a holding than its acreage, since in Ratuagiri district 
the quality and productivity of the soil and the types of cultivation 
varied so enormously. 

134. Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar, Konkan Jamao, Rumals 496 and 497 
Akar Pbarwaso - records of the tax - in Ratnagiri and Sanganeshwar 
talukas: BralLmans did not pay. 

135. Dowell%- Alates, passim. Only J=bis and lower castes ever 
performed labour services, e. g. p. 42 Harpude in Sangameshwar taluka, 
where there was also an instance of BraAmans not paying badhe- See 
also Pune Archive, Ratnagiri Survey, Runal 14/4, letter no. 357 of 
1852 para. 6. 
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136. BRP 1834 Range 372 Vol. I no. 6598 'Petition of Byrsett b1n 
Govindsett Dackwra, Patel Nuccadam Cusba Chiplun' - concerning the 
khotiship of Kasba ChIplun, dated 16.1.1834. 

137. There are many examples in Dowell%- Alates of temples built by 
khats; for example p. 137 in Ujgam in Sangameshwar taluka, and p. 361 
in Vaidya Lawgan in Ratnagiri taluka, where the khats spent 1,000 Rs. 
building a temple in the village in c. 1770. 

138. There are many examples in Dowell's Notes, e. g. p. 43, where the 
khat giver. an inaz for the upkeep of the Nabare shrine in Harpude in 
Sangameshwar taluka, and the Gurav (temple servant). also gets land in 
return for tending and worshipping at the village shrine (the 
grandev). 

139. e. g. Dowell%- Alotes p. 17, in Peth Ibrahampur, In Sangameshwar 
taluka, the barber, shoemaker and washernan had a watan for seven 
villages around; in Kasba Devle in tarT Sangazeshwar (p. 49), the 
shoemaker, the carpenter and barber had a wataw for six villages 
around; the potters of Nakhajan and Phansavne had the watan for most 
of the Babal. The watan gave the holders the right to sell their goods 
and services in a particular area, and also some other privileges: for 
example potters would have the right to perform the ceremony when a 
man died. In Ragaon, in Sangameshwar taluka, the potters had no watan, 
because the potters of Nakhjan and Phansavna held the watan for the 
arm; the potters of Ragam therefore simply sold pots locally to make 
a living. Both watandars and other craftsmen and service castes were 
usually paid for the Job done; the carpenter in Devle was paid per 
plough far repairs. In Kolambe, in Sangameshwar taluka (p. 49), the 
carpenter war. paid in kind per plough (less from BrabBans than lower 
castes), and the shoemaker was paid for the shoes he provided (eight 
annar; to last a year, four annas to last six months). 

140. Though the serving members of the Nahar and Gurav castes were 
usually entitled to regular payments in kind from the cultivators, 
they did nut always receive it, in some cases because the peasants 
could not afford to pay. They were sometimes therefore given revenue 
free land by the khot instead, or as an addition to their Income from 
the peasants, and occasionally the GLwav was allowed labour service 
from the Kimbis to cultivate it. Dbwell%- Nates p. 42 notes how in 
Hativ, in Sangameshwar taluka, the Mahar and Gacwkar got punj from the 
ryots, but many were too poor to pay, so they only received half their 
due. In Harpude, also in Sangameshwar taluka (p. 43). the Arnhar and 
the Gurav had an inam (revenue free land), instead of most of the 
payments from the cultivators. 

141. BRP 1821 Range 368 Vol. 8 Pelly's Jumabundy Report for 1818/19 
and 1819/20 dated 18.1.1821, p. 627 para. 29. See also BRP 1822, Range 
368 Vol. 37 letter dated 31.12.1822 p. 4,325 para. 53, which points out 
that houses are built far apart and there Is a total lack of co- 
operation among the villagers. BRP 1829, Range 370 Vol. 22, no. 232 
dated 1.11.1829, describes the villages as consisting of several 
detatched hamlets. 
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142. These data can be found In the section of the village settlement 
record (batkut) called the therno, which is found at the end of the 
batkut and gives details of the rental payments for occupancy tenants. 

143. Batkut for raraim le, in Tahashil Office at Deorukh, and for Tike, 
in Record Office, Ratnagirl. 

144. Gazetteer (1880) pp. 283 and 288. 

145. Census of India 18-91 Val. VII Part II pp. 393-424. 

146. For example, Puna Archive, Khoti Letters, Rumal 11/1, p. 389 
'Petition to government by Baloo bin Sonoo Gonvla, and Nankoo bin 
Suttia and other Kunbi Ryots inhabitants of Subha Chiplun, Taluka 
Anjenwell': they have petitioned against the khats' exactions, but he 
has relations in the Subba Kutcher7-y and so they have got no redress. 

147. In Ratnagiri, newcomers to a village (badhekar-ls) did not pay 
lower rents than long-standing inhabitants. 

148. For exzunple. though in the early years of British rule, 
cultivators with a grievance against the khats used the traditional 
remedy of petitioning government (there were at least 16 petitions 
against the kbots between 1820 and 1850), they were either told to 
take their grievances to the courts CBRP 1829 Range 370 Val. 10 
no. 127 Petition dated 5.5.1829 and no. 128 Reply of the Acting 
Secretary for Government dated 15.5.1829. ), or persistent individuals 
were dismissed as 'trouble makers'. For example, in BRP 1837 Range 372 
Val. 13 no. 2954 dated 5.5.1837, "Report on a complaint by Beeknak 
Valed Goundnak Havildarl, who had petitioned several times against the 
khats; the report dismissed his complaints and described him as a 
'turbulent bad character"). Vhere the petitioners claimed to represent 
a large body of cultivators, and the Collector sent an official to 
investigate, the cultivators sometimes denied that they had any 
grievances at all, presumably because they were frightened of the 
repercussions from the kbats. (BRP 1831 Range 370 Vol. 48 no. 2665 
dated 6.4.1831 Report an petition of 13.10.1830, and Puna Archive, 
Khoti Letters, Rumal 11/1, letter no. 5 of 1839 dated 14.1.1839 report 
on a petition against veths from ryats in Anjanvel. ) Petitions 
against the kbots appear to have ceased after 1850. as presumably 
their futility became apparent. 

149. G. Onvedt, 'Nigration in Colonial India: The Articulation of 
Feudalism and Capitalism by the Colonial State' Jaurmal of Peasant 
Studies 7,2,1980. 



THR PROCESS OF AGRICULTURAL CHAJFGR 

I Introduction 

It has been argued that the poverty which stimulated the initial 

migration from Ratuagiri In the 1840s derived primarily from the 

inequality in agrarian relations which caused the poor and the low caste 
to pay a disproportionate amount in rent and tax. It has been shown that 

this inequality was exacerbated by the military and political system of 
the Naratba state as it developed in the later eighteenth century, and 
furthermore increased significantly in the first century of British rule 
in the district. Though there factors can be seen to explain much of the 

out-migration from the district in the first half of the nineteenth 

century, the demographic data suggest that a further explanation is 

required far the continuing rise in migration in the later part of the 

century. Population began to rise rapidly from the 1850s, possibly as a 

result of the rising incomes generated by emigration. Though there was 

still probably sufficient cultivable laud to feed the population in early 

nineteenth century Ratuagiri, there were no large tracts of fertile land 

left unoccupied in the Karikan, as there were In parts. of the Deccan. 

Therefore, as population began to rise in the mid nineteenth century, the 

extension of cultivation had an Immediate impact an the fragile ecology 
of the district, an impact intensified by rapid deforestation. It is 

suggested in this chapter that rising population from the 1850s led to a 

rapid deterioration in the quality of the sails which seriously 
threatened allicultural production In the district in the later 

nineteenth century. It is also argued that in response to this agrarian 

crisis cultivators Intensified cultivation, but not sufficiently to 
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prevent a deterioration in the acreage per head and yields per acre in 

most parts of the district. In Chapter 6 it is further contended that 

the response of cultivators to the crisis in agriculture was conditioned 
by the land tenure system, and that - In the later nineteenth century 

migration became an alternative option to Investment in increasing 

agricultural production. I 

II The evIdence an trends in narlcultural rmtput lu'Ratnagiri 

Any discussion of trends in output in agriculture in Ratnagiri must 

first be placed in the context of developments in India as a whole over 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. G. Blyn's study of official 

statistics which is usually taken as the point of departure in the 

debate an trends In output in Indian agriculture from the late 

nineteenth century$ concludes that over India as a whole there was a 

decline in crop yields and in per capita supply of foodgralus between 

1890 and 1947.1 However, this conclusion is based mainly on trends in 

the north of India, and yields in the Bombay Presidency did not drop 

significantly overall, though there were considerable variations between 

crops. 

Blyn"s conclusions have been challenged by a- number of historians. 

C. Dewey2 and A. HestonO, for example, have pointed out the inadequacy 

of the method used to obtain the "revenue yield' , which lay at the heart 

of Blyn's analysis. A particular weakness of the 'revenue yield' 

statistics is that they were based on the 'standard yield' which was the 

yield which each crop was supposed to bear in a good year. In the 

Bombay Presidency a systematic compilation of 'standard yields' was put 
together in 1884, and revised in subsequent years, but It was based 

only on a very unscientific selection of crop cutting experiments, and 
Heston argued in his analysis of the statistics for Bombay Presidency 

that these were not thorough enough to give an accurate picture of crop 

yields during this period. 4 In addition, standard yields remained 

virtually unchanged into the 1940s, no attempt having apparently been 
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made to update them after 1897. Heston, argued that most of the decline 

in yields of crops which Blyn identified, was a result of a steady 

decline in the 'condition factor' - the assessment of the quality of the 

season made by local officials each year, which was multiplied by the 

standard yield to obtain the revenue yield statistics. Heston concluded 
that a steady decline in the actual state of the seasons was improbable, 

suggesting that the decline in the condition factor was engineered for 

political purposes. As a final denonstation of the'inaccuracy of the 

revenue yield statistics, Heston compared the revenue yields for 1946- 

61 in Bombay with the scientifically conducted crop cutting experiments 

for the same period, and showed that quite large and'random variations 
between the two occurred. r- Though A. Desai - has taken issued with 

Heston, O he has not been able to demonstate convincingly that the 

revenue yield statistics can be relied upon;; while Dewey has also 

pointed out the weaknesses of the aggregated revenue yield statistics 
for each Presidency. 7 

For periods before the revenue yield statistics begin, of course, the 

evidence on yields is even less easy to , came by, consisting ý of 

occasional and unscientific crop cutting experiments 'by British 

officials, and otherwise on the traditional estimates of the produce of a 
bigba used for calculating revenue by pre-colonial states. Using data 

from sixteenth century Worth India, Desai concludes that yields per acre 

of crops fell significantly between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries 
because, in the sixteenth century population was still low enough for 

cultivators to concentrate production an the best land, while by the 

twentieth century a lot of marginal land had been brought Into 

cultivation. 0 General arguments such as that of Desai, which suggest 
that output per acre was falling gradually over a long period from the 

sixteenth century, are quite convincing. Ironically, however, no firm 

conclusions can be drawn on trends in output per acre far the n 

recent periods, i. e. from the mid nineteenth to the mid twentieth 

centuries. Attempts to estimate the output of agriculture in this period, 
therefore, must be guided as much by indirect indicators of yield per 
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acre, such as methods of cultivation, seed selection, manuring, and 
irrigation, as by the revenue yield statistics, and otherwise must rely 

on data on land use, which can indicate moves to nore. intensive cropping 

patterns and higher yielding crops, and on the total area under 

cultivation. 
The statistical data available for Ratnag1ri district on crop yields 

per acre demonstrate clearly the problems and inadequacies of the 

system of estimating yields. In 1844 the average yield per acre of rice 

was given as 22 capacity maLmds (approximately 2,024 lbs per acre), O but 

this was derived not from any crop cutting experiments but from a rough 
inspection of the standing crop (nazar pabani) which has been shown 

elsewhere to be very inaccurate. 10 This estimate also corresponds 

closely to the conventional estimate of 25 maLmds per bigba for rice 
land used by landlords in assessing crop share rent, so it may well be 

an overestimate for most rice crops In the mid nineteenth century though 

it was certainly an achievable output. 11 The data on yields per acre in 

the early twentieth century given by P. C. Patil based on-data from the 

Director of Agriculture's reports for 1906-20, show that the 'normal 

out-turn' or 'standard yield' for rice in Ratmagirl was 1.020 lbs, per 

acre, and the 'average out-turnlor "revenue yield* (normal out-turn x 

condition factor) was 830 lbs; per acre. 12 However, the inadequacies of 
the methods of reaching the 'average out-turn' figures was well known to 

officials at the tine. The method of assessing the condition- factor was 
by an lanna valuation' scale, assessed by the inamlatdam. Vhen the 

system was first used, in the 1870s. and 1880s, In Bombay, 12 annas was 

used as the standard of an average crop, but In the mid. 1880s, this-was 

changed to 16 annas, and as a result the Director of Agriculture felt 

that the condition factor was underestimated. " In 1897/8, however, they 

returned to the 12 anna system, thus deepening the confusion. "' In 

addition, it is not clear how the 'normal Dut-turn' figures were arrived 

at, but they were felt by officials to be less than adequate, and plans 

were made to replace them with figures derived from crop experiments. lr* 

The crop experiments themselves, however, were much criticised, 
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particularly the early ones. ' 15 and attempts to do anything other than 

tinker with 'the formula' were soon abandoned. 17 

One of the main difficulties in Ratuagiri is the great variety of 

types of land an which each crop was grown, which considerably affected 

the yield and made it very difficult to arrive at a standardised figures 

for any crop. In the 1880s and 1890s, for example, out-turn in rice 

land varied from 3,553 lbs per acre (an outstanding crop), to 1,500 lbs 

per acre for rice on good soil in a good season, to 800-900 lbs; per acre 

for poorer quality hill and salt rice land in an average season-10 The 

only scientific crop experiments conducted in Ratuagiri, against which 

these figures can be measured, were in the 1950s, and they show that the 

actual crop cutting yields in Ratuagiri at that tine for both rice and 

nagli were higher than the Revenue yields the same period (which were 

still based on the nineteenth century system). 10 interestingly, the same 

conclusion can be drawn fron data on crop experiments in 1890, which 

also compare crop cutting yields with revenue yields on particular plots 

of nagli (though - with bar-ik, revenue yields are higherL20 The crop 

cutting yields of the 1950s are actually closer to the revenue yields of 

1906-20 than to the revenue yields of the 1950s, but this does not imply 

a greater accuracy in the former. The only firm conclusion which can be 

drawn from these figures is that, while the land was obviously still 

capable in the late nineteenth century of bearing crops as good as those 

which the conventional estimates of the early nineteenth century 

suggested it could, much of the yields per acre in the late nineteenth 

century were well below these levels. No real overall conclusion can be 

drawn from the data as to the trends over the century, but it seems 

reasonable-to suppose that as more marginal land was being brought Into 

cultivation in the course of the century, ý this would be reflected In a 

decline in yields *per acre. 
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III The data rm laind use lu Hatuagirl district in the nineteenth cenbuzy. 

In the absence of any reliable statistics on yields per acre of 

crops in Ratnagirl in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, any 

attempt to estimate the trends in agricultural output of the district 

over this period must rely primarily on data on land use. Statistics on 
the area under cultivation, - and the acreage under each crop, are 

unfortunately rather poor for RatnagIri district compared to many other 

areas of Bombay Presidency in the nineteenth century. This is largely 

because there were no' officials in khati villages who could collect such 
data, and most of the khots refused to do so under British rule. The 

agricultural statistics which are available are contained in the 

following sources: 
I) revenue records from the Peshwasl survey of 1789 which give data on 
the area under cultivation and fallow in individual villages, the length 

of fallow, the uses of uncultivated land, the area under each crop and 
the assessment payable by the village, and in some cases also the 

number of taxable fruit trees in the village. These records are not 

available for all villages, and I'have studied in detail the records of 
34 villages in tarTSangaiiieshwar of Sangameshwar taluka. 21 
ii) the experimental survey of Ratnagiri and Sanganeshwar talukas made 

in 1827 by Captain Dowell. Statistics an the area of rice and hill land 

under cultivation and fallow and the assessment payable is available for 

each of 251 villages in Ratuagiri and Sangameshwarý talukas in Dowell's 

Jlatee. 22 and also a summary of the area and types of land under 

cultivation in 277 of the villages surveyed by Dowell, -with a comparison 

with the same villages at the 1789 survey. 2: 3 

III) the papers of the original survey and settlement of the Collectorate 

between 1867 and 1892, and of the revision settlements. The settlement 

reports for each taluka give data on land use and land holding obtained 
by the survey in a summarized form, and details of land use and 

assessment for each village In the taluka, though unfortunately, because 

of the nature of the system in Ratnagirl the land use data for both the 
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Original and Revision Settlements are identical. The village survey 

records held in the taluka offices and the district record office, though 

not available for every village, record the names of survey occupants, 

and details of their holdings as determined by the survey settlement, 

divided into rice, rabi (winter cropped), dry crop (hill) land and garden 
land. 

iv) the Director of Agriculture's publications, particularly the annual 

eports from 1886/7, which provide annual statistics on the area under 

different crops, the area of fallow land, double cropping, and irrigation 

and the amount of agricultural stock for Ratuagiri district, though they 

are based on information from only a small number of villages In the 

district. Data on yields per acre and on agricultural practices can also 

be found in the Department of Agriculture's I Crop Experiments' from 

1879/80, though the data on yield per acre should, as has been explained 

above, be treated with great caution. Data an agricultural practices and 

yields per acre is also found scattered throughout the Revenue Records. 

and in the personal papers of British officials. 
The exact nature of the data, and the problems which the statistics 

present, are discussed In Appendix III. Because of the Inadequacy of the 

data for the district as a whole, I have decided to concentrate my 
discussion of land use In the district primarily on the two talukas for 

which the best data are available: Ratnagiri and Sangameshwar talukas. 

These talukas covered an area of 828 square miles, nearly one quarter of 

the total area of the district (3,789 square miles), and are 

representative of the different geographical regions of the district, 

spanning the coastal rice lands, the creeks and plateaux of the centre, 

and the foothills of the Ghats. Comparable data for the whole of each 
taluka from the late eighteenth century to the early twentieth century 
is unfortunately unavailable, but a limited amount of data Is available 
for 277 of the 327 villages in the two talukas, and more detailed and 

extensive data is available for sub-groups of villages which makes It 

possible to examine agricultural change In the talukas over a period of 
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100 years, spanning 1789 to 1885. The groups of villager. which will be 

considered are as follows: 

Group A-. 277 villages in 1789 and 1829. These villages were surveyed by 

Captain Dowell in 1827 and also had eighteenth century records available 

to Dowell, from which he war able to inake a comparison of the changes 

in laud use between 1789 and 1829. Data from there villages is presented 

in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 

Grmp B-. 104 villages in 1829 and 1869/85 (68 in Sangameshwar taluka 

and 36 In Ratuagiri taluka). These villages are almost certainly all 

also in Group A, though Dowell did not specify the villages included in 

Group A. There are detailed entries in Dowell's ffeytes for these villages, 

giving land use and population. and I also have data on land use for 

these villages from the village records of the survey settlement of 

1867/85. These data can be used to compare the area of arable rice land 

(including fallows) in 1829 and the period of the settlement (1868/70 in 

Ratnagiri, 1885 in Sangameshwar). A comparison of rabi and bagait land 

between these two periods cannot be made, since they are nut included in 

the data in Dowall's ffates. It is also difficult to make comparisons on 

hill cultivation, since data on hill land In the settlement records are 

only given for cultivable hill land, (which Included pasture land and 

cultivable waste as well as current fallows); any attempts to estimate 

cultivated hill land from this must inevitably be rather speculative. 

Data from these villages is presented in Table 5.1 and 5.3 (though only 

99 of the villages. are used in Table 5.3 because 5 of the villages have 

no population data). 

Group C: 48 villages in Ratuaglri taluka (tarf Sytowde, taz-. f Dharnanse 

and taff Phungus) in 1789 and 1869. A comparison of the area of rice 

land at the Peahwas' survey, with the area of rice land found by the 

survey in 1869, is given by the survey officers for these villager. Some 

of these villages are also found in Group B. Data from the villages is 

presented in Table 5.1. 

Group D: 32 villages in taff Sanganeshwar, Sanganeshwar taluka in 1789, 

1829 and 1885. For which I have a copy of the eighteenth century land 
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revenue records (the pahani Jlrayet- see Appendix 111), an entry in 

Davell's lates for 1829, and the batkut of the survey settlenent of 
1885. It is possible, therefore, to exanine the extension of the area of 

cultivable rice in these villages over a whole century. Also, population 
data is available for eight of these villages over the saime period, 

which nakes it possible to exanine the relationship between population 

growth and land use. All there villages are also Included In Group B. 

Data from these villages Is presented in Table 5.1 and 5.4. 

Group A: 277 villages In Ratnagiri and 
Sangameshwar 

Group B: 103 VillageB in 

Ratuaglri and SangameBhwar 

Group D 

31 

villages 
in Sangaimeshmar 

Group C 

48 

villages 
in 

Ratnagir L 
-1 

The data from Groups A, B, C and D are presented in Tables 5.1,5.2. 

5.3 and 5.4. 
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IV An InterpimUtinn of the da-ta 

The farming system of Ratuagirl, like that of the nelghbouring 

coastal districts of the Konkan, Thana and Kolaba, is quite distinct 

from that of the major part of the Deccan districts of XMharashtra. The 

agrarian system of the Deccan is predominently one of ralný-fed 

permanent cultivation. 24 Because the semi-arid climate prevents 

excessive leaching of the soil. it is possible, using crop rotation, to 

cultivate 'dry' (unirrigated) crops almost indefinitely with very low 

fallows, even without the input of manure. 2r, In contrast, Ratnagiri Is 

an area of very high rainfall. 21- This makes it easy to grow wet rice in 

the valley bottoms, and even the steep hill sides if they were, terraoed, 

which was much more productive per acre than 'dry' crops, especially as 

it needed no fallowing and little nanure. 27 These pockets of highly 

productive land, however, represented only a small area of the district, 

the majority of the land being poor, thin, hill soils. over volcanic rock. 

In 1887/8,29% of the area of Ratnagiri for which statistics were 

available was classified as uncultivable, of which only 1% was forest, 

the rest mainly rock, and of the gross cultivable area at the sane 

period, 60% was hill cultivation of 'dry' grains (mainly the dwarf 

imillets, nagli, varl and bar1k), a much higher proportion than In the 

neighbouring Konkan districts of Thana and Kolaba. ý2! 1 In this hill land, 

only semi-permanent and shifting cultivation an long fallows can be 

carried on, since the heavy rainfall in the monsoon leaches the soil, 

removing many of the nutrients. 
It seems likely that before the eighteenth century, most of these, hill 

lands, except the very best, were cultivated by shifting cultivation, 

with fallows of about 20 years, which would allow trees and brushwood 

to grow up, and avoided the worst problems of soil leaching. 29 By the 

late eighteenth century, however, most of the hill land appears to have 

been cultivated an a system of seni-permanent cultivation. Data In the 

eighteenth century revenue records shows that fallows for steep hill 

land, which would have been cultivated by shifting cultivation before the 
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eighteenth century, varied between one and eight years, though some of 
the steep hill land was still permanent pasture. In Dhamapur village in 

the central plateau of Sangameshwar taluka, for exanple, out of 13 

cbaburs of cultivated steep hill land, 5% was on one year fallows, 5% on 
two year fallows, 9% on three year fallows, 9% on four year fallows, and 
69% on five year fallows. A further seven chaburs was not cultivated, 
but used as grass laud and grazing land. 00 Shifting cultivation had not 

completely disappeared, however, and there was still some remaining in 

the remoter hill areas of the taluka In the 1820s. Captain Dowell 

described how the village land in some Ghat villages was divided into 

several sections of 20-50 acres called a padan and the whole village, 

along with scone cultivators from surrounding hamlets, cultivated each 

year in every padan which was ready for cultivation. The land would be 

prepared by burning the jungle and brushwood and roughly digging the 

land as there was no plough cultivation in this area. Two or three years 

of crops were followed by 8-15 years of fallow, to allow the brushwood 

and trees to grow up again. 31 

However, this pattern began to change as population rose during the 

nineteenth century. The data from Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that the total 

area under cultivation increased considerably In Ratuagiri and 
Sangameshwar talukas from the late eighteenth century to the late 

nineteenth century, and some of the increase in the net area cultivated 
In the earlier nineteenth century can probably be attributed to the 

extension of the margin of cultivation into land not previously 

cultivated. Though sane new land was created by draining marsh land, 

most Of this extension of cultivation was into hill land previously 

used for pasture or left waste. -O-0 Unfortunately, It is not possible fro in 
the data available to give precise data an the pattern of hill 

cultivation through the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Though 

some of the Peshwa's village surveys from 1789 do give considerable 
detail on the uses of hill land, including periods of fallowing, later 

surveys were less informative. An examination of the village survey 

records for 28 villages in taff Saugameshwar In 1789, shows that 64% 
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of uncultivated but cultivable , village land was current fallows, 10% 

grass land, or used to provide green nanure to burn on the f lelds, 8% 

grazing land for cattle and 18% unspecified. -03 In contrast, in 1892/3 

the Director of Agriculture's report an 15% of villages in the District 

showed that 71% of cultivable uncultivated land was true fallow, 3% 

grass land, 11% for green xanure, and 15% left uncultivated for other 

reasons (probably nainly pasture). 3,4 This suggests that land formerly 

used far pasture or left waste was increasingly being drawn into the 

cycle of cultivation in the course of the nineteenth century, but clearly 

no f irm conclusions can be drawn on the basis of such a United 

comparison. 

A more reliable impression of the trends In cultivation in hill 

land can probably be gained from the more general observations of 

British officers In the district. The Collector of Ratnagiril 

A. Elphinstone, pointed out In 1843 that most of his informants believed 

that hill land brought into cultivation since the Perahwals last survey 

had been of very poor quality, usually on steep hill sIdes. 315 

Furthermore, the disappearance of much of the forest In the taluka in 

the first half of the nineteenth century suggests. also an extension of 

cultivation into area never - or rarely - cropped. In the seventeenth 

century, the country had been heavily wooded; by 1849 it was already 

being pointed out that much forest had disappeared. -30 As the century 

progressed there were accounts of the dramatic reduction In tree and 

brushwood cover, 37 and the stunting of -the growth of trees to provide 

z-ab manure, the most common form of manure in the district, consisting 

of leaves and branches burnt on. the seed beds before plantlngý31 The 

disappearance of the forest and tree cover is clearly In part a result 

of the extension and intensification of cultivation, as trees were cut 

down to clear the new land for cultivation, and the shortening of 

fallows prevented the tree cover regrowing. In addition, the government"s 

policy on forest trees added to the problems. Demand for timber was 

growing rapidly in Bombay In the nineteenth century, especially for 

shipbuilding and housebuilding. Under the Perahwas, timber such as teak 
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apparently belonged to the government. The British Collector in 

Ratuagiri changed this policy, however, in 1825, and allowed khats and 
dhaz-akaris to cut and sell trees on their land as they wished. This 

policy led to a rapid depletion of stocks of hardwood trees such as 
teak, and in 1851 the government resumed its rights over trees; khats 

and dhar-ekaz-is were not allowed to cut trees without permission. Between 

1865 and 1868, however, these rules were relaxed to allow cutting of 
trees by first dhareJLaris and then khaft, though new restrictions were 
Imposed on the cutting of teak and blackwood in 18M" By this time, 

however, the damage had been done. In 1896 there were only 22 square 

miles of reserved forest in Ratnagiri district. 40 It seems clear that the 

disappearance of much of the forest and tree cover in Ratnagiri had far 

reaching effects on agriculture in the district. It led to soil erosion 

on the steep slopes, as evidenced by the silting up of some formerly 

navigable rivers; 41 reduction in tree cover also appears to have affected 

the water supply to, and water retention of, the fields. 42 This led to 

rapidly decreasing soil fertility, as grass and brushwood were not as 

effective as forest in maintaining the quality of the soil, particularly 

in areas of heavy rainfall and laterite sails. This meant that Manuring 

of the fields became essential; cowdung could be used, but this was in 

short supply, and the most common form of manuring in Ratnagirl was 

rab" Though this was a cheap and effective way of increasing yields, 44 

the cutting down of brushwood and -the pollarding of trees which 

accompanied it had a further detrimental effect on the quality of hill 

Soils. By the 1920s, the hill land in Ratnagiri could be described as 
lamcmg the most bar7-en in the Presidenc 

It appears that the extension of cultivation in RatuagIri during the 

nineteenth century under pressure of rising population, along with the 

destruction of the forests, had a very damaging effect on the ecology of 
the district. This May have been further reinforced by the 

intensification of hill cultivation through shortening of fallows, which 

would allow only a covering of grass and brushwood to develop in 

between periods of cultivation. The cultivators themselves pointed out to 
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British officials that periods of fallowing were decreasing, and it 

seems probable that shifting cultivation disapeared from the district in 

the first half of the nineteenth century. Cultivators were already 

explaining to Captain Dowell in the 1820s that hill cultivation. used to 

be ou 20 or 25 year fallows (which could be defined as shifting 

cultivation), but that increased population' had reduced it to 10 year 

fallows. 40 In 1850 cultivators in Lanje complained to Captain Vingate 

that rises in population had led to shorter fallows . 47 However, the 

statistical data on fallowing, which is admittedly very limited, do not 

show any marked reduction in fallowing between the late eighteenth and 

the late nineteenth centuries. In 1789, data an 28 villages in 

Sangameshwar taluka shows that 70% of the net cultivated area plus 

current fallows was fallow, while in 1903/4 the Director of Agriculture's 

statistics for 188 villages in Sangameshwar taluka"show that 71% of the 

net cultivated area plus current fallows was fallow at that date. -40 Other 

statistics from the Director of Agriculture's reports show that 60% 

fallow in Ratuagiri taluka in 1908/9 and 1920,51% fallow in i77 

villages scattered through the district in 1892/3,59% fallow in the 

district as a whole in 1931 and 65% in 1950.49 However, it is difficult 

to interpret these statistics, because the net area cultivated included 

increasing areas of permanent rice land during the nineteenth century. 

On the one hand, this suggests that the statistics may conceal an actual 

increase in the percentage of hill land left fallow each year; on the 

other hand, the land which was converted to rice land was often 

cultivated on short fallows already, and so conversion to rice laud nay 
have had little Impact an the percentage of the net cultivated area 
fallowed, though it undoubtedly increased the pressure on the remaining 
hill laud, by increasing the demands for rab manure. 

It appears that the extension and intensification of hill cultivation 

as a response to rising population is likely to lead to a deterioration 

of yields per acre and could in fact have been comter-prDductive. A 

second alternative open to cultivators' faced with rising population 

pressure on land, was the increase In rice cultivation. The extension of 
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wet rice cultivation involved the creation of level fields, surrounded by 

embankments known as bunds, which would flood in the imonsoon to enable 
the rice to grow in standing water, or which could be artificially 
flooded by bringing water from stremas through channels (pats) or from 

wells and rivers by means of lifts (budkis) or Persian wheels. " 

Conversion of land to wet rice cultivation usually Involved an 
intensification of cultivation, in that wet rice land was usually created 

out of land previously cultivated with 'dry' grains M 
'a 

fallowing 

system, while wet rice cultivation needed no fallows. It was therefore 

possible to increase output per acre substantially by introducing wet 

rice cultivation. 

The data available suggests that wet rice cultivation in Ratuagirl 

district increased throughout the nineteenth century and early twentieth 

century, and apparently increased slightly faster than hill cultivation, 

but that the rates of increase varied Considerably in different parts of 
the district at different periods. In Sanga3meshwar taluka, as can be 

seen from Table 5.5, there was an increase in the percentage of the 

Gross Cultivated Area allocated to rice from 23% to 32% between 1789 

and 1914/15, and Table 5,1 shows that rice cultivation increased at a 

steady pace over the century, doubling in extent between 1789 and 1885. 

In Ratnagiri taluka rice cultivation also appears to have increased at a 

steady rate, rather similar to that of Sangameshwar taluka during the 

early and nid nineteenth century. but Table 5.5 shows that there was no 

relative Increase in rice cultivation compared to other crops between 

1877 and 1915. However, there appear to have been different patterns of 

growth In different areas of the talukas. Table 5.3A shows how the 

acreage of rice and hill land per head changed in different parts of 
Ratnagiri and Sangameshwar talukas between 1829 and 1869/85. In 

Ratuagiri taluka the increases in rice cultivation kept pace with the 

growth in population nore closely In the north of the taluka, in tarf 

Sytowde, Phungus and Dhamanse, and as a result rice acreage per head 

fell less sharply, there than In the south of the taluka in tar-f Kuriat 

Nevre. In Saugaineshwar taluka Table 5.3B shows that the acreage of rice 
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land per head dropped less sharply in the more prosperous tarT 

Sangameshwar and Kondivre than in taff Devrukh. Data on the other 

talukas in the district, though patchy, tends to confirm this impression 

of varying rates of increase in rice cultivation. As can be seen from 

Table 5.6. during the period 1789 to 1873 rice cultivation increased 

most rapidly in the northern talukas of the district, Chiplun, Guhagar, 

Khed, Dapoli and Xandaingad, and increased very slowly in the southern 
talukas of the district, Deogad, Rajapur, Xalvan and Vengurla. As can 

also be seen from Table 5.5, in the period 1877-1915 the proportion of 

rice cultivation on the Gross Cultivated Area increased much more 

rapidly in the northern talukas of Chiplun, Dapoli and Khed than in the 

rest of the district; while in 1877 the northern talukas still lagged 

behind the south, with only 9-10% of the Gross Cultivated Area under 

rice, by 1915 the proportion of rice to total cultivation in the north 

was only a little less than that In the south. Xoreover, the rapid 

increase in rice cultivation in the north was at the expense of hill 

cultivation, which appears to have dropped significantly as a proportion 

of Gross Cultivated Area from 1877 to 1915. 

If the increase in rice cultivation was related to the rise in 

population, one night have expected that the greatest increase In rice 

cultivation would have oocured in those areas of the district where 

population war. rising fastest, or where the acreage of land per head of 

the population was lowest. However, this doer. not always appear to have 

been the case. In some areas, the extension and intensification of 

cultivation appears to have more closely followed the rise in population 
than in others. As may be seen from a comparison of Table 5.6 and Table 

1.7, the districts with the most rapid Increase in rice cultivation in 

the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were those with the 

lowest population increases during that period; nor did they have a 

particularly unfavourable ratio of population to land In the 1870s. As a 

result, the acreage per head of rice in Xandangad, Dapoli, Khed, Chiplun 

and Guhagar talukas must actually- have increased significantiy between 

1891 and 1921; on the other band, In Xalvan and Deogad talukas in the 
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south of the district, it seems likely to have decreased. Similar 

variations can also be found within talukas, as ýcan be seen from Table 

5.3A; the acreage of rice land per head dropped most strikingly in 

villager in tarT Kuriat Nevre, the area round Ratuagiri town, but in 

contrast remained almost the same in villages in twT Sytowde in the 

north of the taluka. This suggests that other factors ý aside, from 

pressure of population dictated the decision to Increase s-rice 

cultivation, and that the relationship between rice cultivation and 

population pressure was not a simple one. 

Changing from 'dry' cultivation to wet rice cultivation was a major 

undertaking, requiring considerable Investment of time and effort to 

lay down the rice fields. It was however possible for cultivators to 

increase output per acre an existing fields simply by increasing inputs 

of fertilizers or by increasing inputs of labour to Improve techniques, 

or by selecting crops which were more productive, In grass, output or in 

market value terms. There is some evidence that attempts were being 

made to find new fertilisers In the nineteenth century. Seaweed was 

tried but reportedly found UnBatiSfactary; small fish were being used as 

manure near the coast even in the early nineteenth century, '" and were 
being imported a good way inland by 1892,152 to be used for cultivating 

nagli and for manuring the ground for hill ýcrops. sown broadcast after 

germination, '" though high price must have limited Its use. 154 011, cakes 

were also used, as was village refuse. 618 Great care was taken to 

preserve cattle dungOr, and the composition of rab itself seems to have 

been changing over the century. with more grass and dung used instead 

of leaves and branches, and rice and millet stalks added. 0r However, 

there efforts probably did little more than replace the disappearing 

sources of traditional Ynb manure. There is not much evidence to 

suggest that other measures were taken to improve the output of 
individual crops. Thus, there is no evidence of attempts at selecting 

seed or chasing better varieties of a crop: In fact, there seems to have 

been a trend in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
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towards the cultivation of the early and less productive varieties of 

rice, at least in Ratnagiri-taIuknII and even by the 1930s there was 
little selection of seed (30% of samples taken in the district, - were of 

rices other tImn the main type in the sample), and the majority of rices 
in the southern part of the district were still the lower yielding ! red' 

varlety. " Similarly, there is little evidence of change in methods of 
transplanting and sowing crops, which can definitly -improve yields, 
though there seems to haveýbeen an increase in transplanting of nagli. 60 

The seed rate appears to have -changed litle over the century, which 

suggests that few improvements in technique occurred during that time. r-I 

Another strategy open to cultivators was to switch to higher yielding 

crops, and the evidence of Table 5.5 suggests that there was indeed some 

switch to cultivation of the higher yielding grains and pulses in hill 

land in Ratuagiri district during the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Among the dry grains cultivated, there appears to have been-a 

trend towards crops giving a higher return per acre, 'since there was a 

marked swing away from barik, and to a lesser extent vari, in favour of 

nagli in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. All these were 

millets, which could be grown in poor sail, though nagli was usually 

grown first in the cycle of crop rotation. Data on out-turn per acre 

shows little difference between nagli and barlk, with var-i apparently 
the most productive. but nagli apparently had a much higher return to 

seed, and perhaps most importantly provided good straw for fodder , 
which vari and 2utrIk did not. r-2 There was also a slight trend towards 

the growing of pulses in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, 
but they only cane to occupy a small proportion of the Gross Cultivated 

Area. 

Though a move to higher yielding crops any have increased output per 

acre during the century, cash cropping does not appear to have made a 

significant contribution to solving the problems of agriculture in the 

district. The specialised crops grown specifically for sale rather than 

subsistence consumption, mainly sugar, hemp and 'garden' , produce, 

occupied only a very small proportion of the Gross Cultivated Area 
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throughout'the century (see Table 5.5), and it is not ýpossible to gain 

any information on -the proportion of subsistence crops such as rice 

which were sold in the market and whether this increased over time. 

Climate and soil made it less easy to grow succesfully in Ratnagiri 

Vestern India's most Important cash crop, cotton, 'or the-new, high 

calorie per acre crops such as potatoes and ground nuts which were 

succesfully established in the Deccan at this period. r. 3 The-nain cash 

crops in Ratuagiri in the -nineteenth century were sugar, hemp and 

Igardeul produce such as coconuts, mangoes, cashewnuts and betelnuts. The 

amount of sugar cane cultivated was small (504 acres in 1845/6, rising 

to 1,574 acres by -1877/8, and 1,726 by 1914/15) and concentrated 

largely in the south of the district, particularly in Xalvan. C. 11 Hemp 

cultivation, minimal in the eighteenth century because of high tax, '(105 

acres in the 1780s, 91 acres in 1837) had risen after tax reductions ýto 

860 acres in 1847/8 and 5,096 by 1877/8.1-16 in-the late nineteenth, and 

early twentieth century the main increase was In Deogad and Rajapur 

where -the soil was most suitable for hemp , cultivation, " ý though in 

1914/15 still only 1.5 % of the total cropped area of the district, was 

under henp. 07 

It would have been possible to Increase cash cropping by using 

irrigation to create garden with perennial tree crops such as mangoes, 

cocoanuts, betelnuts and cashewnuts. Several, systems -of irrigation were 

in use in Ratuagiri throughout the nineteeth, century - irrigation from 

wells using Persian wheals, irrigation using lifts or budkis to raise 

water out of the creeks onto the neighbouring fields, or the system of 

pats, stone channels which led the water from streams onto the fields, 

and finally tanks which shored the monsoon rain water which was then 

led by pats, auto the fields. '60 But throughout the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, the use of irrigation in Ratnag1ri was very limited. 

Cultivation in irrigated gardens, which grew mainly vegetables, cashew 

and betelnuts, increased In the early nineteenth century. at least in 

Ratuagirl and Sangameshwar talukas (see Table 5.1 and 5.2), but it is 

not possible to assess the extent of coconut and mango cultivation at 
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this period as taxation was by trees In the early nineteenth century, 

which cannot be compared with the settlement records-on the acreage of 

garden land later in the century; there is some evidence to suggest that 

both tree and garden cultivation decreased in the mid nineteenth 

century, "s though the number of wells used for irrigation increased. 70 

Fran 1877/8, garden and tree cultivation (under the heading 'garden and 

miscelllaneous') increased in some of the northern talukas of the 

district, but most of the garden cultivation was concentrated in the 

south, particularly Ralvan, where there was little change: in 1892/3 

orchard and garden produce occupied Just under 6% of the GCA, while in 

1917/18 it occupied 7% (see Table 5.5). 

It would also have been possible to, increase, output per acre 

considerably by-double cropping of the rice fields, but there was little 

development of double cropping over the century. Captain Dowell 

cAnmented in, 1829 -that 'dry seasonl cultivation (double cropping with 

irrigation) had not increased at the same rate as ! monsoon cultivation' 

In ]Ratuagiri and SangameBhwar talukas since the Peshwal's last survey7l 

By the first decade of the twentieth century only 7% of the Gross 

Cropped area of Ratnagiri taluka was double cropped#72 and even In 

1930/1 only 4.6% of the total Gross Cultivated Area of the district was 

double cropped. 72 This was In part a consequence of the length of the 

monsoon in the Konkan. In the Deccan and Gujerat, where the monsoon was 

longer and the water retention of the sails better, it was possible to 

grow both khar-if and z-abi crops (monsoon and dry season crops), often 

in succession, on the same land, without recourse to Irrigation, and the 

annual harvest was almost equally, divided between the kbarif and the 

. rabi crops. In the Konkan, however, and especially in Ratnagiri district; 

because the monsoon Is heavy but short, and the Boil does not retain the 

water well, only a very small proportion of rabi crops can be grown 

without irrigation. As can be seen from Table 2.5. the harvest In 

Ratnagiri was concentrated in one short season, -in contrast to 

cultivation in the Deccan and Gujerat. As a result there was , relatively 

little double cropping in Ratnagiri, as double cropping could only be 
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carried out with extensive artificial irrigation, ý which required a 

considerable Investment of time and labour. In 1892/3 only 6% of the 

gross area of rice under cultivation was artificially irrigated$ 74 and it 

is clear that the large scale investment to extend the cultivating 

season was not being made In the district. 

T rninclur-inn 

The evidence presented here suggests that in the mid and late 

nineteenth century there was a growing crisis of agricultural production 
in Ratnagiri. As population began to expand In the mid century, 

cultivation extended into increasingly marginal land; by the second half 

of the nineteenth century most cultivable land seems to have been 

included In the cycle of cultivation, and it was a commonplace 

observation among British officials that there was no spare cultivable 
land available In the district. 716 As a result, the cultivated area per 
head of the population began to fall. Data, on villages in Ratnagiri and 
Sangameshwar talukas shows that cultivated acreage per head was 
dropping between 1830 and 1867/85 (see Table 

ý 
5.3). Data from the 

Department of Agriculture also indicates that acreage per head was 
dropping in the district as a whole; in 1889/90 the net cultivated 

acreage per head in Ratnagiri District was 0.59, while by 1921 this had 

dropped to 0.48.76 In 1887 it was estimated that 85% of the families 

living in the district did not have enough grain for the whole year, a 
judgement which was repeated in succeeding decades. 7-1 It also seems 
clear that output per acre fell over the century as poor quality hill 
land was brought into cultivation, ý and as erosion, leaching and 
deforestation reduced the fertility of, the soil. Xoreover, it seems 
likely that the poorer, lower caste cultivators, who farmed mainly hill 
land, suffered worst, since it was the quality of their hill land which 
was affected adversely by the lopping of txeeB for manure far the rice 
land of the wealthier cultivators. Furthermore, the disappearance of the 

waste land, with Its tree and brushwood, removed an important source of 
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support from many marginal cultivators, since It provided free firewood, 

food, house ' building materials, materials for domestic utensils, 

medicines, ropes, rainhats and agricultural implements, and the sale of 

forest produce also provided a useful addition to the income of the 

poor. 70 

However, the ecology of Ratnagiri laid down considerable restraints on 

the ways in which farming systems could be developed and agricultural 

output increased. Vhile in the Deccan the semi-arid climate brought a 

constant danger of drought and famine, fewer inputs, such as terracing 

and artificial irrigation, were needed to extend cultivation. In the 

Deccan, moreover, the relatively longer growing season gave the peasants 

greater flexibility In planning combinations of crops, and made it 

possible to spread risks and experiment with cash crops. In Ratnagiri, 

on the other hand, the high reliable rainfall reduced the risk of famine, 

but severely limited the possibilities for Increasing productivity of 

agriculture. The heavy rainfall in Ratnagiri did make it possible to 

cultivate wet rice by 'natural Irrigation', by flooding the rice fields by 

direct rainfall, run-off from surrounding land or overflow from rivers. 

However, the monsoon in Ratnagirl was short, thus limiting the 

possibilities for introducing a variety of crops. Noreover, level land 

which could easily be converted into rice land was in short supply. 

Furthermore, the heavy rainfall ensured that, as cultivation in rice and 

hill land intensified, the demand for manure from the remaining hill 

land, combined with the leaching of the soil by the heavy rainfall, led 

to a deterioration in the fertility of hill land and hence a vicious 

circle of falling yields from which it was difficult to escape. 
The evidence shows that the cultivators in Ratnagiri attempted to 

respond to the crisis by Increasing output per acre, mainly through the 

reduction of fallowing and the extension of rice cultivation. There were 

also some attempts to Improve techniques and adopt higher yielding 

crops, but these were apparently hampered by the poverty of many of the 

tenant cultivators, which made it necessary to use poorer quality early 

varieties of rice and limited the use of more expensive forms of manure. 
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Though these measures nay have raised output per acre, this was not 

sufficient to compensate for the falling acreage per head, and 
deteriorating fertility of the soil in imany parts of the district. In 

order to xaintain output per head, either a large scale adoption of a 

profitable cash crop for export was needed, or a nuch larger investnent 

in rice cultivation and irrigation. However, this Invest3ment was not 
faithcoming. in spite of the existence of the khati landlords who in the 

past had invested substantially in developing agriculture in the 

district. Instead, the labour which might have been used to create rice 
land and increase agricultural production in the district went to the 

mills and docks of Bcmabay. In Chapter 6.1 shall go an to consider- the 

extent of agricultural inves-Loent In Ratuagirl District during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and examine possible 

explanations for the failure of agricultural production to keep pace with 

population growth. 
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I Intmductirm 

In Chapter 5 It has been argued that the labcxw and cash Invested 

in agriculture in Ratuagiri in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries was insufficient to maintain output per head. As a result, 

rising population In inid nineteenth century Ratnagiri led to a crisis 
in agricultural production In the district In the later nineteenth 

century. 

At first sight, these findings might appear to vindicate a neo- 
lalthusian view of agrarian change in prer-capitalist societies. This 

sees a cyclical pattern of change in pre-capitaliBt economies, 
determined primarily by demographic change; rising population with 
limited supplies of land leads inevitably to deteriorating output per 
head and ultimately to famine; famine, by cutting population enables 

output per head to rise again, and rising incomes will, then inevitably 

bring another cycle of population growth. This view has been 

challenged by the proposition, as expressed by BoBerup among others, ' 

that population pressure, stimulates agricultural development by 

forcing cultivators to innovate and improve. Examples can be found 

from various parts of Asia to corroborate this argument, as In the 

elaborate terracing and irrigation systems In parts of China. 
Indonesia and the Philippines, designed to intensify production in the 

face of rising population. A more complex anti-Xalthusian argument has 

been developed by Brenner, 2 which has stimulated a long debate on the 

Processes of economic and social change in early modern Europeý' 

Brenner has challenged the necr-Xalthusian argument that the 

demographically determined agrarian cycles in the medieval and early 

modern European economies can provide on- explanation for changing 

agrarian relations, and in particular the decline of serfdom. Brenner 

has argued that the prL-exiBting structure of land holding deternineB 
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the reaction of communities to demographic change; andthat the Impact 

of demographic change on the agrarian economy. even the level at 
which 'Over-population' could be said to have occurred, was determined 
by the land, tenure system and the distribution of wealth between 
landlord and peasant. 

This debate has considerable relevance to the issue of economic 
change in. Ratnagirl district. It has been demonstrated in Chapter 5 
that rising population was putting severe pressure an the land from 
the mid nineteenth century, leading to deteriorating output per head. 
It is argued in this chapter that the system of land tenure in 
Ratnagiri played a major part in determining the response of the 
district to this crisis in agricultural production. sincethe structure 
of land holding and agrarian relations discouraged both landlords, 

peasants and merchants from the investment of labour or cash in the 

development of agricultural production. The consequent deterioration of 
output per hand then increased the propensity of the peasantry to 

migrate. In this Chapter I shall examine the Incentives for each 
social group to invest In agriculture in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, in order to explain their reaction to the growing 
agricultural crisis of the period. I have argued in the previous 
chapters that the poverty of the tenant farmers under the system of 
khati tenure stimulated the onset of out-migration In the mid 
nineteenth century. In this 

-chapter, 
I also suggest that the 

perpetuation of these patterns of migration Into the later nineteenth 
century was determined not simply by population pressure on the land, 
but by the structure of landholding. 

Il Thp TATkdlnvds 

As we have seen, there were two groups of landlords in Ratnagiri: 

the kbats, and the wealthier dhaz-akaris who owned more land than they 

were able or willing to cultivate directly. The dharekaris rented only 
to tenants at will, while the khats also rented to customary tenants 

with security of tenure. These landlords, being in general the 

wealthiest cultivators in their villages, were the most likely to have 

regular surpluses after paying the tax an their holdings and 
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satisfying the immediate subsistence needs of their families. There is 

little Infornation on systems and costs of grain storage, 4 and the 

high humidity and rainfall in the Konkan is , lik ely to have created 

particular problens for long term stAx-age of grain. However, stared 

grain was inportant to the landlords since it was used to lend to 

tenants, particularly in the period before the harvest, and was also 

used to pay the wages of agricultural labourers and to support bonded 

labourers and slaves. The network of clients thus developed helped the 

kbots to control their villages. During the eighteenth century these 

patron/client syBtens at village level, based an the grain surpluses 

of the landlords, were at the root of networks of patronage which 

spread right through the Xaratha, state, based on personal, fanily and 

caste alliances. 15 Under the British, however, the links of patronage 

from central and district governnent to the village level were broken. 

Instead of personal contacts wealth, and in particular cash Incone, 

becane the new basis of political influence. Though it was 'still 

possible for landlords to exert influence at the district level, now 
they had to buy the co--operation of leading officials in the 

Collector's office, who would have been brought in fron outside the 

district and had fewer local linksýO Ninor officials were still often 
from the locality, and here Investnent in an English education for a 

relative ensured that there would be a friendly contact In the 

district or taluka office. Finally, to defend their interests and 

control their clients at village level, the landlords had to use the 

British legal systen, which was expensive. 
This suggests that while under the Pe&hwas landlords were prinarily 

interested in increasing the output from their holdings, since this 

would enable then to increase their standing and influence in their 

locality, during the nineteenth century landlords became increasingly 

influenced, when naking decisions on investnent In their holdings, by 

the prospects for increasing their cash inconeB. As the local econany 
becaine Increasingly nonetised, even the wages of labourers would be 

partially paid in cash by the end of the century (see below Section 

III). However there were a nunber of serious disincentives to 

landlords in Ratnagiri who were considering increasing the 

profitability of their holdings in cash terns. as opposed to simply 
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raising their output. In particular, the costs of production, the 

trends In agricultural prices and the system of taxation operated to 

discourage such investment for most of the nineteenth century. 

I Costs nf Productirm 

Factors affecting the coets, of production in the district included 

the cost of transport and labour costs. As has been discussed in 

Chapter 1, land transport in Ratnagiri faced particularly - acute 

problems, since bridging the many creeks was expensive, and routes 

Inland to the Deccan had to contend with the steep Ghat passes which 

were impassible in the monsoon. Road transport was poor for much of 

the nineteenth century - though it had improved by the 1920s - but 

the absence of a railway through the Konkau meant that water 

transport, faced little competition until the bus network was developed 

after 1947. However, the district was well served with water 

transport, by the numerous small boats which plied up and down the 

const and along the network of creeks and -by the steamer service in 

the later nineteenth century, even though transport up-some creeks was 

hindered as the century- progressed by the silting up of the rivers, 

and shipping along the coast was also unable to operate In the 

monsoon. 7 It therefore seems unlikely In view of the network of water 

transport that transport costs in Ratnagiri were significantly higher 

them those In neighbouring districts. In the early nineteenth century 

before the building of the railways in the Deccan they may well have 

been lower. Iý( 

It does not appear that labour costs either would have been higher 

for landlords In Ratnagirl than in other districts of Vestern India. 

In Ratuagirl. the khats and large dharrJrari holders appear to have 

preferred to rent out land to sharecropping tenants rather than to 

cultivate with hired labour. This is perhaps not surprising, since even 

in modern conditions. many landowners find that the cost of -paying and 

supervising hired labour is a deterrent to efficient cultivationt and 

that Bharecopping both reduces the risk for the landlard, and the cost 

of supervision. 0 Xhats and some dhazeknz-is In Ratnag1ri were also able 

to call on their lower caste sharecropping tenants for labour, service, 

Of two to four days' labour per household per month, though : fcx: )d was 
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sometimes given to the workers and the costs of effective supervision 

were probably highýs But hired labour was used by many khats, and all 
but a few absentees also used slave or debt bonded labour, which 

cannot, have been any cheaper since slaves and debt bonded labourers 

had to be supported for the entire year. Census statistics an 

occupation, which are rather unreliable, suggest that only between 3% 

and 6% of the population of the district were full time agricultural 
labourers between 1881 and 1921. "0 Xcist would have been employed by 

the kbats on their personal holdings, and by Rrahman cultivators who 

were prevented by caste rules from taking a direct part , in 

agr icultural operations; and undoubtedly, hired labour would also have 

been used for-any major schemes of land reclamation and improvement, 

such as building terraces. However, compared to other districts of 
Vestern India the percentage of hired labourers in the population was 
low in Ratnagiri. 11 Vages in Ratuagiri for, agricultural labourers were 

also apparently slightly lower. -than in aller neighbouring districts 

both in the mid nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. 12 .I 
, Though Jabour and txansport costs may have been similar to or 

slightly lower than those in neighbouring districts, ý, - the costs 
incurred in Increasing output per acre In Ratnagiri were relatively 
high. Because level low lying land which could adapt easily to rice 

and garden cultivation was in short, supply in Ratuagiri, hill land 

growing dry grains had to be converted Into rice land or Irrigated 

garden land In order to intensify cultivation and Increase production. 
However, the costs involved in the - conversion of most types of dry 

crop land Into rice or garden land could be very high, and were a 
serious disincentive to th landlords who aimed to make a profit 
from the sale of the crops grown. 

The easiest land to convert to rice or garden cultivation was the 

rich alluvial rabi land on the banks of creeks, which could easily be 

used for, growing sugar cane and hemp without irrigation, and was 

easily converted to rice land by building embankments., However, this 

land was in limited supply, and much of it had already been converted 
to rice or garden land by the 1820s. 12 Level and gently, undulating 
hill land could be quite easily converted to grow raiw-fed rice, though 

this involved the labour of clearing as well as enbanking the land, 
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unless it had already been cleared for dry grain cultivation. Under 

the Peshwas this was considered the cheapest way of creating rice 

land, and did not therefore attract such favourable inducements-as did 

the conversion of other types of land. In a selection of grants made 

by the Peshwas in the early nineteenth century for converting waste 

hill land Into rice land, the estimated costs ranged from 41 rupees an 

acre to 212 rupees aný acre. ', * The reclamation of salt marsh land 

(kWLrn land) far sweet rice cultivation was another option for 

cultivators, but It was -a difficult and expensive task; the cost ý of 

reclaiming me acre of salt marsh In 1806 was estimated at 425 

rupees. ' 16 Also expensive was the bringing into cultivation of rocky 

land on the steep hill sides, which required a substantial outlay of 

cash and labour to create terraced rice fields Ghwint) by making 

masonry embankments and bringing earth for the fields. The terraces 

could be used to grow rice in the monsoon, and if they were irrigated 

through a pat or system of channels, diverting a stream through the 

terraces, they could also grow rabi or dry season crops such as rice 

and vegetables, and could also grow perennial crops particularly sugar 

cane and hemp. 10 In recognition of the expense of creating rice land 

from salt marsh and steep rocky hill land, from the mid eighteenth 

century the Pe&hwas gave extra tax concessions to landowners who made 

this investment. 17 Nost expensive of all was the building of systems 

of irrigation, whether they were pats for Irrigating terraces, wells 

with 'Persian lifts' (budkis) for irrigating lower lying-land, or tanks 

for storing monw: )on water. Such systems of irrigation were needed to 

extend the cultivating season beyond the monsoon, and to create garden 
land which could grow perennial tree crops such as mangoes, coconuts 

and betelnutB. However, the Collector of Ratnagirl pointed out in 1845 

that the smaller streams In the district were already danned for 

irrigation, and the farmation of masonry banks across the larger 

streams would Involve such great expense that it was doubtful if It 

would yield any profit to a private Investor. According to Captain 

Vingate, in the 1850s poor soil near Ratuagiri required an Investment 

of 800 rupees to na a coconut garden, and at current prices It would 
be difficult to make any profit. 10 
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In these circumstances, government aid could be a, decisive factor 
In encouraging investment in irrigation and land, improvement. In the 
late eighteenth century the Pe&hwas Introduced a policy of encouraging 
investment In ýagriculture in Ratnagiri by offering very favourable tax 

agreements to landowners, who created new rice ar garden land. These 

maR istava kawls gave the landowner several tax free ýyears on the 

new rice or garden laud, and then a gradually increasing rate of tax, 
but even after the end of the agreement the rate of tax on the land 

was often lower than the normal rate, and where rice and garden were 
created out of salt marsh or rocky land a part of the tax on the 

holding was permanently remitted. 10 These agreements were made 

available for landowners In Ratuagirl and the southern talukas of the 

district; landowners In the northern talukas could only be granted 
them for the conversion of salt nmrsh land.? 0 The British Collectors 

had no doubt that this policy had encouraged Investment in 

agriculture, such as the creation of terraced rice land on the hill- 

sides. However, the British government revised the terms of the 

agreements, shortening the period of tax exeizption to nine years, and 

ending the system of granting tax concessions in perpetuity. The 

British authorities felt that the pressure of population In the 

district was not high enough to justify such concessions, and that 
they diverted capital from more profitable enterprises. 21 As a result 
of these changes the applications for tax concessions, and presumably 
also the Investment by landowners In inproving the land, dropped; 22 

the rate at which kawls were given does not seen to have Increased 

over the subsequent decade.. 20 
KiNfIs appear to have been the main ways in which landlords acquired 

capital for investment in Improvements. Though many landlords were in 
debt to merchants (see below Section 111), Interest rates were high, 

and the slight evidence available suggests that loans were not entered 
into far agricultural improvements, but to pay tax demands, acquire 
land, or pay marriage expenses. 24 Direct Investment by government in 
improving agriculture in the district also appears to have been 

negligible in the first half of the nineteenth century, and in 1849 the 
Bombay gcmernment deplored the lack of effort to improve the district 
through irrigation. 2r, There does appear to have been some Improvement 
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in the 1860s, when' money for projects was made available from the 

District and Local Funds, 2-- but by 1889 the proportion of the cropped 

area irrigated was still below the average 'for the Presidency. 27 

However, in the following '25 years there appears to have been a 

substantial increase in irrigation since the percentage of the Gross 

Cropped Area irrigated had risen by 1914 to 6.5%, above the average 
far the Presidency as a whole, an improvement which may be in part 

attributed to the increase in loans to cultivators made available 

under the Land Improvements Loan Act of 1888.20' 

ii Agricul-binral prices 
In view of the substantial investment required to extend the acreage 

of land suitable for cash" cropping, any landlords -concerned with the 

return on their investment would have considered the level of 

agricultural prices before embarking on any substantial improvements 

to their land. However, prlr, -m of agricultural produce' seen to have 

fallen on the Introduction of British rule In Vestern India, 29 and 

though they rose in the mid '1820s during a period of severe' crop 

failure, they soon dropped again, and remained relatively low until the 

mid 1850s (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2). Though the ti_-rns of trade for 

agriculture did not seem to have been much affected in this period, as 
the fall in prices was general.: 90 the costs of production remained 

relatively high (as wages were paid in kind, and taxation did not 
fall), and so the profits of cash cropping were diminished. This fall 

In prices in Vestern India was probably caused 'in part by Increased 

agricultural production and easier transpor-tation made possible by the 

cessation of the wars which led - to the British conquest of the 

Narathn Empire. -Ol It may also have been caused by falling demand 

within India (there was little export of agricultural produce overseas 

at this period). Demand for cotton, for Instance, may have been hit by 

the decline of the Indian handicraft textile industry under British 

competition, and the demand for 'luxury' foods such as sugar, betelnuts 

and high quality rice must also have fallen considerably with the 

disbanding of the Altrathn army and court, which led to soldiers and 

courtiers returning to their estates in reduced circumstances to 

produce far their own consunption. 3; 2 In Ratnagiri demand was reduced 
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further by the dismantalling of the- forts which had been supplied 
directly by local production. -03 This revenue grain was now offloaded 

onto the local imar et,, since the British did not. need rice in such 
large quantities to supply their troops, and so sold the revenue grain 

at. auctions - to local merchants, or persuaded the khats and dharva-karls 

to pay cash instead. -34 Britisb officers noreover-did not, as did their 

Zaratha counterparts, spend all their income In the district, but 

instead a proportion-, of it. went overseas to Britain 
Another factor keeping prices down from the early 1840s, appears to 

have been increa Ing imports of lower priced grain from areas, where 

the costs of production were lower e. g. rice from Xalabar and Thana, 

and millet and pulses from - the Deccan. 2s Ratuagirl, probably exported 

rice in the eighteenth - century,: 3'- and the first mention of imports of 

rice under British rule came In 1829 ý37 The fact that prices of rice 

in the coastal markets of, Ratnagiri taluka, in the . 1820s and 1830s 

were higher than in those inland, in neighbouring Sangameshwar taluka, 

suggests that rice was not being imported -to any great extent at that 

period (See Table 6.2). However, in the 1840s and 1850s there are a 

number of reports from Collectors on the import of cheap rice, and the 

effect which this was having on prices In the districtý30 There are no 

accurate trade statistics available, but there does appear to be a 

slight trend towards levelling of price differentials between coastal 

and inland markets in the early - 
1840s (statistics on individual 

bazaars end in 1845; see Table 6.2). In contrast, between 1890/1 and 

1906 prices of rice were consistently , lower In Ratnagiri 
. 
taluka ( 

where markets were on the coast) than ý in Saugamerhwar taluka ( where 

markets were Inland). 2111 It must be pointed out, however,, that the 

existanoe of imports from the 1840s does not necessarily imply a 

greatly enlarged market, since much of the grain imported was in 

transit through the district, by bullock land across from , the Deccan 

or by small ship-load, up the Coast, bound for Bombay, and was simply 

offered for sale, by the traders at their stopping places en ruute, in 

the hope of possibly finding a buyer., 4o 

From the 1850s, however, a rapid riSe-in alllcultural prices took 

place in India as a whole, and also in RatuagIri district. Though 

Prices reached a peak in the mid 1860s, when they dropped they still 
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stabilised at a higher level than in the 1820s-50s. This price rise 

was largely occasioned by the general Inflation in India caused by the 

massive Influx of silver into India encouraged by. the cotton boom# 

which led to the devaluation of the rupee in 1876., 41 However, it d 

seen to have been accompanied by a movement In the terns of trade in 

favour of agricultureý42 This would not be unexpected, since demand 

for Indian agricultural products, particularly cotton, was rising In 

the second half of the nineteenth century, and the switch-to non-food 

crops in same areas, combined with the rising population in the mid 

nineteenth century, also increased the demand for food crops over the 

period; while at the same tine competition within the manufacturing 

sector, combined with lower transport costs, is likely to have held 

back price rises for manufactured goods. Any movement in the terms of 

trade in favotw of agriculture was likely, of course, to encourage cash 

cropping. Rising agricultural prices also helped to reduce the costs of 

production for land ners, by reducing the real revenue demand (even 

before the Settlement when a fixed cash assessment -was introduced, 

part of the revenue payable in kind was commuted compulsorily at 

fixed rates), and by reducing the costs of hiring labour when this was 

paid in cash, since there is some evidence that wages lagged behind 

rises in agricultural prices in Ratnagiri. 42 

Though by the end of the nineteenth century the profits to be made 

from cash cropping way have risen in RatuagIri, nonetheless the 

district lacked still a profitable major export crop. 44 Cotton, the 

most important cash crop of Vestern India In the nineteenth century. 

could not be grown in Ratnagiri, -416 land suitable for the cultivation of 

sugar and hemp, both products in demand In India and overseas, was 

very limited, though their cultivation did increase significantly over 

the century; " and cash cropping for export was allerwise 

concentrated on orchard and garden produce, particularly betelnuts and 

leaves, cashewnuts, mangoes and coconuts, which, being primarily 

destined for consumption in India, and in particular in Bombay, did 

not fetch the high prices of the zuijor export crops, JU spite of the 

substantial investment required in their cultivation. A7 
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III Tairatirm 

In these circumstances, it is not surprising that large landowners 

were reluctant to invest in increasing agricultural production. 

However, even if they had been willing to do so, the evidence suggests 

that many landlords did not have large surpluses to Invest in the 

nineteenth century. Estimates of landlords' incomes are clearly not 

easy to na and only very fragmentary evidence exists. 40. There is 

some evidence, however, which suggests that in the mid nineteenth 

century a number of khats were in serious financial difficulties, and 

unable to pay the revenue demand on their villages. An indication of 

this is the extent to which dbarekazd villages and khotiships were 

handed over to government management because their owners were unable 

or unwilling to sign the annual kabulaynt agreement with the 

government to pay the year's revenue demand on their ý holdingý4'11 

Statistics an the numbers of government nanaged villages do indicate 

Increasing difficulties in paying the revenue In the mid nineteenth 

century, particularly among dharr*arls, 60 and in Ratnagirl, Rajapur and 

Devgad talukas, where the revenue demand was highest in that period. 15, 

Out of 1,338 villages (excluding iimus villages) only 27 were under 

government management In 1828, but 56 In 1835/6. and 70 In 1840,114 

by 1853/4 and 143 by 1879.152 Another -indication of financial 

difficulties among landholders, Is the extent of mortgaging of 

holdings and villages. Xortgaging of property appears to have been 

quite common in the eighteenth century, and by the late 1820s for 

example, nearly half of the khotishIps In Ratuagiri and Sanganeshwar 

talukas appear to have been mortgaged at least In partý63 Nost 

mortgages were usufructary or 'possessary', which meant that the 

mortgagee took the place of the nartgagars as manager of the, property 

while the mortgagor cultivated the land as a tenant. " This suggests 

that in the early nineteenth century, these khotiships-were profitable, 

and that the mortgages must indicate only temporary difficulties in 

paying the revenue. By the 1850s, however, the impression given by 

British officials is that khats and dharekarls were facing increasing 

financial problems, "a and this impression is supported by the evidence 

of a change in the type of aartgage'used. From the mid nineteenth 

century, the main form of mortgage became increasingly a mortgage 
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which was nominally usufructory, but in which the mortgagee returned 
the management of the khotiship to the mortgagor in return for an 

agreed annual payment. 156 it seems likely that the predominance of 
this type of mortgage by the end of the nineteenth century indicates 
that khotishipr. were not profitable enough for the mortgagee to take 

the trouble to manage it himself. 
The incidence of taxation clearly played a part in the financial 

difficulties of landholders in the nineteenth century. Initially. - the 

British adopted the revenue systen'and rates 'of the Peshwas, which 

reflected the severe financial crisis of the late Namtha empire and 

were correspondingly high. As agricultural prices fell in the late 

1820s, mareover, the real rate of taxation increased, since the land 

tax, though assessed and partly payable in kind, was also partly 

compulsorily commuted to cash at fixed rates based an prices under 
the late JJqSbVn6.67 Though the adoption of the Peshwas' revenue rates 

also caused problems in the Deccan, In the 1840s they were discarded 

in favour of the Survey Settlement, which generally reduced the rates 

of taxation; Ratnagiri had to wait until the 1870s and 1880s for the 

Implementation of a similar Settlement. In the mid nineteenth century, 
however, with increases in cultivation, and higher agricultural pri6es, 
the real rate of taxation began to fall, and the Survey Settlement, 

although less generous than the Original Settlement in the Deccan, led 

to reductions in the overall payments of the southern' talukas of 
Ratnagirl, Sanganeshwar, and Rajapur. " It seems probable, that In the 

first half of the nineteenth century the rates of taxation did Inhibit 
investment In agriculture. Xoreover, under the Peshwals systen, 'certain 

commercially profitable crops paid especially high rates of tax, for 

example sugar and hemp, and also the system used to tax garden land 

made no allowance for the long periods when the land would be 

unproductive when new trees were planted. 1511 However, In the later 
decades of the century, these problems were reduced to some extent, 
though in a comparative perspective, rates of taxation on land in 
India as a whole were very high compared to that in most European 

countries at the same period. -Go 
To Bull up, the larger landowners in Ratuagiri were deterred from 

Investing in agriculture to Increase output, because the relatively 
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high costs of production in Ratuagiri conpared to neighbouring rice 

producing areas made it difficult for them to compete, " and the high 

rates of taxation and low agricultural prices in the first half of the 

nineteenth century also discouraged Investment. Estimates of the 

output of different types of land and the costs of cultivation made by 

British officials in Ratnagiri in the 1840s appear to show that, given 
the low agricultural prices at the time, and rates of taxation by 

government of, in general, between 30% and 60%, if cultivators had to 

hire all their, labour they would make no profit at all an their 
cultivatim. r. 2 

III The ýP. Wwxta 

The role of the merchants is also crucial in determining the 

extent of output raising investment in Rat-nagiri. Xerchants in 

Ratnagirl were not, in the main, involved directly in cultivation 

through ownership of land or khotiships. In Ratnagiri and 

Sangameshwar talukas In 1829, very few khats were from merchant 

castes, nor did many "orts of other castes engage in tradeý62 

Nortgagees of khotiships, also, were mainly ýBzwhmans, often apparently 

khats or dharekaris in other villages In the talukad- However, 

developuents in the Deccan In the late nineteenth century show clearly 

that merchants did not necessarily need to own land in order to be 

involved in the process of cultivation. By lending seed or money to 

the cultivator at the start of the cultivating season, in return for a 

contract to buy the harvest on favourable terms to himself, the 

merchant was intervening In the process of, cultivation, and ensuring 
that the peasant continued to cultivate the cash crops which the 

merchant required. 615 

In Ratnagiri district, however, this type of merchant involvement 

with the cultivator appears to have been rare. In the Settlement 

reports, where details are usually supplied of the markets available to 

cultivators in each taluka, in only one case is there even mention of 

merchants travelling round the villages to buy grain direct from the 

cultivators, and this was In the area round Chiplun in the 1860s, when 

it attracted a large number of merchants from Bombay, as a centre for 
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the cottonl trade from the Deccan during the cotton boon. ", This 

limited merchant involvement with cultivators in Ratnagiri can partly 
be explained by the'very undeveloped internal market in the district 

for much of the nineteenth century. Cash transactions were few, 

because nost cultivators were tenants who paid rent In kind to their 

landlords. Vage labourers were, paid partly In kind, and much of the 

tax to government was paid in kind in the early nineteenth century, 

while small loans to the poorer peasants by the landlords were paid 

and repaid in grain as well. C. 7 Though periodic markets existed, they 

were unevenly distributed, being located mainly on the central plateau 

and in the river valleys on the routes between the coast and the 

Ghats, where regional staples could be exchanged - rice, fish and 

coconuts from the coast for dry grains and timber from inland. rO 

Vithin the coastal and the hill regions of the district, however, there 

does not seen to have been enough specialisation to make such narkets 

worthwhile. For example, even in 1871 Guhagar taluka, consisting of 

106 villages in the coastal area, had no periodic market, and even 
Gubagar, the taluka town (with 4,000 people), had only two or three 

shops. roo As a result, many peasants were unable to use periodic 

markets, and would hawk any surpluses, they had round neighbouring 

villageB. 70 Periodic markets in any case appear to have used barter 

rather, t1hain cash 
' 

In the early nineteenth century. 71 Cash 

transaction , and any larger transactions involving importing or 

exporting goods, were conducted in the fixed markets or peths, 

established by government grant, usually with tax concessions, In the 

larger population or communications centres. 72 Even here, though, the 

market appears to have been very limited. Prices fluctuated 

considerably In each peth from week to week 
. 
depending on the 

availability or a particular item in that particular market, and prices 
for the same item also varied very considerably from one market to 

the next, even within the same taluka. 72 There was little competitlOn 
between merchants in each Peth because prices, weights and measures 

were regulated by the shetye, who took a percentage of the profits of 

merchants and craftsmen in the pethý74 This undeveloped market was 

probably. linked to the low degree of urbanisation in the district. In 

1872, Ratnagiri had only six towns with a population of over 5,000, 
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(for a population of 1,019,136), while the neighbouring Konkan district 

of Thana had eight such towns for a population of 847,424, and Kolaba 

had four for a population of 350,405.70 

An undeveloped local market, however, is not in itself a barrier to 

merchant involvement in the process of cultivation. It is clear from 

the example of nandesh, a poor, underpopulated district'in the uld 

nineteenth century, which became one of the major cotton exporting 

arms of Vestern India later in the century, that merchants frequently 

byýpassed local markets to deal direct with the - cultivators in 

purchasing major export crops. 716 There were other factors which can 

explain the lack of merchant activity In Ratuagiri. Firstly, there was 
the absence of a major export crop in Ratuagiri which could have 

attracted the attention of merchants from outside the district. In the 

Deccan, during the cotton boom, many merchant families from Gujerat 

moved - into the area, , and links- were established ý with the important 

trading' firms in Bombay. 77 In Ratnagiri, however, throughout the 

century, the majority of merchants appear to have been local, 

particularly . 43k1Z18ZMerb1r&r YajIJ6.70 Outsiders tended only to visit the 

district for short periods in the dry season, congregating in towns 

such as Chiplun, which were centres far the through trade from the 

Deccan and up the canst. Their local involvement was slight . 79 There 

were sane cash crops in Ratuagiri which were increasingly finding a 

market in Bombay during the century. VhIte betelnuts were already 
being cultivated in Khed taluka in 1832 exclusively for the Bombay 

market ,- mangoes were being exported from Vaghotan in Rajapur taluka 

by 1850, and were also an important export from Xandangad' taluka, and 
from Ratnagiri taluka in the twentieth century, and the export of 

roasted cashew nuts was an Important activity In Xalvan In the early 
twentieth century). 00 All of these must have attracted merchant 

capital, but nonetheless most of the crops with a major overseas 

market in the nineteenth century, where the greatest 'profits were to 

be made, were not easily grown in Ratuagiri. I 

Secondly, it seems probable that merchant Involvement with the 

ordinary cultivators in Ratnagiri was reduced because they were 
largely excluded from such transactions by the khats. In the' first 

half of the nineteenth century at lea t, it was the khats and the 
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wealthier 'dharekari landowners who provided loans to the cultivators 

when they needed then. 01 Xost loans appear to have been in grain, to 

enable the tenant to subsist until the next harvest'and to provide 

seed for sawing, and were "repaid with interest after the harvest. e2 
Sone'khats also gave longer term cash loans to cultivators, ' usually to 

cover the expenses of marriage ceremonies, and these were repaid by a 
period of debt bonded labour. 03 Loans from the khats, in other words, 
were aimed at merely ensuring the survival of their tenants and the 

continuance of cultivation; there is no evidence that they were in any 

way concerned with Increasing investment in the tenants' holdings. 0.4 

Because of the dependence of the tenant on the kht7t, he was obliged to 

turn to the *bat for assistance, and the merchant was therefore 

largely excluded from dealing with the majority of cultivators. There 

is some evidence that merchants were Involved in lending to khots and 
the wealthier dharekaris who were In temporary financial 

difficultieB, 01- but even here many of the khats and dharakaris, being 

Brahman, preferred to borrow from fellow Brahmans, mainly 

neighbouring khats, who had surplus capital available for noney- 
lending activities. 016 

Though for much of the century, In Ratnagirl as In the Deocan, the 

great majority of both tenants and landowners were In debt, this 

indebtendess was not to the merchants, as In the Deccan, but to fellow 

landowners, who had expanded Into noney-lendIng and sometimes trading 

activities as a side-line. Thus, merchant capital was not brought 

into the district to be invested in agriculture, but instead wealthy 
landowners, who could have invested their surplus increasing their own 

production, found It more profitable to divert this to noney-lending 
often with a view to gaining control of khatiships. The different 

interests of there two groups clearly had an important influence on 
their- behaviour in relation to commercial agriculture. For the 

merchant, whose main Income came from the profits of trading goodso 
It was worthwhile to invest In agriculture through cash loans to 

peasants if this would ensure a supply of cash crops at a low price, 

where otherwise the peasant night have reverted to subsistence 

cropping of grains which required less investment of tine or cash On 
his part. For the landlord, however, whose nain Incone came from the 
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land, investment in extending or maintaining commercial agriculture 
was only worthwhile if clear profits could be made when the crops 
were sold in the market. In many cases It was more profitable'to use 
their resources to make small grain loans to cultivators In order to 

ensure that enough grain was produced to pay the revenue and provide 
for subsistence, while at the sane time maintaining a cheap and 
readily available labour force and maintaining their status within the 

village. .1 

IV &lbaistence cultivatcwB 

If neither the landlord nor the merchant found it profitable to 

invest in increasing agricultural production In Ratuagiri district It 

was the subsistence cultivator, who was not-bound by considerations of 

profit and who was able to use family labour to invest In his holding, 

who was most likely to engage in output raising investment. The data 

from the Farm Nanagenent Studies in the 1950s. whIch--showed an 

inverse relationship between yield per acre and size of holding, tend 

to support this ConCJUSJOUý07 Detailed analysis of this data by 

economists has shown that the small farms are more productive -because 

they have higher labour inputs, manifested particularly in their more 

intensive cropping patterns, using high value cash crops and labour 

intensive irrigation, and it is generally agreed that small farms are 

able to use higher labour inputs per acre than large farms because 

they use low cost family labour, willing to work at less than the 

normal wage rate, while large, farms are compelled to use a high 

proportion of hired labour. 00 

However, analysis based an farm size alone ignores the particular 

problems of tenant farmers such as those in Ratnagirl district. Nost 

economists have agreed that sharecropping and Insecure tenancies have 

a disincentive effect an investment in agriculture, since tenants are 

unable to profit fully from the raised output resulting from their 

Investment. " In contrast, Cheung has argued that sharecropping Is 

advantageous to both tenant and landlord-in- that it reduces risk and 
transaction costs for the landlord In comparison with employing wage 
labour while at the same tine it is less risky for the tenant than 
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fixed wage contracts; moreover, it can be as or more productive than 

other forms of rental contract, because of the landlord's ability to 

force tenants to increase Inputs. 00 However, this view appears to have 

little support from empirical studies, at least in India, which suggest 
that sharecropped holdings are less productive than owned ones. s" 

In discussing the case of Ratnagirl the investment behaviour of 
tenants is important because the majority of subsistence cultivat 
in the district were sharecroppers in the nineteenth century, and as 
has been shown in Chapter 4 even in the mid twentieth century nearly 
half the cultivators in khati villages were sharecroppers. Cultivators 

in the nineteenth century were certainly aware of the advantages of 

fixed rents over sharecropping. As they explained to Captain Dowell in 

Borsut village in tarT Sangameshwar In the 1820s, taking the land on 

a fixed rent meant they could manure it and make other improvements 

without paying extra rent. 132 However, tenants in the early nineteenth 

century were usually deterred by the high fixed rents charged by the 

khat. 0-3 Also, fixed rent contracts before the survey settlement (when 

30 year contracts were introduced) were invariably of only a few 

years' duration, which meant that the tenant did not get the full 

benefit of any long term investuent. 114 In the case of Borsut, fixed 

rent agreements were for two to five years in rice land, ' and two to 

three years In hill land, and would be renewed at the sane rate If the 

land remained the same, but would be increased if the tenant had 

enlarged a terraceý915 Cost 'share leases, which have been used 

effectively in some cases to encourage tenants to use the expensive 
inputs necessary to grow the new high yielding varieties during "the 

Green Revolution, do not appear to have been used in early nineteenth 

century Ratnagiri except on rare occasions. 1116 In addition to the 

disincentive effect of sharecropping, tenants in Ratnagiri were also 
discouraged from long term investment in their holdings, such as would 
have been needed to turn hill land into rice land, by their insecurity 

of tenure. As has been argued In Chapter 4, even those tAmants with 

customary security of tenure became vulnerable during the early 
decades of British rule. and though the Khoti Act and the Survey 

Settlement after 1880 did give a higher proportion of tenants security 

of tenure, nearly 50% of khati tenants were still tenants at will in 
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the mid twentieth century. In addition to this, the extreme poverty of 

the lower caste kbcrti tenants acted as a disincentive to agricultural 

Improvements. Nany of them lacked the ploughs and bullocks necessary 

for the more intensive -farming, and often probably the man-power 

within the family to achieve even simple Improvements such as bunding 

of fields, and were unable to afford to hire labour. '917 Those many poor 

tenants, who were unable to subsist until the harvest" without grain 

loans from the khat for consumption and seed, were not able to 

practice seed selection and experiment for themselves to find the most 

suitable varieties; they were also compelled by their subsistence needs 

to grow the low yielding red rices, because they matured earlier in 

the senson. 00 

Given 'the difficulties facing tenants In investing in long term 

improvements to their holdings, it seems that those most likely to 

invest in increasing agricultural production were the subsistence 

landowning peasants, i. e. ' holders of dhams taxed at up to approx. 30 

rupeesý00 After the'Khoti Settlement Act and the 1904 Amendment, ( 

Chapter 4) those of the khoW tenants *who had security of tenure 

under the Act and 30 year fixed cash leases would also'fall into this 

category, but unfortunately there is no data on extension of rice land 

after 1880 which could substantiate this. 100 Throughout the nineteenth 

century, however, subsistence peasant landholders in dhatreknri villages 

had considerable incentives to make long term improvements to their 

holdings, since they paid a fixed tax to government which was only 

altered once In the nineteenth century, at the Original Settlement; at 

the same time their subsistence needs, and the use they were able to 

make Of family as opposed to hired labour, made investment 'for then 

worthwhile In circumstances which deterred the wealthier farmer. 

T TnTkdhnlding and Inveotment? thp Rvidfance 

It is not possible to obtain direct data for Ratuagiri on Investment 

in agriculture or other aspects of farm performance related' to 

tenurial status or size of holding, for the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. It is necessary therefore to rely on -indirect 

indicators of various types. There are some data on numbers of 
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ploughs, cattle, carts, tanks and wells by taluka, which shows that in 

the mid. nineteenth century, investment per head of the population was 
highest In Xalvan, where most villages were dharekari. 11111 It is 

similarly possible to examine the data an areas under different crops 

which is available for each taluka for 1914/15, since the creation of 
both rice and garden land required a degree of initial Investment and 

a subsequent application of labour which was not required for hill 

cultivation (see Table 6.3). However this must be analysed with great 

caution. It has already been argued (see Chapter 4) that many khati 

villages developed in the eighteenth century In response to the 

problems of collecting revenue in area of fluctuating hill 

cultivation, and so the higher proportion of rice and garden crops to 

hill crops in areas with many dharekari villages is more likely to 

reflect the geographical constraints of cultivation in hill areas than 

a reluctance to invest. 

In Table 6.4, therefore, I look at khati and dharekarl villages in 

Ratnagiri taluka, an the coast north of Ratuagiri town. The khati and 
dbarekarl villages In tarT Sytowde are all very similar in location 

and type of land, which makes it possible to compare the relative 
development of the khoti and dharekarl villages effectively. The 

dharekarl villages in tarf Kuriat Nevre have more rice land but very 

poor hill land. As can be seen from Table 6.4, khati villages were an 

average smaller than dhar-ekarl, especially In population and rice land. 

Khati villages at the beginning of the period had more hill land per 
head than dharekarl villages and a similar amount of rice land. 

However by 1870 the situation had changed, and Investment in rice 

cultivation in kbati villages had not kept pace with population growth 
to the extent which it had in dhar-e-kaz-1 villages. As a result, the 

acreage of rice land per head in khati villages had dropped below 

that for the dharekari villages. Though khati villages still had more 
hill land per head than dhare-kari villages, this had also dropped so 

sharply that the average holding was well below subsistence level. 102 

It is possible, however, to construe the evidence of Table 6.4 as 

showing simply that higher investment in extending rice cultivation 

was only undertaken when the population pressure reached a certain 
level, regardless of the tenure, or of the distribution of landholding. 
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The evidence of Table 6.5 suggests however, that this is not a 

sufficient explanation. This table does show firstly that the smallest 
holdings, of under one acre, have the highest proportion of rice and 

garden to hill cultivation in -both khati and dharekarl villages. Th 

holdings were not adequate to provide even a minimum standard of 

subsistence, and their cultivators must either have rented in other 
land as well, as tenants at will, or have had same other source of 
income, such as labouring or trade. Secondly, this table shows that in 

holdings of 1-9 acres, rice and garden cultivation were still higher 

in comparison to hill cultivation than In the larger holdings, though 

there was a steady trend downwards. Xany of the 1-4 acre holdings 

would also not have been sufficient for subsistence, unless they were 

all rice land, but many of the 5-9 acre holdings would have provided 

subsistence for a family, though with little or no surplus. Nost of 

there cultivators would have used just family labour on their holdings, 

as would cultivators of holdings under one acre, unless'they were high 

caste or by some accident were lacking adult males in the family. 

Thirdly, the table shows that in the case of holdings of 10-19 acres 

and above, the proportion of rice and garden land to hill land is much 
lower tlh; ln in the smallest holdings, but above 10 acres there is no 

very clear trend in the relationship between the different types of 

cultivation. Holdings of 10-19 acres would provide a comfortable 

subsistence in most cases, with little regular surplus, but In sane 

cases, where there was a high proportion of rice land in the holdings, 

their owners could be wealthy peasants, with a regular surplus every 

year over subsistence needs. Most holders of this size would have 

needed to employ labour for cultivation, 'since it has been estimated 
that a peasant cultivating over 2% acres of rice land or 4 acres of 
hill land (i. e. a holding of about 16 acres of hill land in most areas 

of Ratuagiri), would need to employ scone labour. 10-3 Any holdings ovýr 
20 acres were likely to yield a regular surplus above subsistence 

needs and would certainly need to employ labour, unless the holdings 

were to be rented out. This evidence on the inverse relationship 
between investment In rice and garden cultivation and size of holdings 

can be compared with the data from -the Farm Xanagement Surveys in 

the 1950s, which show a similar inverse relationship between the 
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intensity of cropping patterns and the "size of holding. It has been 

suggested by Bhagwati and Clhakravartyl*fthat this might be explained 
in terms -of the superior quality of land in the smaller holdings, as a 

result of farmers in financial difficulties selling the poorer quality 
land first and holding onto their small plots of rice. However, there 
is little evidence to suggest such an active nar et 'in land in 

Ratuagiri in the nineteenth century. It is possible. ' using a part of 
the settlement records of dhaveaknri villages known as the 'Appendix 

D', to trace changes in dharekari holdings in some dhavemkari villages 
in Ratnagiri taluka between 1867 and 1881/5. Very few of the transfers 

of land recorded in this way, however, can be atttributed to land 

sales. In Nevre, for instance, a large dhnrrJuwi village with 295 

dharvJLar-1 holdings, near the town of Ratuagiri, there were 112 ca 

of transfer of land through inheritance in this period, and only one 

clear case of transfer of land through sale. though there were 11 

cases which might possibly have been sales since the transfer was not 

made to a relative (the transfer is assumed to have been by 

inheritance if it was made to a person with the same surnane). 1 1015 

It is also possible that the high proportion of rice in the 

smallest holdings, seen in Table 6.4, could be connected with the 

fragmentation of holdings associated with the subdivision ýof land 

between several heirs. However, this again seems unlikely to provide 

an explanation. Vhere subdivision of a holding between heirs' did 

occur, each claimant appears to have been given an equal share of each 
type of land, so that their new holdings, though smaller, would reflect 
the balance of the old. The Appendix D far Nevre again provides 
evidence of this in the 18 cases recorded of subdivision of holdings 
through inheritance. In 9 of these cases the desire to provide really 

equal shares was so great that each pat number (a small division of a 

survey number, which in the Konkan was in effect a separate field, 

since every parcel of land of a different class held by a different 

occupant in a survey number in the Konkan was made into a separate 

pat number), was divided into shares between the heirs. - 
The data from Table 6.5 does therefore apparently confirm the 

hypothesis that it was the small subsistence' cultivators, employing 
family labour, and under pressure of subsistence as populatiou rose In 
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the nineteenth century, who were most likely to invest in intensifying 

cultivation by the creation of new rice land out of the hill land in 

their holdings. The data also show, moreover, that subsistence 

cultivators in dharekari villages were investing more heavily in rice 

and garden cultivation than subsistence tenants in kboti villages. As 

can be seen in Table 6.5, though there was little difference In the 

proportion of rice and garden lane] to hill land in holdings of 10-19 

acres and over between khati and dharekari villages, there was a very 

considerable difference in the rate of investment in rice and garden 

land between khati and dharekari cultivators of holdings under 5 

acres. A similar phenomenon has been observed by Sen in the data from 

the Farm Xana ement Surveys in the 1950s, which appear to show that 

the disincentive effect of tenancy on Investment applies only to the 

smaller holdings, while in the larger holdings there is little 

difference in performance between tenants and owners-" 

YJ Cnne-limirm 

Though the data an land tenure and investment in agriculture is of a 

very fragmentary and unsatisfactory nature, it does appear to confirm 

the hypothesis that it was only the landowning subsistence peasant, In 

the dharekari villages using family rather than hired labour on his 

farm who was prepared to Invest heavily in converting hill land to 

rice and garden land during -the nineteenth century. It has been argued 

that subsistence sharecropping tenants In the khati villages were 

deterred from any long term investment in their holdings by their 

insecurity of tenure and by the disincentive effect of sharecropping. 
The larger landowners in the dharekarl villages, and , 

the kborts 

themselves, an the other hand, were deterred from output raising 

investment because of the relatively high costs of employing and 

supervising labour, and because the casts of production in general 

were high in Ratuagirl in comparison with other districts of Vestern 

India. For this reason, and because Ratnagirl lacked. a highly 

profitable export crop, such as cotton, investment in Intensifying 

cultivation for commercial production was not viable, and the larger 

landowners had no need to intensify cultivation purely to increase 
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production of subsistence grains. In these circumstances, it is 

possible that merchant capital night have stepped In, as happened in 

some areas of Vestern India in the nineteenth century, to stimulate 

the production of cash crops with a high value per acre by making 

loans to peasants. However, the undeveloped nature of the internal 

market, the absence of a suitably attractive cash crop at this period, 

and the kboti system itself, combined to keep the merchants' 

involvement in the district low compared to that In -any other areas 

of Vestern India in the nineteenth century. As a result of this 

combination of circumstances, though subsistence cultivation of both 

rice and hill grains increased during the nineteenth century, it failed 

to keep pace with the rapid rise in population; at the same time, 

cultivation of high value per acre crops such as sugar, cotton, garden 

crops and hemp accounted for less than 20% of cultivation even by the 

1920s'07. 

As population rose, and output per head fell, it Is clear that it 

was the low caste tenant cultivators in the kbati villages who 

suffered most. For, when the relative Investment patterns of 

subsistence cultivators in kbaU and dhar-e-kari villages are compared, 
it must be barn in mind that while the subsistence cultivators in the 

khati villages were mainly lower caste, there was a significantly 
higher proportion from the higher castes among the subsistence 
landowners in the cWwekari 

, 
villages (see Table 6.6A and B). Table 6.7 

shows in detail how the relative position of different families in the 

village of Pirdavne, in taluka Sangameshwar, changed In the course of 

a century, showing that while the higher castes expanded their rice 

cultivation considerably over the course of the century, the holdings 

of the lowest castes- the Nahar, Gurnv, Chambhar, Teli and Sabekar 

Mmbi) families - decreased from 11.6 % to 5% of rice cultivation, 

and from 2.8% to 1.9 % of hill cultivation. Thus, while it has been 

shown in Chapter 4 that the burden of tax and rent in the district in 

the nineteenth century fell most heavily on the lower caste khati 

tenants, It can also be seen that it was the lower castes who suffered 

most from the failure of agricultural production to keep pace with 

population over the century. 
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CBonbay, 1921) pp. 14-19. 

46) The amount of sugar cane cultivated was small- only 504 acres in 
the whole district in 1845/6: BRP 1848 Range 376 Vol. 26 no. 16199 
dated 1.12.1846 para. 35. Though this had risen to 1,574 acres by 
1877/8 (Gazetteer (1880) p. 146) it still only represented a small 
proportion of the total cropped area of the district, and seems to 
have been concentrated largely in the south of the district, 
particularly Nalvan. Approximately 0.15% of the total cropped area of 
the district was under sugar in 1914/15 and 1917/18 (2,323 acres) and 
69% of this was in Xalvan taluka: P. C. Patil, ap. r-it. (1921) pp. 122-5. 

47) See Table 5.5. Tenth Annual Report of the Department ctf Land 
Records and Agriculture, l1kisbay Presidency 189213 (Bombay, 1893) 
pp. xvii-xviii shows that in 1892/3 orchard and garden produce 
occupied Just under 6% of GCA (data from 13% of villages in the 
district), while in 1917/18 it occupied 7% of the GCA (data from 23% 
of GCA of district): P. C. Patil, tT. clt. General Statement no. I and II. 
By 1832 white betelnuts were being cultivated in taluka Suvernadurg 
(Khed and Xandangad talukas) exclusively for the Bombay market: BRP 
1832 Range 370 Vol. 72 no. 9046 dated 16.8.1832. By 1850 mangoes were 
being exported from Waghotan In Rajapur taluka, (Wingate's Diary 
Vol. II p. 71), and were also an important export from Xandangad (in 
1hed taluka) by the 1890s, (Selections NS no. 619 (Bombay, 1928) p. 4 
para. 2). and from Ratuagiri taluka in the twentieth century: 
Selections IS no. 574 (Bombay, 1920) p. 7. The export of' roasted 
cashew nuts to Bombay was an important activity in Xalvan in the 
early twentieth century: Selections NS no. 528 (Bombay, 1915) p. 5. Of 
tree crops grown in the district, only coconuts were likely to have 
found a market outside India at this period. 

48) e. g. BRP 1835 Range 371 Vol. 62 no. 6259 dated 26.11.1835 petition 
from 

, 
Beeknak Valud Crovindnak, Havildar, suggested that the khats- made 

substantial profits from villages apparently underassessed. In reply 
to a second petition an khats in Khed and Nandaugad talukas, the 
government investigated some of the villages concerned, and rejected 
the suggestion that the khats' profit was excessive - the profits 
being estimated for different villages varying from 33 rupees to 213 
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rupees per year: BRP 1837 Range 372 Vol. 13 no. 2954 dated 9.9.1836, 
Report of the Assistant Collector. 

49) Villages were usually resigned because the khots or dharekarls 
were unable to meet the revenue payments, though they were 
occasionally resigned because of disputes between the sharers, and the 
option was open to the owners to reclaim their management on payment 
of any arrears; for example, Gazetteer (1880) p. 205 and BRP 1840 
Range 373 Vol. 17 no. 3199 dated 29.2.1840 para. 19 which suggests 
that the reason for the resignation of villages was the high 
government demand. 

50) The distribution of attatched villages between khati and dharekari 
can be seen clearly in the 1840/1 Revenue Report: BRP 1842 Range 373 
Vol. 56 no. 3786 dated 5.11.1841 para. 12. 

51) The Revenue Report for 1841/2 shows clearly how attatched 
villages were distributed between talukas: ERP 1843 Range 374 Vol. 20 
no. 4786 dated 28.2.1843 para. 37-39. 

52) BRP 1828 Range 370 Vol. I no. 10 dated 29.10.1828 enclosure an 
talathis in the Southern Konkan; BRP 1838 Range 371 Vol. 81 no. 6014 
dated 3.9.1836 para. 22; BRP 1842 Range 373 Vol. 56 no. 3786 dated 
6.11.1841 para. 12. XSA RD 1858 Vol. 19 letter to. 1701 dated 21.10. 
1854 para. 48. NSA RD 1879 Vol. 92/127 letter no. F/525 dated 8.2.1879 
p. 317. All these figures are rather tentative, as distinctions were 
not always clearly made between villages attached by government for a 
short period or permanently, and villages let out on long leases were 
not always included in the statistics. 

53) In the 154 khati and mixed khatildharekari villages described in 
Dcwellis Zates, 65 had mortgaged khotiships. 

54) For an example of a UBUfructory mortgage bond see. Appendix III. 
For types of mortgage in Ratnagiri see Pune Archives Pre 1857 Records 
Rumal 14/4 letter no. 357 dated 13.9 1852 para. 20. Of the 32 villages 
in Ratnagiri and Sangameshwar talukas about which Captain Dowell 
gives details of the form of mortgage, 26 were truly usufructory. 

55) BRP 1847 Range 375 Vol. 47 no. 7028 (enclosed with no. 7024) 
dated 22.10.1845 on Anjanvel (Chipluu and Dapoli) and Suvernadurg 
(Khed and Xandangad) talukas, para. 78 - practically every village is 
partly mortgaged. 

For an example of the general financial pressure which kbats were 
under see BRP 1840 Range 373 Vol. 9 no. 353 dated 22.7.1839 para. 3. 

56) Pune Archive Ratuagirl Survey Rumal 14/4 letter no. 1409 dated 
7.9.1853 para. 6 describes the three main types of mortgage in the 
district in the early 1850s. The two first and apparently most 
important were only nominally usufructory, in that the Inanagement' of 
the holding (i. e. paying the government dues and standing the profit 
and loss), remained with the mortgagor, and the mortgagee took his 
loan repayments either in the form of a fixed annual payment, or in 
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the form of an agreed share of the annual profits of the holding after 
tax, which was formally regarded as a rent to the mortgagee. Only in 
the third example did the mortgagee take full management of the 
khatiship. Similarly, In the early twentieth century, the Assistant 
Settlement Officer commented that though most mortgages in Ratnagiri 
and Sangameshwar talukas were legally usufructory, in practice they 
were like simple mortgages, because the mortgagor %remained in 
possession, and his 'rent' to the mortgagee was in fact Interest an 
the loan: Selections IS no. 574 (Bombay 1920) p. 11 and Selections IS 
no. 559 (Bombay 1919) p. 9. 

57) Between % and * of the assessment, depending on the district, was 
compulsorily commuted to cash at fixed rater. known as the tussur and 
ferakht For details see BRP 1829 Range 370 Val. 22 no. 232 dated 
1.11.1829 Appendix B. Vith the fall in prices, ýthese fixed rates became 
much higher than the bazaar prices - see BRP 1843 Range 374 Val. 20 
no. 4768 dated 28.2.1843 paras. 1-3, which shows that landholders in 
the district paid approx. 29% above the bazaar price In fixed 
commutation rates. Though the government reduced the fixed 
conmutation rates slightly in 1842/3 - BRP 1844 Range 374 Vol. 44 
no. 7292, dated 30.1.1844 para. 4- until the 1860s they were still in 
general higher than the bazaar rates. 

58) Overall payments by the taluka were decreased in the case of 
Ratnagiri (Selectirms IS no. 377 (Bombay 1898) Appendix R letter 
dated 27.4.1869 para. 9), Sanganeshwar (Selections IS no. 171 (Bombay 
1885) p. 9-a drop of 17%). and Rajapur (Selecticms IS no. 253 
(Bombay 1892) p 16 para. 38) and increased in Xandangad (XSA RD 1870 
Vol. 137/1062 petition from landholders of Peth Xandangad, pp. 389- 
90), Dapoli U[SA RD Vol. 40/583 letter no. 303 dated 25.2.1869 para. 9 
-a 36% increase over the previous 10 years' average payments), and 
Devgad (Selectitms IS no. 253 (Bombay 1892) pp. 14-16). 

59) Xany Collectors commented on the discouraging effect of taxation 
policy on the development of such crops as sugar, coconuts, and hemp, 
e. g. BRP 1837 Range 372 Vol. 25 no. 7651 dated 24.11.1837 para. 9- 
sugar cane was not being grown In the district because traditionally 
land growing sugar cane would be assessed at a very high rate, as was 
hemp (para. 14). For further complications in the systen of hemp 
taxation, see BRP 1840 Range 373 Vol. 12 no. 1360 dated 30.1.1840. In 
JISA RD 1855 letter no. 29 dated 23.3.1855 paras. 5 and 6 the Survey 
Officer explained the operation of the tree tax and how this 
discouraged the extension of coconut gardens. 

60) C. Lis and H. Soly, Poverty and Capitalism in Pre-Industrial EUrvpe 
(London, 1979) p. 100. 

61) Though a precise comparison cannot be made, it Is clear that the 
sail and climate and the topography of Ratnagiri district, presented 
peculiar difficulties. The soils In Ratuagiri and the neighbouring 
districts of Kolaba and parts of Thana, were thin and porous; the 
monsoon was shorter there than In most parts of Vestern India; 
furthermore, there was less level land in Ratnagirl than In Thana and 
Kalaba. All these factors made the creation of rice land, and the 
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intensification of cultivation through double cropping and irrigation, 

more difficult and expensive. See Chapter 5 and P. G. Patil, Op. cit. 
(Bombay, 1921) pp. 10-12., 

62) BRP Range 374 Vol. 44 no 7297 dated 15.2.1977. 

63) In Ratuagiri and Sanganeshwar talukas In 1829-32, only one khat 
was from the Vani (merchant) caste (Dowell's Notes Passiz). There were 
only a few cases where the khot appeared to be involved substantially 
in grain dealing (Awell's Notes pp. 162 and 280); most of their 
transactions appear to, have been connected with paying the revenue 
(e. g. p. 65), though a number of kbats appear to have arranged for 
their tenants to hawk their surplus grain round the neighbotiring 
villages for then (e. g. pp. 138,240 and 340. ) A few khats were clearly 
substantial grain dealers, in that they were prepared to bid for a 
share of the taluka grain revenue at the government auctions, but this 
could be misleading, as bidders at these auctions often appear to have 
been acting for other people e. g. taluka officials in the employ of the 
British who were not supposed to be bidding): BRP 1823 Range 368 
Vol. 40 no. 6030 enclosed with no. 6028 dated 13.6.1823. 

64) 80Z of the nortgagees were Brahman in Ratnagiri and Sanganeswhar 
talukas in 1829-32: Dowell's Zates, passimr. 

65) XSA RD 1883 Comp. 1934 Agriculture, letter no. 40 of 1883 'Report 
on the Grain Trade of the Deccan' by A. B. Fforde, Assistant 
Superintendant, Revenue Survey dated 13.11.1883. See also J. Banaji, 
'CapItalist Domination and the Small Peasantry. Deccan Districts in the 
Late Nineteenth Century' in Ecxmamic and Political Veekly Special 
lumber August 1977. 

66) XSA RD 1870 Vol. 40/405 letter 'no. 1 dated 11.2.1870 para. 8. 

67) For a general observation on the economy of the district, see BRP 
1821 Range 368 Vol. 15 letter dated 21.11.1821 p. 5710 para. 10, where 
the Deccan Commissioner observes that the kboti system kept the 

peasantry out of the cash economy. On agricultural wages paid partly 
or wholly in kind, see Dowell%- ffatas pp. 37,43 and 59. The situation 
appears to have changed little, at least in the remoter rural areas, by 
the 1920s: see Selectitms IFS no. 627 (Bombay, 1929) p. 57. 

68) In Ratuagirl taluka in 1914, the periodic markets were at 
Harcheri, Tond and Satavli, and there was also, a daily fruit and 
vegetable market in Ratuagiri town: Selectirms IS no. 574 (Bombay, 
1920) p. 8. Vhile the market in Ratuagiri served the town and 
Collectorate headquarters, the other, markets were all well inland, and 
an the main creeks. Interestingly, of the additional markets which had 
developed by 1961 two, Fall and lanij, were close together on the main 
road through the taluka towards the Ghatz, -and one, Xalgund, was by an 
important pilgrimage centre: Census of India 1961 Val. X Part VII v 
pp. 55-6. In Sanganeshwar taluka, the weekly markets in the 1880B 
were at Sanganeshwar, Xakhjan and Devrukh, on the through routes, or 
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in the case of Devrukh at the taluka headquarters. (Selections IFS 
UD. 171 (Bombay, 1885) p. 5 para. 15. 

For an example of the exchange of regional staples, see Wingate's 
Diary' Vol. 2 p. 80, on the -a et at Harchiri, In Ratnagiri taluka, 
where salt fish brought by fishenmen from the coast was exchanged for 
firewood and grain brought in by the peasants. There are nany other 
exanpleB which indicate that this was the basic trade in such imarkets 
e. g. Selections NS no. 253 Gambay, 1892) p. 8 on narkets in Deogad 
taluka. 

69) XSA RD 1871 Vol 49/668 letter no. 107 dated 18.3.1871 p. 219 
para. 3. 

70) For example Dowell's ffates p. 240 where peasants are, doing the 
selling for the kbats. See also 'Wingate's Diary' Vol. 2 p. 75, where 
many peasants especially dbar-ekaris are said to trade with bullocks in 
the dry season, selling grain, peppers etc. round the villages as well 
as the bazaars. Xany peasants would have had to walk 10 or 15 miles 
to their nearest periodic nar et - peasants brought produce to the 
bazaar at Satavli In taluka Sangameshwar from a 10-15 mile radius: 
Selectirms IS no. 171 (Bombay, 1885) p. 5; and peasants on the eastern 
side of Sangameshwar taluka frequented the bazaar at Nulkapur in 
Kolhapur, above the Ghats, a distance of at least 15 miles: Selecticms 
IS no. 171 (Bombay. 1885) p. 5. 

71) For example, 'Wingate's diary' Vol. 2 p. 80 which clearly indicates 
that. barter was used. The situation in this market in Harchirl was 
apparently exactly the muse In 1914 Selections IS no. 574 (Bombay, 
1920) letter no. 855 dated 11.9.1914 para. 33. These markets were 
predominantly pan-nt markets, and merchants were mat involved in 
buying and selling here. The only Instances which I have found in 
Ratnagiri district of periodic markets being used In the nineteenth 
century for buying and selling by merchants were in Wha epattau, an 
Important centre in the eighteenth century, where imported cloth was 
sold in the weekly market to merchants from above the Ghats, and In 
Satavli, also important in the pre-British period, where merchants 
from the Deccan bought salt and salt fish imported from Go&: 
Selections IS no. 253 (Bombay, 1892) p. 8. on Kharepattan and 
Selectlims IS no. 574 (Bombay, 1920) Appendix B letter no. 45 dated 
10.2.1873 para. 10, on Satavli. 

72) Dowell's ffates p. 245 on Peth Nakhjan and p. 17 on Peth Ibrahampur 
and BRP 1845 Range 375 Vol. 8 no. 7750-53 on a khaVs attempt to 
establish a Peth. For any extensive transactions in the sale or 
purchase of grain, people in Saugameshwar taluka went to the Peths at 
Nakhajan, Sangameshwar or Sakharpe (Ibrahampur), or to one of the 
larger villages with a number of merchants' shops such as Devrukh: 
Selections IS no. 171 (Bombay, 1885) p. 5 para. 15). In Rajapur, 
cultivators appear also to have sold mainly to grain dealers: 
Selecticws IS no. 222 (Bombay, 1888) p. 6. The situation was similar 
in the northern talukas, where Iffaro Gale. a member of the Khoti 
Association, from Dapoll, complained in his evidence to the Khoti 
Commission that the markets were not convenient, and therefore the 
peasants had to sell their grain to the merchants: XSA RD 1875 Vol 
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61/526 Report of a Commission to -enquire into the khati tenure 
questions, Report of Nr Haro Goley para. 6. 

73) BRP 1843 Range 374 Vol. 20 no. 186 dated 28.2.1843 para. 16. For 
variations of prices between markets, see Table 6.2. 

74) Dowe-Zl's Nates, pp. '245 and 17. 

75) Census of Bombay ft-esidency 1872 Part ri p. 267. 

76) A. X. Vicziany, 'The Cotton Trade and the Commercial Development 
of Bombay 1855-1875' PhD. London 1975 pp. 287-290. 

77) A. X. ViczIany, ap. cit. (1975). Also see Poona Sarvajanik Sabha, 
Report on the Deccan Riots (Poona, 1875). 

78) In 1891, the Census shows that, of the 34,183 whose occupation was 
listed as trader, 14,259 had no regional or religious specification, 
but' of the rest, 11,240 cane from the Konkan, and 5,657 from Patan, 
just over the Ghats In Satara district. There were only 713 Gujerati 
Vanis, and 58 Narvadis: Census of India 1891 Val. VII Part 11 Table 
XVIIB pp. 300-371. 

79) XSA RD' 1873 Vol. 57/305 letter no. 57 dated 10.1.1873, the 
Settlement Commissioner, Col. Francis, (p. 371 para. 7), describes 
Chiplun as a *wretcbed, straggling little h3wn with hardly any good 
houses', and explains this by the fact that the trading part of the 
population only live there In the dry season, and leave at the 
approach of the monsoon: 'there are a few sawAars of small capital 
trading an their own account, but most of the business is done by 
r zissftm thn3ugb the local dealers or by agents sent specially fz-cmw 
B=bay. 1 These merchants were not dealing with'local produce since 
Ch1plun was 1cmly nmlly a depot', where produce brought for export to 
Bombay, and goods imported from Bombay go into the hinterland and 
apart from the villages Immediately round Chiplun, and on the road to 
the Ghat, the district derived little benefit from the trade. 

80) BRP 1832 Range 370 Vol. 72 no. 6046 dated 16.4.1832; "Wingate's 
Diary' Vol. II p. 71; Selections IFS no. 619 (Bombay, 1928) p. 4 
para. 12; Selections IFS no. 574 (Bombay, 1920) p. 7; Selections NS 
no. 528 (Bombay, 1915) p. 5. 

81) See IOL Elphinstone papers Nss. Bur. F88 Box 6F 47 *History of 
Talooka Ryeghur (drawn from the old natives of the districtY - the 
khats advance money to the ryats at 25% pa. interest, and grain at 
100% interest. BRP 1821 Range 368 Vol. 15 letter dated 21.11.1821 
p. 5716 para. 17, suggests that the Abot takes the place of the village 
baumian. BRP 1828 Range 370 Vol. I no. 10 dated 26.8.1828 para. 38 also 
suggests that the khats lend their tenants seed and money at the 
beginning of the cultivating season. 

82) Dowell's ffates p. 61 suggests that kunbis have to borrow grain to 
last the year, at 25% p. a. Interest; also p. 126 comments that the 
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khats in the area generally 'sell* (sic) one sixth of their grain to 
their own zyats at 25% interest. 

83) Dovell Zates passix e. g. p. 33. It Is suggested here that the khots 
enploy debt bonded labourers because of a shortage of labmw. 

84) Though kbats apparently gave money regularly in same areas for 
tenants to open up cultivation (i. e. cutting down brushwood and 
digging and ploughing new land) there rarely appears to have been any 
allowance in rental agreements for cultivators to make improvements to 
their holdings. In Dowe-Zlis Arates, for instance, there is a reference 
to what could be described as a cost share lease, in Burbad, a 
dharekar village, where the cultivator provided the seed, and the 
landowner provided the plough and the buffaloes, and this was 
described as very unusual (p. 265 see also p. 248. ) , Only one other 
example is given of such an arrangement (p. 148). There is also one 
reference to a kbat making a reduction in the rent if the cultivator 
manured the land, but charging half the crop if he himself had to 
manure it (p. 386). It Is perhaps significant that in all these cases, 
the village was dharnkari (the kbots being like pateds in these 
villages). 

85) For example, most of the khotish1p of Sonavde in Devrukh was 
mortgaged to a local Xuslim, probably a, merchant: Dowall Zates p. 33; 
part of Katavli was mortgaged to Nuslims from Saugameshmar: idem 
P. 116. 

86) Some 80% of mortgageer, of khatiships detailed in Dowellu Arates 
were Brahman. There seem to be plenty of examples of khats lending to 
other khats e. g. Abaji Yeshwantrao Kosunbkara, one of the Devrukh 
Braluran kbats of Kosun, In taluka Sang-eshwar, ( Dbwell's Arates p 
123), had a mortgage of part of Sagave (p. 87), and Kond Irada-rao 
(p. 74). See also Appendix IV, mortgage bond from 1850. 

For a similar pattern of lending by landlords rather than 
professional trading castes, see D. Vashbrook, 'Econonic Development 
and Social Stratification in Rural Xadras: the 'dry region' 1878-1929'. 
in ed. C. Dewey and A. Hopkins, The Imperial Impact: Studies in the 
Ecemcuic ffistory of Afzlca and India (London, 1978) pp. 71-72. on the 
dry areas of Xadras. though the pattern of econcmic change here was 
rather different to that in Ratuagiri district, with the landlords 
themselves turning over succesfully to cash cropping - largely, it 
appears, because of the profits offered by growing and processing 
cotton. 

87) For an analysis of the Farm Nanagenent data, see, K. Bharadwaj, 
Ph3duction conditions in Indian Agriculture (Canbridge, 1974). 

88) A. Sen, 'Narket failure and control of labour power: towards an 
explanation of 'structure' and change in Indian agriculture. Part P in 
Cambr-idge Journal cif Economics 5,1981. 
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89) - R. Pearce, "Sharecropping: Towards a Narxist View', Journal of 
Peasant Studies 10,2/3,1983. 

90) S. Cheung. The Tbeary of Sbam Tenancy (Chicago, 1968). 

91) For --ple, C. Bell, "Alternative theories of sharecropping:, sone 
tests using evidence frcm I. E. India', Jowmal of Develpluxent StLdies 
13.4,1977. 

92) Dowell is Nates, p. 152. For other exanples of tenant enthuslasim 
for fixed rents see idem p. 207, and IISA RD 1879 Val. 106 letter 
no. 269 of 1879 enclosing petition dated 10.2.1879 frou khati tenants 
in favcxw of fixed rents. 

93) See Dowell's Alates, pp. 169 and 253, for an example of tenants 
returning to crop share after the khat raised the rate of maktas. 

94) For emumple, Dowell's Nates pp. 44 and 207. 

95) Dowell's ffates, p. 152. 

96) Dowell's ffates, pp. 148,248 and 265. 

97) As has been pointed out in Chapter 4. most plough cattle in 
Ratuagiri district were owned by Brabmans On the issue of the 
manpower available in small landholding families, many studies show a 
positive relationship between family size and landholding: see for 
example, N. Cain, 4)n the Relationship between Landholding and 
Fertility', Population Studies 39,1985, an the relationship between 
marital fertility and landholding, especially pp. 12-15 on rural 
Bangladesh, where a largely natural fertility regime prevails. In 
Census czf 1ndia, 1931 Vol. VIII Part I p. 32 sub-table VIII Tertility 
In the British Districts of Bombay Presidency% of the main caster. and 
religious groups, the 'Hindu Backward castes' had the lowest average 
number of children born per family, and the lowest average number of 
children surviving per family, while the 'Advanced Hindu castes' had 
the highest. It appears, therefore, that the lower caste families were 
much more likely to find themselves without a healthy adult male in 
the family than were higher caste families. 

98) Selecticms IS no 574 (Bombay, 1920) p. 4 para. 18. 

99) According to V. C. Ranade, Social and Econamic Survey of a Ndnkan 
Village CProvincial Co-operative Institute, Bombay, 1927). 5 acres of 
rice land in the Konkan, or 20 acres of hill land in the Deccan, was 
an 'economic' holding, sufficient to feed a family. H. H. Xann, Land and 
Labow in a Deccan Village (Bombay, 1917) suggests 10-15 acres of hill 
land in the Deccan, and a calculation using his estimate of 3,000 lbs 
of grain per year per family as a bare subsistence, suggests that 
approx. 4 acres of rice would be needed. However, it is difficult to 
draw a simple line between subsistence holdings and those which 
provided a regular surplus above subsistence in Ratnagiri district, 
because the quality of soils varied so greatly . Xuch of the hill land 
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in particular was extremely poor, and apparently large holdings could 
contain mainly rock. For this reason, the land tax on a holding Is a 
more reliable indicator than Its acreage. An investigation of the 
Settlement Records in Ratnagiri would suggest that a dividing line of 
30 Rupees pa. tax on a holding represents a holding sufficient to 
support even a good sized extended family, and provide a regular 
surplus. 

too) In the Revision and 2nd Revision Settlement reports, which 
published the area of rice, garden and hill land in each village at the 
time of the Reports, no increases in rice land were shown as this was 
not taxed, being a tax on improvements (see Appendix 111). 

101) See note 97. 

102) Pune Archive, Revenue Commissioner Central Division Records 
XiscellaneOUB Vol. 245; the census of . 

Ratnagiri District in 1851 
showed that though there were fewer cattle per head of the population 
in Xalvan compared to other talukas in the district, there were more 
carts, ploughs and wells. 

103) J. Xencher, Agriculture and Social Structure In Tamilnadu 
(Carolina, 1978) p. 164. 

10,4-) See J. Bhagwatt and S. Chakravarty, 'Contributions to Indian 
Economic Analysis: a Survey', American Ecrwomic Review Sept, 1969. 

10-5) Settlement Records for Kasba Nevre, Appendix D. That persons with 
the same surname are related may be a large assumption to make; 
however, it has been used by historians in other contexts, e. g. Z. Razi, 
Life, Aarriage and Death in a Nedieval Parish: Balesowen 1270-1400 
(Cambridge, 1980). 

106) A. Sen, pp. clt. (1981) pp. 220-222. 

101) XoBt of the Cash crops grown in Ratnagiri needed irrigatlon 
(tree crops such as mangoes, coconuts and betelnuts, vegetables and 
sugar cane) and only 6.6% of the net cultivated area was irrigated In 
1918: P. C. Patil, ap. cit. (1921) p. 59. 



In this thesis I have investigated the origins of the tradition of 

migration which developed in Ratnagiri district from the mid 

nineteenth century. Approaches to the study of labour migration have 

often explained the development of labour catchnent areas in terms of 

exogenous demand: areas of the economy with higher real wager. and 
higher demand will attract labcxw from the areas of lower demand; the 

distribution of labour catchizent areas is explained by the uneven 
development of transport networks and networks of information and 

recruitment such as chain migration or the agency of jobbers. This 

approach is clearly essential to an understanding of the origins of 

migration from any labour catchnent area. In the case of Ratuagiri 

district the development of a labour market in Bombay, the long- 

standing system of coastal transport and the information conveyed by 

the boatmen and fishermen were all necessary conditions for the 

development of migration. However, they do not provide a sufficient 

explanation for the trends in migration from the district over time, 

the widespread migration of lower caste agriculturalists from the 

inland as_well as the coastal areas, or the high rates of migration 
from Ratuagiri compared to other areas' similarly situated in their 

access to Bombay. As has been argued in Chapter 2, even the relatively 
low level of wages in Ratuagiri cannot be taken at face value as 
indicative of low levels of demand within the economy. 

Xany approaches to the study of the causes of migration have seen 
individual or household decision making as central to any explanation 

of the migration process, and an analysis of the costs and benefits of 

migration at this level are therefore seen as explaining the 

development of migration. In the case of Ratnagirl district an 

understanding of the costs and benefits to individuals and households 

ol migration to Bombay is clearly important in explaining the patterns 
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and trends of the migrant strean. The development of seasonal and 

circular migration from the district and the low female participation 

in migration have been seen in this thesis to be related to the costs 

which households would incur if married women migrated to the city. It 

could also be 
, 
argued that models of household decision making can 

explain the investment patterns of cultivators and that the migration 

of cultivators can be explained as the outcome of a conscious decision 

to migrate rather to invest time and labour in their holdings. Here 

again, however, . this approach risks falling short of a real 

understanding of the migration process. Implicit In many such models 

is the assumption that individuals and households have a real choice, 

which in the case, of low caste, subsistence cultivators is often not 

the case. Noreover, unless they are,,, located in, a clearly defined 

cultural context, any generalisations an the household decision making 

process have to be treated with great caution. To provide a meaningful 

explanation of the historical,, process of migration, any decision 

making models must be related to the changing socia-economic 

structure of the labour catchment area. 

Fundamental to this, thesis, therefore, is the contention that 

migration can only be fully understood as the end product of a 

complex process of historical change. In this 
, 
investigation of 

Ratmagiri district it has been my aim to investigate the history of 

one of the main labour catchment, areas for Bombay city, in order to 

explain the structural changes which brought about large scale rural- 

urban labour migration. 

I have argued . 
that from the late eighteenth century Western 

I 
India 

had entered a period of political and economic crisis, as the pressure 

of European colonial expansion stimulated military conflict between 

Indian powers, as well as between Indiaul states and the British. This 

led to greater pressure on the military system of the Narathas, who 

had been expanding rapidly earlier in the century, and had already 

faced a long battle with the Xughul empire. In Ratnagiri rising 

taxation and the pressure to increase agricultural 'production led to 

the extension of the already established khati systen to the majority 

of villages in the district. The 
'increasing 

concentration of land 

control into the aandB of a few individuals in each village in the 
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person of the "ats, appears to have led to increases in levies on the 

peasantry, and to have kept agricultural wages down through forced 

labour, while also increasing the power of the high caste RmAmans in 

the district. ' 

It seems probable, from the investigations in this thesis, that the 

poverty of the lower caste cultivators, especially the Kunbis explains 

the original development of labour migration from the district in the 

1840s, after the initial contacts had been made with Bombay through 

the boatmen and fishing castes and through the army. It seems 

unlikely that rising population pressure on land could explain this 

early development of migration. However, from the 1850s Ahe evidence 

presented in Chapter 3 suggests that there was a rapid growth of 

population in the district, which began to put further pressure on 

living standards. It seems feasible to argue that this rising 

population was caused by the improving levels of nutrition, which 

resulted from the increa Ing imports of grain into the district, made 

possible by rising cash incomes from migration. The evidence presented 

in this thesis shows that levels of mortality from epidemic disease 

did not. fall significantly in the course of the nineteenth century, and 

that agricultural output per head is unlikely to have risen. The 

evidence also shows that birth rates probably did not rise, as the age 

at marriage actually fell slightly In the later years of the century 

(the nominal rise in the birth rate being only indicative of Improved 

enumeration). 

I It is argued In Chapter 5 that the rising population put severe 

pressure on agriculture during the later nineteenth century, because of 

the particular climate and ecology of Ratuagiri, which meant that 

extension , and intensification of cultivation led to deforestation, 

soil erosion and leaching of the soil. However, the, response of the 

cultivators to pressure on land is seen in Chapter 6 to be related to 

the system of - land tenure as it developed in the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries. In the smaller dharekari holdings, it has 

been argued, subsistence cultivators invested significantly In creating 

rice land in their holdings, thus raising the output per acre of their 

land, while the small cultivators in khati villages invested In rice 

land to a much lesser extent. It also seems clear that the larger 
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landowners, bath khati and dharekari, were reluctant to invest heavily 

in rice cultivation, while the merchants were deterred from 

involvement in the district by the absence'of a suitable cash crop. 
The evidence suggests that in those areas where there was extensive 

rice and garden cultivation in the early nineteenth century, in the 

south of the district, the higher labour demand in these areas reduced 
the rate of migration in the nineteenth century, which was confined 
largely to the more skilled and professional classes. 

There are a wide variety of models of economic change and 
development used by historians and economists which can provide a 

context within which these particular developments in Ratuagirl can be 

located. On the one hand, In the conditions of Ratnagiri district in 

the nineteenth century, the necr-Xalthusian models which accord a key 

role to demographic change appear ýn have some relevance. However, the 

evidence presented in this thesis suggests that there Is no simple 

relationship between population pressure on land and out-nigration. 
ffor, on the other hand, does this thesis lend much support to the 

straightforward antl-Nalthusian proposition that population pressure 
leads to output-raising investment and innovation In agriculture, 

which would have raised real incomes and demand in Ratuagiri district 

and reduced the need for out-migration. The evidence suggests, rather, 
that this Investment and innovation will only occur when the land 

tenure and taxation system secure for the cultivator same tangible 

benefits in return for his time and labour in agricultural 
improvement. 

Thus the argument of Brenner, in the context of early modern Europe, 

that the engine of socior-ecxmonic change in rural society was not 
demographic change per 'se, but the consequences of demographic 

change 'refracted through the prism of social-property relations'. 
bears a clear relevance far developments in Ratuagirl. It is argued in 

this thesis that the changing balance of power In the village, firstly 

in the late eighteenth century with the extension of the khati system 

and then in the early nineteenth century with the application of 
British law to Naratha land tenure, increased the impoverishment of 
the lower caste peasantry and stimulated the initial migration to 

Bombay. It is further argued that the nature of the impact which 
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rising population had on the district in the mid nineteenth century 

was determined to a substantial extent by the structure of land 

tenure; on the one hand, the concentration of land control in the 

hands of the khats in most villages zýeduced their incentive to invest 

in increasing production, since their subsistence needs were more than 

met, while their position was guarain by the British; on the other 
hand the majority of subsistence cultivators had no security of 
tenure, which limited their willingness to increase production in the 

fact of rising population pressure. Furthermore, the distribution of 
land in the village had the effect of increasing differentiation under 

population pressure, as the lower caste and poorer cultivators farmed 

the lower quality hill land, which was the most adversely affected by 

the deforestation and the intensification of cultivation. They were 

also, by reason of their poverty, unable to afford the inputs of 

manure, and the experiments with better quality, later ripening rices, 

which could have raised the out-put of their holdings. Thus the 

distribution of land and power in the village ensured that the poorer 

cultivators paid, with declining out-put per acre, for any development 

of more intensive rice farming by the wealthier. 
The development of migration is therefore seen as at the root being 

concerned with the distribution of 
, 

wealth and power within the 

village, and with the relative and absolute poverty of a substantial 

section of the population in Ratnagiri. To argue that this poverty 
increased during the early years of British rule is not to Idealise 

the pre-British period. AB I have shown, the endemic poverty in 

eighteenth century rural society was officially acknowledged by the 

Raratha government through the provision of tax concessions. Noreaver, 

many of the cesses and taxes of the late Naratha/early British period 

which placed such a burden on the cultivators have their origins at 
least several centuries before. However, it is axiomatic that migration 

on the scale an which it occurred from Ratnagiri district, in an 

undeveloped rural society such as that of Ratnagiri In the 
' 
nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries, must have had its roots In absolute 

-verty, not merely in the relative poverty which adds a stimulus to 

some modern rural-urban migrations. The hardship entailed, the 

division of families so graphically shown by the census statistics for 
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the district,, add emphasis to this point. Xoreover, the evidence 

presented in this thesis suggests that the poverty of certain sections 

of the population, notably the KLmbi cultivators, was increasing during 

the nineteenth century as the balance of power shifted 'in favour -of 
the kbats. The evidence presented in Chapter 4 shows that this balance 

was to sane extent redressed by the 1880 Khoti Act, which provided 

protection for a substantial proportion of these cultivators, but"that 

nonetheless the Act left the rest completely unprotected - an 

underclass of tenants in the village. Significantly, these were the 

Kunbi and lower caste' cultivators, and so over the century 

differentiation on caste grounds, was compounded by differentiation on 

class grounds. and this division on class grounds in fact parallelled 

the earlier division of the village on grounds of caste 

A central underlying theme of this thesis has been the impact of 

colonialism on the economy and society of Ratnagirl district. This 

operated in two ways, through the political/legal System L of the 

British colonial government, and through the colonial economic system 
by which India was linked to metropolitan and world capitalism. 

Because of its relative Isolation from other areas of Vestern India, 

the main channel through which Ratuagiri was linked to the wider 

colonial economy was Bombay city. Though some export of primary 

products to the city did develop in the course of the nineteenth 

century, the main link between Ratnagiri and Bombay was through the 

export of labour from Ratnagirl. The several models of rural-urbau 

migration, both in a colonial and a post-colonial context, range from 

the classical and nect-classical models of Lewis and Todaro to the 

Xarxist models developed initially in the context of Africa. However 

inherent in most of them, in the Narxist as well as the necr-classical 

models, is the concept of dualism, whether this is expressed as the 

dualism between the more efficient capitalist economy and the lower 

demand and low marginal productivity in the rural areas, or whether it 

Is expressed as the dualism between capitalism and feudalism. 

However, this dualism inherent in most models of migration Is not 

always satisfactory in explaining the relationship between Ratuagiri 

and Bombay city In the nineteenth century. Though by the end of the 

nineteenth century Bombay had become one of the major industrial 
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cities in India, in the aid nineteenth century, when the migration to 

Bombay from Ratuagiri began, the city could hardly be described as'a 

capitalist industrial centre, and Indeed differed little in the type of 

employment offered from indigenous Indian cities' at the time. 

Ratnagirl on the other hand was changing fundamentally -in the early 

nineteenth century -as a result of the new -power structure and legal 

system of the colonial state. It has been argued in Chapter 4 that the 

changes in, -the legal status of the khats and their tenants, along with 
the changing sources of political power and social control available 
to the landed classes, fundamentally changed the nature of rural 

society in Ratuagiri In the nineteenth century and led to the 

development of quite well defined classes of -landlords and tenants by 

the end of the century. It has also been argued in Chapter 6 that the 

system of taxation introduced by the Namtha government In the late 

eighteenth century and preserved by theý British for half a century, 
discouraged Investment in agriculture. These changes ' in agrarian 

society in, Ratnagiri, arising in part from the deliberate, policies of 
the colonial government and in part from the legacy of their 

predecessors, encouraged the development of , out-migration to Bombay; 

However. - this should not be taken as giving support to the view that 

the British administration, representing the interests of the 

capitalists in India, - applied these policies In' order to free labour 

for- the industrial development of Bombay. In the first pla , the 

British policy makers found their hands tied in dealing with the khots 

not only by the premature Judgements of the law courts, but also by 

the power of the khoft themselves, who had become so well entrenched 
in the later years of Xaratha rule that they were difficult to remove 
(while village -zazindars in the northern Konkan were easily ejected in 

the early 1820s. ) Secondly, it was generally held ý by British 

administrators in the early half of the nineteenth century that the 

economic interests of both Britain and India would be best served by 

removing tenure such as the khoti, which were seen as -feudal' and a 
hindrance to economic . progress, * so that the cultivators could be 

exposed to the forces of the market, and would be free to ý sell their 
labour to their , best advantage. As has been shown in Chapter 4, the 

continuation of the khati tenure, in spite of the best efforts of 
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Vingate, other - menbers of the survey department and most of the 

Collectors -to abolish it, was a decision based on political expediency, 

not an econonlo calculations. 
,, VhIle the Narxist models of migration are pessimistic concerning 

the long term impact of migration on the sending society, assuming it 

will increase exploitation as the sending society is forced to bear 

the costs of the reproduction of labour, the classical and necr- 

classical models are more optimistic, assuming that migration can have 

a beneficial impact on the sending society by raising labour demand 

and the margina1 productivity. of labour, and by bringing cash, Inl*the 

form of remittances, and technical expertise into the rending society, 

thus encouraging investment and the development of local Industry and 

a cash economy. Studies of Ahe impact of labour migration on the 

sending societies in recent years have -been less optimistic, and the 

evidence from - Ratnagiri tends in general to support the pessimistic 

view. On the one hand, it has been argued in Chapter 3 that the rapid 

rise in population in the aid nineteenth century could very probably 

be an outcome of the development of migration, and that migration 

could therefore be said to have had a positive Impact on living 

standards In the district in the short run. Remittances to the 

district through the Post Officer. in the 1920s, and the income from 

military pensions, suggest also that the district gained some benefits 

from the migration, though most working class budgets in Bombay left 

little room for savings. However, there Is not much evidence as to 

whether these remittances were used for- agricultural improvement. It 

does seen possible that sane savings were spent an buying land as 

security, since in the 1920s the price of small parcels of hill land, 

not a very productive investment, were substantially higher relative 

to their tax assessment values than the prices of rice land. Noreover 

the evidence presented in Chapter 5 on the increase in irrigation'in 

the early twentieth century, and the extension of rice cultivation In 

the northern talukas in the late nineteenth century, might possible 
have been financed in part by emigration. On the other hand, the long 

tern view of the impact of migration 'on Ratnagirl must be more 

pessimistic. Even In the 1920s, survey officers believed that the 

remittances of migrants were not being used for investaent in 
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agricultural improvements but simply for consumption, and revenue 

officials in the 1970s in Ratnagiri have reiterated this view. The 

Gazetteers show that by the late 1950s Ratuagiri's, agriculture had 

changed little in the proportion of rice cultivation, irrigation and 

double cropping from the position in 1914, while the average size of 

holding had halved. Though the khati system was abolished in 1950, 

and the permanent tenants and some tenants at will were given full 

proprietory rights to their, land, and though educational standards 

were higher in Ratnagiri than many other parts of Vestern India, the 

district still had little industry and there were few employment 

opportunities. For many families, migration to Bombay had now become 

a way of life, and Ratnagiri district remains to this day one of the 

least developed areas of Xaharashtra. 

In using British colonial records to chart the changer. which took 

place in Ratnagiri district there Is, clearly, a danger that the 

observations of British officials could be influenced by their desire 

to exaggerate the benefits of British rule and to play down its 

adverse effects, or to promote their own particular views on society. 

This danger is, obviated to sane extent, particularly In the earlier 

decades of British rule in the district, by the disagreements clearly 

revealed in the records, between Collectors in the district and the 

government in Bombay, and between different branches of the 

administration, on the developments which were taking place. The value 

of the British administrative records is further enhanced in thPAR 

decades by the wealth of detailed description of the district, which 

amply compensate far the poorer quality of the official statistics in 

the earlier period. Though as an observer of village work and 

organiBation Captain Dowell stands out, both in his official reports 

and in his notes, which have formed an important source for this 

thesis, the Collectors and survey officers In this period did not 

simply confine themselves to the stereotyped formulae of many later 

epoz ts, but commented liberally on the society and economy of the 

district. Through their reports, moreover, it is often possible to 

discern the Opinions of the Indian clerks, m"Intdars and dignitaries 

an whom, as is, well known, the British were forced to rely far 

iniormation and. aBsistance in controlling the districts they ruled. 
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However, the British records clearly have many weaknesses as a 

source, in particular, in the case of the study of migration, the 

relatively little interest paid to issues which did not- directly relate 
to revenue or law and order. The study of the lives of the ordinary 

cultivators and their migration In the nineteenth century forms the 

theme of this thesis, and yet not only did the official records of the 

time pay little attention to migration, but the voice of the 

cultivators themselves has rarely survived from this period. While the 

concerns of Western educated high caste professionals from Ratuagiri 

who migrated to Bombay or Poona were sometimes expressed in the 

journals and newspapers of the period, their interests and experiences 

were very different from those of the lower caste cultivators. Very 

few of these peasants were literate in the nineteenth century. In Tural 

village in tar-f Sangamerhwar, for instance, of the 54 cultivators in 

the village only three (the only Brabnan, a Gurav and Goldsmith) could 

sign their names in the rent schedule of 1885; the rest signed by 

drawing a symbol of their occupation -a sword for those in the army, 

a scythe for the farmers, a flute or an incense burner for the Gurav, 

a stick for the 11abar. Occasionally, however, the comments and 

opinions of the ordinary cultivators were noted down by British 

officials. In Captain Dowell's Notes, for instance, he appears in many 

cases to be writing down a literal translation of what was said to 

him by village officials and ordinary cultivators as he toured through 

the villages, and he made a special point of talking to the 

cultivators wherever possible when the khat was not there. The 

cultivators' own view on their society also emerge at times through 

petitions to the British government in the 1820s--50s, and in the 

judicial records which note details of the activities of the poorer 

peasants such as banditry, common in Ratuagiri in the 1820s, and the 

occasional dramatic incident such as the murder of a kbelt- 

The abs of this study has been to investigate the changing economic, 

social and demographic structure of Ratuagiri district during the 

British colonial rule, set in the context of the ecology of the region, 
In order to explain how the interrelationship between these various 
factors encouraged the development of a tradition of out-migration 
from the distric-4 in the nineteenth century. Ny conclusion that the 
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role of the land tenure system was central to this process does not 

limply, however, that all districts with a similar system of land 

tenure should be found to have a high rate of out-imIgration. As I 

think my investigations have made clear, the historical process which 

led to Ratuagiri becoming the main labour catchiment area for Bombay 

city in the nineteenth century was a very complex one, ' and though 

meaningful generalisations can be made on the role of land tenure, 

colonial rule and demographic change in the origins of migration, 

ultimately each historical case is unique. I 

i 



The most useful records are the house tax records for each village. I 

have used the 15 surviving house tax records for tarf Sanganeshwar, 

Ratnagiri taluka (later under the British this area became 

Sangameshwar taluka), which are available In the Feshwa Daftar In Pune 

Record Office (Konkan Janao Runal 496 and 497). There records all 

date from 1790 except for those of the villages of Kalbaste (1758), 

Ragaon (1789), Ujgaon (1796) and Vandri (1796). These records list the 

current number of houses in the village, and the name of the household 

heads, and indicate those household heads who are widows, widowers, 

single or destitute men, Brahmans or slaves, since none of these 

groups paid tax at the full rate. In some cases information is given 

on the caste of all household heads: those who have migrated recently 
to the village: those who have separated from a relative and set up a 

new household recently: Instances where a new head has taken over the 

household since the'last survey, and similar details. In five cases, 
Vandri, Ujgaon, Tural, Ragaon and Dingul, the records give details of 

all increases and decreases in the number of households since the, last 

survey. together with the reasons. 
The house tax records can be supplemented by the karsai tax records, 

used by the Peshwa*s government for calculating the amount of tax in 

kind, in the form of grass, ropes, torches and other provisions, which 
had to be paid to the forts by the surrounding villages. These records 

are available for all the 15 villages with house tax records in tarf 

Sangameshwar. They list'all the houses except those of Brabnans, 

slaves, khorts, beggars and people who paid tax, in another village,, and 

give some Information on caste and the number of widows, widowers, 
beggars and single men. 
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According to the Collector of Ratuagiri, the house tax survey was 
taken every 10 years in RatnagIri taluka CBRP 1837 Range 372, Vol. 14 

no. 3189 dated 18.2.1831 para. 3) though kbuti villages which had 

lapsed to government had an annual survey. The house tax records 
themselves give the date of the current survey, but not of the 

previous survey, but simply refer to it as gudast which literally 

mean 'last yearO (see J. T. Xolesworth and T. Candy, A Dictionary of 
English and Aar-athi Oombay, 1847)). This translation would Imply an 
incredibly rapid rate of change in some villages, and gWast should 

probably be properly translated as "last tine'. If surveys were taken 

every 10 years, then there should have been a survey, in 1780,1770 

and 1760 (before 1756, Sangameshwar was not under the control of the 

Perahwas, but of the Angria's government in Kolaba). The existence of 
house tax records for Kalbaste village for 1758 suggests that a 

general survey was made in that year. There was almost certainly a 

survey in 1767/8, as reductions and exemptions of house tax were 

announced in that year by the Perahwa ORP 1847 Range 373 Vol 40 

enclosure with no. 4464 dated 27.2.1839). This leaves open the question 

as to whether any survey took place between 1767 and 1789/90, the 

date an the majority of house tax records. There is no direct evidence 

on this point, but the changes in the rates of house tax suggest that 

there was at least one survey during that time. In the house tax 

records of Kalbaste village for 1758, the rate of tax was I rupee 12 

annas per house. In 1767/8, however, a reduction of one sixth of the 

house tax war. given on the houses of kunbis (and presumably other low 

castes as well), which would lower their tax to 1 rupee 8 annas. By 

1789, another reduction must have been made, as the house tax was 
down 

. 
to 1 rupee, (see for example, the house tax records for Ragaon 

translated, below). This reduction could not have been made In 1789/90, 

as 
I 
where the details of the last survey are given, (as in. Ragaon) it 

is clear that the previous rate was also 1 rupee. Xoreover, the house 

tax records for Kalbaste show that when a change In the rate took 

place, the change in revenue caused by this is explained in detail (the 

rate of house tax was raised in 1758/9 from the rate charged by the 
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previous government). This does not occur in any other of the records. 
It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that there was at least one 
house tax survey between 1767/8 and 1789/90, and since the surveys 

were theoretically taken every 10 years, it was probably taken in or 

very near 1780. 

nating records 

The kar-sai tax records for taz-f Sangameshwar were dated 1789. If a 

survey for the karsai tax had been made in 1789, one would have 

expected the kaz-sni records to show a great deal of similarity with 

the 1789/90 house tax records. However, the two are often very 
different. For example, in Kuchambe village, though the number of 

households of the Maratha and Gurav caster. Is the same in the karrsai 

records of 1789 and the house tax records of 1789/90, and -there is 

only one more Nahaes household in the house tax records than in the 

karsai records, there are 24 Kimbis' houses in the house tax records 

and only 14 in the Larsai records. There is no reason to suppose that 

any Kunbi households were omitted because they were exempt from tax. 

Similarly, in Kara-bele village, in the house tax records there are two 

more houses of Lzduw caste, one more of Rabar caste, and six more of 
the Ambi caste, than In the karsai records. However, where there Is 

a house tax survey available which gives the details of the previous 
house tax survey, it can be seen that this previous list corresponds 

very closely with the karr-ai records. For example, in Tural village, 
there are seven more houses (excluding BrzLhmans) In the 1789/90 house 

tax, list than in the 1789 karsai records, and according to the 1789/90 

house tax records of the village, there were seven new houses in the 

village since the last home tax survey. There Is clearly an identity 

between the karrai records and the house tax records for the survey 
between 1789/90, and it seems likely that the two were based an the 

sane survey, and that the 1789 kmrsai records, being drawn up before 

the house tax survey begun in that year was completed, were based on 
the old house tax survey of 10 years earlier. The karsai records can 
therefore be used, along with those house tax records which give 
details of the earlier survey, to estimate population In c. 1780, and 
to calculate growth rates from 1780 to 1790. 
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Translation of house tax records of Ragann village 
from Pune Archive, Konkan Jamao, Rumal 497 

Assessed cash cesser, for Ragaon village, tarf Sangameshwar, taluka 
RatnagIri, Frant Rajapur, 1789. 

4 pages 

last tine less remaining increase 

House Tax 32 Rupees 33% 18 15% 16% 
Buffaloe Tax 99 316 5% 3% 
Kohoturfa Tax 161k 23* 11* 12 4% 

57% 66% 33% 33 24% 

House Tax at present 43 Houses of which are exempted from tax: 

Vedic Bralhiomns Female Slaves 
I Babu Bhat Halbe 1 Soni belonging to the wife of 
I Ganesh Bhat Nanle Xahadev Halbe 

1 Banti belonging to -- 
2 Halbe 

2 
Kale slaves 
2 belonging to Babu Bhat Halbe 

I Balu 
I Xanka, last tine Tana 

Bhaki Honda, without children, 
ill, a beggar, and poor: I 
house. 

2 
1 Baji larya belonging to Gopal 

Ram Xmwalangekar 

8 

SIMMU nf eiremptin-nR 
2 Vedic Brahians 
3 Xale slaves 
2 Female slaves 
1 Beggar 

8 
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Renaln1nig houses, 35, paying as follows: 

Rupees 
28 - 28 houses paying the full assessment of 1 Rupee 
2 Rupees 8 annas -5 houses paying half assessment, 8 annas 
12 annas - the Gurav who works for the fort, I house paying 12 
annas 
12 annas -1 poor single DMU'S house. 

32 Rupees. 

Frn7m the 43 h led last tlmL- 
6 exenptions were inde leaving 37 

paying 33 Rupees 3 annas 
From these a: 
14 Rupees 8 annas regular revenue 

paid by 19 houses 
Of these 2 are exempt from rPvPm,, P- 
1 Chintaiman Bhat Halbe 
1 Krishna Bhat Bhode 

- gone 'above the Ghats' (this translation is speculative). 
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The most serious problem in the use of household statistics for 

estimating rates ! of population growth, Is whether the average 

household size can be assumed to remain constant over tine. There are 

a number of factors likely, to lead to a change In average' household 

size from the late! 'eighteenth to the late nineteenth centuries, at the 

period when population estimates have to rely heavily - on data on 

households. Firstly, In a period of population growth. 'average family 

size is likely to rise because of the larger numbers'of children born 

and a reduction In adult deaths, so that studies of population change 

based purely on household statistics would * therefore underestimate 

rates of growth during a period of rising population. 

Secondly, there could be a change in the relative proportions: of Joint 

and nuclear families in the population, either as a result of changing 

preferences (usually associated with the economic - and social change 

accompanying economic developnent) or of an* increase or decrease in 

the opportunities for forming Joint families. In a period of population 

growth, for example, more male children would be likely to survive to 

marry and produce families. The problem of estimating the proportion 

of joint households in the population can be seen as particularly 

acute in India, where Joint families (with parents, if living, several 

married children and their children in the Same household) are 

regarded as the ideal arrangement. However, though' little research has 

been done on family structure In nineteenth century India, evidence 

from some parts of Vestern India in the nineteenth century suggests 

that joint families were not common, the majority of households 

containing nuclear families. (P. N. Kolenda, 'Family patterns in 

Lonikand 1819-186719 Contributions to Indian Sociology ILS. 

4j)ecenber, 1970; S. V. Avalaskar, Ragann, Arfh1k va Samajik . 71van (Puue, 

1962)). - 

Thc)ugh there is little evidence on fanily structure In late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth century Ratnagiri, it has been calculated 
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U. Goody and B. A. Harrison, 'Appendix on the Probability of Family 

Distributians', Ciamparative Studies in Society and History 15,1,1973) 

that in the demographic conditions which probably prevailed in that 

period (high birth rate and high infant mortality rate) the chances of 

a man leaving more than one male heir were less than 30%. It is also 

clear from - the eighteenth century house tax records for Ratuagiri 

taluka that in a number of cases where several sons did survive their 

father, the brothers chose to form separate households. In 837 

households in the 15 villages in Ratnag1ri taluka whose house tax 

records provide such details, 50 households were headed by men who 
had been involved in a separation from a brother. Evidence from these 

records also shows that 26% of the households in the 15 villager. 

which gave details on households, were almost certainly nuclear (i. e. 

were headed by a widow or widower, had been involved in a separation 
from brothers, parents or other relatives since the previous survey, 

or were households of slaves or debt bonded labourers). Later in the 

nineteenth century, the evidence of the decennial censuses gives a 

much clearer picture (see Table 3.30. The average number of married 

women per house varied between 1.32 and 1.5 (1.92 and 2.02 if widows 

are included), while the average number of children per house varied 
between 2.2 and 2.4. 

It seems probable, therefore, that the most common form of family 

structure, apart from the nuclear-family, was the lineal Joint family, 

with parents (or one widowed parent), one married child and their 

children. This was certainly a very common form of extended family 

structure in mid twentieth century Xaharashtra: in a survey of 74 

villages In the Deccan in 1947-51, only 23% of families were extended 
families, and half of these were lineal joint families, with father and 

one married son, leaving only a small percentage of families with two 

or mare married siblings living In the sane household. the form of 
Joint family likely to produce the largest average household size 
M. X. Dandekar and V. P. Pethe, 'The size and composition of rural 
families', Artha Vijnana 2,1960). On - balance, therefore, it seems 

unlikely that the proportion of Joint families in the population 

changed significantly from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth 

century, and chauging family structure is therefore unlikely to have 
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led to major changes in average household size between the late 

eighteenth and the late nineteenth centuries. 

Another' factor affecting household size during this period Is 

emigration. This is obviously a serious problem In Ratnagirl because 

of the high rates of male 'emigration from the 1850s. Data on average 

household size from the decennial censuses (see Table 3.30 shows that 

the most significant factor in accounting for variations in average 

household size In Ratnagiri was the number of males per household, 

which suggests that any comparison between populations in late 

eighteenth and late nineteenth century Ratnag1ri based on numbers of 

households, and using the average household size of the latter period, 

would understate the population In the late eighteenth century. 

Finally, the data on average household size Is seriously affected by 

problems in defining a 'house'. In the eighteenth century house tax 

records, it seems likely that a 'house' was in fact a "hearth', and not 

necessarily a completely separate dwelling. Under the British CBRP 

1837 Range 372 Val. 20 no. 5368 dated 19.7.1837 para 3), the house tax 

was levied on hearths, so that if an extended family lived in one 

house but had separate cooking places, they would pay one rupee for 

each cooking place. As there is no evidence that the British altered 

the system, it was probably the same in the eighteenth century. The 

form of the eighteenth century house tax records certainly suggests 

that It was hearths that were being counted, since It is common to 

find houses with sub-sections, each paying tax. For example, In the 

house tax survey of Vasl village in Sangameshwar taluka (Peshwa 

Daftar, Konkan Jamao Rumal 497) under the heading -Ikunbi houses' 

occurs the following: 

13 Yesu Sansams House 

I Himself 

I Dbonda Sevale 

1 Slwa Tbawnli* 

the two latter being presumably either relatives or tenants of Yesu 

Sangara. Another entry also shows an extension being built to house a 

married daughter, 'which is taxed separately: 

2 Ranji Sevale 
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1 Lakma Sangara, son-in-law, from Nalbaste, left his wife, at ber 

father's house and went to warit as a debt-bonded labounar, and a new 

section was added to the bouse. ' 

It seems probable that this definition of a 'house' as a 'hearthO was 

used in all official figures before the 1872 census (with the possible 

exception, of the 1855 census of 30 villages In Ratnagiri), since no 

attempt was xade-to define a house in any other was before 1872. , 

In the 1872 Census enumeration war. by lenclosures'. but a note was 

made of, the number of 1houseBO In each lenclosurel, and It seems 

probable that the enumerators kept to the traditional definition of a 

'house' as a Ohearthl for this. In the 1881 Census the first serious 

attempt was made to define a 'house' for census purposes. - As 

enumeration by lenclosureBI had created much confusion, it was dropped 

in favour of enumeration by 'houses' and a 'house' was defined for 

census purposes as follows: 

'a house is a dwelling place of ane ar more families, with their 

dependents and servants, having a separate principal entrance iraw the 

public road, ar - In certain special cases of local peculiarities -a 

separate entrance frrur an open space, not fbrxing part of the 

architectural structure, communicating with the z-Md. 11 (Census of India 

1881 Bombay Presidency, Val. I p. 10). The same definition was used in 

1891, and the Census Report pointed out sane of the implications 

(Census of India 1891 Vol. VII Part I p. 15): for example, houses which 

could normally be considered as separated, which opened onto a common 

courtyard with one outer gate, were all counted as one house. 

A further complication is created by inconsistencies in counting 

unoccupied houses. In the house tax returns, no record was kept of 

unoccupied houses, and they were probably not counted therefore in 

censuses before 1872. Fran the 1881 Census, a count was made of both 

occupied and unoccupied houses, which were recorded separately, and I 

have used the statistics for occupied houses only after that period. 

There is no Indication, however, whether or not unoccupied houses were 

included in the statistics on houses in the 1872 Census. It seems 

possible that they were, since there Is an unexplained rise in average 

household size in Ratnagiri between 1872 and 1881, at a time when the 

population in the district was actually falling (Table 3.1). 
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In view of all these complications, it is not easy to interpret the 

data on household size in Ratnagiri. The rise in average household 

size from 1820 to 1846 and 1855 does seen to correspond well with 
the probable rise in population in the late 1840s and 1850s. On the 

other hand, the drop in average household size in 1872 could be 

explained by the counting of unoccupied houses into the total. One 

would expect, however, to find higher averagý household size in 1891 

than in 1881 or 1901. Though the 1901 figurer. do show a drop 

commensurate with the drop in population, the 1881 figures do not 

appear to reflect the drop in population and agrarian crisis of the 

late 1870s. On balance, therefore, It seems that the data on the 

number of houses in the district can only be used to estinate 

population growth or Investigate family structure with the greatest 

caution. 
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There are six nain sources of agricultural statistics for, Ratnagiri 

district: 

1) The ejghteenth century revenue records. 

Land revenue records of the Pbah wa period exist for ý most 

talukas in, the district, and were used by British officials to make 

general comparisons between cultivation in the eighteenth and the 

nineteenth centuries. I have studied, in detail the records of 34 - villages 

in tarf Sangameshwar, in Sanganeshwar taluka, which were prepared by 

Naratha officials when making the land revenue survey of - 1789; these are 

to be, found in Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar Konkan'Ja-mo Rumal 497. The 

documents consist firstly of the pahani jiyayet or 'arable land survey', 

which summarises the results of the village survey, including details on 

the area under cultivation and fallow in 1789; it also gives ý information 

on the length of fallows, the uses of uncultivated land, the area under 

each crop, and the assessment payable by the village. Besides the pahani 

jirayet, sane villages also have a pahani - bagayet listing the number of 

taxable fruit trees in the village (coconuts and betelnuts) and a few 

villages also have a teriz either of Jitayet or bggayet land, which lists 

the holdings of arable or of fruit trees of the main cultivators in the 

village. The full details of each person's holdings, of which the other 

documents are summaries, are contained in the- pahani kharda for each 

village. The size, complexity and, unclear hand iting of these documents 

deterred ime from using them. 

The wealth of detail in there tax records suggests that' considerable 

care was taken in drawing then up. However, doubts were cast on the 

accuracy of the eighteenth century survey by several officials under the 

British. For example, S. P. Luxumillal 'suggested In 1870 that there imust 
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have been concealment of rice land at the eighteenth century survey, 

since otherwise the farmers could not have paid the heavy assessment: 

XSA RD 1870 Vol. 40/405 letter no. 1 dated 11.2.1870 para. 23., The most 

detailed criticisms came from Captain Dowell. He had two main criticisms 

of the eighteenth century survey: 

I) Villages of which taluka officials (the desai and deshpande) were 

khats were under-assessed at the eighteenth century survey. He 

demonstrated that of the 270 khati villages which showed an increase in 

assessment between the Pesbvn's survey in. 1789 and his survey In 1827, 

the 84 villages which belonged to a desal or a de&hpande showed a 

larger Increase an average than those belonging to other khats, and he 

therefore suggested that they had been deliberately underassessed in 

1789: BRP 1832 Range 370 Vol. 63 no. 2041 Table F Part, 3.., However,, an 

examination of the data on 32 villages in Sangameshwar taluka for which 

I have eighteenth century laud revenue records, suggests that any 

underassessnent which took place in the eighteenth century survey did 

not involve underestimating the area under cultivation. Eleven of the 

villages in tar-f Sangamshwar for which I have detailed records, belonged 

to khats who were district officials (e. g. sardesai or sm-no"duir). The 

increase in total cultivation in these villages between 1789 and 1827 

was 41%, compared to an increase of 39% In all 32 villages, which is 

hardly significant. It seems probable, therefore, that if there was any 

under-assessiment of the villages of district officers In the eighteenth 

century survey, it was achieved by putting too low a classification on 

the land (classing Ist class rice land as 2nd class rice land etc. ) 

rather than by actually under-measuring the arm under cultivation, and 
therefore the agricultural statistics are not seriously affected. 

ii) The uncultivated hill land was not accurately measured. Captain 

Dowell maintained that the eighteenth, century survey did not measure 

properly the land which was completely uncultivated, only measuring 

current fallows and possibly land set aside for grazing, and Ynb manure: 

BRP Range 370 Vol. 22 no. 232 dated 1.11.1829 para. 45. This seems to 

be confirmed by a comparison of the total area of the village as given 
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by the eighteenth century survey with that of the Survey Department in 

1885, which shows big discrepancies in the area of hill land. However, 

this does not affect the nain body of the, survey, and the problems it 

poses are easily surmountable. 

2) Captain Dowell's survey made in 1827-29 

This was an experimental survey of Ratnagiri and Sanganeshwar 

talukas, originally Intended to lead to a revision of the assessment, 

though this, was never put into effect. Tnz-f Kele'aud taff Kuriat Newre 

were measured in great detail under close supervision by Captain Dowell 

(see for example BRP 1827 Range 369 Vol. 45 no. 55B, which gives a 

specimen of a field book or pabani kharda for the village of Shirgaon). ý 

However, the rest of the area was surveyed under contract, and may 

therefore have been more liable to error, since payment was by results, 

which encouraged over- hasty measuring: BRP Range 370 Vol. 22 no. 232 

dated 1.11.1829 para. 82. However, Captain Dowell did visit Most of the 

villages in the talukas in 1830 and appears to have felt that the 

results were broadly correct, though he did doubt the accuracy of some 

aspects of the survey, feeling that sane of the cultivators left some of 

their land uncultivated In the survey year to avoid the assessment. He 

estimated that 5% of the hill land and 15% of the rice land was left 

uncultivated for this reason. (BRP Range 370 Vol. 22 no. 232 dated 

1.11.1829 para. 51). It seems unlikely that in a subsistance economy the 

cultivators could have risked leaving much more uncultivated, but there 

is certainly a surprisingly large area of fallow rice laud, in both the 

1789 and 1827 surveys. This is a surmountable problem. however, since it 

is likely to have remained a constant factor between 1789 and 1827; 

moreover, as the fallow rice land is noted in the records, an analysis 

can be made on the basis of the cultivable rice land rather Chain of the 

rice land actually in cultivation. Later officials also criticised Captain 

Dowell's survey (NSA RD 1851 Vol. 225 letter no. 678 of 1849, undated, 

para. 9, criticised his measurement of unarable and waste land). Though 

the area of waste and uncultivable land in the villages in his survey is 
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clearly inaccurate, as In the eighteenth century survey, the general 

consistency of the data on area under cultivation between the eighteenth 

century survey and Captain Dowell's survey, suggests that the essential 
data is broadly accurate. ' 

Unfortunately, although Captain Dowell prepared papers on every 

village in the talukas on the same principles as those of the eighteenth 

century surveys, these detailed village papers have disappeared. Data an 

the area under cultivation and fallow of each type of land (rice and 

hill or dry crop land) and the assessment payable, Is given for most 

villages in the Notes written by Dowell in 1830, although unfortunately 

one volume is missing and so the whole area is not covered (Selectitms 

IFS no. 197 (Bombay, 1912). However, the total area under cultivation In 

each village In the talukas, as found in Dowell's survey 'of 1827-9 and 

in the 1789 Peshwa's survey, can be found in the Revenue Proceedings 

(though types of cultivation are not distinguished here), and also a 

sumnary of the types of land under cultivation in 277 of the villages in 

the talukas in 1789" and 1827 CBRP Range 370 Vol. 63 no. 2063-2041). 

3) 

In spite of protests that in the absence of a survey the statistics 

were highly inaccurate, (BRP 1843 Range 374 Vol. 20 no, 4786 dated 

28.2.1843 para. 59) from 1843/4 Ahe Collectors of Ratuagiri were 

required by the government to submit statements of area under 

cultivation in the district in their annual Revenue Reports (e. g. ERP 

1846 Range 375 Vol. 22 no. 3282 dated 30.4.1845 Revenue Report for 

1843/4 Statement G). These statements gave the area under cultivation 

bearing assessment, under the headings 'irrigated', 'dry crop' and 'rice' 

for each taluka. However, the' inconsistencies and irregular fluctuations 

of there statistics confirm the Collectors' opinion that they are too 

unreliable to be of any great value. 
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4) The British muzza and settlemej& 
An attempt to introduce a survey and settlement on the lines of the 

Deccan Settlement into Ratnagiri district was made under Sir George 

Vingate's supervision from 1851. This survey and settlement was only put 

into effect In three villages, however, and the whole project was 

abandoned in 1857 because of difficulties over the kbati tenure. 

Another attempt was made to introduce a new survey and settlement 

into the district in 1866, when the Survey and Settlement Officer, 

Colonel Francis, made proposals for a settlement of taz-f Bankot in 

Dapoli taluka, which was followed by proposals for Khed (settled in 

1867/8), Ratnagiri (taff Sytowde settled in 1867/8 and the rest in 

1869/70), and Chiplun taluka (settled in 1870/3): Selecticas IS no. 134 

(Bombay 1873) pp. 101-4. After a storm of protest from the khats over 

the changes in their tenure, the survey was suspended until 1880, when 

the Khoti Settlement Act solved the tenure question. The remaining 

talukas were then surveyed and settled: Sangameshwar in 1885, Rajapur in 

1888, Deogad in 1892, and Nalvan (including Vengurla, which was later 

made a separate taluka) in 1888.1 

The data on land use and land holding obtained by the survey was 

presented in a sunmarised for-= in the Settlement Reports of each taluka, 

which include also details of 1; %nd use and assessment for each village 

in the taluka These reports exclude data on inam villages and inns land 

in government villages, not a serious problem as inns was not extensive 

in Ratnagiri district; they also exclude data on 'unoccupied' unassessed 

land, of which there was also little in the district. Information from 

the survey is also available in the village records held in taluka 

offices and in the District Record Office, though they are not available 

for every village, as some are lost or in too bad a condition to be 

readable. These village records give the names of survey occupants, and 

details of their holdings (including ýinam land and unassessed land 

here). They also provide details of their assessment and tenure, in 

documents known as the jungle khar-da and the batkut, and field naps and 

other survey data In the pakka sud and kncr-ha sud. Information an land 
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use in these survey documents consists of a division of land into kharif 

(which in the Koukan means *rice landl: Repaz-t cif the Bombay Forest 

C, ommissian (Bombay, 1887) Vol .I Appendix Glossary. ), rabi, (wet land 

which could be cropped without irrigation outside the monsoon) warkas 

(dry crop land. ) and bagayet (irrigated garden land). 

However, there are considerable limitations an the use of this 

material for analysis of land use and of the area under cultivation, 

because the data given in the survey records is for 'occupied, land 

paying assessment'. This means, firstly, that fallow land which was part 

of the normal cycle of cultivation would be included under 'occupied 

land', since it was needed by -the cultivators in the near future. 

Furthermore, much land which was never cultivated at all was also 

included as 'occupied land'. This was partly a consequence of the tenure 

system, since in khati villages the khats claimed to be the, 'owners' of 

the whole of their villages, and if they did not take up all the 

available land as *survey occupants' they would loose their claim to part 

of the village and weaken their position. But even in non-. kbati 

villages, there Was pressure on cultivators to take up and pay revenue 

for land which they never cultivated, because otherwise they might loose 

their rights to collect znb marture and graze their cattle an the land 

(Bee Report of the Bombay Fi3rvst Chatmission (Bombay, 1887), Vol. I p. 81 

on this problem in Thana and Kolaba). This does not present. a severe 

problem in ricet, garden and rabi land,, since It Is unlikely that by the 

late nineteenth century much of this was left uncultivated. However, 

survey data on the warkas or I dry crop' land cannot be used reliably to 

show the actual extent of cultivation, though some rough estimates can 

be produced of the proportion likely to have been fallowed and 

cultivated in particular areas. 

There are, therefore, some limitations on the use of the data from the 

Original Survey and Settlement. A more serious problem, -however, is 

created by the nature of the Revision Surveys made 30 years later, 

which makes it impossible to use data from the Revision Surveys to 

analyse the increase in cultivation from the Original Survey. As has 
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already been explained, the Original Survey did not measure the extent 

of cultivation in dry crop land, and virtually all the 
' 
warXas land In 

the village, cultivated, cultivable and uncultivable, was included under 

the heading of *occupied war-kas; therefore the Revision Settlement 

rarely showed any Increased in warkas cultivation. However, the 

Revision Surveys also failed to record any increases in the area of 

rice and garden land from the Original Survey. It appears that land 

categories were fixed in perpetuity at the Original Survey, and any 

change of land use from the lower assessed warXas or z-abi land into 

rice or garden land between the Original and the Revision Settlement, 

was not recorded in the Revision Settlement on the grounds that it would 

be a tax on improvements. Therefore the Original and Revision Surveys 

record exactly the same areas of rice, garden, Z-abi and warkas land - 

only the rate of assessment an the village as a whole was changed if it 

was felt that there had been a widespread improvement in cultivation: 

R. Gordan, The Bombay Stavey and Settlement Nanual, (Bombay, 1917) Vol. I 

pp. 179-81 and Vol. II p--36D I 

5. The Director nf Agriculture's Statistics 

From 1882/3 statistics an the area under different crops, the area of 

fallow land of various types, the amount of agricultural stock, the area 

under irrigation and other agricultural statistics were published In 

annual reports by the Director of Agriculture for the districts (if 

Bombay Presidency. These statistics were collected by village officials, 

and depended for their accuracy on the nature of the village 

establishment. In most villages in the Deccan, and in some parts of the 

Gujerat and Konkau,, there were paid accountants who were responsible to 

the government for keeping accurate accounts, and data from such 

villages can be considered, reliable. In the case of inam villages, 

though, and zanindari villages under the control of khats or talukdars, 

there was little check on 
' 

the accuracy of these statistics, and no 

obligation an the part of the holders to, provide them. Since most of 

Ratnagiri district was in the hands of the khots, only the statistics 
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from a relatively small area could be considered reliable. The Director 

of Agriculture's annual reports before 1886/7 do not contain data on 
Ratuagiri district on the grounds that no reliable statistics were 

forthcoming. From 1886/7, the statistics on Ratnagiri were separated 
int, o ryatwari (i. e. now-. khotl), 'other government' (i. e. kbati) and inaw 

to identify the better statistics. From 1892/3, however, only the data 

considered really reliable, mainly from ryotwari villages, was given, 

which in 1892/3 was only 17716 villages out of 1392%. 

The data from the Department of Agriculture cannot, therefore, be used 
to provide absolute figures on the areas under cultivation or the 

agricultural output of Ratuagiri district. It can, however, provide an 

indication of the relative areas under different crops, the number of 

working cattle per arable acre, and the proportion of fallow land over 

the period from 1886/7 to 1920/1 and beyond. However, the small number 

of village providing statistics nay have biased the results to some 

extent, since the ryatwari villages which provided most of the data were 

mainly near the coast and in the south of the district, and tended to 

have a higher proportion of rIce and garden land than khati villages. 

6) Data on yield per acre 
Scattered through the revenue records, in the period before and 

during the Survey Settlement, are detailed estimates of the output per 

acre of different crops in Ratuagiri district, usually in connection with 

some controversy over the rate of assessment (e. g. BRP Range 374 Vol. 44 

no. 7297 dated 15.2.1844, and XSA RD 1873 Vol. 57/305 letter no. 1193 of 
1873 p. 421). lost of thes estimates were not based an actual 

experiments, and appear to have been based on a local consensus of what 
the yield of various crops might be. Sane actual crop experiments were 

carried out, but they were not widespread or representative enough to 

provide a scientific assessment of crop yields (e. g. Pune Archive, 

Ratnagiri Survey, Rumal 14/4, letter no. 1465 dated 15.9.1853 para. 3-6). 

lore scientific experiments were introduced by the Department of 
Agriculture (printed from 1879/80 as ICrop Experiments, Bombay 
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Presidency') and these may have been used as the basis for establishing 

the 'normal' yield of each crop, which was used as the basis for 

calculating -the actual yield in the Season and Crop Reports, produced by 

the Department of Agriculture, which appear annually from 1903/4. The 

use of these crop experiments as a basis for estimating yields per acre 

for the whole district were criticised at the time (e. g. "Crop 

Experiments, Bombay Presidency' 1879-81 letter no. 2187 dated 18.7.1882 

p. 1 pam. 6: the Revenue Commissioner, for the Southern Division, 

A. Crawfurd, who had previously been Collector of Ratnagiri, expressed 

his doubts over the value of crop experiments conducted in the 1870s in 

Ratuagiri). For a discussion of the value of the data on yield per acre 

as a whole, see Chapter 5 Section IL 
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A translatinn nf th4- pahanl fIraMt of Dingul vlll 

(Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar Konkan Janao Rumal 497) 

(Note: 1 chahur = 120 bighas; 1 bigha = 20 pands) 

'Survey and assessment of the unirrigated land of Dingni village tarf 

Sanga3meshwar taluka Ratnagiri Prant Rajapur 1789 

Land surveyed In chahurs: 28 chahurs 90 bighas 17N pands in total 

Dp-ta iIr, 

2ch 116b 2WR govern-mt land 

110b 11%p pernanently cultivated land: 

93b 15p cultivated rice land 

12p cultivated dry crop land 

16b 4ft cultivated with wazan crops- 

110b 111fip 

1ch 115b 10*p'dry crop land 

steep hill 

level bIII 

lch 115b 10*p 

of which 
Ich 115b 4%p cultivated with grain, 

6%p cultivated with wazau 
2ch 116b 2%p 

14b 81p Inaim per3manently cultivated rice land 

3ch 10*p 
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13ch 93b Up fallow cultlvahlp land 

13ch 93b 2p Rovprnm, -nt land 

6b %p permanently cultivated land 

2*p 1st class 
2b 4*p 2nd class 

Ib 17%p 3rd class 
Ib 152p 4th class 

6b %p 

13eb R7b Ift dry crnp land 

11ch 24b 14p steep hilly scrub land 

Ich 113b 18%p cultivated last year 
2ch 5b 5*p needing 2 or 3 years* fallow 

3ch 88b 12%p needing 4 or 5 years' fallow 

Ich 56b 14%p due to be cultivated next year 
1ch 21b 81p land for 'rab' manure 
98b 1511 rDcky land 

11ch 24b 14%p 

Ich 108b Up level hill land 

74b 2*4z steep hilly grazing for cattle 

13ch 93b 2pý 

2%p Inain pernanently cultivated land 4th class 
13ch 93b 4%p 
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11ch 105b Up fallow uncultivable governMint Immij 

18b 10p Plantations 

19b 16*p gardens and fruit trees round houses 

lb 4*p Jack fruit trees 

7b 2%p bUBhy ground for IrablTmanure 

7ch 75b MI-p rocky pasture for grazing cattle 

3ch 90b-2p rock 

11ch 105b 8%p 

11b 14ft deductions in the survey of government cultivated land 

5b 2*p stony land and trees 

6b 12p uncultivable land 

Ib 141p 

28ch 90b 17*p 

Grain assesmont on above year1r, cultivation 

Grain assessiment Total assessuent Reduction for 

bad land 

khandi naund payli ser khandi naund payli ser naund payli ser 

Rice 46k 12m 10p 

Iragli l2k ln 2p 

Vari 4k 12a 9p 

Harik 4k 113 - 
Niger seed 12m lop 

Udid 2m 7p 

Kulith 4m 9p 

Varn lk 2a Up 

Chawlya - - Up 

Is 46k 11M 2p 3s Ila 7p 2s 

Is 12k - 7p - - 7p Is 

2*s 4k Iln 5p 2s In 4p *S 

ms 4k lon Ip *s - Ilp Is 

llAs - 10101 5p US 2m 4p 2s 

2*s - 2m 7p 2*s -- - 

- 4n - - - 9p - 

ms Ik 2a llp us -- - 

2*s - - llp 2%s -- - 
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Gnvern=nt land. grain 

Present assessiment Total assessment Reduction for 

bad land 

Rice 40k 6in 8p 2*s 

Kagli l2k In 2p INS 

Vari 4k 12m 9p 2*s 

Harik 4k HIS - I*S 

Niger se ed- 12m lop INS 

Udid , - 2m 7p 2*s 

Kulith - 41n 9p - 

Varn - 17M 8p 3s 

Chawlya - Ilp 2*s 

40k 5n Ip *s In 7p 2s 

12k - 7p Ns In 7p Is 

4k 1112 5p 2s In 4p *S 

4k 102 Ip *s - llp Is 

- 102 5p Us 2z 4p 2s 

- 2m 7p 2*s - - - 

- 4m - - - 9p - 

- 172 8p 3s - - - 

- - llp 2*B - - - 

Present grain assessment Nonsoon crop Hot season crop 

Rice 40k 51n lp *s 
, 

40k 51m lp *S 

Iragli l2k - 7p - 12k - 7p 

Vari 4k llm 5p 2s 4k Ilia 5p 2s 

Harik 4k lom lp %S 4k 102 lp ss 

Iriger se ed- IOM 5p 3s - 102 5p 3s 

Udid - 21n 7p 2*s - 2m 7p 2*s 

Kulith - 41n - - - 4m 

Varn - 173a 8p 3s - 1731 8p 3s 

Chawlya - - Ilp 2%s - Ilp 2%s 

63k 31n - 3s 62k 4m 4p 1%s l8n 8p 1%s 
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Present land DeductiDus Remainder AssessimeUt DU this 

Chahur bigha pand 

Rice 

Ist sort - 22b 16*p - 2b l9p - l9b 17*p 

2nd sort - 42b 13%p - 5b 1014p - 37b 3p 

3rd sort - 16b 10*p - 2b 214p - 14b 8; kp 

4th sort - Ilb 141p - lb 9%p - 10b 411A 

- 93b 14%p -12b lp - 8lb Up 

Dry crDp 

Transplanted 

nagli J*p -- 14P -- J%p 

Transplanted 

vari 8%p -- I*p -- 6*p 

Udid Ift -- lin -- IMID 

94b 7p -12b lp - 82b Up 

khandi maund payli ser 

12k 831 7p I*s 

l8k llm 6p - 
5k 

3k 

1531 

3m 

5p - 
llp Us 

39k 19101 5p 3*s 

3p t 1%s 

112 *S 

31s 

Ila 4R 2s 

40k - lop l*s 
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Present land Deductions Remainder Assessment an this 

Chahur bigha pand khandi naund. payli ser 

Hill rice - 4b 9*p - Ib O*p - 2b 19*p 5m 7p 1S 

lagli in 

steep hill- 96b 5*p -32b lp - 64b 4*p 9k 121n 8p 3S 

Nagli 

tranplauted=-151x-JU - 3b 34p - 12b 1311A 2k Ta 6p 3*s 

- 112b 2*p -35b 4-1p - 76b 18*p 12k" 5z 10p 3*s 

Vari in 

steep hill- 23b 14%p - 7b 17*p - 15b 16*p Ik Ign 7p - *s 

Vari 

trauplauted -18b 15%p - 4b 16%p - 13b l9p 2k l3a lop 1%B 

Sawa - 10b 15p - 3b 11 - 7b 31P, - Bin II]P ms 

- 53b 5p -16b 5%p - 36b I9*p 4k 10m 5p Ks 

Harik - 44b 19*p -14b 19AP - 30b SP 4k Ion lp Ms 

Niger seed- 12b IMP - 4b 2lip - 8b 71p - 102 5p Us 

Udid - 3b Imp - lb %p - 2b lp - 2m 6p 3s 

Kulith - 4b 1531P - Ib lift - Sb 4R - 4m - - 
Ic 115b 4%p -74b 13%p 1 40b llp 22k 3m 5p 3*s 
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&jwnmry nf imnn--nnn crop-assessment 

Present land Deductions Remainder 

Chahur bigha pand 

Assessment on this 

khandi maund payli ser 

Pernanently 

cultivated- 94b 7p -12b Up - 82b 3%p 40k lop 1*s 

Dry crop ic 115b 4ft -74b 13ft le 40b Ilp 22k 31n 5p Us 

2c 89b ll*p -86b 17p 2c 2b 4%p 62k Cm 4p 1%s 

Sb-ry of Ihnt weather* crop --SS 

Present land Deductions Reminder Assessnent on this 

Varn - 17b 14%p - 3b 10%p - 14b 4p - -17z, 8p 3s 

Chawtha -- 19%p --- 31p -- 15jjp -- 11p P%S 

- 18b 13%p - 3b 14p - 14b 19*p - 18= 8p As 

................... o. o............. o.. oo. o. o................... 
The rest of the pabani Jirayet Is concerned purely with the 

assess3ment 

a) wazan crops were those assessed in weight as opposed to the usual 

volume measures, viost inportantly sugar, hemp and various spices and 

condiments. These crops were commonly grown in rabi land . 

b) a khandi = 20 imundq., the assessment was calculated in imunds of 12 

paylis, as opposed to jamunds of 16 paylis commonly used in Ratnagiri 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth century by peasants paying rent and 
tax. These are all capacity measures, not the imund in weight used 

for official purposes by the British in the nineteenth century. 
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(Pune Archive, Ratnagtri Survey, Ruml 14/4, no. 357 of 1852. ) 

'Translation of a mortgage bond relating to the claims of the khots 

in Ratnagiri 

'to creditor Ranchundra Apajee Shewde Khot of the village of Raee 

Turf Foongus from Debtors Sudasew Ramchunder and Vidow Saweetree Baee 

relict of Abajee Ranchunder Moolye Khots of the village of Funsoole 

Turf Kele Nazgaan Taluka Ratnagiri. 

........ 'Thus a sum of Rupees 387 is due to you for which we agree 
to pay interest at a rate of one rupee per 3sensen as security for 

this we hereby pledge our own shares which you already hold' (W. B. 

This Is the second mortgage) ....... 'you are to hold as now the 

'Wuttunee Khotee"of our two shares of the Division land cultivated 

and uncultivated, single and double crop, taxed and untaxed, all the 

land gardens and yards houses and buildings all of them Vater courses 

and water Rivers and Ifullas ... trees .... tenants-labour ... tenants' 

dues etc. all is pledged to you, you therefore paying the Government 

tax according to the custom of the country are to manage the Estates 

whether at a profit or a loss .... The rice lands we cultivate are to 

be rented according to agreement made between us in the case of 
'wurkus' we will pay 4 paylees in every maund of produce as estimated 
by you while the crop is standing we will pay our rent including that 

agreed upon the rice in kind and take receipts year by year to this 

and should be fail to pay our rent in kind we will pay our rent 
including that agreed upon the rice in kind and take receipts year by 

year to this end should we fail to pay our rent in kind we will pay 

cash and take your acknowledgement In August according to the prices 

of that month thus we have agree for our cultivation we will in no 

way influence the cultivators against you nor cultivate by their aid 

nor in any way interfere in your management ...... Land belonging to 

(Survaje) or cultivated by the tenant we will not ourselves take and 
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cultivate nor will we appropriate the Grass and branches for nanure 

should we however cultivate either their lands or by their aid we 

will without question pay you whatever the KoOl would have had to pay 

any disputes regarding the watan or village boundary we and our heirs 

and on 3my/Savitree baee/ part ny Husband's brother will settle as 

they occur ... any repairs you nay nake to the Bunds; of the Rice land 

or any bunds you nay nake for the fornation of new rice land shall be 

paid for with interest at the above rate ..... we will not and do not 

claiin to ma away with the Junglee trees you shall cult then down as 

you my require for your private purposes etc. Ve will pay and take 

receipts for the Bagayeet the rent of which is to be agree to at the 

Governnent rate'. ' 
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Table 1.1 increase and Decrease in Hotmmholds Since the Previous 

House Tax Survey in Four Villages in sangamshwa-r Taluka 

Village Households Now households by Households lost by Households 

c. 1780 Immigration' Separation 8nigration Death in 1790 

Ragaon 43 

Dingni 93 

Hbuseholds 

c. 1786 

12 8 20 0 43 

6 11 00 110 

Households 
in 17 

wwxiri 76 6 5 13 7 67 

Ujgaon 40 4 68 11 31 

----------- -------- 

Source 

-------------- 

Pune Archive, 

------- 

Peshwa 

---------------------------- 

Daftar, Konkan Janw, RuTal 

------- 

496 and 497 
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Table 1.2 Emigration in Badbay Presidency 1891 

District Migration Sex Acres per Main 

Rates Ratigh head of destination 

populationr- of migrants 

Ahmadabad 10.5% 70 1.43 Katthiawar 

Kaira. 6.8% 78 0.85 Ahmadabad 

Panch 

Mamls 6.8% 64 1.03 Rewa Kantha 

Broach 4.5% 76 1.13 Rewa Kantha 

SLrat 12.1% 152 0.73 Bombay 

Thana. 5.7% ill 0.64 Jawtiar 

Kolaba, 10.0% 118 0.67 Bombay 

Ratnagiri 18.7% 160 0.55 Bombay 

Kanara 1.8% 93 0.54 Dharwar 

Khandesh 1.7% 95 2.13 Nasik - 
Nasik 7.7% 97 2.28 Khandesh 

7.1% 88 2.97 Poona 

Poona 12.4% 98 1.95 Bcmbay 

SholapLr 9.8% 69 2.78 S. M. Jagirs 

Satara. 15.2% 99 1.50 Satara Agency 

BeIgaun 12.5% 73 1.75 S. M. Jagirs 

Dharwar 5.8% 81 2.05 S. M. Jagirs 

Bijapur 6.6% 75 3.47 S. M. Jagirs 

Cutch 2.7% 96 NA Bombay 

Katthiawar 0.5% 59 NA Ahmadabad 

Kolhapur 37.9% 115 NA S. M. Jagirs 

Footnote for Table 1.2 
a) Born in district living outside (in Bcmbay PresidencY) X 100 

Total born in district. 1 
b) Sex Ratio of Migrants: Male/Female. 
c) Acres = Cross area cropped WCA). 

Source Oensus of India 1891 Vol VI I Part II Table X1; Annual Report of 
th,, - Deparbrent of Land Records and Agriculture, Scmbay 1889-91. 
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Table 1.3 BMAration fran Ratnag iri District 1864-1911 

Date Popul ation of Born in Ratnegiri Rate of Born in Ratnagiri 

Ratnagiri living elsewhere migrationr-, living in Bombay 

in Bombay Presiden cO city 

Male Female Sex Male Female Sex Male Female Sex 

Ratio& Ratio Ratio 

1846 327,436 
. 
298,057 117 

1851 350,151 315,087 111 

1864 111,478 

1872 491,116 528,020 93 37,988 18,891 201 

1881 473,053 524,037 90 107,908 66,035 163 18% 79,249 46,941 169 

1891 513,616 592,310 87 152,952 95,196 161 19% 108,828 53,758 202 

1901 547,525 620,402 88 132,109 82,411 160 16% 95,638 50,197 190 

1911 553,382 650,256 85 181,913 107,108 170 20% 143,498 72,562 198 

1921 , 525,341 628,903 84 190,702 112,388 170 21% 154,460 81,096 190 

Footnote 1 Table 1.3 

a) Ma 1 e/Ferna 1e 
b) Includes those living in Bcrrbay city 
c) Born in Ratn&qiri living elsewhere in Bcmbay Presidency x 100 

Total born in Ratnagiri 1 

Census of Bcmbay - 1872 Vol II Census of India 1881 Bcmbay Presidency Vol 
11 Tables X and X1, Census of India 1891 Vol. V111 Part 11 Table X1, 
Census of 'India 1901 Vol. IXA Part 11 Table X1, Census of India 1911 Vol. 
V11 Part 11 Table X1 and Census of India 1921 Vol V111 Part 11 Table X1. 
Also Pune Archive, Revenue Ommissioner Central Division Reoords Misc. Vol. 
137 and 245. 
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Table 1.4 Population Structure of the Talukas of Ratnagiri District 
1901 and 1921 

Taluka Sex Ratio Average household Excess of fferried 
size mmen over , mv , ied 

vimm as% of all 
vxxnm 

1901 1921 1901 1921 1901 

Mandangad 86 83 4.6 4.3 20% 
Khed 88.5 85 4.8 4.5 18% 
Dapoli 88 83 5.1 4.4 19% 
Chiplun 87 85 4.9 4.7 19% 
Guhagar 83 78 5.1 4.5 26% 
Sangameshwar 87 83 5.1 4.8 25% 
Ratnagiri 87 81 5.7 4.8 23% 
Rajapur 89 84 5.4 5.2 21% 
Deogad 91 85 5.6 4.8 17% 
Malvan 89 83 6.6 4.9 16% 
Vengurla 97 94 6.1 5.2 6% 
Whole 
District 88 84 5.4 4.75 20% 

Source 

Census of India 1901 Vol. lXA Part 11 Table Vill and Census of India 1921 
Vol. Vill Part 11 Provincial Table 1 
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Table 1.6 Distribution of Castes/Rol igious Groups 
in Rat M iri 1846-1921 

Castes etc Caste etc as % of total populationof Ratnagiri in: 

1846 1851 1872 1881 1891 1901 1911 

Kunbi/ 

Maratha 47.8% 48.8% 48.5% 49.0% 49.8% 

Kunbl 38.4% 34.1% 27.8% NA 27.1% 24.4% 25.8% 

rwatha - NA NA 19.9% NA 21.5% 24.6% 24.0% 

Brahnm 9.9% 9.2% 6.4% 6.8% 6.1% 5.8% 5.6% 

Mahar 8.2% 8.1% 8.4% 8.4% 8.6% 7.7% 7.9% 

muslim 7.3% 6.9% 7.3% 7.1% 7.0% 7.1% 6.6% 

Bhanderl NA 8.5% 6.9% 6.8% 6.8% 7.3% 7.2% 

v, mi im 2.9% 3.2% NA NA 3.2% 2.7% 

eavii NA 1.3% 1.4% NA 1.4% 1.3% 1.3% 
Tel i' 1.6% 1.6% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1.7% 1. '7% 
GLrav 1.5% NA 1.8% NA NA 1.0% 1.6% 
sonar 1.4% 1.5% 1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 1.3% 1.3% 
Kuybhar 1.0% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 1.2% 1.2% 

Chad*w 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1. l% 1. l% 1.0% 1.0% 
Nhavi 0.8% 0.9% 0.8%' 0.9% 0.9% 0.9%' 0.9% 

Parit 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 

Kmmar 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% NA 0.3% 0.2% NA 
iwiffl 0.2% 0.2% NA 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% NA 
Dhwew 0.2% 0.1% 0.4% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% 0.6% 
Shimpi 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 
sutar 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 1.7%> 
Prabhu 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% NA 0.1% 0.1% 0 
Tanbat 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% NA 0.1% 0.1% NA 
Lohar 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 

Sowq@ Pune Archive, Revenue Comnissioner Central Division Records 
Misc Vol 245 1851, and Misc. Vol 13T, 1846; Gazetteer (1880); 

census of India 1881 Bcn-bay Vol 11 Table Vill; Census of India 1891 Vol 
Vill Part 11 Table XVI; 001 1901 Vol IXA Part 2 Table 001 1911 Vol 
Vill Part 11 Table Xill COI 1921 Vol Vill Part 11 Table X111 Pt 1 
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Table 1. T Pop ulation of the talukas of Ratn&qiri District-1891-1911 

Taluka 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Acres Population Population Population 

per head 1891 1901 1911 % 1921 % 

1901 change change c hange 

Co12-3 Col3-5 Co15-7 

mamkwow 2.06 '46,789 44,985 -3.8% 45,420 0.96% 41,759 '-8.0% 

Dapoli 2.06 108,202 109,643 1.3% 114,326 4.2% 105,339 -7.8% 

Khed 2.62 100,550 95,594 -4.9% 101,529 6.2% 945,494 -5.9% 

Chiplun 2.25 118,687 119,017 0.3% 123,105 3.4% 117,332 -4.6% 

Guhagar 2.25 66,654 71,729 7.6%, 74,030 3.2% 70,320 -5.0% 

Sangawshwar 2.85 126,700 129,412 2.1% 134,937 4.2% 130,464 -3.3% 

Ratnagiri 1.81 136,840 147,182 7.5% 149,867 1.8% 142,898 -4.6% 

Rajapur 2.56 140,941 153,808 9.1% 155,227 0.9% 151,987 -2.0% 

Deogad 2.34 128,708 143,750 11.6% 148,897 3.5% 144,106 -3.2% 

Malvan 1.41 92,437 107,944 16.7% 111,257 3.0% 106,122 -4.6% 

Vengurla 0.92 39,418 44,863 13.8% 45,443 1.2% 48,423 6.5% 

Whole 

district 2.21 105,926 1,167,927 5.5% 1,203,638 3.0% 1,154,244 -4.1 

Source 
I 

Census of India 1891 Vol. V11 Pt. 11 Table 1, Census of India 1901 Vol. 1XA 

Pt 11 Table 1, Census of India 1911 Vol. V11 Pt. 11 Table 1, Census of 
India 1921 Vol. V111 Pt. 11 Table 1. 
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Table 1.8 Population of Villages in Ratnagiri and Sangameshwar Talukas 

1830-1961 

1.8A Villasqies in Ratnmiri Taluka 

North of the Taluka (tarf Sytowde. Dharnanse and Phurmm) 

Iftti Villages Dharekari Villages 
1830 1911 1961 1830 1911 1961 

SarKlen Lawgan 121 345 397 Jaigad 
Janbhari 483 1,390 1,699 Nandiwda 
Sandkhol 35 112 160 Satkondi 
Kachre 32 80 72 Sytowde 
Chapheri 

. 
100 574 668 Waidya Lowjan 

Undi 34 122 231 Ril 
Kansarveli 430 1,964 1,813 Waravcle 
Gadarum-al 134 508 549 maig" 
Kolisre 173 567 632 Nivendi 
Agarnaral 112 549 770 Watad 
Kalajhondi 367 1,014 1,237 DeW 
Rai 191 652 796 Phungus 
Khalgaon 346 1,008 1,155 
Al9we 97 245 1,054 
Narsingen 29 197 155 
vilye 91 372 301 
Majare 294 912 854 
Davkhol 161 376 362 
Upalen 61 196 237 
Den 77 256 244 
Pochri 79 367 439 

Increase % 242% 17% Increase % 

1,796 
1,062 

120 
1,023 

52 
293 

1,697 
1,239 

778 
455 
501 
784 

2,303 2,309 
1,260 1,434 

357 411 
2,532 3,067 

119 144 
649 677 

2,365 2,879 
3,005 3,312 
1,914 2,300 
1,707 2,027 
1,554 368 
1,515 1,610 

South of the Taluka (tarf Kuriat Nevre and Harchri) 

All Dhar-ekari Villages 

Kasba Nevre 
Wada Dokamle 
Kotavade 
Wa& June 
Wada Sade 
Wada Piradawne 
Wada Basni 
Nachne 
wa& Juve 
Bmtye 

Increase 

1830 

2,116 
90 

891 
47 
66 

151 
276 
679 
255 
273 
724 

1911 

3,805 
215 

2,426 
82 

245 
281 
942 

1*369 
546 

1,079 
2,365 

140% 

1961 

4,184 
176 

2,726 
99 

328 
328 

1,053 
1,741 

385 
1,293 
2,195 

9% 

129% -8% 
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Table 1.8B Villages in Taluka 

Tarf Sangameshwar 

Khoti villages 
1830 

Dharskari and Mixed Villages 
1911 1961 1830 1911 1961 

Mwduv 366 
Shind Anbwa 113 
krbawe 399 
Tural 646 
kd3et 23 
Mavlang 200 
Rajwadi 201 
Dhwmpur 1,832 
Chikhali 468 
Sheibavne 152 
Dhamni 262 
Kumbharkhani 
Khurd 
Dingni 
Bhirkhond 
Asurde 
Kond Asurde 
Affbedu Khurd 
Wada Tikanath 
Phar-&savna 
Wada Nidhale 
oiharkhol 
Mobhale 
Wada Nawadi 
Ujgaon 
Kalbaste 
Vesrad 
Terye 
Sonvde 
Karambele 
Devle 
Nadlaj 
Kudýhwkhani 
Budruk 
Ragaon 
Kuchannbe 
Kond Bhairov 
Masarang 
Nivli 
Tambedi 
KartMile 
Lkm3ren 

Wanshi 
Kulen 
ShriM; apur 
Increase % 

1,169 1,346 Aravli 527 1,169 1,541 
290 234 Burbad 10896 1,889 2,457 
949 1,113 Sarand 626 471 607 

1,447 1,681 Kadvai 827 3,103 3,946 
4 2 Makhian 883 1 980 2,278 

405 933 Karajuven 577 1: 832 1,817 
2350 616 Piradavne 309 706 710 

651 396 SarQanv3dhww 1,309 3,312 3,494 
513 1,202 Kolambe 529 1,128 1,294 
587 681 Wandri 452 713 763 
988 1,182 

increase % 118% 16% 
176 1,114 605 
779 1,824 2,352 
200 373 158 
183 480 563 
233 150 791 
247 653 840 

0 26 88 
291 1,070 1,281 
45 96 216 

192 323 400 
370 714 1,067 
416 955 1,021 
258 838 1,086 
474 1,630 2,002 

35 437 219 
249 762 1,059 
275 652 815 

90 545 593 
162 274 1,514 
127 467 504 

673 1,574 1,754 
117 539 585 
222 338 779 

12 52 741 
190 367 470 
206 421 463 
239 608 758 
ill 284 310 
344 820 1,006 
283 954 1,094 
159 496 543 
295 944 1,008 

154% 20% 
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Tarf Devrukh Khoti villages 

1830 1911 1961 

Talye, 72 180 223 
Kante 191 569 648 
Chandivne 74 , 160 235 
Ghodavli 205 404 531 
Pangari 263 668 754 
Anbavli 301 965 1,229 
Taffhane 151 370 546 
Kosun 776 1,302 1,668 
Sadowli 363 679 960 
Kudawli 49 165 237 
Sagowen 225 474 163 
Tulsani 387 953 1,227 
Patgwn 171 502 685 
Wansi 142 701 1,017 
Nive Budruk 296 952 1,071 
Devrukh 1,241 3,826 6,470 
Kond Ozar 12 147 196 
Talavde 80 313 446 
Balari Budruk 103 517 561 
Harptxlen 187 778 920 
Hativ , 

253 933 1,261 
Nive Khurd 131 674 737 
Phansale 142 349 497 
Kundi 124 450 674 
Niqxhradi 160 356 418 
QDtane 83 389 402 
Sorwde 93 369 528 
Angavli 236 818 1,049 
SmMli 322 1229 1,816 
ozhar Budrukh 109, 1026 1,128 

increase % 210% , 35% 

Tarf, Devle Ktx)ti villages 

1830 1911 1961 

Chaphavli 71 701 944 
Maghi 112 800 982 
Karanbele 17 277 

-492 Kankadi 73 1,108 1,514 
Choravne 265 749 1,015 
Karanjari 0 44 178 
Tivre 112 492 692 
Devle 716 1,622 1,799 
Dakhin 91 370 473 
Niw, dhe 24 148 305 

increase 326% 33% 

4 

source 

Dowell' Notes; Selections NS no 559 (Bcnbay, 1919) Appendix Q; 
, 
Selections 

NS no 5T4 (Bombay, 1920) Appendix Q; Maharashtra state Gazetteer Ratnagiri 
District (Bcrdbay, 1962) 
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Table 2.1 Migration and M ill Eftloyment 1864-1921 

Born in Ratnagiri MigrnTts as Average dai 1y mi II 

Livirm in Bombay % of population employment in 

of Ratnegiri Bombay 

Male Female Total Male and Female 

1864 ( 111,478 (1865) 6,557 

1872 37,988 18,891 56,879 6% 8,816 

1881 79,249 46941 126,190 13% 31,351 

1891 108,828 53,758 162,586 15% 61,981 

1901 95,638 50,197 145,835 12% 82,162 

1911 143,498 72,562 216,060 18% 104,500 

1921 154,460 81,096 235,556 20% 147,740 

Source Census of the island of Banbay 1864 p. 98; Census of BanbaY 
Presidency 1872 Vol II Table 11; Census of the City of BanbaY 
1872 Table U; Census of India 1881 Vol 11 Tables 1, X and XI; 
Census of India 1891 Vol. V11 Part 11 Table I and XI; Census of 
India 1901 Vol. IXA Part 11 Table I and XI; Census of India 1911 
Vol. VIII Part 11 Table I and X1. Data on Mill mployment fran 
M. D. Morris, op. cit. (1965) Appendix 11 (Source British Mill 
Owners' Association Annual Reports). 
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Table 2.2 Rice/Wage Index, Ratnagiri District and 
Bcnbay City 1830-1916 

Rice (unhusked 'second' or 'cannon' sort) prices in tolas per anna. x Wages 

daily in annas 

Date Ratnagiri Bombay 

Unskilled Skilled Mill Skilled Unskilled 

Field ordinary Labour Labour Labour Laboura 

Labour Labour 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1830-9 172 516-602 594 198-330 

1840-9 258 688 640-720 320 
1850-9 249 747 765-850 425 
1863 180 360-540 616-660 220-264 
1871 153 408 
1872 144 384 

1873 234 624 
1874 195 520 
1875 183 488 
1876 168 504 
1877 123 369 
1878 123 369 
1879 224 504 
1880 212 477 
1881 292 657 
1882 296 666 369-492 
1883. 280 700 369-492 646-984 246 
1884 256 576 342-456 646-912 228 
1885 236 590 333-444 629-888 222 
1886 256 576 333-444 629-888 222 
1887 266 603 324-432 612-900 216 
1888 236 531 629-858 198 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

1889 252 567 629-925 222 

1890 168 560 585-858 234 

1891 216 540 540-792 216 

1893 208 520 324-648 540-792 216 

1894 232 580 424-828 690-1012 276 

1895 236 531 477-954 795-1166 318 

1896 232 522 450-900 75P-1100 300 

1897 176 396 369-738 615-902 246 

1898 216 486 423-846 705-1034 282 

1899 216 486 423-846 705-1034 282 

Rat. Khed Rat. Khed Rat. Khedb 

1900 150 150 200 150 300 400 396-792 660-968 264 

1901 165 200 220 165 330 490 414-828 690-1072 276 

1902 172 180 230 180 345 480 378-756 630-924 252 

1903 156 165 208 110 312 440 360-720 600-880 240 

1904 165 165 220 165 440 440 360-720 600-880 240 
1905 159 150 212 150 424 400 360-720 600-880 240 
1906 135 135 194 135 360 360 360-720 560-800 240 

1907 129 135 185 135 344 360 378-756 672-798 252 
1908 156 135 160 135 384 360 342 510-680 204 

1909 204 135 190 180 475 360 418 630-840 252 
1910 198 135 172 180 430 360 428 690-874 276 
1911 124 120 160 160 412 320 322 720-900 270 
1912 152 160 195 200 468 320 315 570-760 228 
1913 163 160 310 240 388 400 324 
1914 196 140 208 210 393 350 360 
1915 187 140 191 210 360 ý50 359 
1916 222 120 222 180 370 300 348 
Footnotes for Table 2.2 
a. Frcm 1883-1912 the data provided for unskilled work in Barbay in Prices 
and Wages in India is for an agricultural labourer. Agricultural labourers' 
wages in Barbay appear to have been equivalent to the lower paid unskilled 
urban jobs; in 1908, while the average daily wage of an agricultural 
labourer was 7 annas,, that of a famle coolie was 4- 7 annas and a dcrmstic 
servant 2-5 annas: Gazetteer of Scrnbay City and Island Vol I (Bcmbay 1909) 
pp. 323 and 208-14. 
b. Prices for Ratnagiri and Khed talukas, wages for Ratnagiri town and Khed 
town. 



1830-1863 prices and wages from C. B. Hart, B. H. Ellis 

and J. B. Dunsterville, Neno by the Commission appointed to Collect 

Information cm the Subject of Prices (Bombay, 1864/5). 

1873-99 wages In Ratuagirt from General Report on the 

Administration ctf the Bombay Presidency for 187112 Mcambay, 1873) and 

annually to 1899. 

1900-1916 wages in Ratnagiri from G. Findlay Shirras, 

Repoft on an Enquiry into Agricultural Vages in the Bombay Presidency 

(Bombay, 1924) pp. 58-85. 

1863-1880 prices In Ratnagirl from Gazetteer (1880) 

p. 163. 

1880-1899 prices In Ratnagiri from General Repm-t On 

the Administration of the Bombay PrrGidency for 1880/1 (Bombay, 1881) 

and annually to 1899. 

1900-1916 prices In RatnagIri from Selecthms H. S. no. 

574 (Bombay, 1920) Appendix I p. 38 and Selections I. S. no. 627 

(Bombay, 1929) Appendix I p. 33. 

1882-1907 Xill wages In Bombay (for a weaver in 

Nanokjee Petit X111) for 1882-7 from Parliamentary Papers 1888 Vol. 

XLV; and 1893-1907 from Prices and Vages In India (Calcutta, 109) 

pp. 188-189.1907-16 weighted average of mill wages In Bombay from 

K. Nukerji, 'Trends In Real Wager. in the Cotton Textile Xills In Bombay 

City and Island from 1900-19511, Artha Vijnana 1.1959, pp. 82-05. 

1883-1912 wages In Bombay skilled and unskilled from 

Pricm and Vages in India (Calcutta, 1908) and annually to 1913. 

1870-1907 prices In Bombay from Gazetteer of BCMb3Y 

City and Island Vol. I (Bombay, 1909) Appendix 11 pp. 336-7. 

1908-16 prices in Bombay from PY-1cm and Vagw In 

India (Bombay, 1909) and annually to 1918. 
- --------- 
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Table 2.3 Seasonal Variations in Deaths in BaThay by 

occu pation 1849-64 as % of Total Deaths in Each Occul)ation 

occupation Quarters 

First Second Third Fourth 
Feb-April may-July Aug-Oat Nov-Jan 

Beggar/Vagrant 26.6% 22.6% 22.6% 28.2% 

Boatmen/ 

Maritime non 28.9% 26.3% 18.9% 26.2% 

Cook/Baker/ 

confectioner 30.8% 26.7% 19.6% 22.8% 

Domestic Servant/ 

Barber 28.2% 26.0% 20.8% 25.0% 

Draper/Clothier 27.9% 26.5% 22.1% 23.6% 
Fishermwi/Fishnonger26.9% 26.0% 22.6% 24.5% 
ooldsmith/Watchmaker27.7% 26.5% 21.5% 24.3% 
Labourer 27.6% 26.4% 19.9% 25.9% 
Leatherwarker/bealer/ 

Maker 28.2% 27.5% 21.1% 23.3% 
Liqor seller/ 
Distiller 25.6% 24.4% 23.9% 26.0% 
Mason/Quarryman/ 
Dealer 28.3% 25.1 21.3% 25.3% 
Merchant/Banker/ 

Broker 26.1% 26.5% 22.9% 24.5% 
Sweew 28.1% 27.3% 20.8% 22.7% 
Tailor/Enbroiderer/ 

Tentmaker 29.1% 24.7% 21.4% 24.6% 
Writer/Accountant 27.1% 26.5% 22.8% 23.25% 

Total Deaths in 

Bombay 27.8% 26.2% 21.0% 24.9% 

Source 
Deaths in Bcffbay (Bcrnbay Mortuary Reports, annually 1850-1864) 
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Table 2.4 Seasonal Movements of Steaffshig) Passengers Between Bcmbay 
and Ratna-giri 

Table 2.4A Percentage of Passengers Travelling Each 
Month Between Bcmbay and Ports in Ratnaniri Taluka, 

First and Second Class 

Ratnagiri to Bombay to 
Bombay Ratnagiri 

1913 October 10% 9% 
November 11% 11% 
Decenber 12% 11% 

1914 January 12% 9% 
February 8% 9% 
March 11% 20% 
Apf- 11 13% 14% 
May 23% 18% 

Total 
Passengers 

Table 2.4B 

Third Class 

Ratnagiri to Bombay to 
Bombay Ratnagiri 

12% 6% 
13% 8% 
1T% 10% 

15% 13% 
10% 11% 
11% 1T% 
12% 15% 
10% 20% 

18,035 24,087 52,082 51,887 

Percentage of Passengers Travelling Each Month Between 
Bonbay and Parts in Malvan Taluka, 

First and Second Class 

Malvan to Baibay to 
BaThay Malvan 

1911 October 8% 10% 
Noverrber 10% 11% 
Decenber 11% 11% 

1912 January 11% 10% 
February 7% 13% 
March 15% 15% 
April 1T% 18% 
May 20% 12% 

Total 
Passengers 4,671 5,848 

Third Class 

Malvan to Bombay to 
Bombay Malvan 

12% 11% 
14% 11% 
17% 11% 

13% 13% 
9% 1T% 

16% 12% 
12% 13% 
B% 11% 

24,684 23,911 

Source Selections NS no ST4 (Barbay, 1920) p. 9, and Selectkns NS no 528 
(Bcmbay, 1915) p. 6. 
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Table 2.5 Acres of Kharif and Rabin under Oweals and Pulses in 

Bogbay Preside ncy 1889-90 

cereals Pulses 

Kharif Rabi Kharif Rabi 

Ahmedabad 702,081 189,267 73,884 11,275 

Kaira 561,096 26,788 76,695 4,385 

Panch Mahals 246,212 18,587 21,934 52,376 

Broach 61,746 1690625 6,745 55,568 

Surat 280,435 23,861 33,670 . 52,286 

lftwmJesh 1,351,459 219,491 148,422 38,231 

Nasik 1,179,060 356,636 119,807 83,309 

AfimednIqW 1,025,306 1,255,920 113,105 106,568 

Poona 785,456 969,172 77,789 92,586 

Sholapur 364,008 1,291,908 148,170 68,147 

Satara. 1,109,476 285,303 228,575 98,676 

s6lgatm 882,820 415,518 122,113 72,395 

Bijapur 921,799 964,471 207,552 54,456 

Dharwar 744,890 465,920 139,631 63,715 

Thana 458,496 2 37,307 6,431 

Kolaba 316,203 0 2,344 19,122 

Ratnagiri 421,675 0 35,400 0 

Kanara 187,311 13,607 2,078 4,542 

Footnote Table 2.5 

a) Kharif in this context is cultivation in the June-August monsoon; rabi 
is cultivation using the Septwber-October monsoon rains. 

source 
Annual Report of the Director, Land Records and Agriculture, Barbay 

Pr-sidency, for the year 1889-90 (Bcnbay, -1890) Acompaniment A to Return 
III P. xviii. 
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Table 2.6 Main Female Occupations. Ratnagiri 1881-1921 

Total numbers of women employed in each occupation, and sex ratio of 

male: female workers in each occupation. 

Occupation 1881 1901 1911 1921 

Workers SR ", Workers; SR Workers SR Workers SR 

Cultivators 134,587 136 246,724 94 204,629 107 62,369 107 
Field labourersa 32,805 70 19,305 65 49,515 46 3,824 44 

Owwral labourers 27,140 53 7,272 61 2,394 72 769 

Fisherman/sellers 7,584 105 11,417 97 8,228 122 '2,010 428 

Domestic servants 733 410 1,307 285 2,619 188 3,105 59 

Sheep/cattle herdsb1,063 814 1,002 751 1,729 751 

Beggarse 5,076 135 3,554 168 2,777 241 1,954 65 
0otton spinne 1,899 11 108 21 1,004 40 
Cotton weavers 123 342 166 620 2,322 61 741 275 
Shoeffskers 631 321 955 208 413 404 445 364 
Potters 727 193 758 116 1,136 91 769 111 
Oil nuker/sellers ' 704 300 827 222 580 250 345 260 

Basket weavers 378 59 1,002 70 925 49 405 75 
Porters 156 69 506 105 268 210 579 33 

Total female 

lation 524,037 620,402 650,256 628,013 

Footnote Table 2.6 

a) includes farm servants. 
b) includes breeders and sellers. 
c) Includes paupers, prostitutes and religious beggars. 

SoLrce Census of India 1881 Vol 11 Appendix C pp. lxxvi-lxxiv; 
Census of India 1901 Vol IXA Part 11 Table XV; Census of India 1911 Vol V11 
Part 11 Table XV; Census of India 1921 Vol V111 Part 11 Table XVII 
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Table 2.7 Allocation of Gross Cropped Area to Different Crops 

By Taluka in Ratnaq-iri District 1914/15-- 

Taluka Rice Garden Crops StQw/hmp Dry grains/pulses 

Vengurla 42.08 22.51 0.35 30.85 

Malvan 43.50 8.98 1.31 46.21 

Deogad 38.46 4.03 7.67 49.84 

Rajapur 43.90 3.25 3.62 49.23 

Ratnagiri 37.61 4.93 0.43 57.03 

Sanguneshwar 31.54 0.94 0.08 67.44 

Chiplun 33.58 5.56 0.12 60.74 

Khed 33.07 0.46 0.09 66.47 

Dapoli 30.58 4.41 0.43 64.51 

Source P. C. Patil, The Crops of Bcmbay Presidency (Department of 
Agriculture Bulletin-No. 109 Bonbay 1921) p. 125 
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Table 3.1 Population of Ratnmiri District 1820-1921 

00 11 001 11 001 111 001 IV 001 V 001 VI 
Date Population Sex Average % increase Bnigrants % increase 

ratio household population living in frcin last 
size frcin I ast Bcnbay observation 

observation Presidency in col. V+l 

------------------------ 
1820 462,651 106 

182T/8 479,424 102 0.45% 
1828/9 487,676 0.5% 
1829/30 496,663 1.84% 
1830/1 503,632 1.4% 
1831/2 501,744 -0.37% 
1832/3 501,328 0.08% 
1833/4 507,242 1. lT% 
1834/5 507,242 0.0% 
1835/6 509,240 0.30% 
1836/7 509,881 0.12% 
183T/8 509,351 -0.1% 
1838/9 511,048 0.33% 
1839/40 511,223 0.03% 
1840/1 514,532 0.64% 
1841/2 
------- 

529,520 
------------ 

103 
---------- - 

2.9% 

1845 
------- 

621,280 
------------ ---------- 

------ 

-- 

---------------- 
5.5% 

---------- ------------- 

1846 
------- 

625,782 
------------ 

110 
---- 

----- 
5.4 

---------------- 
O. T 

---------- ------------- 

1851 
------- 

665,238 
------------ 

------ 
ill 

---------- 

------- 
5.2 

--- 

---------------- 
1.23% 

----------- ------------ 

1855 
------- 

681,147 
------------ ---------- 

---- 
5.3 

- 

---------------- 
0.6% 

----------- ------------ 

1864 
------- 

746,045/901,958 est. 
---------------------- 

------ 

------- 

---------------- 
1.06%/3.6% 

---------------- 

----------- 
(111,478)a 
-------- - 

------------ 

1872 
------- 

1,019,136 
------------ 

93 
---------- 

4.5 
------- 

1.62%/4.58% 
---------------- 

- - 
(56,8T9)4 

---------- 

------------ 
(0.8%/3.2%) 

1881 
------- 

997,090 
------------ 

90 
---------- 

5.6 
-- 

-0.3% 
- 

173,043 
------------ 

0.48% 

1891 
------- 

1,105,926 
------------ 

87 
---------- 

----- 
5.6 

------- 

---------------- 
1.0% 

---- 

----------- 
348,151 

------------ 
1.56% 

1901 
------- 

1,167,927 
------------ 

88 
---------- 

5.4 
--- 

- ----------- 
0.55% 

----------- 
214,151 

------------ 
0.2% 

1911 
------- 

1,203,638 
------------ 

85 
---------- 

---- 
5.1 

------- 

---------------- 
0.3% 

- -- 

----------- 
289,727 

------------ 
0.8% 

1921 
------- 

1,154,244 
------------ 

84 
---------- ------- 

- ------------ 
-0.41% 

---------------- 

----------- 
303,090 

----------- 

------------ 
-0.2% 

------------ 
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Footnote Table 3.1 

a) in Bcmbay City only 

Sources 

BRP 1821 Range 368 Vol. 8 Revenue Report for 1818/19 and 1819/20 dated 
18.1.1821: BRP 1843 Range 374 Vol. 120 no., 4796 dated 28.2 1843 enclosed 
with Ratnagiri Revenue Report for 1841/2: Pune Archive Revenue Caymissioner 
Central Divison Records Miscellaneous Files Vol. 137 of 1846: Pune Archive 
Revenue Central Division Records Miscellaneous-"Files Vol 245 of 1851: MSA 
RD 1855 Vol 20 'Filed Papers connected with the A(kninistration of the 
Presidency 1855/6' Part 4 letter no. 614 dated'22.07.1856 p. 1285: Census of 
the Island of Bcmbay 1864: Census of Sonbay Presidency 1872 Vol. 11 Table 
1: Census of the City of Banbay 1872 Tables pp. 168-171: Census of India 
1881 Bcffbay Presidency, Vol. 11 Appendix A Tables 1, X and VI: Census of 
India 1891 Vol. Vil Part 11 Tables I and XI: Census of India 1901 Vol. IX-A 
Part 11 Tables I and Xl; Census of India 1911 Vol. VII Part 11 Tables I and 
XI: Census of India 1921 Vol. Vill Part 11 Tables I and XI 

II 
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Table 3.2 Population Growth in 12 Villages in Tarf SarGmmhwar, '' 
sangia meshwar Taluka. Ratn &qiri District 1780-1911 

Village No. of Average Households Average Households Average 
households anmial % anmial % annual % 

increase increase increase 

1780m 1790 1780-90 1830 1790-1830 1911b 1830-1911 

Borasut 20 25 2.5% 29 0.5% 75 1.96% 
Dingni 93 110 1.7% 116 0.15% 358 2.6% 
Karaffbele 22 31 3.8% 23 -0.75% 107 4.5% 
Kuchaffbe 36 43 1.8% 33 -o. 7% 66 1.2% 
Kule 28 57 7.5% 32 -1.45% 97 0.6% 
Muchari 64 73 1.4% 140 1.65% 269 1.1% 
Ragaon 43 43 0.0% 38 -0.3% 105 2.2% 
Rajwadi 38 42 1.0% 40 -0.1% 461 12.9% 
Sonavde 54 59 0.9% 48 -0.5% 126 2.0% 
Terye 34 46 3.0% 53 0.4% 149 2.2% 
Tural 96 103 O. T% 105 0.1% 284 2.1% 
Wasi 58 T4 2.6% 62 -0.45% 187 2.4% 
Average 49 59 2.04% 60 0.04% 190 2.7% 

Footnote Table 3.2 

a) In the case of Dingni, Ragaon and Tural, this figure is based on 
details given in the 1790 House Tax Survey, of the number of houses 
recorded in the previous survey. For the other villages, it is based on 
the karsai records, which are themselves almst certainly based on the 1T80 
house tax survey (see Appendix 1). Since the karsal records exclude 
Brahnws, Beggars and Slaves, the numbers of houses of these groups in 1790 
has been added to the karsai figures, which makes the 1780 figure for these 
villages probably a slight overestiimte. 

b) Households are obtained by dividing the population by the average 
household size for the taluka in the 1911 census (5.1), but this probably 
underestirmtes the rate of growth of households from 1830-1911, as 
households were defined differently by 1911 (see Appendix 11). 

Sources 

For 1780 and 1790, Peshwa Daftar, Konkan Jamo, Rumal 496 and 497; for 
1830, Dowell's Notes, passim; for 1911, Selections NS no. 559 (Bombay, 1919) 
Appendix Q. 
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T_ab Ie3.3A Distribution by Age of Male children Under, 15 in Ratnagiri 
District 

% if mle children under 1 1855a 1881 1891 1901 

aged 0-5 
aged 5- 10 
aged 10- 15 

4T% 33% 37% 30% 
36% 38% 36% 38% 
22% 28% 26% 31% 

Tab 1e3.3B Ratio of Male Children to Wamn in Ratnaqiri District 

1855 1881 1891 1901 

Male children aged 0-5 per 
100 married won-on + widowsb 58 39 44 36 
Male children aged 0-5 per 
100 women of childbearing agec 34 36 31 
Male children aged 5-10 per 
100 married women + widows 25 22 21 22 
Male children aged 10-15 per 
100 women of childbearing age 29 26 32 

Table 3.3C Household Structure in Rat nagiri District 

1855 1881 1891 1901 

Average no. people per house 6.4 5.6 5.6 5.4 
Average married wayon per house 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.3 
Average widows per house 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6 
Average men over 15 per house 1.8 1.4 1.4 1.4 
Average children per house 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.2 

Table 3.3D children per 100 Married Women aged 15-40 in 
Ratnagiri District 

1872 1881 1891 1901 

Children under 1 18 10 is 
Children under 10 180 169 176 

Footnotes for Table 3A. B. C and D. 
a. Based on 30 villages in Ratnagiri taluka; data for 1881-1901 based on 
the whole district. 
b. Male children are used because of the unreliability of data on female 
children. 'Married wanen + widows' is used because it is not possible to 
obtain data on *wcmen of childbearing age' for 1855. 
c. 'Childbearing age' = 15-40 
d. For problerm in using data on houses, see Appendix 11 
e. For 18T2 it is only possible to obtain data for waren aged 15-40 

Sources 
MSA RD 1855 Vol. 195/980 letter no 34 dated 13.4-1855; Census of India 1881 

Bcnbay Presidency, Vol 11 Tables I and VI; Census of India 1891 Vol Vil 
Part 11 Tables I and Vill; Census of India 1901 Vol. lXA Part 11 Tables I 
and Vil. 
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Table 3.4 Percentage of Each Age Group Unmarried in Ratnagiri District 

1881-1931 

Age '1881 1891 1901 1911 1921 1931 

m f m f m f m f m f m f 

0-9 99 92 99 94 99 96 99 95, - 99 ' 96' 99 93 

10-14 91 33 93 32 95 ''45 95 44 96 53 96 66 

15-19 46 4 68 3 75 5 75 5 81 6 71' 11 

20-29 22 1 20 1 26 2 30 2 

30-39 5 1 4 1 14 1 14 1 4.5 1 4 2 

40-49 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 0.5 

50-59 2 1 1 0.5 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 0.4 

60 + 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 0.4 

sources Census of India 1881, Bcnbay Presidency Vol. 11 Table VI; Census 
of India 1891 Vol. Part 11 Table Vill; Census of India 1901 Vol. 
IX-A Part 11 Table Vill; Census of India 1911 Vol. VII Part 11 
Table V11; Census of India 1921 Vol. Vill Part 11 Table VII; 
Census of India 1931 Vol. Vill Part 11 Table Vil 
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Table 4.1 Tenurial status of Cultivators in Villages in Ratnaqiri 

Table 4.1A Tenurial Status and Land Oontrol in 5 Khoti Villages in 

Sangm*Wma r Taluka, 

Village watandar & % occupancy % village land village land 

landowner tenant & cultivated by cultivated by 

households landowner watandars occupancy 
to total households 1830 tenants 1886 

1830 

11 

1886 

Kadamrao 59% 68% 33% 59% 

Ni qxkmd i 56% 92% 25% 91% 

Harpude 33% 79% 75% 89% 

Chandivne 29% 70% 32% 39% 

Sonarwadi 60% 70% 50% 60% 

Table 4.1B Tenurial Status in 45 Khoti Ville ass in SwvvNm shwar Taluka 

Tarf no of watandar & % watandar occupancy % occupancy 
village, s landowner and land tenant and tenants and 

households owner landowner landowners 

1830 households households 1886 

1830 1886 

Davle 8 188 64% 1,008 79% 

Devrukh 18 361 43% 1,988 81% 

Kondivre, 4 152 74% 529 11% 

Sangoneshwa r 15 279 45% 1,448 26% 
Total 45 980 50% 4,973 79% 

Source 
Dowell's Notes and botkuts of the Survey Settlement. 
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Footnote for Table 4.1. 
The 1885/6 survey data does not list those holdings cultivated by 

ordinary tenants at will, only those of occupancy tenants with 
security of tenure. However, if the village population statistics far 
1911 are used, and the number of households calculated from this 
(assuming average household size in Sangameshmar in 1911, i. e. 5) and 
then reduced by 6% to correspond to the population growth in 
Sangeinshwar taluka frcoa 1891-1911, a rough approximation of the 
number of households in the village at the time of the survey 
settlenent can be obtained. Assuming that one registered holding in 
the survey records in equivalent to one household, it Is then possible 
to calculate roughly the proportion of occupancy tenants to total 
households. 
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Average Holdings of khatl tenants in Nuchari. village, 

Caste/ RIce holding Dry land holding Total holding 

religion acres guntas acres guntas acres guntas 

Brabmum Ia 28g 7a 16g 9a 4g 

Naratha - 25g ga 32g 10a 17g 

Kunbi - 14g 6a 32g 7a 6g 

Nuslilm - 35g 2a 20g 3a 15g 

Gurav - log 3a 3g 3a Mg 

Gosavi - 17g 4a 3g 4a 20g 

Gavli la 6g la 6g 

17g 7a lg 7a 18g 

Sutar 35g 4a 24g 5a l9g 

Sonar 2a log 3a 27g 5a 37g 

1rhavi. la - 4a Bg 5a Bg 

Kwzbhar - - 3a 22g 3a 22g 

. qrmlrc-p: BdWut of Xuchari village, Survey Settleiment Records, Taluka 

office, Dearukh, Ratuagiri district. 
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Table 4.3 Rates of Rent in 80 Villages in Ratnagiri and Sangmmshwar 
Talukas in 1830 

Caste/religion paying paying paying paying 
half share third share quarter share nvikta 

Kunbilar 100% 

Bhoi 100% 

Mahar 82% 10% 1% 1% 

Kunbi 75% 22% 1% 2% 
Dhangar 66% 33% - - 
Gavli 61% 39% - - 
Chant*w 60% 40% - - 
Dhawad 50% 50% - - 
Gurav 48% 48% - 1% 
Teli, 47% 47% - 4% 
Parit 49% 50% - - 
Nhavi 38% 53% - 5% 

Bhanciari. 33% 66% - 
Sutar 33% 66% - 
Sonar 29% 66% - 3% 
Mus I im 27% 63% 9% - 
Goswuni 25% 75% - - 
Vani 14% 43% - 5% 
Maratha 13% 81% 2% 2% 
Brahffnn - 69% 22% 8% 

Source Dowell's Notes, passim 
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Table 5.1 Sumwy of the Data an Land Use in Ratnagiri and 
talukas 1789-1885 

ABCDEF 
1789 1827 % 1827 1867/859 % 

change change 
acres acres A/B acres acres D/E 

Total crowed area 
Group A (277 villages 67,000 79.640 +19% 
in Ratnagiri & 
Sangumshwar) 
Group D (31 villages 7,159 11,457- +60% 
in Sangumshwar) 

Wet rice cultivation 

Group A (277 villages in 
Ratngiri and Sangameshwar) 
Cropped area: 10,724 15,179 +41% 
Cultivable area: 12,952 18, T42 +45% 
Group B (103 villages) 
Cultivable area: 
in 36 villages in Ratnagiri 3,226 4,638 . +44% 
in 6T villages in Sangareshwar 4,794 T, 481 +56% 
Group C (48 villages in 
Ratnagiri) 
Cultivable area: 2,542 4,026 +58% 
Group D (31 villages in 
Sangarmshwar) 
Cropped area: 1,423 2,351 +65% 
Cultivable area: 1,730 2,723 +5T% 2,723 3,909 +43% 

Rabi Cultivation 
Group A (277 villages in 
Ratnagiri and Sangumshwar) 
Cropped area: 4,253 2,543 -40% 
Group D (31 villages 
in Sangemeshwar) 
Cropped area: 143 

Garden Cultivation 
Group A (277 villages in 
Ratnagiri and 
Sanguneshwar) 4,438 5,904 +33% 

Hill Cultivation 

Group A (277 villages) 
Total cropped area 52,623 61,918 +18% 
Cropped level hill 25,190 30,130 +20% 
Cropped steep hill 27,433 31,788 +16% 
Group B (103 villages) 
cropped areab 
in 36 villages in Ratnagiri 
in 6T villages in Sangmeshwar 

35 -75% 

6,287 8,361 +33% 
16,397 20,858 +27% 
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a) The Survey of Ratnag1ri taluka was made In 1867/70, and the survey 
of Sangameshwar taduka in 1885. 
b) Cultivable area. 
c) The settlement records only provide data on cultivable hill land, but 
some estimate of cultivated hill land for 1867/85 can be reached by 
estimating the proportion of fallow to cultivation in hill land. In 
Sangameshwar taluka at the time of the Original Settlement in 1885 it 
was estimated that one quarter of the arable hill land was cultivated 
each year (Selectirms IrS no. 171 Mombay 1885) p. 26 letter no. R/3 of 
18.4.1885 para. 3) and the Director 

- of Agriculture's statistics for 
1903/4 in the Revision Settlement Report confirm this estimate, showing 
that if garden and rice land are deducted 78% of the remaining land (the 
cultivable hill land) was fallow (Se-Zecticms WS no. 559 Gombay 1919)). 
For Ratnagiri taduka the Director of Agriculture's statistics for 1908/9- 
1912/13 show that 74% of cultivable hill land was fallow (Selecticms IFS 
no. 574. Gombay 1920) Appendix B). To reach an estimate of cultivated 
hill land for 1867/85 1 have therefore divided the acreage of cultivable 
hill land by 4. 

amr9wa 
For Group A: BRP Range 370 Val. 63 no. 2039A accompanying no. 2035 
dated 3.9.1831, Table A; for Group B: Dowell's Zates, Selections IS 
no. 574 (Bombay 1920) Appendix Q, Selections IS no. 559 (Bombay 1919) 
Appendix Q; for Grouup C: Selections IS no. 377 (Boubay 1898) Appendix R 
letter no. 354 dated 29.4.1867 para. 6; for Group D: Pershwa Daftar, Konkan 
Janno, Rumal 496 and 497, and Dovell%- Zates. 
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Table 5.2 cagwison of Cultivation in 277 Villages in Ratngiri and 
sangameshwar talukas (Group A Villages) in 1789 and 1827, 
adapted fran captain Dowell's Table& 

1789 survey 1827 survey 
acres acres 

1. Total arable land 265,218 353,580 
2. Total cultivated land 67,000 79,640 
3. Battyb land cultivated 14#977 17,722 
4. Batty land pernwentlY cultivated 10,724 15,179 
5. Batty in hill lande 4,253 2,543 
6. Dry grain land cultivated 52,623 61,918 
7. Batty in hill landc 617 1,174 
8. Dry grain in level hill land 24,433 28,956 
9. Dry grain in steep hill land 27,433 31,788 
1O. Fallow and garden land 198,219 273 940 
11.8atty land waste 2,228 3: 563 
12. Level land fallow 42,601 56,573 
13. Hill land fallow 148,953 207,900 
14. Garden land 4,438 5,904 

Footnotes of Table-5.2 -- 

a) This table is adapted from BRP Range 370-Vol. 63 no. 2039 A 
accompanying no. 2035 dated 3-9.1831 Table A All measurements are in" 
acres. 
b) Batty is 'rice'. 
c) There is some confusion here, with two headings (numbers 5 and 7) 
reading 'Batty in hill land'. in most respects, the headings given by 
Dowell follow the headings in the eighteenth century revenue records (the 
pahani jirayet, see Appendix 111), in the correct order. in the pahani 
jirayet the third heading was usually not 'rice land' but 'rakfvni land' 
wMch means land cultivated permanently, without fallows. This was usually 
rice land, but also included rabi land, the moist land on the banks of 
creeks where hill grains, pulses and crops such as henp' and sugar could be 
grown without fallows. It seems likely, therefore, that Dowell 
mistranslated 'rakfini' in number 3 and 5 as 'rice' or 'batty; in number 3, 
the heading should be 'permanently cultivated land', and in number 5 the 
heading should be "rakhni' land, as in eighteenth century records. The 
heading number T, 'batty in hill land' will therefore refer to 'dry rice' 
grown in hill land, using fallows like other 'dry grains' for which data is 
given in the later sections of the "pahani jirayet". 
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Table 5.3 Land Use and Population Growth in 99 Villages in Ratnagiri 

and Sangamwhwmr talukas (Group B vi I lages) frcxn 1827-1885 

(in acres). 

Table 5.3A Ratn&qiri taluka 

Tarf 

Cultivable rice land Cultivated hill land Population 
1828 acres 1868 acres 1828 acres 1868 acres 1830 1872 

acres per acres per acres per acres per 
head head head head 

19 villages 1,307 0.15 2,094 0.14 3,814 0.44 4,541 0.3 8,580 14,868 
Phungus & 
Dhwoanse 
6 villages 212 0.18 558 0.14 1.388 1.24 2.022 0.52 1,123 3,865 
Kuriat Nevre 
8 villages 1,462 0.27 10802 0.18 1,068 0.20 1,719 0.17 5,344 10,109 

Table 5.3B Sanaameshwar talL*a 

Tarf 

Devrukh 
12 villages 
Sanqaneshwar 

Kondivre 
48 villages 

Cultivable rice land 
1828 acres 1868 acres 

acres per acres per 
head head 

Cultivable hill lwW 
1828 acres 1885 acres 

acres per acres per 
head head 

Population , 1830 1881 

434 0.21 743 0.12 3.044 1.55 6.679 1.0 2,026 6,404 

39791 0.26 5,756 0.17 11,749 0.8 13#209 0.39 14,333ý 34,104 

Footnotes for Table 5.3A and B 
a. Cultivated hill land for 1868/1885 is calculated as one quarter of the 
area of cultivable hill land: for the basis of this calculation, see Table 
5.1. 
b. Population data are available for individual villages only for 1830 and 
1911. Population is calculated, therefore, by deducting fran the 1911 
population of each village the percentage difference between the population 
of the whole taluka in 1911 (Census of India 1911 Vol. V11 Pt, 11 Table 1) 
and the population of Ratnagiri taluka in 1872 and the population of 
Sangumshwar taluka in 1881. 

Source Dowell's Notes; Selections NS no 559 (BaTbay, 1919) Appendix Q; 
census of Banbay Presidency 1872 Vol. 11 Pt. 11 Table 1; Census of India 1881 
Bcnbay Presidency Vol 11 Table 1. 
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Table 5.4 Cultivation and Population in Eight Villages, 

in taluka 1789-1885; Acres Per Head 

village 1789K 1829 1885 

Rice'a Hill Rice Hill Rice Hillc 

Dingni 0.17 0.35 0.17 0.53 0.12 0.42 

Muchari 0.27 0.97 0.20 0.78 0.21 0.50 

Ragaon 0.39 0.91 0.97 1.29 0.35 0.51 

Sonavda 0.35 0.29 0.58 0.25 0.34 0.21 

Terye 0.32 1.15 0.30 LOT 0.21 0.44 

Tural 0.87 0.71 0.20 0.79 0.16 0.56 

Ujgaon 0.04 1.52 0.09 1.04 O. OT 0.56 

Wasi 0.21 0.59 0.42 1.06 0.21 0.46 

Average 0.33 0.69 0.37 0.85 0.21 0.43 

Footnote Table 5.4 

a) Data on population 1789/90 consists merely of the numbers of households. 
I have converted this into a population figure by using the average 
household size for the district in the census of 1820, i. e. 4.9. For the 
method of calculating population for 1885 see Table 5.3. 
b) Rice throughout the table = cultivable rice land. 
c) Hill throughout the table = cultivated dry crop land. For the method 
of calculating cultivated dry crop land in 1885 see Table 5.1. 

Note 

Because so many assumptions have to be made - on the average household, size 
in 1789/90, on the percentage of cultivable hill land actually cultivated 
in 1885, and on the percentage increase in population between 1885 and 1911 
(when the village data are available) it is not possible to place nluch 
weight on the data on hill cultivation in this table unless they are 
corroborated frcm other sources. 

Source 

For 1789, Pune Archive, Peshwa Daftar, Konkan Jamao Runal 496 and 497; 
for 1829, Dowell's Notes; for 1885, Selections NS no 559 (Borrbay, 1919) 
Appendix Q and Q1. 
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Table 5.5 Allocation of the Gross Cropped Area to Different 

Crops in Ratna-qiri 1782-1915 

TalUka % of Gross Cropped Area Allocated to: - 

Rice Nagli Vari Harik Pulses oil Seeds Sugar Henp GwAm 

Dapol i 

1877/8 9 31 22 24 0.9 

1914/15 31 32 12 12 5 

Khed 

1877/8 10 18 9 60 0.5 

1914/15 33 41 11 12 2 

Chiplun 

1877/8 10 31 20 34 4 
1914/15 34 30 8 13 10 

Sanqameshwar 

1789 23 28 20 18 4 
(31 villages) 
1877/8 30 26 16 22 4 
(all villages) 
1903/4 28 63 5 
(27 villages) 
1908/9- 

1912/13 33 55 7 
(28 villages) 
1914/15 32 37 8 15 6 

7 0.06 0.2 0.8 

4 0.02 0.4 4 

0.3 NA 1 0.02 

4 NA 0 0.5 

0.6 0.08 0.2 0.3 

0.1 0.01 0.1 6 

2 1 0.4 NA 

2 0.2 0.1 0.09 

3 0.4 NA NA 

4 0.06 0.09 NA 

2 0.06 0.02 0.9 
(all villages) 
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Rice Nagli Vari Harik Pulses Oil Seeds Sugar Hmp Garden 
t 

Ratnaqiri 

1877/8 38 34 16 91 

1903/4 41 43 5 

(41 villages) 
1908/9- 

1912/13 
(51 

villages) 42 42 4 

1914/15 38 25 10 12 4 

(all villages) 

0.7 0.04 0.08 1 

8 0.02 '22 

7 

6 

0.05 0.4 3 

0.06 0.4 5 

Rajapur 

1877/8 36 18 14 23 3 

1914/15 43 22 10 7 7 

Deogad 

1877/8 46 11 8 15 7 
1914/15 38 24 5 7 10 

Malvan 

1877/8 42 14 3 11 7 

2 

3 

4 

4 

5 

0.4 21 

0.2 33 

132 
0.5 74 

0.8 0.6 13 
1901/2- 

1910/11 
(55 

villages) 45 27 15 5 0.5 0.8 6 
1914/15 43 17 39 13 4 0.7 0.6 9 
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a. I) The heading Yari also includes , sawn, as both were dwarf m1llets 
with very similar characteristics. In 1789 sawn was only 0.2% of GCA, 
and It was not mentioned in the 1901-1915 data, so it is likely that 
little was grown in the district at any stage, and its Inclusion maker. 
little difference to the data. 1n the 1877/8 data from the Gazetteer, sawn 
is given as representing from 3% to 22% of GCA, and vari is not 
mentioned, which suggests the data includes both. 

ii) Data for 1903-13 puts nag1l, vari and barik together, as 'dry 
grains'. 

III) Data on oil seeds refers to `n1ger seed', since P. C. Patil, op. r-it. 
(Bombay. 1921) makes clear that other oil seeds were too little 
cultivated in the area to be'worth a mention. In British -r: A: Yurces before 
1890, however, sesamun Is given as the only oil seed cultivated in the 
area, almost certainly owing to a confusion In translation (the word for 
niger seed in Ratnagiri being til karla, literally 'black sesanum") For 
an explanation of the confusion see Bombay Department of Land Records 
and Agriculture, 'Crop Experiments Bombay Presidency' 1895/6 Southern 
Division p. 40. 

Skunrces 
1789: Pune Archives, Konkan Jamao, Rumal 496 and 497. 
1877/8: Gazetteer (1880) pp. 198-314. These figurer. must be somewhat 

impressionistic, since the Director of Agriculturels statistics were not 
being regularly produced yet, and even 12 years later could only give 
accurate figures for 177 villages out of IXO in the district (Tenth 
Annual Report of the Department of Land Records and Agriculture Bmbay 
ftesidency 1892-3 (Bombay, 1893) p. xvi). 

1901/2 to 1912/13: Selectians NS no. 559 (Bombay, 1919), no. 574 
(Bombay 1920) and no. 528 (Bombay, 1915) Appendix B. 

1914/15 P. C. Patil, cyp. cit- (1921). These figures are based on data 
from 32% of the cultivable arm of the district. 
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Table 5.6 Land Use in Ratna-qi i District 1789-1873 
(Land cultivated in acres) 

Taluka 1789/1810 1854/ % 

ABCD A/C B/D 
Rice Hill Rice Hill 

Suvernadur-q 
(Khed Dapoli and 
Mandangad) 
385 villages 9,564 32,155 14,206 110,924 

An. ianvel 
(Chiplun and 
Guhagar) 

1871/ % 

E A/E 
Rice 

48% 244% NA 

219 villages 6,828 13,600 20,591 52,840 201% 288% 
73 villages 
in Guhagar 1,219 NA NA NA 
69 villages 
in Chiplun 2,107 NA NA NA 

Ratna-qiri 
(Ratnagiri and 
Sanganeshwar) 
362 villages 20,837 67,288 26,786 86,906 

Vi. iayadurg 
(Deogad and 
Rajapur) 
175 villages 9,060 13,522 9,460 20,070 
77 villages 
in Lanje 4,742 NA NA NA 

Malvan 
(Malvan and 
Vengurla) 
138 villages 10,559 10,023 10,571 9,801 

Whole District 56,848 136,788 81,614 280,541 

SoLrces 

NA 

5,540 354% 

12,772 506% 

28% 29% NA 

48% NA 

6,051 28% 

0.1% -0.9% NA 

44% 105% NA 

BRP Range 376 Vol 39 of 1849 no. 5663 dated 13.12.1847 Statement F (no. 
5671) enclosed with above: for Peshwa's assesmmt; MSA RD Vol. 16 of 1860 
letter no 1416 of 1856 dated 31.12.1856 for data on 1854/5 (original data 
in bighas); MSA RD Vol. 43 of 1872 Ocmp. 332 letter no. 352 dated 
16.12.1871 p. 64 para. 19: 73 villages in Guhagar; MSA RD Vol. 40 CaTp. 405 
letter no. 1 dated 2.11.1870 p. 279 para. on 69 villages in Chiplun; MSA RD 
Vol. 115 of 1875 Omp. 252, letter no. 45 dated 10.2.1872 p. 433 para. 27: 
on 77 villages in Lanie. 
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Table 6.1 Movanent of Prices Per Ser of Husked Rice, Ratnagiri 

- District 1826-1915 (5 year movim-averag ges) 

Date Price index Date Price index 
(Base year 1842=100) (Base year 1842-100) 

April 1st 1826 
1827 
1828 
1829 
1831 
1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 
1836 
1837 
1938 
1839 
1840 
1841 
1842 
1843 

122 
123 
104 
93 
85 
89 
94 

100 
107 
108 
114 
118 
114 
ill 
107 
100 
96 

1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 

230 
220 
188 
173 
168 
162 
167 
170 
176 
178 
181 
188 
197 
201 
202 
200 
200 
208 
207 
207 
217 
206 
206 
207 
203 
213 
225 
239 

*............................ * 

Whole 1855 115 
year 1856 130 

1857 146 
1858 15T 
1859 161 
1860 168 
1861 182 
1862 194 
1863 214 

1864 24T 
1865 252 
1866 258 
1867 255 
1868 241 
1869 222 
1870 136 
1871 205 
1872 197 
1873 190 
1874 186 
1875 194 
19T6 220 
1877 225 

1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 

244 
258 
264 
270 
272 
283 
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Sourc, 8 Prices for 1824/46 fran Pune Archive Revenue Ommissioner Central 
Division Records Misc. Vol. 147, calculated as average of all 
markets listed. This source gives prices in rupees per khandi 
(volume measure) but prices for 1840/6 also given in sers (weight 
measure) per rupee). Prices for 1853-1879 fran Gazetteer (1880) 
p. 163. Prices for 1880-1923 frcm 'Season and Crop Reports of the 
Bcmbay Presidency' and Annual Report on the Administration of the 
Banbay Presidency. 
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Table-6.2 'Statownt showing the Prices in Rupoes per Kandy of 
each of. the Principal edible grains of the Ratnagiri 
zillah an the 1st of April of Each Year fram 1824-1845' 

Bhat (R i ce) 

Nwas of talukas 
and Peths 

Ratnagiri taluka 

1924 1825 1826 1827 1828 1829 1830 1831 1832 

Peth Sivww 22 32 26 23 20 16 13.8 13 16 
Peth Narayan 18.2 29.1 20 20 16 11.6 11.8 12.4 13 
Peth MWdiajan 18.3 29.1 20 20 16 11.6 12 11.12 12.4 
Peth Devrukh - 26.10 21.4 22.12 17.12 11.6 13 13.4 13.4 
Peth Lanie 22 30 22 24 20 14 15 12 14 
Peth Sadavli 22.4 32 22 23 20 15 15 12 14 
Peth lbrahaq3pw20 - 94 23 20 16 14.8 12 14 
Peth Jaigad - - 22.12 22.12 18 15.4 14.8 14.8 16 

1833 1834 1835 1836 1837 1839 1840 1841 1842 

Peth Sivapur 19 20 , 17 20.4 20 25.8 21.8 18.8 14.8 
Peth Narayan 18 16 14.8 18 20 21.8 20 16 14.8 
Peth Makhajun 17.4 17.12 14.4 18 18 23 20 16 14 
Peth Devrukh 17.2 is 16 17.8 20 22.12 21.4 16 15.4 
Poth Lanie 19 19 16 17 19 21.8 19 16 16 
Peth Satavli 19 19 18 17 21 21.8 21 17 16 
Peth lbrahanpwl9 19 16 17 19 21.8 19 16 16 
Peth Jaigad 20 20 18 20 20 27 21.4 18.8 - 

1843 1844 1845 

Peth Sivapur 17 17.8 18.4 
Peth Narayan 15 16 16 
Peth MakhaJan 15 16 15 
Peth Devrukh 16 16 16 
Peth Lanie 15 16 17 
Peth Sadavli 15 16.9 17 
Peth I braJhanpw 14.8 16.8 17 
Peth JaiqW 16 18 18 

SOUIrce 

Pune Archives, Revenue CaTmissioner Central Division Records Miscellaneous 
Vol. 147 

Note Peth Sivapur was in Ratnagiri town; Peth Narayan was at Sanganeshwar; 
Peth lbrahmpur was at Sakharpe. 
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Table 6.3 Allocation of Gross Cropped Area of each taluka 

in Ratna-qiri 1914/15 -, 

Taluka, Rice Garden crops other cash crops- Dry grains and 
(with % of (sugar and henp) pulses 
Khoti 

villages) 

Vengurla. 42.8 22.51 0.35 30.83- 

Malvan 43.50, 8.98 1.31 46.21 
(20%) 

Deogad 38.46 4.03 7.67 49.84 
Rajapur 43.90 3.25 3.62 49.23 
(66%) 

Ratnagiri 37.61 4.93 0.43 57.03 
(48%) 

31.54 0.94 0.08 67.44 
(82%) 

Chiplun 33.58- 5.56 0.12 60.74 
(90%) 

Khed 33.07 0.46 0.09 66.47 
(99%) 

Dapoli 30.58 4.41 0.43 64.51 

Sources 

P. C. Patil, op. cit. (1921) 
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Table 6.4 Population and Cultivation in tarf, Sytow& and tarf Kuriat 

Nevre. Ratnaqiri taluka 1829-18690 

Sytowde Kuriat Nevre 

7 Dharskari 11 Khot! 8 Dharekarl 

Villages Villages Villages 

Average population per village in 1829 998 104 668 

Average population per village in 1869 1,439 304 1,263 

Acreas of rice land per head 1829 0.13 0.2 0.27 

Acres of rice land per head 1869 0.14 0.12 0.18 

Acres of garden land per head 1869 0.034 0.016 0.116 

Acres of cultivated hill land per head 1829 0.33 0.94 0.20 

Acres of cultivated hill land per head 1869 0.21 0.51 0.17 

Total acres per head 18W, 0.35 0.63 0.35 

% rice and garden to hill land 1869 45% 22% 54% 

Footrote for Table 6.4 

a) For the method of calculating population and hill land, see Table 5.1 

and 5.3. 

Source 

Dowell's Wtes passim; Selections NS No. 574 (Barbay, 1920) Appendix Q and 
Q'; Census of the Bcffbay Presidency 1872 Vol. 11 Table 1; Census of India 
1911 Vol. V11 Part 11 Table 1. 
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Table 6.5 Relationship between Rice, darden and Hill QjItivation in 

Five Khot! and Dharekarl Villages in Ratnagiri and 

Sangameshwar Talukas 

2 Khot i 

Holdings 

Muchari 

R: G: H: 

Acres 

Under 1 36: 0: 64 

1-4 12: 0: 88 

5-9 15: 0: 85 

10-19 7: 0: 93 

20-29 10: 0: 90 

30-50 7: 0: 93 

over 50 

SoLrce 

3 Dharokari 

Dingni Pirdavne Shirgaon Kotavde 

R: G: H: R: 0: H: R: G: H: R: G: H: 

17: 0: 83 97: 0: 3 86: 2: 12 63: 6: 31 

14: 0: 86 55: 0: 45 29: 26: 45 58: 5: 47 

10: 0: 90 14: 0: 86 35: 2: 63 33: 2: 64 

6: 0: 94 13: 0: 86 15: 1: 84 8: 1: 91 

4: 0: 96 10: 1: 89 16: 2: 82 18: 1: 81 

3: 0.5: 96 10: 0: 90 18: 1: 81 17: 1: 82 
6: 0: 94 11: 0: 89 15: 0.4: 85 6: 0.2: 82 

Settlement records, botkut for Shirgaon (1887) and Kotavde (1885), 

Ratnagiri taluka and for Muchari (1895), Dingni (1894) and Pirdavne (1894), 

Sargameshwar taluka. 
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Table 6.6A Distribution of dharekarl holdings by caste- I 
In ShIrgann village, tarf Kuriat Nevre. Ratuallirl talu*a 18W. 

18 Bralh-n 

24 Brahmn 
4 Gurav 
I Bhandari 
I Ilaratha 
1 Kunbl 

23 Brahmnu 
4 Bhandari 
2 Xaratha 
I Sonar 
I Vani 
1 Nuslilm 

22 Brahnan 
20 Bhandari 
20 Kunbl 

6 Vani 
6 Gurav 
5 NUS1132 

2 Xmratha 
2 Xmhar 
1 Sonar 
1 Chaimbhar 
1 Tali 

Hill Land 

10-1 acrep. 5--9 acres 9-4 acreR I acr 

and Ilind 

13 Brahman 9 Brahman 9 Bralh-n 24 Kunbi 
3 Gurav 2 Kunbi I Bhandari 22 Bhaudari 

I Xaratha 1 Sonar 6 Brahman 
1 Vani 1 Vani 6 Nuslils 
1 Bhanderi 1 Kunbl I Sonar 
I XAbar I Tell 
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Table 6.913 Average size of holdings by caste in 2 villages in 

tarf SanjWm-rbwar- Saingn-shmar taluka (in acres and guntas) 

Ruchari (1895) 
(khoti tenants' holdings) 

Brabman Rice: 
11111: 

Itarmthm Rice: 
Hill: 

Kunbi Rice: 
Hill: 

9nnar Rice: 
Hill: 

Rutar Rice: 
Hill: 

11havi Rice: 
Hill: 

ItAhar Rice: 
Hill: 

GosavI Rice: 
Hill: 

W11RIlm Rice: 
Hill: 

Gurav Rice: 
Hill: 

la 28S 
7a 16R 
ga 4g 

25g 
ga 321r 

10a 17g 
14g 

6a 321r 
7a 68 
2a los 
3a 271r 
5a 37g 

35g 
4& 24g 
5a 198 
la 
4a BS 
5a 88 

178 
7a IR 
7a 18S 

17g 
4a 3ir 
4& 20g 

35s 
2a 20g 
3a 15s 

108 
3a Sit 
3a 13s 

riumbbar Rice: 
Hill: 

Gavli Rice: 
Hill: 

3a 22g 

la 68 

Pi relavne (1894) 
(dharekari holdings) 

Brahmin Rice: 4a Ig 
Hill: 2AM As 

32a gg 
Narmthm Rice: 2a 13g 

Hill: 4a 32a 
7a 5g 

rimbi Rice: la 18g 
Hill: 5a 34m 

7a 12g 
Gurav Rice: 15g 

Hill: 2& 22g 
2a 37g 

ahm-hihmr Rice: ý 
Hill: 

33g 
Irahar Rice: 8g 

Hill: 
8g 

FootnntpR 
a. The occupants and owners, of holdings are not identified in the 
settleiment records by caste, but by name. It is usually possible to 
identify a person's caste in the nineteenth century by their name, 
but there Day SOAStinBB be errors, particularly in distinguishing 
Nara tha and Kun bi. 

Source 
Settlenent recordB, botkut f or Shirgaon, Nuchari and Pirdavue. 
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Table-6-7 Distribution of Land Between Families in Pirdavne Village. 
tarf San-mme shwar. San gymeshwar taluka, i n 1789 and 1894 

1789 1789 1789 1894 1894 1894 
Femily Holders Total Average %a Holders Total Average 

Acresb Per Holder Acres Per Holder 

mulye 6 17 
Rice 28a 209 4a 309 44% 60a 319 3a 229 45% 
Hill 277a 169 46a 249 54% 448a - 26a 16g 48% 
Baq-waji 9 10 
Rice 18a 129 2a - 28% 42a 259 4a 109 31% 
Hill 164a 329 18a 129 32% 272a - 25a 28g 29% 
Kale 0 1 
Rice 10a - 10a - 
6% 
Hill 69a 329 69a 329 7% 
Malekar 4 3 
Rice 3a 239 35g 4% 7a - 2a 139 5% 
Hill 32a 329 4a 89 6% 56a 129 17a 449 6% 
Niweskar 2 4 
Rice 2a 169 la 89 3% 8a 129 2a 39 6% 
Hill la 369 la - 0.3% 37a 89 9a 12g 4% 
Sabekar 3 3 
Rice 5a 129 la 139 8% 2a 69 - 219 1.5% 
Hill 26a 329 6a 249 5% 17a 369 4a 169 1.1% 
iuwekar 0 4 
Rice 2a 33g - 35g 2% 
Hill 2a - - 20g 0.2% 
Gholkar 1 1 
Rice la - la - 1% la 339 la 339 0.7% 
Hill - 249 - 249 0.15% 13a 4g 13a 4g 1% 
Mahar 3 9 
Rice 2a 169 - 32g 3% la 37g 8g 1% 
Hill 
Gurav 1 4 
Rice 8g - 8g 0.3% - 189 4g 0.3% 
Hill 4g - 4g 0.03% - 329 4g 0.1% 
Date 1 0 
Rice la 249 la 24g 1% 
Hill 
Teli 1 0 
Rice - 109 - 109 0.3% 
Hill 
Chanbhar 0 1 
Rice 
Hill la 129 - 32g 0.1% 

Footnotes for Table 6.8 
a) %= holding of rice/hill land as a % of total rice/hill land in the 
village. b) a= acres; 9= guntas. 
sour SettlaTient reccx-ds, botkut for Pirdavne (1894), and Peshwa Daftar, 
Konkan Janao, RLml 49T, pahan! jirayet for Pirdavne 
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XCITR 01 11. Because most of the sources used in this 

study date from the nineteenth and early twentieth century, I have 

decided to use the system of transliteration operating In British 

India, in spite of its inadequacies, in order to avoid confusion for 

any reader consulting the British sources. In the early nineteenth 

century the British authorities in Bombay Presidency used a rather 

different system of transliteration from that used from the later 

nineteenth century, and I have decided to use the transliterations of 

Narathi words Most commonly employed in the late nineteenth and the 

first half of the twentieth century, since this is closer to the 

modern system. 

ahhavni - crop appraisal by the khort- 

akar pbarmasa - record of the assessment of pbarmasn (farmasn). a tax 

in kind paid to the Naratha forts. 

ardbedi - crop share tenant paying a half share of the crop. 

badhekari - newcomer to a village; temporary cultivator in a village; 

in khorti villager., families who came to the village after 

the khat. 

badli - mill worker hired by the day as a casual labourer. 

hWyet - irrigated garden land. 

banian - merchant and money-lender. 

batai - annual crop assessments by government. 

bbatle - level hill land. 

Rha dari - caste whose occupations included toddy tapper, boatman 

and farmer. 

Rbusaz-1 - caste of petty traders. 

bigba -a measure of land. 0.8 of an acre by the later nineteenth 

century, though In the earlier nineteenth century 

measurements varied somewhat between districts. 

batkut (botkhat) - village land register of the Survey Settlement, 
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sunwrakriBing each holding and its assessment. 

BGP - Bombay General Proceedings. 

BJP` - Bombay Judicial Proceedings. 

BRP - Bombay Revenue Proceedings. 

budki - an irrigation device to scoop water from a river and poor 

it onto the neighbouring field. 

bullottee (balute) - tax raised an village servants (balutedars) by 

government. 

chabur - land measure = 120 bigbas. 

chakar - slave (sale) 

chalu wabivat - current management/c: ontrol of property. 

Cha Mar - leatherworker caste. 

cbawls - housing for factory workers In Bombay. 

cbawlya (chavli) a bean, (dolichas catjanga sesquipedalia) 

Chitpavan BraAman sub-caste of firahmans, originating in the Konkan. 

Dbangar - caste of herdsmen. 

desai - hereditary taluka official under the Xaratha government. 

Dmasth Brahman - Brahman sub-caste originating from the Deccan 

des. hkulkarni - hereditary district and taluka official under the 

Zaratha government, dealing with revenue and 

accounting and enjoying inams and baks. 

dardLaukh - as for -- Ill. 

deshpande - as for desMulkarni. 

dharn -a holding belonging to a dharekari. 

dharrtkarl -a village where each landholder pays revenue to 

the government on his-own holding. through the agency of 

the village head; a landholding peasant with rights to 

mortgage, inherit and possibly sell their property 

Dbawad Mavad) - iron worker caste. 

dhati - lain cloth. I 
Divali - Festival of Lights, in October. 

DoveZ1%- Kates - Selections frux the Records of Bombay Government IS 

no 1T7 Captzdn Dove. U Is Kates an the Skwvey of the Old 

Ratnagiri Taluka (Bombay Iq 17- ). 

ferokbt - rate at which part of the grain revenue was compulsorily 

commuted 
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Ganpatti - the Elephant headed god, very popular In Aahamshtrn. 

gnankar - village head in a dharvkari village 

gnvik (gavik) - land unoccupied by permanent cultivators 

Gavii - caste of herdsmen or cowherds. 

gayali - land abandoned temporarily or permanently by a permanent 

cultivator 
Gazetteer (1880) - Gazetteer of the Bcobay PxmsideDq7 Vol. X Ratnagiri 

and Sawantwadi (Bombay, 1880) 

gbee - clarified butter. 

Gbera - the area round a fort. 

Gbisadi - caste of blacksmiths. 

Gosavi -a religious beggar. 

grandev - the village god. 

gzam kharrh - tax to cover the expenses of village administration. 

gudast - last time, last year. 

gulam -a male slave 

gunta - measure of area: 40 in an acre. 

Gurav - caste of temple servants. 

Jbkkw - barber. 

barik -a hill grain (papsalLim scrabiculatum) known In the Deccan 

as kadra 

bavildar -a garrison commander. 

buk atak>- the dues of village and district officials (bakdar), 

mainly payments in kind. 

Inam - grant of revenue free land. 

IOL - India Office Library and Records. 

istawa (istava) - tax concession by the Naratha government to 

individuals opening up cultivation or Improving land, 

granting a number of revenue free years, followed by a 

gradually increasing assessment up to the full amount. 
itlakb - payment In kind by the village for village servants. 
jazwal kha - village field book of the British survey settlement. 

Jangan Lingayat -a priest. 
Jirayet unirrigated land. 

ka I Nwwtha revenue survey of the Konkan in the 1780s, based 

an the measurement and classification of land actually 
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under cultivation in each holding, in order to arrive at a 
total payment for the village as a whole. 

kabulayet - annual agreement signed between the khat and the British 

government, in which the Irbots agreed to pay the 

government revenue demand on'their village in return'for 

confirmation of their right to manage the village. 

Aarsai -a tax In kind levied on villages by the Narnihn 

government for the repair and maintenance of the hill 

forts. Also a tax in kind of items of food, domestic 

utensils etc, levied on the cultivators by the'khat 

Ansba - mar at town or village. 
kWLm - salt mars1h land usually at the mouth of a creek. 

kbajzdi (candy) - measure of volume. equal to 20 xaLmds (in volume). 

khm-if rice land; crops grown in the monsoon season. 

kbasgi khoVs personal holding, which he retained even If he 

relinquised the khotiship. 

khat hereditary village 2nminchur in Ratnagiri, who contracted 

with government to pay the village revenue; 

vatandar kbot - khat with a document granting the 

khotiship from a recognised Aarntha or British 

authority. 
kbudkul rocky land. 

, kichedi village -a village which was part khati and part dbarvakar-i. 

Jd1ledar- - officer in charge of a fort 

KOR - caste of fishermen. 

Ko&htf - caste of weavers. 
kowl - see listawa% 

kul -a dhar-ekari holder. % 

Aulargi - as dhareknri. 

Aulith -a pulse known as horse gram (dolichos biflaris). 

kulkarmi - village accountant 
Kunhhar - patter caste 

Kimbi - one of the main agricultural castes in Vestern India, not 

clearly differentiated from Narathas, but lower in status 
kumbini - female slave. 
kuriat - terraced hill land used to cultivate rice in the monsoon, 
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often used in the dry season for irrigated crops. 
Lizqnyat - devotes of the god Shiva. 

Lcduw - ironworker caste 

jrafi istawn Jrowl - see Vstava* 

Mahal - subdivision of a district, otherwise known as a taluka. 

Nabar - untouchable scavenger caste - 

makta - fixed rent agreement. 

mtnIntdar - under the Per-hwas, the chief magistrate and 

administrative head of the district; under British 

rule, the maxlatdaz- was the hand of the Indian 

administration In the district, working for the British 

Collector, who represented the British government. 

map wartaln - use of bigger measures far accepting grain payments 

from cultivators than was used for paying grain to 

government. 
JC2Z-a tha - main agricultural/warrior caste in Xaharashtra; not 

clearly differentiated from the KLmbi caste, but 

higher status. 

maLmd (man) - measure of volume (20 maunds In a 1rha di) and also of 

weight (40 sere In a maund). 

mirasdar - used in the Deccan to describe a landholding peasant 

with rights to inherit and mortgage his holding . 
mahatarTa -a tax on shopkeepers. imposed by the Aarntha government. 
XSA RD - Naharashtra State Archives, Bombay Revenue Department 

Files 

mug -a pulse, known as green gran Cpbasa2Zus ouretm). 

Unsif - district Judge in the civil court. 
Cwushw-a) - small payment to the village head-airt in a 

dbArelmri village for managing village lands and 

collecting the revenue. 

nagli - finger millet Weusine car-acnim) known in the Deccan as 

ragi or nachni 

imikin - female jobber 

nazar pabani - estimate of the harvest by an inspection of the 

standing crop. 

navi - barber caste 
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nulla (nala) - watercourse or ravine. 

padan - sub-divisicn: L of village land for fallowing rotation. 

pahmi hVayet - Xamtha village survey document, giving details of 

assessment of tree cultivation. 

pahani Jirnyet - NAmt1w village survey document, giving details of 

unirrigated land and its assessment. 

pahani - JC2mtha village survey record, giving full details of 

each -an's holdings 

pand measure of arm - 20 pands In a bigba. 

Pant Priffnid&l - me of the chief officers in the Pe&hwn's 

government, hereditary in a lending Xamtha family. 

parit - washerman caste. 

Pat stone channel lending water from a tan or stream to the 

fields 

patil village headman 

Patti a cess imposed above the basic revenue demand. 

patti bmMe - cash payment exacted by khots from the lower castes in 

commutation for their obligation to carry revenue 

grain to the government depot. 

payli - measure of volume - 16 (sometimes 12) paylis in a 
maund; 4 sers in a payli (316 when the A2ratita government 
was receiving revenue grain). 

Perah wa - the title of the ruler of the Aaratha state in the 

eighteenth century, based in Poona. Originally the chief 
minister of the Raja, by the aid eighteenth century the 
Rajas had become mere figureheads, and the Peahwas. a 
Chitpavan BYahman family originating in Ratnagirl 
district, controlled the state. 

phazwasa Cfar3ffasa) - tax in kind levied on villages by -the AiLratha 

government in order to provision the forts. 

pat number -a sub-division of a survey number. 
punj -a payment to some village servants. 

purstimpurde - tax on the gardens round cultivators' houses, imposed 
by the khat. 

rnb - manure, consisting of leaves and branches burnt on the 

seed beds before sowing. 
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rabi - I. wet land, usually an the banks of rivers, which can be 

cultivated outside the monsoon season without using 

artificial irrigation. 

It. crops sown In August/September, harvested January/Xarch 

z7ddýzl - land cultivated within fixed boundaries (usually rice 

land). 

Z-Yot - peasant 

xyatvari tenure - tenure In which the village landholders pay their 

land tax direct to government withough intermediaries. 

sadr adalut - the district court. 

sadr ainin - district Judge. 

Wvi (Sali) - caste of weavers. 

sanad - government grant or decree. 

sardesai - Nar-atha hereditary district official, receiving baks 

and inam. 

sarmakadum - as saz-desai- 

Sa Wn - small millet (pmnnicLm zMare). 

Selections - Selections fz-va the Recczrds of the Bombay Govermizent 

ser - weight measure (40 sers to a saund), and volume measure 
(usually 4 sezs to a payll, 64 to a zaLmd). 

shetkar-i - debt bonded agricultural labourer. 

Sblmpi - tailor caste. 

sirdesAkulkazmi - as sardesai. 

Sbmar - goldsmith caste. 

svd - Cpakka sud and kacchn sud) - village survey documents of 
the British survey settlement, detailing each holding, 

with maps. 

s4tar - carpenter caste. 

tag - hemp (cratalania juncen). 

talathi village accountant 
taluka an administrative subdivision of a district 

talukdar - form of 2axindazd tenure. 

tanka - seventeenth century lump sun village assessment. 
tarT - an administrative subdivision of a taluka 

Teli - oil-presser caste 

teriz - eighteenth century revenue document listing the holdings 
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of the main cultivators in the village 
therno - appendix to the settlement batkut, giving details of rents 

paid by occupancy tenants. 

tiJkedar - inoculator. 

til .- sesame seed (sesamum indicum), also known as ItH godeF. 
tirdhell - crop share tenants paying one third of the crop 
tuccavi (tagavi) - loan by government to peasants to encourage 

cultivation 

tur - pigeon pea (cQ*nus indicuis). 

tusmir -a part of the grain revenue compulsorily commuted to cash 

at a set rate. 

udid -a pulse, known as black gram (phasecdus muzyrd). 

vakil - barrister. lawyer. 

Fafii - merchant casts. 

Vari - proso millet (peuinicum miIiare). 
Vedic Brahman - true Brahman caste. 

veth - forced labour by tenants to landlord, usually the Abut 

wad& (vada) - hamlet. 

varkas (var-kas) - hill land growing 'dry cropsO which do not need to 

be irrigated naturally or artificially. 

warn (Oar-n) -a type of pulse. 

watan (vatan) - hereditary right or property. 

watandar (vatandar) - hereditary . proprietor; watandar 1ardes - 

cultivators In khati villages with secure tenure 

vnzan (Oazan. ) - crops measured In weight for assessment purposes; 
'wazan sez", a ser in weight, was used In the Xaratha 

period for measuring certain crops for revenue and other 

purposes e. g. spices, sugar. 

hereditary landowner (usually) with also a hereditary, 

alienable right to the revenue from lands held in 

zzwindari; normally the zamindar has some land revenue 
free and the right to extra taxes and services from the 

peasants, and in return has 
' 
the duty to collect 

government revenue frcus his znmindaz-1 if required. 
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